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NATIONAL COOPERATIVE HIGHWAY RESEARCH PROGRAM

Systematic, well-designed research provides the most effec
tive approach to the solution of many problems facing high
way administrators and engineers. Often, highway problems
are of local interest and can best be studied by highway
departments individually or in cooperation with their state
universities and others. However, the accelerating growth of
highway transportation develops increasingly complex prob
lems of wide interest to highway authorities. These problems
are best studied through a coordinated program of coopera
tive research.
In recognition of these needs, the highway administrators of
the American Association of State Highway and Transporta
tion Officials initiated in 1962 an objective national
highway research program employing modern scientific tech
niques. This program is supported on a continuing basis by
funds from participating member states of the Association
and it receives the full cooperation and support of the Federal
Highway Administration, United States Department of
Transportation.
The Transportation Research Board of the National Re
search Council was requested by the Association to ad
minister the research program because of the Board's recog
nized objectivity and understanding of modern research
practices. The Board is uniquely suited for this purpose as:
it maintains an extensive committee structure from which
authorities on any highway transportation subject may be
drawn; it possesses avenues of communications and cooper
ation with federal, state, and local governmental agencies,
universities, and industry; its relationship to its parent orga
nization, the National Academy of Sciences, a private, non
profit institution, is an insurance of objectivity; it maintains
a full-time research correlation staff of specialists in highway
transportation matters to bring the findings of research
directly to those who are in a position to use them.
The program is developed on the basis of research needs
identified by chief administrators of the highway and trans
portation departments and by committees of AASHTO.
Each year, specific areas of research needs to be included in
the program are proposed to the Academy and .he Board by
the American Association of State Highway and Transporta
tion Officials. Research projects to fulfill these needs are
defined by the Board, and qualified research agencies are
selected from those that have submitted proposals. Adminis
tration and surveillance of research contracts are the respon
sibilities of the Academy and its Transportation Research
Board.
The needs for highway research are many, and the National
Cooperative Highway Research Program can make signifi
cant contributions to the solution of highway transportation
problems of mutual concern to many responsible groups. The
program, however, is intended to complement rather than to
substitute for or duplicate other highway research programs.
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FOREWORD
By Staff

Transportation
Research Board

Individual agencies have developed various approaches and techniques for
applying system-level traffic data to specific highway design projects. For exam
ple, many state and urban area transportation agencies use traffic assignments
developed in their long-range system planning activities to determine design-hour
volumes at the project level. However, these techniques have not previously been
documented or standardized for general use. This report provides a comprehen
sive compilation of the best techniques that are currently being used in urban areas
to bridge the gap between system and project analyses. These techniques were
identified through a survey of state and local agencies with follow-up field visits
to obtain detailed information on procedural steps and typical applications. A
user's manual with illustrative case studies is provided in the Appendix. This
report should be of special interest to highway planners and design engineers who
wish to modify their current procedures or to adopt new ones.

Estimating traffic volumes with the accuracy needed for use in highway
design has always been a complex task. Typically, the analyst uses information
obtained from land-use planning, traffic forecasting (e.g., trip generation, mode
split, traffic assignment), volume counts, and other data to develop design vol
umes. Many agencies have established various procedures for this purpose, but in
most cases these procedures have not been documented for wide dissemination.

JHK & Associates collected information from numerous state and local agen
cies regarding currently used procedures and developed complete documentation
for others to use. The procedures are grouped into ten categories-refinement of
computerized traffic volume forecasts; traffic data for alternative network as
sumptions; traffic data for detailed networks; traffic data for different forecast
years; turning movement data; design hour volume and other time-of-day data;
directional distribution data; vehicle classification data; speed, delay, and queue
length data; and design of highway pavements. The selected procedures were
found to be applicable in many situations and to provide a basis for standardization
of traffic data analysis.

These same ten categories provide the framework for the user's manual that
was developed as part of this research (see Appendix). The user's manual is
applicable over a wide range of analyses including systems planning, corridor or
subarea studies, evaluation of alternative plans, traffic operations studies, high
way design, and environmental studies. Emphasis is placed on easily applied
manual techniques, but computer applications are also addressed.

To demonstrate the use of the procedures, three case studies are included
the upgrading of a limited access highway; the evaluation of an arterial improve
ment; and the design of a highway volume intersection. Detailed information on
procedureal steps is provided along with guidance regarding level of accuracy,
time requirements, limitations, etc.



This report complements NCHRP Report 187, "Quick-Response Urban
Travel Estimation Techniques and Transferable Parameters-User's Guide,"
which provides manual techniques for trip generation, mode split, and traffic
assignment. Together, these two reports cover the full spectrum of techniques
typically used in planning and design applications.
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HIGHWAY TRAFFIC DATA FOR URBANIZED AREA
PROJECT PLANNING AND DESIGN

SUMMARY The development of highway traffic data for highway project planning and design
requires close cooperation between the users and producers of such data. Unfortunately,
until the present time, there have existed no standardized procedures to enable the
results of highway system-level traffic assignments, historical data, land-use
information, and other factors to be translated into traffic data for highway projects.

Accordingly, this research was conducted to meet the following objectives:
(1) Identify, review, and evaluate typical procedures currently being used to develop
highway traffic data for project planning and design in urbanized areas; and (2) Using
existing techniques to the maximum extent possible, develop a user-oriented manual
containing procedures for the full range of planning and design needs, together with
illustrative case studies.

A research approach was developed which would enable various procedures to be
efficiently identified and evaluated. The following tasks were included:

• Task 1: Investigate Current Needs and Existing Procedures
• Task 2: Evaluate and Recommend Appropriate Procedures
• Task 3: Prepare a User's Manual with l1lustrative Case Studies

A literature search was performed to identify existing documentation of available
procedures. Subsequent contacts were made with more than 45 state and local
governmental agencies throughout the United States. A detailed questionnaire was
distributed to both the users and producers of traffic data in these agencies. Based upon
the responses to the questionnaire, a number of states were chosen for follow-up
personal and telephone interviews. In these interviews more in-depth information was
obtained regarding promising procedures and the use of traffic data in highway project
planning and design.

These findings indicate that a large percentage of highway planning and design
decisions are based on the results of traffic data forecasts. At the same time, it is
apparent that the quality of the input data and the analysis procedures used for these
forecasts are viewed as being deficient in many respects. Some of the primary issues
revealed were the following:

1. The level of detail and preCISion of computer traffic forecasts varies
tremendously from project to project.

2. The lack of quality land-use forecasts hampers the development of high quality
traffic forecasts. There are wide variations in the format and quality of data produced
by agencies.

3. There is no uniformity in the types of computerized traffic assignments
performed (i.e., all-or-nothing; capacity restrained; stochastic).

4. Computer assignments are often not available for all highway alternatives or for
all years under study.

5. The traffic data needs for evaluation, design, and environmental analyses are
often very different.

6. The responsibility for producing traffic data is often fragmented among agencies.
7. Production of adequate traffic data requires considerable effort and time as well

as judgment which comes with experience.
8. A large number of explicit and implicit assumptions are made every time traffic

forecasts are performed for highway project planning and design studies.

While public agencies are in partial agreement with respect to techniques for using
highway traffic data, they have virtually no uniform procedures to develop those data.
Thus, results of analyses in one state cannot be readily compared with results obtained
from adjacent states. This problem even manifests itself among urban areas within the
same state.

The need existed to identify as many of the available procedures as possible, evaluate
each of the procedures, draw upon the strongest points of the evaluated procedures, and
develop a set of standard procedures that could receive national distribution. In response
to this need, a user's manual was prepared.

The user's manual covers 10 categories of procedures related to traffic data
development, as follows:
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1. Refinement of computerized traffic volume forecasts.
2. Traffic data for alternative network assumptions.
3. Traffic data for more detailed networks.
4. Traffic data for different forecast years.
5. Turning movement procedures.
6. Design hour volume and other time-of-day procedures.
7. Directional distribution procedures.
8. Vehicle classification procedures.
9. Speed, delay, and queue length procedures.

10. Traffic data for design of highway pavements.

The procedures in these categories can be used singularly or in combination, depending
on the analyses to be undertaken. In most cases, manually applied procedures have been
described, although computer-aided techniques are presented where appropriate.

In the area of computerized traffic forecast refinements, two procedures are
recommended at the corridor or subarea level. The first is a screenline adjustment
process that compares base year and future year volumes and capacities across several
facilities. The second procedure uses computer-generated select link or zonal tree data
to aid the analyst in defining network travel patterns.

The procedures to derive traffic data for alternative network assumptions cover four
basic situations: (1) change in roadway capacity; (2) change in roadway alignment; (3)
construction of parallel roadways; and (4) addition or subtraction of links. Modifications
of screenline adjustments and the use of select link or zonal tree data are used to
perform the analyses.

To develop data for more detailed networks, two primary approaches are subarea
focusing and subarea windowing. In focusing, a more detailed network is defined within
the study area, leaving the remaining network intact. In windowing, a more detailed
study area network is defined within a cordon. The remaining network is then replaced
by a series of external stations. Both procedures are computer-aided. They are most
applicable for conducting small scale corridor or subarea studies in which detailed link
and turning volumes are desired on various highways which are not shown on a systems
level network.

In order to derive traffic volumes for different forecast years, various linear and
nonlinear growth curves have been developed. These growth curves are based on
projected land-use growth patterns or historical trends and can be used to interpolate or
extrapolate traffic volumes to alternate years. For more detailed analyses in areas
where wide variations in zonal growth are expected to occur, it is recommended that
select link and zonal tree data be used to determine differential growth patterns on
various facilities.

There are three sets of procedures presented for deriving turning movement data-
factoring procedures, iterative procedures, and "T" intersection procedures. These
procedures can be applied in situations where either "directional" or "nondirectional"
volume data are available.

Procedures are documented to permit design hour volumes to be determined for
typical urban facilities and for facilities characterized by sharp recreational or seasonal
variations. Other time-of-day procedures are useful to convert daily volume estimates
to hourly data for use in design or environmental studies. In both cases, emphasis is
placed on the need to adjust base year time-of-day values to reflect changing land use,
geometric, or traffic conditions in the future.

The directional distribution procedures try to establish statistical relationships
between directional distribution and various factors, such as time-of-day, facility type,
and orientation (i.e., radial, circumferentiaD. In lieu of these data, other procedures
adjust base year directional splits using professional judgment and knowledge of future
land uses (e.g., commercial, residential, industriaD.

The vehicle classification procedure provides basic background relevant to the
estimation of various auto-truck percentages on urban facilities. It includes a review of
expected future land-use changes that would be expected to affect the distribution of
vehicles on a facility.

Procedures are presented for calculating speeds, delays, and queue lengths on grade
separated facilities and on surface arterials. The analyst is able to apply different
methodologies for traffic flow conditions that are under- or over-capacity. The resulting
data are directly applicable to small area design analyses and to environmental analyses.

The procedures presented for highway pavement design enable traffic volume and
vehicle classification data to be converted into 18-kip equivalent single-axle loadings
that are directly used in the calculation of flexible and rigid pavement design needs.
These procedures are applicable using vehicle classification data specific to the SUbject
facility or average values obtained on a regional or statewide basis.

The procedures in the user's manual are applicable over a wide range of analyses.
The principal types of applications include systems planning, corridor or subarea studies,
evaluation of alternative plans, traffic operations studies, highway design, and
environmental studies. In order to demonstrate this applicability, the procedures were
applied to three case studies--the upgrading of a limited access highway; the evaluation
of an arterial improvement; and the design of a high volume intersection. These case
studies describe the interactions of several procedures and indicate that reasonable
results can be achieved in relatively short time frames.
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The study suggests future areas of research relating to traffic data development.
The key areas of emphasis should be the following:

1. The effects of over-capacity highway conditions on land-use development and on
the temporal and geographic distribution of traffic.

2. The development of microcomputer or hand calculator applications of several
procedures.

3. The quantification of additional factors contributing to or constraining traffic
growth.

4. More systematic techniques for deriving turning volumes from intersection link
volumes.

5. An improved statistical base for transferring time-of-day, directional distribution,
and vehicle classification data to other settings. Particular effort should be given to
quantifying truck time-of-day relationships.

6. The improved specificity and standardization of traffic data for use in
environmental and evaluation models.

This research project represents the first major effort to document standardized
procedures for prodUcing traffic data for use in project planning and design. Therefore,
it is recommended that a training course be developed to disseminate this information to
both the producers and users of highway traffic data throughout the United States.

CHAPTER ONE

JNTRODUCTION AND RESEARCH APPROACH

PURPOSE AND SCOPE OF PROJECT

Until the present time, there have been no nationally
accepted or widely used procedures to translate the
results of highway system-level traffic assignments,
historical data, land-use information, and other factors
into traffic data for individual highway projects. A need
has been recognized not only to establish accepted
procedures for translating various inputs into project
traffic data, but also to specify the content, accuracy,
and limitations of the data for the problem being
addressed. This type of information is required to meet
the diverse needs of highway designers, environmental
planners, and decision-makers.

The specific objectives of this research were to: (I)
identify, review, and evaluate typical procedures
currently being used to develop highway traffic data for
project planning and design in urbanized areas; and (2)
using existing techniques to the maximum extent possible,
develop a user-oriented manual containing procedures for
the full range of planning and design needs together with
illustrative case studies.

Background

During the past 30 years the science of forecasting
travel demand in urban areas in the United States has
undergone tremendous change. Until the mid-1950's the
vast majority of traffic forecasting in the United States
was done by projecting traffic trend lines into the future,
occasionally taking into account exogenous factors. With
the advent of the high speed electronic computer and the
formulation of a series of mathematical travel demand
models that related travel demand to land use, urban
travel demand forecasting procedures changed
dramatically. Instead of only being able to forecast
traffic on a facility-by-facility basis, it now became
possible to forecast changes in travel demand that could
be expected to occur at both the systems and corridor

level as a result of changing the transportation
infrastructure. Emphasis shifted to developing long range
system plans, and a great deal of credibility was placed in
the computerized travel demand forecasts. Soon many
transportation decisions were based on traffic projections
produced "by the computer."

Research in travel demand continued to develop new
mathematical models that could more accurately
replicate human travel behavior. As more and more
computerized travel demand forecasts were made, and as
some of the transportation facilities opened for which
these computerized travel demand forecasts had been
made, it was soon apparent that a number of the forecasts
had been far from correct. As a result, it was realized
that multi-million dollar construction decisions had been
based on projections that were not always reliable.

Much attention has been focussed on ways to make the
mathematical models more sensitive to those variables
that actually determine human travel behavior. However,
in many cases the blame for errors in forecasting rests
much more with the quality of the input data to the
models than with the models themselves. For example,
projecting future land use is a difficult and inexact
science, even on a jurisdictional basis. To perform this
task accurately at the level of travel analysis zones has
proven to be almost impossible, yet future land use is
probably the single most important input variable to the
travel demand forecasting process.

Because of the amount of data that must be coded and
the high cost of making travel demand forecasts, the
transportation networks that have been used for travel
demand proje<;:tions are typically skeleton networks that
simplify the actual highway system. In a computer
simulation travelers are shown loading onto the network
at only a limited number of entry points (zone
connectors), when in reality they enter the network at
many points. Traffic assignments have proven to be very
sensitive to the coding of zone connectors in the network.
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Because of the tremendous amount of network
description data that must be developed for travel
demand forecasts, general rules of thumb are often
applied in order to obtain travel times and capacities for
individual links. For example, both speeds and capacities
are frequently defined by class of facility in the UTPS
highway assignment model UROAD (ill), yet both of
these critical input parameters can vary widely among
roadways within a particular class. Another problem
which occurs because of the large data input requirements
is that it becomes very easy to make subtle and largely
undetectable network coding errors that affect the
forecasting results.

Although problems with travel demand forecasts were
recognized, the importance of the forecasts in the
transportation planning and decision-making process
continued to grow in the 1960's and 1970's, This was for
several reasons. With the construction of urban freeways
In most large metropolitan areas in the United States
during the late 1950's and the 1960's, a better
understanding was gained of the tremendous social,
economic, and environmental impacts associated with
these facilities. In recognition of the importance of these
impacts, detailed socioeconomic and environmental
analyses became a requirement in the evaluation of
transportation alternatives. These analyses have been
very dependent on a large number of detailed outputs
from the travel demand forecasting process.

In addition, during the 1960's and 1970's, groups
opposing highway construction projects became much
better organized and required transportation planners and
decision-makers to provide much more detailed
justification for proposed projects, Since the primary
justification for constructing most urban highway
facilities has been to serve vehicular rather than person
travel demand, traffic projections soon came under closer
scrutiny and were often challenged by community and
environmental groups.

The 1970's were a period during which highway
construction costs escalated at a rapid rate, while
government budgets in general and highway budgets in
particular were restrained. As a result, potential highway
construct jon projects were required to be evaluated not
only on their own merits, but also in comparison with
other highway alternatives. Insufficient funds were
available to construct all of the facilities that were
considered necessary. Expected travel demand became an
important criterion in prioritizing projects.

The 1970's also witnessed a change in emphasis from
the construction of new capital-intensive transportation
facilities to improved management of existing facilities.
In evaluating alternatives, it became necessary to analyze
the expected travel demand impacts of a number of
transportation system management (TSM) measures in
addition to the traditional build and no-build alternatives.
The standard travel demand forecasting models proved to
be ineffective in estimating the impacts of many of these
TSM alternatives; therefore, revised traffic forecasting
procedures had to be adopted.

These changes in the transportation planning process
dictated the need for improved travel demand forecasts.
Subsequent research focussed on the development of
better mathematical models that were sensitive to the
critical variables that determined travel behavior. A
second area given more attention was the quality of the
land use and network description data used as input to the
models. A third means to improve travel demand
forecasts was to refine the assigned traffic volumes that
result from the computerized travel demand process,
This area, until recently, has not received a great deal of
research focus, yet it is a task confronting almost all
practicing travel demand forecasters. These refinements
are essential if traffic forecasts are to pass
reasonableness tests.

Although refinement of system-level traffic forecasts
is widely practiced, until the present no standardized

procedures existed which were documented nationwide
use. One of the primary purposes of the research
conducted in this study was to document procedures that
could be used nationwide to develop and refine highway
project planning and design traffic data.

Although the research investigated the role of
computerized travel demand forecasts in the development
of traffic data, its focus was not on means to improve the
computer forecasts themselves, but instead it focussed on
the use and refinement of the data produced by computer
forecasts. The user's manual produced through the
research should serve to provide a means to translate the
results of system-level computerized forecasts into data
required for highway project planning and design studies.

RESEARCH APPROACH

A research approach was developed that would enable
various procedures used to develop highway traffic data
to be efficiently identified and evaluated. The most
promising procedures were later compiled into a user
oriented manual.

Three primary tasks were performed during the
research, as follows:

Task I: Investigate Current Needs and Existing
Procedures. This task began with an extensive library
literature search covering a wide range of related topic
areas. Emphasis was placed on identifying documentation
of procedures used to refine or supplement computer
forecasts of travel demand, as opposed to documentation
of travel demand models and their associated software
packages.

Subsequent contacts were made with a number of
state and local governmental agencies throughout the
United States. A detailed questionnaire (Chapter Two)
was distributed to both the users and producers of traffic
data in these agencies. On the basis of the responses to
the questionnaire, a number of states were chosen for
follow-up personal and telephone interviews. In these
interviews more in-depth information was obtained
regarding promising procedures and the use of traffic data
in highway project planning and design.

Task 2: Evaluate and Recommend Appropriate
Procedures. The approach used in this task was to
evaluate a large number of promising procedures for
potential inclusion in the user's manual to be developed in
Task 3. To accomplish this effort, series of evaluation
criteria were established to serve as a basis for
comparison. The available procedures within various
categories were compared whenever possible using these
criteria. The categories and criteria used in the study are
documented in Chapter Two.

Using the findings obtained from the evaluation and
knowledge of the current state of the art obtained from
Task I, a set of procedures was recommended for use by
practitioners. These procedures were tested using data
from actual traffic forecasting studies wherever possible.
These results and subsequent modifications to the
procedures became the basis for developing a user's
manual.

Task 3: Prepare a User's Manual with Illustrative Case
Studies. A primary thrust of the research effort was to
develop a user-oriented manual of field-tested
procedures. The recommended procedures from Task 2
were packaged along with three illustrative case studies
as the basis for the manual (see Appendix to this report).

As a final step, the findings obtained from the
development of the procedures and case studies were used
to identify future research needs in this area. These
needs are documented in Chapter Four of this report.

ORGANIZATION AND USE OF THE RESEARCH REPORT

This research report is structured to provide pertinent
information to transportation managers and to traffic
planners and designers regarding the findings of NCHRP



'Research Project 8-26 which resulted in the
documentation of a number of procedures for the
development of highway traffic data for project planning
and design in urban areas.

Chapters One through Four of the research report
document the project findings, applications, and
conclusions, which will be of primary benefit to
administrators and project managers. This information
will also provide traffic planners and designers with
background relating to the technical procedures presented
in the accompaning user's manual.

Exhibit 1 in Chapter Two provides a copy of the
questionnaire sent to highway agencies around the country
together with summary data of the responses to a number

CHAPTER 2

FINDINGS

TRAFFIC REFINEMENT ISSUES

In order to obtain in-depth information about the
development and use of traffic data for highway project
planning and design, a three-stage analysis process was
used:

1. A literature search was conducted.
2. A questionnaire covering various issues was sent to

a number of agencies.
3. Personal interviews were conducted with selected

users and producers of traffic data.

The literature search concentrated on identifying
existing documentation of procedures available from
research findings and agency reports. Much of the
pertinent and usable information related to deriving time
of-day, directional distribution, or design hour volumes
from average daily traffic (ADT) volumes or from traffic
counts taken during specific periods of time at certain
times of the year.

Two documents reviewed were user manuals on traffic
refinement procedures for computer model output of
travel demand. One article focused on generating turning
movements from computer model output, while several
documents pertained to specific uses of traffic data, such
as for highway design or environmental (i.e., air, noise,
energy) studies.

Many of the documents received from agencies were
reports on studies that they had performed. Generally,
the methodologies used in the studies were not discussed
in enough detail to be useful as procedure documentation;
however, the information was used to develop follow-up
questions for the personal interviews.

In the second stage, a questionnaire was developed
which was designed to cover various issues relating to
traffic data development and use for highway project
planning and design. A copy of the questionnaire is
included in Exhibit 1.

Questions relating to departmental organization were
asked to determine the relationships between traffic data
providers and users and to obtain the names of persons to
contact for additional information. Several questions
related to the type and availability of traffic count data
that are required for certain analysis procedures. A
number of questions related to the type and use of
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of the questions. The user's manual provided in the
Appendix, represents a state-of-the-art presentation of
procedures that can be used to refine, detail, and utilize
traffic volume data obtained from computerized traffic
forecasts. This user's manual is primarily for use by
traffic analysts who must provide suitable traffic data to
highway planners, designers, and environmental planners.

The user's manual provides an overview of the various
uses of traffic data, followed by detailed descriptions of
analysis procedures covering 10 related categories. Three
case studies are included to illustrate the application of
these procedures to typical highway planning and design
situations. The manual is self-contained and requires no
reference to other parts of this research report.

system-level computerized travel demilnd forecasts,
because these forecasts serve as the base for the
development of most project-level traffic data. Next,
respondents were asked to describe the procedures they
used for refining computerized system-level travel
demand forecasts for use at the project level.
Information regarding traffic data used for evaluation of
alternatives, environmental analyses, and highway design
was also solicited. Finally, questions were asked about
procedures for forecasting time-of-day characteristics of
traffic, vehicle classification data, and speed, delay, and
queue length data.

The questionnaire was sent to 45 governmental
agencies responsible for developing project-level traffic
data. Questionnaires were received from agencies in 38
of the 45 agencies contacted. Summary of questionnaire
results from 38. agencies are displayed on the
questionnaire. The number of respondents is shown in
parentheses for each response. The total number of
respondents answering anyone question may vary. Some
agencies answered more than one response to some
questions and did not answer others.

Upon receipt of the completed questionnaires,
personal interviews were conducted with developers and
users of traffic data at both the state and local level in a
total of 10 states. In developing a list of agencies to
visit, two primary selection criteria were applied: (I)
geographic distribution, and (2) availability of promising
procedures. During these interviews in-depth questions
were asked relating to the responses provided in the
questionnaire, particularly regarding promising procedures
and problems encountered in the use of traffic data. In
addition, a number of fOllow-up telephone conversations
were conducted with questionnaire respondents who were
not able to be personally interviewed.

The following sections describe the major findings
from the questionnaire responses and the personal
interviews, segmented into various categories. In many
cases, the personal interviews provided insight into
specific techniques that had been summarized in the
questionnaire responses. These findings have not been
subjected to statistical analysis and are applicable only to
the responding agencies. Therefore, the findings should
only be used for informative purposes.
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Exhibit 1 Questionnaire for NCHRP Project 8-26:
Development of highway data for project planning and design in urbanized areas.

DATA ABOUT PERSON BEING INTERVIEWED:
Name:
Title:
Address:

Telephone Number:
Brief description of interviewee's traffic forecasting

responsibilities:

DEPARTMENTAL ORGANIZATION

1. Could we obtain an organizational chart which shows how the
sections responsible for the collection, analysis, and fore
casting of traffic data fit into the departmental structure?

2. Please identify the section within the department which is
responsible for each of the following:

(a) Traffic counting
Name of section:
Name of responsible person:
Telephone number:

(b) Analysis of traffic count data
Name of section:
Name of responsible person:
Telephone number:

(c) Systems planning
Name of section:
Name of responsible person:
Telephone number:

(d) Traffic forecasting for systems planning
Name of section:
Name of responsible person:
Telephone number:

(e) Highway project planning and evaluation
Name of section:
Name of responsible person:
Telephone number:

(f) Traffic forecasting and traffic data analysis for
project planning and evaluation

Name of section:
Name of responsible person:
Telephone number:

(g) Environmental analyses for project planning
Name of section:
Name of responsible person:
Telephone number:

(h) Preparation of traffic data for environmental analyses
Name of section:
Name of responsible person:
Telephone number:

(i) Highway design
Name of section:
Name of responsible person:
Telephone number:
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Exhibit 1 Continued

(jl Traffic forecasting for highway design
Name of section:
Name of responsible person:
Telephone nu~her:

(kl Traffic operations analysis for highway design
Name of section:
Name of responsible person:
Telephone number:

3. In addition to the groups identified above, which other
sections within the department use traffic data?

Maintenance
Developers
Citizen Groups

Typical Responses: Financial analysis
District engineers Right-of-Way
Safety Research

. Structures (bridge) • Materials (Geotechnic)
4. For those sections which are responsible for forecasting
and analyzing traffic data for highway project planning and
design, could we obtain a job description for section staff
members, including educational requirements?

Several responded.

5. What ~s the role of MPO's in providing traffic data for
use in highway project planning and design studies?

Land use/socioeconomic projections (13)

Traffic forecasts ( 6)

Perform 'traffic counts ( 6)

Policy guidance ( 2)

No role (14)

Other ( 3)

EXISTING TRAFFIC DATA

1. Which of the following traffic counts are made as part of
highway project planning and design studies?

(a) Road tube counts Yes~ No~
How long are counts made at each location?
24hr (15); 48hr (14); 3 to 7 days (4); 2 weeks (2)
What time increment is reported?
15 min ill 30 min J.ll.. 1 hr D.2J 24 hr ill) Other -ill

(2)

(3)

ADT

None

(11)

(15)

Daily
variation

(15)

(22 )Seasonal
variation

What type of correction factors are applied to the
count data?

Axles

Monthly
variation

Turning movement counts Yes -il2L No ill-
How long are counts made at each location?
4-6hr (8); 8-l2hr (l7); 14-l6hr (7); 24hr (2)
What time increment is reported?
15 min (20) 30 min ill 1 hr ill}

(b)

What type of correction and expansion factors are
applied to the count data?

ADT (20 ) Seasonal (12) Other (5 )

Daily ( 4) Diurnal ( 2) None (7)
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(c) Vehicle classification counts Yes (37); No (1)
How long are counts made at each location?
3-4hr (3); 6·-12hr (19); l4-24hr (13)
What time increment is reported?

15 min. (2); 60 min. (33)

2. Are any other traffic count data normally requested as
part of a highway project planning or design study?

Pedestrian

Directional split

Design hour volume

High occupancy vehicles

Other

TRAFFIC FORECASTING

(4)

(5)

(7)

(2)

(2)

1. Is a statewide travel demand forecast performed by your
department? If so, is it computerized and for what years is
traffic forecast?

Yes (13); No (23)

If yes, computerized? Yes (8); No (4)
If yes, time increments used? 5 yr (2); 10 yr (1); 20 yr (5); over 20 yr

(2 )
2. What urban areas within your state have ongoing computerized
travel demand forecasting processes? Are highway project
planning and design traffic data based upon these computerized
forecasts?

Virtually all urban areas reported have computerized processes.
Highway plans based on forecasts? Yes (26); No (2)

3. What type of regular traffic
department have?

Permanent count stations (24)
Seasonal stations ( 5)
Cordon counts ( 3)

counting program does the
Periodic counts

1 yr (6)
2 yr (4)
4 yr (2)
Over 4 yr (1)

4. Are annual reports summarizing basic traffic data issued?
Could we obtain copies of any which are used to develop
correction factors or growth factors which are used in traffic
forecasting? .

Frequency of issue:

5. Do you have standard request forms
If so, could we obtain a copy of each?
counts requested?

Several obtained
ether requests via

1 yr (24)
2 yr ( 3)
Over 2 yr (1)
AnggN map ( 1)
for traffic counts?Yes(ll);
If not, how are traffic

memo (19)
phone (8)

No(24)

6. What is the average turnaround time from date of request
to actual receipt of traffic count data?

Less than 2 wk (13)
2-4 wk (17)
Over 1 month ( 4)

7. Could you provide us with copies of traffic count data
collection and data summary forms?

Several provided.
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3. Who has responsibility for producing the computerized
travel demand forecasts in each urban area?

State DOT (34)
MPO (15)
Local Agencies ( 4)
Consultants ( 1)

4. Are separate computerized forecasts typically made for
each alternative being studied in a project planning study?
What years are forecasts normally made for?

( 3)
(33)

15 yr
• 20+ yr

Base year (14)
Construction year (5)
5 yr ( 4)
10 yr ( 9)

5. Are standarized FHWA or UMTA procedures used in performing
the travel demand forecasts? Is so, are they flowcharted? Is
the process documented? Could we obtain copies of documenta
tion, including flow charts, if available?

FHWA only ( 6)
UTPS only ( 5)
Both FHWA and UTPS (22)
Other ( 3)

Very few are flow charted.
6. When were the models last calibrated? Has any work been
Gone to validate or update the models since that time?

Last calibrated Validated since then
Before 1970 ( 5) 1977-1979 (10) Yes (18)
1970-1972 (4) 1980 or . No (13)
1973-1976 (12) later ( 4)

7. Do you perform base (present) year validation runs as
part of the computerized travel demand process for highway
project planning or design studies?

Yes (20)
· No (14)

8. Do you use a more detailed zone system and code a more
detailed highway network within the corridor being studied?

· Yes (13)
· No (21)

Years available:
2000 (17)

• 2005 (3)

9. Who provides the land use (socio-economic) data that is
used in the forecasting process? What land use (socio-economic)
variables are used? For what years are these forecasts
available? Number of data
Providers: variables used:

MPO (15) less than 5 (15)
Local Agencies( 6) . 6-10 ( 9)
State DOT ( 4) • over 10 ( 1)

10. What type of modal choice process is used in the travel
demand forecasts?

Computer models used? Various manual and computer
Yes (17) models used.
No (6)

11. Is your computer assignment process all-or-nothing,
capacity-restrained, or stochastic? Which model do you use for
computerized forecasts? Do you code global speed/capacity
tables or separate speeds and capacities for each link in the
network?

Type of Assignment:
All-or-nothing
Capacity restrained

. Stochastic

(16)
(14)
( 3)

Coding used for
speeds and capacities:
. Global values
. Link specific values

( 5)
(17)
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12. Are your assignments ADT, peak period, or peak hour? If
they are peak period or peak hour, what factors do you apply
to 24 hour trip tables to obtain peak period or peak hour trip
tables for assignment?

ADT (31)
Peak Period (3) - Horne interview survey results, diurnal
Peak Hour (0) count data.
AWDT ( 2)

13. Do your assignments produce turning movements at major
intersections?

Yes (30)

No (6)

14. Do you plot computerized assignments manually or use
computer plots of traffic assignments?

Manually (14)
Computer (16)
Both ( 6)

15. In areas where computerized traffic assignments are not
available, how do you perform traffic forecasts? Is this
process documented? Is so could we receive a copy of the
documentation?

· Historical trends (29)
• Regression equations (2)

Processes were rarely documented~

16. Has your department analyzed
priority treatment alternatives?
forecasting procedures were used?
tion of these procedures?

Yes (17)
· No (17)

Procedures:
Manual pivot point (1)
NCHRP 187 Quick Response (1)
Manual diversion curves (1)
FREQ models (2)
Other (5)

high occupancy vehicle
If so, what travel demand

Could we receive documenta-

Documentation provided for most procedures.

TRAFFIC REFINEMENT PROCEDURES

1. Has your agency adopted standardized procedures for refin
ing computerized system level travel demand forecasts for use
at the project level? Is so, are these procedures documented?
Can JHK receive a copy of the documentation? If standardized
procedures have not been adopted for refining system level
forecasts, describe how refinements are normally made?

. Yes (10)
• No (13)

Received documentation for available procedures.

2. For any refinement procedures used by your agency in
developing project level traffic forecasts, please provide
the following information: Typical responses follow:

(a) Give a basic description of methodology.

Use historical trends (9)
check land use ( 3)
Professional judgment (10)
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(b) What are the required data inputs?
Historical traffic counts (10)
Turning movements ( 3)
Land use (base and future "years") (8)
Traffic assignments ( 4)

(c) What are the manpower, trainin~ and cost requirements?

Time consuming (11)
• Other variable answers.

(d) What level of accuracy is required of the computer
forecasts?

+ 10% (5)

+ 5% (1)

+ 15% (1)

+ 20% (1)

(e) Are there built-in biases in the procedure?
Requires knowledge of study area (11)
Doesn't account for induced land use changes (11)
Uses straight line extrapolation ( 1)
All local roads must be manually assigned (1)

. Based on unreasonable land use forecasts ( 1)
(f) Are reasonableness checks used to check outputs of

the procedure?

· Yes (16)

(g) In what types of applications has the procedure been
used?

• System planning (6)
Corridor studies (2)
Highway design (8)

• Evaluation of alternatives (1)

11

(h) Have there been problems in

Computer turnaround time (1)
Unavailability of data (1)
Inconsistencies (1)

applying the procedure?

Unreasonable growth rate
Difficult to comprehend
future conditions (1)

(1)

(i) What suggested improvements to the procedure do you
have?

More current traffic counts (1)
More current land use data and forecasts (1)
More detailed networks and zones (1)
Bring policy forecasts to reality (2)

3. How do you adjust system level forecast data in cases in
which the forecast year for the highway project is different
than the forecast year for the computerized systems level
forecast?

Extrapolate or Interpolate (11)
Use historical growth rates (14)
Factor trip table ( 2)

4. Do you have procedures for deriving turning movement
data from link volume data? If so, are they documented,
and could JHK receive a copy of the documentation? If
documentation is not available, please describe the procedure .

. Yes (1) - Documentation sent
• No (4)

Most agencies use professional judgment.
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5. Do you have procedures for developing traffic volume data
for a more detailed network than that in the systems forecast?
If so, are they documented, and could JHK receive a copy of
the documentation? If documentation is not available, please
describe the procedure.

Windowing technique (3)

NCHRP Report 187 Quick Response (2)

Professional jUdgment (3)

6. How do you derive traffic volume data for alternative
network assumptions for which separate travel demand forecasts
have not been prepared? If such procedures are documented,
could JHK receive a copy of the documentation?

Select link analysis ( 3)

Professional judgment (11)

TRAFFIC DATA FOR EVALUATION OF ALTERNATIVES

1. What traffic data are usually produced for the evaluation
of highway project alternatives?

(1)
(1)
(2)
(1)

Speeds
ViC ratios
Turning movements
18-kip equivalents

ADT (8)
Diurnal percentage (5)
Directional distribution (2)
Truck percentage (4)
VMT (3)
VHT (2)

2. Is a standardized format used for presenting traffic
evaluation data? If so could we receive a copy of the
specifications for presenting the data or a copy of a sample
report which shows how traffic evaluation data are presented?

Yes (8)
No (23)

Some documentation received.
TRAFFIC DATA FOR ENVIRONf~NTAL ANALYSES

1. What traffic data are normally produced for input to
environmental analyses?

ADT (6)
Speed (1)
Vehicle classification (7)
Design hour volume (4)

VMT (3)
Diurnal percentages (1)
Directional distribution (1)

2. If the data which are input to environmental analyses are
prepared in a standard format, would you provide us with a
copy of the forms which are used for preparing the data?

. Yes ( 9)

. No (18)

Some forms provided for specific models.

3. What environmental models which your agency uses require
traffic data, and what traffic data are required as input to
each model?

Air Quality: Noise:
f.l0BILE 1 (15) FHWA procedure (3 )
CALINE (14 ) STAMINA 1.0 (8 )
APRAC ( 2) SNAP (6 )
HHJAY 2 ( 1) HUSH (1)
Kansas Air
Pollution

Energy:Package 2 )
Other 2 ) NCHRP 20-7 (1 )

ENERGY (4 )
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TRAFFIC DATA FOR HIGHWAY DESIGN

1. What traffic data are normally produced for input to
highway design studies? How are these data used in highway
design?

ADT (34) Turning movements (13)
Diurnal percentages (30) Geometries ( 2)
Directional distribution (11) Speed ( 2)
Truck percentages (27) Accidents ( 1)

2. Are standardized formats used for highway design traffic
data? Is so, would you provide us with a copy of the format
for presenting these data?

Yes (13) ;
. No (21)

Several forms provided.

3. What capacity analysis procedures is your agency presently
using, both an arterial streets and freeways?

1965 Highway Capacity Manual (22)
TRB Circular 212 (10)
Leisch Charts ( 2)
Critical Lane Volumes ( 5)
AASHTO ( 3)
NCHRP 187 - Quick Response ( 1)
ViC ratios ( 2)

SPECIFIC PROCEDURES FOR PRODUCING TRAFFIC DATA

1. Do you have procedures for forecasting changes in the
percentage of traffic which travels during the AM and PM peak
hours, changes in directional distribution by time of day, and
changes in diurnal curve characteristics? If these procedures
are documented, would you send JHK a copy of the documentation?
If not, please describe the procedures.

Yes (11) - Historical count trends (8); land use changes (2)
No (21)

2. How do you forecast changes in vehicle mix? If you have
documented these procedures would you send the documentation
to JHK?

Historical classification count trends (12)
No procedure used (12)

3. How do you forecast operating speed data? Do you have
special procedures for calculating average operating speeds in
the vicinity of intersections or bottlenecks where traffic is
stopped at certain times? If your procedures are documented
would you send the documentation to JHK?

Vic ratio and speed relationships (7)
Speed and delay studies (5)
1965 Highway Capacity Manual Curves (3)

Engineer~ng Judqment (4)
No procedure used (5)

4. Are you required to perform queuing analysis for inter
sections or at bottlenecks? Is so, what procedures do you use?
Do you use special procedures for calculating queues where
demand exceeds capacities? Would you provide JHK with a
documentation of your queuing analysis procedures?
. No (18)

Yes (10) - Poisson distributions (3); Alternate arrival mp.thnn (1)'
engineering handbook (1); 1965 Highway Capacity
Manual (3); AASHTO (2)

No special procedures cited for over-capacity conditions.
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Role of the Metropolitan Planning Organization in
Producing Traffic Data

Metropolitan Planning Organizations (MPO's) play a
variety of roles in providing traffic data for use in
highway project planning and design studies. In 14 states,
the MPO plays no role in providing traffic or
socioeconomic data for use in the traffic forecasting
process. Few MPO's perform the traffic forecasts or
provide traffic count data; approximately half of the
MPO's mainly provide land-use/socioeconomic data and
policy guidance. In the vast majority of states the state
DOT is the agency primarily responsible for developing
facility level traffic data for major highway
improvements in urban areas, while the MPO's role is to
provide selected input data and policy guidance.

Traffic Data Collection

All agencies conduct some type of regular counting
program. Two-thirds of the agencies have permanent
counting stations; one-third count major state highways at
least once every 2 years, and less than 10 percent report
seasonal counts. A majority of states publish an annual
report of traffic volumes, although some now only publish
an annual traffic flow map. The permanent count stations
are important because they provide good historical trend
data, diurnal curve information, and indications of
seasonal, monthly, and daily traffic variations.

All of the responding agencies take road tube counts,
usually for periods of 24 or 48 hours at each location.
Most agencies report the counts in GO minute intervals.
Two-thirds of the responding agencies apply seasonal
correction factors, one-third apply axle and daily
variation factors, and three states do not adjust their
counts. It would appear that in a number of cases
additional refinements to road tube count data are called
for if these data are to be useful in the development of
project level traffic forecast data.

All agencies, but one, take turning movement counts.
Most counts are for 8 to 12 hours, with the remainder
evenly split for shorter and longer durations. Two-thirds
of the agencies report in 15-minute time increments and
the remainder report in GO-minute increments. The
majority of the agencies use an expansion factor to a 21t
hour count, and several apply a seasonal factor. In those
states where only GO-minute time intervals are reported,
peak hour turning movement volumes may be
underreported if the peak hour does not correspond to the
reporting period. In most states, however, data are
collected during peak hours; therefore, a key data input to
the development of future year turning movement data is
Ci!!:rJosUJniversally available.

All agencies, but one, have vehicle classification
counts available. Most counts range from 6 to 12 hours
with one-third ranging from lit to 24 hours. Almost all of
the states report these counts in GO-minute increments,
which are then factored up to 21t-hour values based on
road tube counts. Because truck percentages are quite
different during the hours that are not normally counted,
truck ADT's are often misreported. In several states this
has resulted in inadequate pavement thickness design.

Two-thirds of the respondents do not use a standard
request form for traffic counts, relying on a memo letter
or a phone call for traffic count requests. The average
turnaround time for traffic count data is 2 to 8 weeks,
depending on the type of data requested and the staff
work load at the time of the request. The length of time
required to obtain traffic count data must be incorporated
into the development of schedules for producing highway
traffic data, particularly in those states where slow
turnaround times are common.

Traffic Forecasting

Statewide traffic forecasting is performed in a
minority of the states surveyed with two-thirds of the
statewide forecasts computerized. All but two of the
agencies responded that the urban areas within their state
have ongoing computerized travel demand forecasting
processes, and that highway project planning and design
traffic data are based on these forecasts. The state
DOT's are mainly responsible for producing the
computerized forecasts within the urban areas, while the
MPO is in charge of the forecasts in a number of the
larger urban areas. A few agencies employ consultants to
perform their traffic forecasts.

Most of the responding agencies run separate
computerized traffic forecasts for each highway
alternative being evaluated in a project planning study.
All but four of these agencies use standardized FHWA
(J 04, 11.l> or UMTA (!!J) models for developing travel
demand forecasts, many using a combination of the two
modeling chains. Typically there is an FHWA modeling
base combined with a few UTPS programs. A few
agencies have developed supplemental programs to work
with the FHWA/UTPS packages.

Three-quarters of the traffic forecasting models have
been calibrated since 1973, with half of these calibrated
since 1977. Ten percent have not been calibrated since
they were developed in the late 1960's. Several states
mentioned they were waiting for the 1980 census
population and land-use data to recalibrate their models.
Approximately GO percent of the models have been
validated since they were calibrated, and the same
number of agencies perform base year validations as part
of their computerized travel demand forecasts.

In the majority of the states, the MPO's and local
governments provide the land-use/socioeconomic data for
input to the forecasting process. Approximately two
thirds of the states use five or fewer variables in the
model, and most states have available land-use forecasts
for every 10 years up to the year 2000. A few states are
currently developing forecasts for the year 2005, but
generally system-level traffic forecasts are not available
for the years for which facilities are presently being
designed (j.e., construction year plus 20 years).

The agencies are equally split on using all-or-nothing
or capacity restraint assignment processes. Only three
agencies responded that they use a stochastic assignment
process. Several agencies indicated they had capacity
restraint capability but did not always exercise it either
because of the costs involved or because they would
rather manually restrain the roadways. Most of the
agencies code specific speed and capacities for each link
in the network. However, these speeds/capacities may be
based on facility type and the number of lanes instead of
on actual conditions.

The majority of the states produce 24-hour traffic
assignments in those urban areas· where computerized
forecasts are performed. A constant peak hour factor of
8 to 10 percent is used, depending on the type of facility,
historical count trends, and knowledge of future land use.
Most of the agencies have the FHWA PLANPAC (.!.Q!t,
ill) capability of producing turning movements but they
do not exercise it on all runs. The agencies are split
equally on manual versus computer plots, and several
agencies use both, depending on the extensiveness of the
project.

Traffic Refinement Procedures

Few of the agencies reported that they had
standardized procedures to refine computerized system-



level traffic forecasts for use at the project level.
Almost all of the documented refinement procedures
involved some type of comparison between base year
simulated and actual traffic volumes. If such refinement
procedures are to be used in agencies which do not
presently use them, base year validation runs would have
to be made in the states that do not presently do so.
Undocumented procedures obtained with the responses
typically combine an extensive amount of engineering
judgment with local knowledge of historical traffic
volume and land-use changes. Few agencies have
specified a level of accuracy required of the computer
forecasts in matching base year traffic volumes on the
facilities being studied.

Several problems associated with the refinement
procedures presently in use were cited. By factoring
forecast volumes up or down by as much as base year
simulated volumes are over or under base year traffic
count data, the refined future year traffic volumes tend
to be biased toward existing land-use patterns.
Therefore, changes in traffic volume due to large new
developments may be inadvertently lowered or raised
more than is appropriate. In addition, almost all the
documented refinement procedures are time consuming
and require that considerable professional judgment be
applied. Additional expense is often involved in obtaining
base year traffic count data throughout the entire study
area affected by a proposed roadway improvement.

The majority of agencies use growth factors derived
from historical trends or from interpolation/extrapolation
curves to adjust system-level traffic forecasts in cases
where the forecast year for the highway project is
different from the forecast year for the computer
forecast. The exact year in which planned land-use
developments will occur is often not taken into account.

Most agencies have turning movement capability
within their computerized traffic assignment processes.
However, several agencies responded that the turning
movement data from the computerized process are not
usable without substantial refinement. Of those states
that do not forecast turning movement data with the
computer, engineering judgment based on historical
counts is the most common methodology employed.

Most states do not have procedures for developing
traffic volume data for a more detailed network than that
used in a system-level traffic forecast. Several states
indicated that their highway networks were already
detailed enough, thus obviating this need. Other states
use various manual assignment procedures, windowing
techniques, and/or engineering judgment.

Approximately one-half of the respondents indicated
that separate travel demand forecasts are made for all
alternative network assumptions. The remainder use
engineering judgment or supplemental computer data to
redistribute trips.

In areas where computer traffic assignments are not
available, the use of historical traffic trends to forecast
traffic is widespread. In these cases, at least cursory
consideration is given to planned land-use changes in the
study area surrounding a proposed highway improvement.

Traffic Data for the Evaluation of Alternatives

Very few of the respondents reported that they have a
list of standardized traffic data that are produced for use
in the evaluation of alternatives. Data requirements vary
from project to project depending on the critical issues
associated with each project. Most agencies do perform
some type of benefit-cost analysis during project planning
studies. In addition, traffic data are normally included in
some type of evaluation report or matrix used by
decision-makers to choose among alternatives.
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Traffic Data for Environmental Analyses

Traffic data are required for three major categories of
environmental analysis: air quality, noise, and energy
consumption. These types of analyses are performed in
almost aH states as part of the environmental impact
statement process, although simplified procedures are
usually used where impacts are not expected to be
significant.

Most agencies responded that they used some version
of the air quality computer models MOBILE (33), CALINE
(g, 100), and HIWA Y (78) for emissions and dispersion
analyses. These models require hourly traffic data
stratified by vehicle class and by operating speed
categories. Although intersection-level air quality
analyses are not performed in most states, these analyses
have recently been performed with a greater degree of
regularity.

Virtually all agencies that perform energy analyses
base these analyses on procedures developed by the
California Department of Transportation and contained in
the U.S. Department of Transportation Manual Energy
Requirements for Transportation Systems (~). These
procedures require average daily traffic data throughout
the design life of the facility. These data must be
stratified by vehicle class, congestion level, and operating
speed.

The most commonly used noise models are those based
on the FHWA Highway Traffic Noise Prediction Method
(10, 105, 110) and its computerized versions SNAP (2, 14)
orSTAMINA (83). These models require as input-data
level-of-service"C" auto volumes, operating speeds, and
design hour truck volumes.

Traffic Data for Highway Design

The major uses of traffic data in highway design are
for capacity analyses and pavement design. Two-thirds of
the agencies report that they exclusively use the 1965
Highway Capacity Manual (38) for capacity calculations
on arterial streets and freeways. One-third are using the
interim capacity materials in TRB Circular 212 (45), and
scattered agencies are using the Leisch tables 05""), other
critical movement analyses, and/or AASHTO (6)
procedures. -

Most agencies. report that they use procedures outlined
in AASHTO's Interim Guide for Desi n of Flexible
Pavement Structures 5 for pavement design. These
procedures require that annual vehicle classification data
be converted into equivalent 18,000-pound single-axle
loads (l8-kip equivalents) for all years during the design
life of the pavement structure.

Other Data Requirements

Almost all agencies report that system-level traffic
forecasts are performed using 24-hour data. Design-hour
or peak-hour volumes are then derived by multiplying
daily volumes by a peak-hour percentage. In almost aU
states the peak-hour percentage used is either a standard
percentage determined by roadway type or a percentage
derived from historical traffic count data on the facility
being studied. In the few cases where peak-hour
percentages are changed from base year conditions, these
changes are based primarily on professional judgment or
diurnal data from other facilities with traffic
characteristics similar to those forecasted for the facility
under study.

Most agencies report that base year directional
distribution and vehicle classification percentages are
assumed to hold for future years. For new facilities
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PROCEDURES TO PRODUCE TRAFFIC DATA

Table 1. Categorization of procedures.

On the ,basis of the procedures identified during the
literature search, interview processes, and subsequent
development and refinement of additional methods, a set
of procedures has been prepared that can be used to
develop traffic data for highway project planning and
design. These procedures, presented in detail in the
Appendix (User's ManuaI), represent a combination of
existing techniques and new or modified procedures.

A total of 10 categories of procedures were identified
for consideration. These categories are given in Table 1.
The categories include procedures to refine and detail

percentages are typically derived from similar facilities
elsewhere in the same urban area. In some cases these
percentages are modified using professional judgment to
account for new land use developments that are
forecasted to occur in the area of the facility being
studied.

Most of the responding agencies use volume-to
capacity (Vic) ratios, or speed and delay studies to
forecast highway speed data. Some agencies assume no
difference between base year and future year speeds. No
responding agency had special procedures for calculating
speeds in the vicinity of intersections or bottlenecks
where traffic is stopped at certain times. Similarly, few
of the responding agencies are required to perform
queuing analyses for intersections or bottlenecks, or to
use special procedures for calculating queues where
demand exceeds capacity. The agencies that perform
these analyses use either the 1965 Highway Capacity
Manual (38), Poisson distributions, or a measurement of
delay procedure.

1. Type of project:
• Construction of a new freeway or major

arterial through a corridor.
• Upgrading an existing highway facility.
• Localized roadway improvements.
• Transportation system management alterna-

tives.

• In what circumstances can the procedure be
effectively used?

• Is the procedure logical and sensible?
• Are the procedure's underlying assumptions and

mechanics intuitively correct?
• Is the procedure sensitive to the critical variables

which determine the values of the traffic data?
• What is the relative accuracy of the procedure?
• What is the general availability of required data

inputs?
• What are the time and cost requirements for

obtaining the required input data and for applying the
procedure?

• Is the procedure easy to use? Is it understandable,
or is it effectively a black box to its user?

• How easy is it to make errors with the procedure?
• Can the results be easily checked for

reasonableness?
• Has the procedure been adequately documented

and field tested? If not, what is required in terms of
documentation and field testing?

• Have special problems been identified with the
procedure?

system-level link-volume forecasts (categories 1 through
4) and procedures to derive specific traffic data needs,
such as turning movements, hourly volumes, directional
traffic. distributions, and vehicle classifications
(categories .5 through 8). Category 9 concentrates on
procedures which use these traffic data to produce speed,
delay, and queuing information for input to environmental
models and capacity analyses. The final set of procedures
(category 10) produce appropriate data for highway
pavement design.

Once an inventory of existing procedures had been
prepared, as discussed above, an evaluation process was
used to select the most appropriate procedures. In order
to accomplish this task, a basic list of evaluation criteria
was developed.

These criteria were based on the following c'onsidera
tions:

It was necessary that existing alternative procedures
be evaluated within the context of the data requirements
for each of a number of specific types of projects and for
varying conditions of data and systems-level forecast
availability. For example, a procedure that would be
evaluated as "poor" under the condition in which detailed
computer travel demand analysis information is available
for each alternative might be the best procedure available
to develop certain traffic data when only a single
systems-level computer forecast is available. Therefore,
each alternative procedure was assessed within the
context of different scenarios.

These scenarios were defined along several
dimensions, as follows:

Procedures to derive traffic data for
alternative network assumptions

Procedures to derive traffic data for
more detailed networks

Procedure

Procedures to refine, computerized
traffic volume forecasts

Procedures to derive traffic data for
different forecast years

Procedures to derive turning movement
data

Procedures to determine design hour
volume and other time-of-day data

Procedures to derive directional
distribution data

2

4

6

7

.5

Category

8

9

10

Procedures to determine vehicle
classification data

Procedures to calculate speed, delay,
and queuing data

Procedures to produce traffic data for
highway pavement design

2. Amount of computerized forecast data available:
• Detailed, high quality forecasts are available

for each alternative being studied.
• Sketch planning level forecasts are available

for each alternative being studied.
• A single systems-level forecast is available.
• The computerized forecasts either lack enough

detail or are nonexistent in the corridor under study.



3. Time and budget available:
• Adequate budget, relatively long time available

for analysis.
• Small budget and/or short time available for

analysis.

During the application of this evaluation process, it
was soon found that many of the categories in Table 1 had
few or no alternative procedures identified. As a result,
procedures for these categories had to be developed or
synthesized. Some categories had only one procedure
identified in the inventory, and as a result no comparative
evaluation of alternatives was necessary prior to
recommendations.

In virtually all cases, a detailed comparative
evaluation of alternatives was not found to be necessary
although the available procedures were still rated for
each of the criteria. This rating highlighted the
strengths, weaknesses, and key aspects of a recommended
procedure, thereby providing significant information for
the user's manual. In some instances, identified
alternatives were clearly inferior and were eliminated. In
other instances, more than one alternative was
recommended, as each was more applicable than the other
under the different scenarios of data availability, analysis
time and cost limitations, and specific characteristics of
the highway project under analysis. And finally, in some
instances it was concluded that the best elements of each
of the identified alternatives should be combined into a
new procedure. The primary findings relating to the
alternative and recommended procedures in each of the
10 categories are discussed in the remainder of this
chaPter. The details of each procedure are presented in
the user's manual.

Category 1 - Procedures to Refine Computerized Traffic
Volume Forecasts

The procedures in this category are aimed at refining
link volumes. The available techniques ranged from
simplified single-page guidelines to complex screenline
adjustments (1f6, 88). Virtually all of them involved
considerable professional judgment in determining how
traffic should be adjusted between facilities. Most
procedures look at a network of street assignments, while
some are applied only on a link-by-link basis. One
commonality of the reviewed procedures seemed to be the
explicit or implicit consideration of base year traffic
counts, land-use patterns, and traffic growth patterns in
the refinement procedures. The level of documentation in
this category was fair to good.

One link refinement procedure recommended is an
adaption of a methodology developed by JHK &
Associates for the Maryland Department of
Transportation (1f6). This procedure includes an overall
check of the computer assignments followed by traffic
refinement at the link level. A comparison is made
between the base year and future year volumes and
capacities across a screenline to arrive at a refined
assignment. The procedure is modified by embedding
within it a methodology developed by the New York State
Department of Transportation (77). This technique
adjusts for discrepancies between the base year traffic
forecasts and actual base year traffic counts. The
procedure is most applicable for performing corridor-level
analyses.

A second procedure, select link analysis (IOIf, 115), is
recommended for refining link volumes within asmall
study area or for defining travel patterns for reassign
ment of traffic in over-capacity conditions. A companion
method using zonal tree analysis (.!.Q!!., DJ) is also
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recommended for these applications.

Category 2 - Procedures to Derive Traffic Data for
Alternative Network Assumptions

There are four basic situations to consider in this
category: (I) change in roadway capacity, (2) change in
roadway alignment, (3) construction of parallel roadways,
and (If) addition or subtraction of links.

Since most agencies surveyed rerun a computer model
for each network change, there were very few
documented procedures. The most sophisticated
techniques used are the "windowing" or "focussing"
procedures described in Category 3. These procedures
enable several alternative networks to be quickly
analyzed using a computer.

In other cases, the general trend has been to judg
mentally redistribute volumes from parallel links onto a
new or modified facility. In the first situation, a modified
screenline refinement procedure from Category 1 is
suggested for use. This procedure can account for
relative changes in roadway capacity, as long as total
screenline trips remain constant. Guidelines developed by
the State of Washington (ill) provided a good basis for
the development of a manual procedure, although more
specific explanations were required.

The latter three situations require a more rigorous
analysis of travel patterns using select link or similar
data. Once this is done the screenline procedure from
Category 1 can be used to further smooth the volumes
across a screenline. Another procedure that is suggested
is essentially a manual reassignment process using
modified travel times (user-supplied) and the NCHRP
Report 187 assignment method (88). Therefore, the
procedures developed in this category utilized a combin
ation of computer and manual techniques to produce
alternative network assignments in an efficient manner.

Category 3 - Procedures to Develop Traffic Data for
More Detailed Networks

The two primary approaches documented in this
category involved either subarea focussing or subarea
windowing. In focussing, a more detailed network is
defined within the study area, leaving the remaining
network intact. In windowing, a more detailed study area
network is defined within a cordon. The remaining
network is then replaced by a series of external stations.

Each of the procedures involves the use of computer
models. Subarea focussing is presented as a computer
aided method based on the documentation of the North
Central Texas Council of Governments and Maricopa
Association of Governments, among others (75, 61).
Subarea windowing is documented in greater-detail,
emphasizing the process used to conduct either a manual
or computer-aided procedure (76). The UMTA and FHWA
programs NAG and DONUT provide the base- for several
expanded windowing procedures used in certain urban
areas (115, 101f). The experiences of the Minnesota and
Ohio Departments of Transportation were used as
prototypes (76). There was a divergence of opinion among
agencies between focussing versus windowing procedures,
but generally the approach has been to detail the study
area network prior to running any model. No fully manual
procedures were documented.

Less rigorous and computationally and data intensive
techniques were also developed. These techniques
concentrate on modifying the screenline and select link
procedures from Category 1 to reallocate trips based on
relative base year and future year volumes, capacities,
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and/or travel patterns. All of the above procedures can
be considered in conjunction with one another.

Category 4 - Procedures to Derive Traffic Volumes for
Different Forecast Years

The appropriate procedures in this category depend on
the availability of historical traffic count data and
adequate land-use or demographic data for the target
year for which a traffic forecast is desired. Where these
data are available, the suggested procedure is to
interpolate or extrapolate the target year trips using a
linear or nonlinear method. This decision would depend on
the uniformity of expected growth inside and/or outside
of the study area. Where full build-out growth data are
,also available, the rate of growth for an extrapolated year
can be modified based on how close the study area is to
Its development capacity, as discussed by Memmott and
Buffington (66).

Where land-use data are unavailable or inadequate, the
suggested procedure is to extrapolate (linear or nonlinear)
to a target year based on historical traffic and/or
demographic trends. This procedure is usually only valid
for short time frames.

For more detailed analyses in areas where wide
variation in zonal growth are expected to occur, it is
recommended that select link and zonal tree data (104,
ill) be reviewed for changes in travel patterns and
growth on specific facilities. This incorporates a
procedure used by the Maricopa Association of Govern
ments (60, §l.). The target year assignments are then
made on a facility-by-facility basis by interapolating or
extrapolating these trends.

Category 5 - Procedures to Derive Turning Movement
Data

There are three sets of procedures recommended for
this category: factoring procedures, iterative procedures,
and "T" intersection procedures. None were documented
in the literature or in the field. The factoring procedure
is a simple factoring of future year turning movements
based on the degree of discrepancy between the base year
counts and forecasts. Both a "ratio" and a "difference"
factor are presented.

Iterative procedures have been developed for
situations in which either "directional" or "nondirectional"
volume data are available. The directional method is
based on a row and column matrix balancing procedure
developed by Mekky (64). This method can be applied to
most intersection situations; however, it requires a real
istic initial estimate of turning percentages in order to
produce a final set of turns within a reasonable number of
iterations. A related noniterative mathematical model
developed by Norman and Harding (73) was found to
provide some realistic solutions; however, its applicability
was limited to selected intersection conditions and its
calculations, while noniterative, were mathematically
complex. Therefore, it was not included in the user's
manual.

The nondirectional iterative method is a modification
of a procedure prepared by the Middle Rio Grande Council
of Governments (63). This procedure assumes that
intersection link volumes are surrogates for downstream
land-use productions and attractions. Its major
limitations are a heavy reliance on professional judgment
and a lack of a theoretical base. It is therefore most
useful for sketch-planning purposes.

FinalJy, a special procedure for "T" or 3-legged
intersections is presented. Because of the simplicity of
turning movements in this situation, nondirectional turns
can be directly calculated using an equation; directional
turns can also be estimated by comparing relationships
among various approach link volumes.

Category 6 - Procedures to Determine Design Hour
Volume and Other Time-of-Day Data

Most of the available procedures in this category
involved an analysis of local or statewide data for
different time periods. Tables classifying the diurnal or
time-of-day data by trip purpose, mode, or other
categories were then constructed using these data.
Several sources attempted to establish statistical
correlations within the classification tables, so that the
time-of-day curves could be readily transferred to other
locations. One procedure included regression equations
that related time-of-day information in Milwaukee to
several trip-making characteristics (.2.). However, these
equations were not statistically significant for transfer to
other urban areas.

Procedures for forecasting design hour volume, hourly
volumes over an average weekday, and peak hour factors
have been recommended. With respect to design hour
volume, different procedures were developed for those
typical urban facilities with peaks defined by work travel
and for those atypical urban facilities with peaks defined
by recreational travel (~). For typical urban highway
facilities whose peaks are determined by work travel,
transfer of known design hour volume/average daily
traffic ratios were recommended based on comparable
highway type, location, orientation, adjacent land use, and
level of service (§., 70). For urban facilities whose peaks
are determined by recreational travel, the procedures
recommended involved the transfer of base year known
design hour volume/average daily traffic ratios from
facilities that operate in a manner similar to how the
facility under analysis is expected to operate in the
future.

Procedures for weekday hourly volume forecasting
were similarly based on transferring known hourly volume
proportions based on several facility characteristics (88).
Peak hour factor forecasting procedures were dependent
on the availability of base year data and ranged from use
of base year factors on similar facilities to the use of
areawide peak hour factors.

No transferable documentation was found describing
procedures for adjusting time-of-day curves based on the
level of congestion on a facility or in a subarea or
corridor. One study developed relationships between
traffic level of service and the percentage of daily traffic
in order to produce an estimate of the duration which
congested conditions occurred within a study area.
Unfortunately, the relationships were specific to local
areas and required data on daily travel stratified by level
of service ranges. Therefore, its applicability became
severely limited. This is an area for further research.

Category 7 Procedures to Derive Directional
Distribution Data

The procedures in this category try to estab lish
relationships between directional distribution and various
factors, such as time-of-day, facility type, and
orientation (i.e., radial, circumferential). The efforts to
establish the statistical significance of these relationships
have not been very successful. In lieu of these data, other
procedures basicalJy begin with a base year directional
split (e.g., 60-40) and then make manual adjustments for
future years using professional judgment and knowledge of
abutting land uses (e.g., commercial, residential,
industr ial).

Two procedures to forecast peak hour traffic
directional distribution were recommended. The first
procedure, developed for the Maryland State Highway
Administration by JHK &. Associates, consists of the
modification of base year directional distributions of peak
hour traffic. The modification is based on a comparison
of base year and future year work purpose traffic
directional distribution in the facility corridor. One way



to conduct this comparison is to perform traffic assign
ments of work purpose traffic in a production-attraction
format for both the base year and future year. A less
data-intensive, but more judgmental way to conduct this
analysis is through a comparison of total base year and
future year work trip (or residential trip) productions and
attractions in the corridor.

The second procedure involves the transfer of peak
hour directional distribution factors from facilities which
today have characteristics like those envisioned in the
future for the facility under analysis (88). The key
characteristics that should be considered in such a trans
fer are highway type, location, orientation, and land use.

Category 8 Procedures to Determine Vehicle
Classification Data

Vehicle classification data usually consist of the per
centage of total traffic that is comprised of light,
medium, and heavy vehicles. Of these, the heavier truck
classifications are the key variables to consider for
highway design and environmental studies. The typical
procedure used to determine vehicle classification data
has been to assume that the base year vehicle
classification of traffic on a facility will not change in
the future. Similarly, the existing procedures to forecast
vehicle classification characteristics are very judgmental
and rely on data collected in a specific local area.

The recommended procedure includes. an additional
step. In this step the land-use changes in the traffic-shed
of the facility under analysis are reviewed for the base
year and future year. An estimate is then made of the
degree of change in the proportion of those land uses in
the traffic-shed that are known to generate truck traffic.
This information is then used to modify the base year
vehicle classification data. Similar relationships could
not be established between vehicle classifications and
such factors as time-of-day, facility type, and orientation
of the facility. This is an area for further research.

Category 9 - Procedures to Calculate Speed, Delay, and
Queuing Data

Various procedures were investigated to calculate
speed, delay, and queuing data on grade-separated
facilities and surface arterials. It was found that
separate procedures were applicable for under-capacity
and over-capacity conditions, a key distinction to be made
in several environmental models. The characteristics of
grade-separated facilities and surface arterials differ
considerably because of the impacts of traffic signals and
other controls for at-grade intersections.

The existing speed calculation procedures all involve a
relationship between operating or average speeds, and the
level of service or volume-to-capacity ratios on a facility.
A series of curves have been developed in several studies
(38, 45, 90) and in some computer software documentation
(I04;T15).
-None of the available procedures adequately address

the sensitivity of traffic speeds close to bottlenecks or to
intersections. This sensitivity can be especially important
in air quality and energy modeling. The procedures also
differ in the calculation of speeds in over-capacity
conditions.

The primary interest of delay and queueing procedures
is at intersections where queuing can affect design needs
(e.g., length of turn lanes) and localized environmental
conditions (e.g., carbon monoxide hotspots). Several
theoretical equations are available in the literature for
modeling under-capacity conditions (120, 124). A
deterministic procedure using various -WOrksheets was
provided in NCHRP Report 133 (2.!-). In oversaturated
conditions, fewer documented procedures were available.
Linear models were reviewed from various sources (2.!-,
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104).
-The recommended procedures combine the most
relevant and straightforward techniques to calculate
speeds, delay, and queuing. For under-capacity conditions
on grade-separated facilities, the speed procedure uses a
curve developed as part of the interim capacity materials
of TRB Circular 212 (46). It is recommended that arterial
speeds be determinedthrough procedures documented in
A Manual on User Benefit Analysis of Highway and Bus
Transit Improvements published by AASHTO (90) and
procedures documented in Signal Operations Analysis
Package (SOAP) published by USDOTjFHWA (1..!1). The
arterial speed forecasting procedure combines
relationships between mid-block average running speed
and volume-to-capacity ratios with forecasts of
intersection delays.

Procedures to calculate delay and queue lengths for
under-capacity conditions are only applicable to surface
arterials. The recommended procedure is based on
Webster's equations (120) and is similar to the technique
contained in the above referenced AASHTO Manual (90).

The procedures proposed for speed, delay, and queuing
calculations for over-capacity conditions are those
contained in NCHRP Report No. 133 (91). The procedure
for grade-separated facility speed and queue length
forecasts is based on a shock-wave method of queuing
analysis. The procedure for surface arterial speed, delay,
and queue length forecasts is based on a deterministic
method of queuing analysis.

Category 10 - Procedures to Produce Traffic Data for
Highway Pavement Design

The procedures most commonly used and
recommended are those in the AASHTO Interim Guide for
Design of Pavement Structures <.~). The procedure
involves the conversion of traffic data to l8-kip (18,000
lb) equivalents based on the forecast vehicle classification
on the facility and statewide or station-specific rates of
l8-kip equivalent single-axle loadings per 1,000 trucks.
The l8-kip equivalent truck factors are then applied to
each classification of vehicle in order to obtain a
composite value for design purposes. Therefore, the
time-of-day, directional distribution, and vehicle
classification data obtained from procedures in
Categories 6, 7, and 8 are directly used in this
methodology. Some state agencies have computerized a
similar version of the AASHTO 18-kip procedure, although
most surveyed locations still use manual computations.

SUMMARY

This chapter has presented the major findings of the
research study. A literature search, followed by the
distribution of a questionnaire to several public agencies
provided background on existing practies in producing
highway traffic data in the United States. It was found
that most agencies conduct regular base year traffic
counting programs but do not have standardized
procedures for forecasting traffic data for future year
conditions.

The questionnaire results and subsequent personal and
telephone interviews confirmed many of the
insufficiencies in the traffic forecasting process. These
include a lack of documentation of transferable pro
cedures that can be applied in various situations, a lack of
standardized formats for requesting and displaying traffic
data for different applications, and the inability of
current forecasting efforts to consistently produce real
istic traffic data for various highway alternatives.

It was found that many traffic forecasting activities
are performed using a vast amount of professional judg
ment with minimal reliance on any standardized pro
cedures. As a result, documentation of procedures was
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incomplete or totally lacking in several of the traffic
forecasting categories investigated in this study. Heavy
emphasis, therefore, was placed on synthesizing portions
of existing procedures and developing new procedures in
response to the needs identified by practicing traffic
analysts.

The procedures summarized in this chapter and fully
described in the user's manual included in the Appendix to
this report cover a total of 10 categories. These include
traffic refinement and detailing procedures, procedures to

CHAPTER 3

produce specific traffic data needs (e.g., turning move
ments, hourly volumes, directional traffic distributions,
and vehicle classifications), and procedures that use these
data for environmental and highway design purposes.
Various situations commonly encountered by the traffic
analyst are addressed using examples and case studies
wherever possible. The product of this effort is a manual
of procedures that can be used to supplement, but
certainly not replace, many traffic forecasts currently
conducted using judgment alone.

JNTERPRETATION,APPRAISAL, AND APPLICATION

This chapter presents an interpretation and appraisal
of the key issues and technical procedures involved in
forecasting traffic data for highway project planning and
design. Following this discussion suggestions are made for
the application of these findings to current and future
traffic forecasting efforts.

INTERPRETATION AND APPRAISAL

The major focus of this project was the examination of
procedures for producing traffic data for use in highway
planning and design activities. In the preceding two
chapters, several findings were examined with regard to
traffic forecasting issues revealed through the results of a
questionnaire, telephone contacts, and personal interviews
held with public agency staffs throughout the country. In
addition, various procedures were identified and
evaluated. These aspects of the study are explored more
fully in terms of their meaning to practicing traffic
analysts and their implications for needed improvements.

Development of Traffic Data

The study findings clearly indicate that a large per
centage of highway planning and design decisions are
based on the results of traffic data forecasts. At the
same time, it is apparent that the quality of the input
data and the analysis procedures used for these forecasts
are viewed as being deficient in many respects. The
following discussion focusses on the critical problems
faced by the analyst who must develop the traffic data
that are used for project planning and design. An
understanding of these problems is necessary before the
findings of this study can be fully interpreted and
appraised.

The level of detail and accuracy of computer traffic
forecasts vary tremendously from project to project. In
one scenario a computerized travel demand forecast will
have been made for each alternative under study using a
stochastic capacity-restrained assignment procedure, with
a great deal of effort having been expended on fine-tuning
the land-use data inputs and defining a detailed highway
network. Forecasts will have been made for each future
year under study, and turning movements will have been
produced for each critical intersection in the study area.
In some cases a design hour computer assignment may
even be available. In the more common scenario,
however, computer forecasts are not available at this
level of detail or accuracy or with the amount of fine
tuning of land use and network data that is desirable.

The lack of quality land-use forecasts was cited as a
major problem facing the traffic analysts. Frequently,
the analyst is required to manually adjust a traffic
assignment to compensate for inaccuracies in land-use
assumptions both in the base year and the future years.
This problem occurs often when forecasts are requested
for target years that do not match years for which land
use forecasts have previously been made. In such cases,
the available land-use data must be manually interpolated
or extrapolated to correspond to the target years. These
extra computations and required assumptions can create
land-use data errors or inconsistencies. Similarly, when
the traffic analyst is performing small area studies, the
available land-use data at the district or even zonal level
is not accurate enough to produce reliable traffic
forecasts on the specific facilities being examined.

The questionnaire results show that many traffic
forecasts are still performed with all-or-nothing
assignment procedures that assign all trips for a zonal
interchange onto the same travel path, even though iii
reality travelers between the zones will choose a number
of different travel paths of approximately equal travel
time. The net result is imbalanced loadings on parallel
routes. This situa tion still occurs to a lesser degree in the
case of capacity restrained assignments that assign trips
on the basis of available roadway capacity. In the
majority of cases computer assignments are made using a
24-hour trip table and a systems-level highway network
which does not provide the level of detail required for
most project planning and design studies. Although capa
city restraint procedures will lower the speeds on
overloaded links during assignments, minimum travel
paths may continue to be built through the overloaded
links, thereby resulting in unrealistic assignments with
link far exceeding capacities.

Many analysts showed a preference for all-or-nothing
assignments, because travel patterns could be more
readily traced and adjusted manually. Indeed, some of the
procedures described in the user's manual, such as select
link and zonal tree analyses, are more straightforward
using all-or-nothing assignments. However, with
continuing advances in assignment processes and more
emphasis being placed on providing better coded highway
networks and input data, capacity restrained methods can
be expected to provide traffic assignments that will
require fewer time-consuming manual refinements.

Due to limits on budgets, time permitted to perform
analyses, and staff capabilities, computer assignments are
often not available for all alternatives being considered.
Many agencies are set up to forecast volumes for only a
single year in the future, a year that is often somewhere
in between the build year and the design year. At the



present time the design year for most projects in project
planning is somewhere between 2005 and 2010, but most
agencies are performing systems-level forecasts for only
1995 or 2000.

Because of the cost of running large-scale
computerized travel demand forecasts, the analyst on a
project planning study must often be content with having
a single systems-level traffic assignment with which to
work. Network assumptions in the vicinity of the project
under study may be different or much less detailed than
the network assumptions the analyst has been told to use.
Most analyses of alternative network assumptions must be
done manually, traditionally through the use of
judgmental procedures.

Similar is the case where either no computer forecast
is available for use in the analysis or where the network
used in the systems-level forecasts simply does not
provide enough detail in the vicinity of the project under
study. In most urban areas the majority of highway
project planning and design studies are in rapidly growing
fringe areas where the computer zone system and coded
network are very coarse and in many cases even
nonexistent. In these cases manual procedures must be
relied upon to produce traffic forecasts for use in design
and project planning.

Even under a scenario in which detailed computer
assignments are produced for each alternative under study
for both the build and design year, there is a large amount
of additional data which must be developed for input to
evaluation, environmental analysis, and design processes.
The following is a list of traffic data which are often
required in project planning and design studies:

• Average daily traffic volumes by link.
• Design hour traffic volumes by link.
• Turning movements for each intersection approach.
• Levels-of-service (mid-link, intersection, and

interchange).
• Capacities (design and maximum).
• Level-of-service C volumes (for input to noise

models).
• Diurnal curve (time-of-day) data.
• Vehicle classification data.
• Speed and delay data.
• Queuing data.

In some cases these data are required on all the links of a
detailed network in order that the impacts of alternatives
on total air pollutant emissions and energy consumption
can be determined. Similarly, the impacts of the project
on certain parameters such as time-of-day distribution,
directional distribution, and vehicle classification
characteristics are difficult to predict. As a result,
existing patterns are often assumed to remain the same in
the future, when in fact the effects of increased
congestion levels and development patterns will cause
these parameters to change. Guidance is needed on ways
to predict changes in these variables. It seems
paradoxical that extremely detailed traffic data must be
developed for input to project planning and design when
the systems-level computer forecasts that are used as a
basis for ,producing these data are often very coarse and
prone to error.

The standard computer traffic forecasting process
consists of a chain of four separate models (trip
generation, trip distribution, modal split, and trip
assignment), each of which has inherent errors and biases.
In some cases, these errors and biases are offsetting, and
reasonable forecasts are generated for the facility being
studied. However, in many cases the resulting traffic
assignments require substantial refinement. Even
~alidation assignments of base year traffic can be quite
maccurate, although validations are certainly of more
b~nefi,t to ,the a~signment process than the prevalent
sItuatIOns m whIch base year validations are not
performed. A general rule of thumb for base year
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assignments for a particular roadway states that a good
assignment has been performed if the assigned volumes
are within 20 percent of actual observed volumes. Yet a
20 percent difference in traffic volumes can frequently
mean the difference between providing a design level of
service and exceeding the maximum capacity of a
facility.

The survey results show that the responsibilities for
various traffic analyses are fragmented among agencies.
The state Departments of Transportation (DOT) provide
the majority of these analyses, and in several states these
functions are quite centralized. However, some states
revealed that many traffic forecasting duties were
allocated to the metropolitan planning organizations
(MPO's), to district offices of the state DOT and in some
cases to local agencies.

The variable role of the MPO's across the country with
respect to traffic data development points to a need to
better define their responsibilities. Whereas the land use
and socioeconomic projections have traditionally been the
responsibility of MPO's, the survey results indicate that
other MPO roles vary from doing nothing to physically
performing traffic counts.

Related to this issue is the observation that a majority
of the surveyed agencies did not have any standardized
format for requesting traffic data for various uses. The
agencies that did use forms stated that this activity
definitely reduced misunderstandings between the
producers and users of the data. In most cases, the forms
were simple one- or two-page requests for specific data
to be used for planning, design, or environmental studies.

Analysis Procedures

Most transportation analysts have recognized the need
to refine computer traffic assignments before submitting
traffic projections for use in highway project planning and
design. Various procedures are used throughout the
nation, with varying levels of sophistication,
standardization, and documentation.

The questionnaire results showed that over 50 percent
of the responding agencies do not use standardized
procedures for producing traffic data. However, there
appears to be considerable standardization of procedures
for using the resulting data. These procedures include the
AASHTO user benefit analysis (90) and highway design
methodologies (2, §), the Highway Capacity Manual (3S),
and a number of environmental models. The primary
implication of this disparity is that while public agencies
are in partial agreement with respect to techniques for
using highway traffic data, they have virtually no uniform
procedures to initially develop those data. Thus, results
of pavement design or air quality computations in one
state cannot be readily compared with results obtained
from adjacent states. This problem even manifests itself
among urban areas within the same state.

The few standardized procedures currently being used
to produce traffic data are typically poorly documented,
poorly disseminated, and often only applicable to specific
conditions. The documentation problem occurs because
traffic analysts are typically not requested to fully
document the procedures which they use to develop the
traffic data. Documentation is also often performed as
an afterthought some time after the analysis is
completed, causing the analyst to overlook key details or
helpful suggestions. Finally, the person who writes the
documentation may not be the same person who
performed the analysis. Thus, a very general report may
result.

Some of the better documented procedures obtained in
this study were retrieved from old project files or from a
person's bookshelf. The procedure had often never been
distributed outside of the department, much less the
agency. This dissemination problem was not intentional in
most cases, yet the information has failed to reach many
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of the analysts who could most benefit from it.
Many procedures were developed in response to the

needs of specific project conditions, and therefore were
limited in scope. For instance, regression equations used
to forecast time-of-day distributions were typically based
on a small set of localized data, and thus were not
transferable to other urban areas or conditions. Other
procedures were only partially developed to the extent
required for use in specific traffic studies; the extra steps
required to complete the procedures so that they would
become more widely applicable were ·not undertaken.

The need existed to identify as many of the available
procedures as possible, evaluate each of the procedures
identified, draw upon the strongest points of the
procedures evaluated, and develop a set of standard
procedures that could receive national distribution.
However, because of the great variance in the type and
quality of computer forecasts that are used, and because
of differing data requirements for different types of
highway projects, it was necessary that a series of
procedures be developed from which the analyst could
select the most appropriate procedure for the particular
study being performed.

The interpretations and appraisals of specific
recommended procedures are thoroughly discussed in the
user's manual. In terms of categories of procedures (see
Table I), it was apparent that the link-level traffic data
refinement and detailing procedures (categories I through
4) were the least well documented and offered the
greatest opportunity for variations among analysts.
Typically the analyst is confronted with the need to
convert a systems-level traffic forecast to some more
detailed forecast within the immediate area of a proposed
highway improvement. Several assumptions are required
to perform such conversions. Therefore, the analyst must
use a considerable amount of professional knowledge and
judgment to apply even the most "standardized"
procedures.

Because so many situations can occur which render
any "cookbook" procedure useless, many analysts have
resorted to using pure judgment for making such refine
ments. As a result, few documented procedures exist.
The attempt in this research study was to combine. the
few available procedures with comments offered verbally
by practicing analysts.

The second grouping of categories (categories 5
through 8 in Table I) relates to procedures used to
produce specific traffic data items, such as turning
movements, hourly and directional distributions, and
vehicle classifications. These procedures were somewhat
better documented, possibly because they focussed more
on data that could be obtained using mathematical
computations rather than using pure judgment. Even so,
several basic assumptions are required on the part of the
analyst, such as whether or not traffic conditions in a
future year would be expected to change significantly
from those in the base year. Procedures to adjust for
changing conditions were not readily available.

The final grouping of categories (categories 9 and 10
in Table I) included procedures for translating the basic
traffic data into inputs for evaluation, environmental, and
design analyses. Procedures for computing speeds, delays,
and queuing were readily available in the literature;
however, the effects of over-capacity highway conditions
on these variables were rarely examined. It was apparent
that most analyses do not adequately represent traffic
flow on congested facilities, a situation that is becoming
increasingly familiar in urban areas. The highway design
procedures were straightforward and related welJ to other
procedures used to generate the input data. One
realization was that the vehicle classification data
required for the AASHTO pavement design procedure (5)
are considerably more detailed and in a different format
than data typically prepared for highway planning and
environmental studies. Therefore, special care was taken
to explain these characteristics in the procedure.

APPLICAnON OF FINDINGS

The findings presented in this report and in the user's
manual are of use to persons engaged in producing and
using highway traffic data, such as transportation
planners, traffic engineers, environmental analysts, and
highway designers in federal, state, regional, and local
agencies. Others who will derive benefits from these
findings include persons engaged in safety studies,
structural design, right-of-way acquisition, geotechnical
and materials analysis, maintenance, and financial
analysis. Outside of public agencies, land developers,
consultants, and citizen groups will also find portions of
these findings to be of use.

The findings of the study questionnaire and agency
interviews provide an understanding of the strengths and
weaknesses of current practices used in the traffic
analysis field. Agencies can benefit from the
organization and processes established by others to more
efficiently perform these studies.

The procedures presented' in the user's manual are
applicable over a wide range of analyses. The principal
types of applications include systems planning, corridor or
subarea studies, evaluation of alternative plans, traffic
operations studies, highway design, and environmental
studies. In order to demonstrate some of this
applicability, the procedures were applied to three case
examples based on actual studies--a project planning
study involVing the upgrading of a freeway; a detailed
subarea study involving the upgrading of an arterial
facility; and a highway design study for constructing an
interchange where two major arterial streets intersect.
These illustrative examples show the types of procedures
that can be applied as well as the level of judgment that
is typically required. In all cases, emphasis has been
placed on developing manual procedures, although the
applicability of several techniques is enhanced with the
aid of computer methods.

The procedures for refining systems-level traffic
assignments (category I of Table I) are applicable in
corridor or subare,!-settings whether or not base yearEata
are available. An adaptation to handle over-capacity
conditions is also provided.

The material relating to alternative network
assumptions (category 2) can be used to analyze changes
in roadway capacity, changes in roadway alignment,
construction of parallel roadways, or the addition or
subtraction of network links. These situations occur in
various combinations in most traffic analysis studies.

The windowing and focussing procedures for analyZing
detailed highway networks (category 3) represent
computer-aided approaches. Both are most applicable for
small scale corridor or subarea studies in which detailed
link and turning traffic volumes are desired on various
highways that are not shown on a systems-level network.
Simplified approaches are also described that are more
applicable for quick-response studies.

Often the analyst is faced with the need to provide
traffic data for study years for which no computer
forecasts are available. Materials are presented
(category 4) which permit available forecasts to be
modified based on expected changes in land-use patterns.
The procedures are flexible to permit an analyst to select
between linear and nonlinear growth rates to be applied
on a zonal or subarea corridor level. Treatment is also
given to situations where development is approaching the
full-buildout level.

The turning movement procedures (category 5) can be
used to develop directional or nondirectional (i.e., two
way) turning volumes given various types of link volume
data. Therefore, the analyst can use a systematic
approach to estimate intersection turns for use in
planning or design studies.

Design hour volumes (category 6) are the key data to
produce for many traffic studies. Procedures are



documented to permit design hour volumes to be
determined for typical urban facilities and for facilities
characterized by sharp recreational or seasonal
variations. Other time-of-day procedures are useful to
convert daily volume estimates to hourly data for use in
design or environmental studies.

The procedures for determining directional
distributions (category 7) are most applicable in design
studies requiring estimates of peak direction traffic
flows. They' can also be of use in analyzing other
transportation systems management actions, such as
reserved bus and carpool lanes or reversible flow lanes.

The vehicle classification procedure. (cat~gory 8)
provides basic background relevant to the estimation of
various auto-truck percentages on urban facilities. These
data, in various formats, are key inputs to the calculation
of highway design needs and to the determination of
environmental impacts, including air quality, noise and
energy consumption.

Procedures are presented for calculating speeds,
delays, and queue lengths (category 9) on grade-separated
facilities and on surface arterials. The analyst is able to
apply different methodologies for traffic flow conditions
that are under- or over-capacity. The resulting data are
directly applicable to small area design analyses, such as
the determination of turning lane length requirements,
and to environmental analyses. .

Highway pavement design (category 10) is a critical

CHAPTER 4
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area for which specific traffic data are required. The
procedures presented enable traffic volume and vehicle
classification data to be converted into I8-kip equivalent
single-axle loadings, which are directly used in the
calculation of flexible and rigid pavement design needs.
These procedures are applicable using vehicle
classification data specific to the subject facility or
average values obtained on a regional or statewide basis.

Generally, the procedures contained in the user's
manual can be applied whether the system level traffic
assignments have been produced through a computerized
or manual process. Although the majority of applications
would likely be in conjunction with a conventional UTPS
traffic assignment, the procedure could also be used with
assignments produced through -manual or quick-response
procedures, such as those contained in NCHRP Report 187
(88).
-In summary, the findings provided in this report and in
the user's manual have been shown to be appropriate for
several types of applications. It is anticipated that some
or all of the recommended procedures would be adopted
by various agencies and personnel. The procedures
presented are state of the art and are suggested to
provide the traffic analyst the best analytical base for
traffic estimates. It is expected that as the procedures
receive widespread use, additional applications and
suggested revisions or improvements will become
apparent.

CONCLUSIONS, SUGGESTED RESEARCH, AND RECOMMENDATIONS

CONCLUSIONS

The following general conclusions are presented based
on the findings of the research:

1. Traffic data are used for three primary purposes in
highway project planning and design in the United States:
(a) for evaluation of alternative highway improvement
projects; (b) for input to air quality, noise, and energy
analyses of highway improvement projects; (c) for input to
capacity and pavement design analyses.

2. The traffic data that are produced by systems-level
computerized traffic assignment procedures must, in
virtually all cases, be refined and subjected to further
analysis in order that traffic data can be produced which
can be used for highway project planning and design.

3. To date there has been virtually no national
standardization of procedures for the development of
traffic data that are used as input to evaluation, environ
mental, and design analyses. As a result, there are wide
variations in the format and quality of traffic data
produced by agencies.

4. Travel behavior is determined by a complex
combination of a large number of factors. In response,
the mathematical models used to forecast travel demand
must make a number of simplifying assumptions and
cannot take into account factors that are sometimes very
important in determining travel behavior. As a result,
traffic forecasts, particularly for individual facilities
within a systems-level forecast, can vary significantly
from actual observations.

Procedures to refine systems-level forecasts for use at
the facility level are documented in the user's manual. It

is critical that the user of these procedures realize that
they are merely mechanisms to overcome some of the
inability of the computer models to exactly replicate
travel behavior. These procedures must be applied with
considerable judgment and should only be applied after
the analyst understands how the procedures work.

5. The procedures documented in the user's manual
are designed to be used to produce facility-oriented data.
Their applicability to larger sub-area studies is limited by
difficulties in getting all routes in all directions to
balance. Other new and emerging techniques, such as
MICRO and TRAFFLO, should be considered when
performing sub-area, rather than facility-oriented studies.

6. The procedures contained in the uS-er's manual
should be applied only after computer forecasts have been
produced which pass a number of reasonableness tests.
The types of checks that should be made and degree of
accuracy required of the computer forecasts are
documented in Chapter Three of the user's manual.

Special emphasis needs to be placed on ensuring the
accuracy of land-use (socioeconomic) input data and
coded network data. The majority of problems with
systems-level forecast data used for highway project
planning and design studies can be traced to problems
with these data.

7. Production of adequate traffic data requires
considerable effort and time as well as judgment that
comes with experience. It is critical that agencies devote
the time and effort necessary to produce a high quality
forecast, because planning and design decisions that can
raise or lower the cost of a highway project by millions of
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dollars are often based on traffic data.
8. A large number of explicit and implicit assumptions

are made every time traffic forecasts are performed for
highway project planning and design studies. For
instance, too often future traffic volumes have been
forecasted using the assumption that existing or base year
conditions will not change. Preliminary research in this
study indicates that this assumption is not valid in many
situations, especially in fast-growing suburban and rural
areas. Therefore, it is important that both the producers
and users of traffic data fully understand the sensitivity
of the analyses to these assumptions and the implications
of making alternative assumptions.

9. It is important that the producers of traffic data
have a general understanding of how the traffic data are
to be used to ensure that the proper data are prepared.
Serious errors have often been caused in subsequent
environmental or design analyses because of definitional
misunderstandings about what data were required.

10. The users of the traffic data must understand the
limitations and degree of uncertainty associated with
traffic forecast data. Evaluation, environmental, and
design analyses all require extremely detailed traffic data
as input. These data often influence important decisions;
therefore, it is important that the use of traffic data as
input to these decisions be tempered by the degree of
uncertainty associated with the forecasting process.

SUGGESTED RESEARCH

The following areas of research are suggested based on
the results of this project:

1. The effects of over-capacity conditions on
highways should be examined with respect to future land
use development as well as to the temporal and
geographic distribution of traffic. It is apparent from this
research that insufficient data currently exist to
determine what dampening effects recurring congestion
will have on future land-use growth in a corridor or
subarea. These effects will influence the magnitude and
shape of growth curves used to interpolate or extrapolate
traffic volumes to alternate study years. Similarly, the
extent to which congestion causes motorists to divert to
alternative routes or to change the time at which the trip
is made (e.g., "spreading of the peaks") is an important
factor to examine further.

Future research could also include assessments of trip
generation and trip distribution changes that occur as the
result of various network modifications. For instance, the
addition of a parallel facility in a corridor would likely
influence the interzonal distribution of work and nonwork
trips. A temporal shift in trip generation could also
occur. The magnitude of these effects should be carefully
determined.

2. Many of the manual computational procedures pre
sented in the user's manual could be adapted to hand-held
calculator or especially to microcomputer applications.
For example, the repetitive screenline refinement
calculations in Chapter 4 of the user's manual could be
readily performed in much less time and with greater
accuracy using a microcomputer. Additional screenlines
could also be examined in an efficient manner. Other
calculations such as those in the iterative turning move
ment procedure, in the speed, delay, and queue length
procedures, and the manual assignment procedure are also
candidates for microcomputer or calculator applications.

3. The windowing and focussing procedures presented
in the user's manual would be enhanced by providing
additional examples of their applications to various
subarea network situations. The directional subzoning
technique presented as a windowing option should also be
applied to several network configurations in order to
determine its maximum usefulness to traffic analysts.

4. The traffic growth curves developed for adjusting

forecasted volumes to alternate study years are
influenced by various factors, including land-use
development trends, timing of development and highway
improvements, and level of congestion (discussed
previously). There is a need to better quantify these
factors such that transferable parameters that influence
traffic growth can be developed. The need is particularly
acute to develop means to adjust traffic volumes in the
vicinity of zones that are expected to have wide
variations in expected growth. Such research should focus
on specific effects on externally and internally generated
traffic. If reasonable transferable parameters can be
developed, the need to produce additional computer
forecasts will be reduced.

5. The turning movement procedures require
additional research to derive nondirectional and
directional turns from nondirectional link volumes. This
research would require more explicit accounting of land
use changes, roadway geometric modifications, and the
development of transferable data for various facility
types (e.g., freeways, arterials), locations (e.g., CBD,
fringe suburban), and geographic orientation (e.g., radial,
circumferential). These data would better systematize
much of the judgment currently utilized in the
procedures.

A noniterative procedure to derive directional turning
volumes (73) should be further researched to increase its
applicability and to simplify its calculations. Such a
procedure, properly mechanized in a microcomputer or
calculator, could enable reasonable turning movements to
be derived in a more efficient manner than the iterative
procedures.

6. Improved data and statistics are needed to transfer
time-of-day, design hour volume, directional distribution,
and vehicle classification data to other roadway types, to
other geographic settings, and to future year scenarios.
In the future year situation, techniques should be
researched to adjust these relationships based on changes
in land use, demographic data (e.g., employment,
population, households), or expected roadway congestion.
These data will increase the accuracy of future year
traffic volumes used as key inputs for evaluation, design,
and environmental studies. This research could build on
data contained in the report An Analysis of Urban Travel
By Time of Day (93).

7. Improved time-of-day data are required to relate
design hour volumes to the average weekday peak hour
and to establish truck hourly percentages throughout the
day. The design hour volume (DHV) has often been
substituted by the average weekday peak hour (AWPH) in
performing traffic and design analyses. Although
generally accepted for use by traffic and design analysts,
the AWPH in several cases is not equivalent to the 30th
highest annual hour. The magnitude of these differences
and their implications on highway evaluation and design
should be closely examined.

Similarly, improved time-of-day truck distributions
are necessary. Current data do not accurately reflect the
variations of truck volumes that occur during off-peak
hours. Because several air quality and noise analyses
often require detailed Off-peak hour data for all highway
modes, the inaccuracies in hourly truck volume estimation
bias these results. Truck volume data in various
categories (e.g., light, medium, heavy-gas, heavy-diesel)
should be assembled over several time periods on
facilities of different type, location, and orientation to
major activity centers.

8. Improved relationships should be developed
between various highway speed groups, such as design
speed, operating speed, average speed, and average
running speed. These relationships are important since
current evaluation, design, and environmental models
each require different speed data. One additional step
may be to incorporate other factors besides the volume
to-capacity ratio into speed curves and equations. Such
factors as land-use development, specific roadway



geometries (e.g., lane widths, sight distance), and traffic
signal characteristics (e.g., cycle length, phasing,
progression) should be more explicitly considered in
estimating speeds on different facility types.

9. Research should be conducted to better relate
typical vehicleclassi{icatlon-co-unts perfo-rmed by
agencies to truck loadometer station data required for
highway pavement design. The research would establish
statistical distributions of truck axle loadings for various
truck types, highway types, geographic locations, and
orientations to major activity centers. These transferable
data would reduce the need to perform classification
counts and investigate specific loadometer station data
for each facility being analyzed.

Similarly, better means should be established to
estimate truck classifications for each year of the
highway design life, rather than assume that the annual
truck rate will remain constant over that period.
Providing this extra level of detail may improve the
accuracy of the design calculations and increase the
probability that the pavement will be properly designed.

10. All of the environmental models examined would
benefit by better specificity and often simplicity of
traffic data needs. The documentation should clearly
distingUish between the types of traffic volumes (e.g.,
peak hour, 24 hour), speeds (e.g., average running speed,
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CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION

GENERAL

This user's manual is a guide to aid in the development of traffic data for use in highway

project planning and design. It is designed to serve as a state-of-the-art presentation of procedures

that can be used to refine and detail traffic data obtained from computerized traffic assignment

processes. The material is directed toward federal, state, regional, and local agency personnel

involved in traffic planning, highway design, environmental studies, and related disciplines.

It is not the intent of this manual to produce a strictly "cookbook" approach to traffic forecast

refinements. It should be clearly understood that there is a considerable amount of judgment

involved in traffic forecasting. Professional judgment will always be an integral part of any

transportation planning process. The objective is therefore not to eliminate enlightened judgment

but to reduce the risks associated with poor judgment. This is accomplished by developing

systematic procedures that can be applied in the appropriate circumstances and provide results that

can be replicated within a reasonable range. As a result, increased confidence can be put into these

forecasts by decision-makers and highway project planners and designers who must use the data~

The user's manual was developed as an appendix to the NCHRP research study entitled

"Development of Highway Traffic Data for Project Planning and Design in Urban Areas." The

manual contains a composite of several procedures identified and evaluated as part of the research

study. In many cases, new or modified procedures are included to respond to the need for techniques

which are applicable on a national scale.

ORGANIZATION OF THE MANUAL

This manual covers various procedures for developing traffic data for highway planning and

design. The procedures can be used singularly or in combination, depending on the analysis to be

undertaken. In many cases alternative procedures are presented, each appropriate to specific

situations.

The user's manual is divided into 16 chapters. The following two initial chapters relate to the

use of trallic data and preliminary checks that should be performed prior to using any specific

procedure:

Chapter 2. Use of Traffic Data in Highway Project Planning and Design

Chapter J. Preliminary Checks of Computerized Traffic Volume Forecasts

Each specific category of procedures is then described in a separate chapter:

Chapter 4. Refinement of Computerized Traffic Volume Forec.;sts

Chapter 5. Traffic Data for Alternative "Ietwork Assumptions

Chapter 6. Traffic Data for More Detailed Networks

Chapter 7. Traffic Data for Dillerent Forecast Years

Chapter 8. Turning Movement Procedures

Chapter 9. Design Hour Volume and Other Time-of-day Procedures

Chapter 10. Directional Distribution Procedures

Chapter ll~ Vehicle Classification Procedures

Chapter 12. Speed, Delay, and Queue Length Procedures

Chapter 13. Traffic Data for Design of Highway Pavements

The 10 chapters of procedures cover a wide range of techniques that are applicable singUlarly

or in combination to various situations. The presentation of each procedure includes a discussion of

its features and limitations, applicability, basis for development, input data requirements p directions

for use, and worked-through examples in most cases. Extensive use of tables, graphics and

appropriate worksheets is made in order to clarify these aspects to the analyst. In most cases,

manually applied procedures have been described, although computer-aided techniques are presented

where appropriate.

A series of three case studies has also been prepared to illustrate how these procedures can be

combined into more comprehensive analyses:

Chapter 14. Case Study: Use of Refinement Procedures for Upgrading a Limited Access
Highway

Chapter 15. Case Study, Use of Windowing Procedures for Evaluating an Arterial
improvement

Chapter 16. Case Study: Application of Procedures to Highway Design

An extensive bibliography is included at the end of the manual. This bibliography covers all

documents that were directly used in the deveiopment of the procedures. Several other related

references are included to provide additional information on selected topic areas~

APPLICABILITY OF PROCEDURES

The procedures presented in this manual are applicable over a wide range of analyses. The

principal types of applications include the following:

I. Systems planning.

2. Corridor or subarea studies.

J. Evaluation of alternative plans.

4. Traffic opera tions studies.

5. Highway design.

6. Environmental studies~

Table A-I depicts the applicability of each procedure to the foregoing six types of analyses.

Most of the procedures in Chapters 4 through 10 can be applied both to systems-level or detailed

studies.

The procedures in Chapters It through IJ were developed for application to specific types of

detailed studies. In many cases these procedures should be used together to produce the desired

traffic data output.

w
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Table A-I. Applicability of procedures.

Applicationl.l

Chapter Procedure Systems Corridor/ EvaJua- Traffic Highway Environ-

Planning Subarea tion Operations Design mental
Studies Studies Studies Studies

4 Refinement of Computerized
Traffic Volume Forecasts

Screenline Refinement X X X -- X X
Procedure
Select Link/Zonal X X X -- X X
Tree Analysis

5 Traffic Data for Alterna-
tive Network Assumptions

Modified Screenline X X X -- X X
Procedure
Modified Select Link/ X X X -- X X
Zonal Tree Analysis

6 Traffic Data for More
Detailed Networks

Subarea Focussing/ -- X X X X X
Windowing Procedure

7 Traffic Data for
Different Forecast Years

Interpolation Method X X X -- X X
Extrapolation Method X X X -- X X

8 Turning Movement
Procedures

Factoring Procedures -- X X X X X
Iterative Procedures -- X X X X X
"T" Intersection -- X X X X X
Procedures

9 Design Hour Volume and
Time-of-Day Procedures

Typical Urban X X X X X X
Facilities
Atypical Urban X X X X X X
Facilities

10 Directional Distribution
Procedures

Modification of Base -- X X X X X
Year Data
Use of Anticipated -- X X X X X
Future Conditions

11 Vehicle Classification
Procedures -- -- -- X X X

12 Speed, Delay, and Queue
Length Procedures

Under-Capacity -- -- X X X X
Conditions
Over-Capacity -- -- X X X X
Conditions

13 Design of Highway -- -- -- -- X
Pavements

1.1 X Procedure is applicable to study type.

Procedure is not applicable to study type.



CHAPTER TWO

USE OF TRAFFIC DATA IN HIGHWAY PROJECT PLANNING AND DESIGN

GENERAL

The use of traffic data in highway project planning and design varies considerably among urban

areas& This variance is due to differences in decision-making processes, the scale and type of

projects being considered, the amount of controversy surrounding each project, and the capabilities

of technical staffs to produce the desired traffic data. Despite these differences, however, traffic

data play an extremely important role in virtually all urban highway project planning and design

studies. This role will be reviewed in this chapter.

Although the relationship between multimodal systems planning and highway project planning

varies among agencies, in most cases the identification of the need for a highway improvement

occurs during systems planning prior to the beginning of a highway project planning study. Project

planning involves the analysis and evaluation of the feasibility, costs, benefits, and environmental

impacts of a number of highway improvement alternatives designed to meet the identified need.

Project planning normally terminates with a decision regarding the implementation status of a

highway improvement project. Typically, when federal funds are involved this will include a

decision on the part of the Federal Highway Administration to grant location approval for the

project.

The amount of design that takes place during project planning as opposed to during a separate

design phase also varies considerably among agencies and from project to project. Typically, project

planning will involve what is usually termed preliminary or functional engineering. Preliminary

engineering is designed to provide enough information to ensure that all significant impacts and

accurate cost estimates can be determined, but it does not involve the consideration of design

details. However, projects that are particularly controversal or environmentally sensitive, or

projects for which both location and design approval are being simultaneously sought, will require a

great amount of detailed design to take place during project planning. Detailed highway design

involves the preparation of all engineering information that is necessary for a project to be

implemented.

Despite differences in the project planning processes and variations in the specific information

that is produced, virtually all urban areas in the United States use traffic data for three major

purposes: (1) evaluation of alternatives, (2) input to environmental impact analyses, and 0) input to

highway design. The remainder of this chapter is divided into discussions of each of these three

categories of use.

EVALUATION OF ALTERNATIVES

The greatest variation in the highway project planning and design process occurs in the

evaluation of alternativesc The method of evaluation varies depending on the decision-making

process in an urban area, local area objectives, the type of project being considered, the cri tical

issues associated with any given project, and the analysis procedures used.

Project planning studies develop information for all alternatives on the basis of a set of

predetermined evaluation criteria that are designed to measure the impacts of each alternative.

The evaluation criteria may include a number of cost-effectiveness measures that show impacts on a

unl t cost basis.

Some form of benefit-cost analysis is performed on most highway project planning studies.

The most widely used gUide for performing analyses of benefits and costs is the AASHTO manual,

A Manual on User Benefit Analyses of Highway and Bus-Transit Improvements (90). Various traffic

data are required to perform user benefit analyses following the AASHTO manual. For each

highway link the following data are required:

.. Representative directional hourly traffic volumes during peak and off-peak hours for each

year during the design life of the facility.

,. Percentage of vehicles by type:

Autos

Single uni t trucks

Tractor-semitrailer combination trucks

• Link capacity.

.. Operating speed.

• Accident rates.

For intersections the following information is needed:

• Green-ta-cycle time ratioQ

• Saturation flow.

• Capacity.

.. Degree of saturation.

• Approach speed.

The foregoing data are used to determine user benefits through the calculation of reductions in

travel time and delay and number of accidents by type. These data are then translated into

vehicular operating cost savings.

Although many agencies perform some type of user benefit analyses for highway project

planning studies, most have adopted simplified versions of the detailed procedures contained in the

AASHTO manual. These procedures usually make simplifying assumptions for much of the input

traffic data. For example, average daily traffic (ADT) data are often developed for only the build

and design years for a project. ADT's are interpolated for all intermediate years. Standardized

time-of-day, directional distribution, and vehicle classification percentages are then used to

calculate hourly data by vehicle type.

In addition to performing benefit-cost analyses, project planners usually develop traffic data

to be included in evaluation matrices designed to display key differences among alternatives.

Although the data contained in these matrices vary considerably among and within urban areas, a

number of key evaluation traffic data are normally developed. These include the following:

• Traffic volumes Oink-specific or total screenline crossings) (24-hour or peak hour).

• Levels of serVice/volume-capacity ratios.

• Speed/travel time/delay.

• Vehicle miles of travel (VMTi.

.. Vehicle hours of travel (VHT).

• Number of accidents.

• Environmental data (Le., air quality~ energy consumption, noise).

These data may be dfsplayed as absolute totals or relative to a no-build alternative.

Typically, the majority of these data are developed by traffic forecasting computer programs,

although considerable refinement of the results may be necessarYt particularly at the individual link



level. For instance, problem5 are often encountered using link leveJ-of-service data on arterial

streets, since intersection capdcity rather than link capacity normally controls. Average travel

time and speed data rmJSt al'io be refined to account for intersection delays and to reflect

differences in peak versus off-peak operdting speed'i.

As a result, biases will be introduced into the analyses unless these data are developed for the

entire network of highways that are affected by the various alternative~. Except for relatively

minor roadway improvement alternatives, it is difficult to estimate changes in these data without

first performing a computer forecast. Even then, traffic diversion onto or off of minor roadways

that are not coded into the network are not properly accounted for. Where computer traffic

forecasts are not available, these specific data are frequently not developed.

Each of the procedures in this manual is applicable to the evaluation of alterllatives. In most

cases, a system-level traffic forecast will be refined and detailed at the link level using the

procedures in Chapters 4 through 7. Speci he: turning movements or directional hourly volumes are

then developed in Chapters 8, 9, and 10. I\s needed, the determination of vehicle classification or

speed, delay, and queuing data can be made using procedures in Chapters II and 12 respectively.

Evaluation of specific intersection/interchange designs may require the procedures in Chapter 13.

ENVIRONMENTAL ANAL YSES

In most highway project planning studies, detailed analyses must be performed to estimate the

impact of each highway improvement alternative on air quality, energy consumption, and noise. For

highway improvement projects involving federal funding, procedures accepted by the Federal

Highway Administration must be used. These procedures generally require very detailed traffic data

inputs for which considerable development effort is usually required on the part of the analyst.

Table A-2 summarizes the key traffic and roadway input data requirements for several widely

used environ!nental models. It is noted that data requirements can vary considerably among models;

therefore, the traffic analyst must be familiar with the data needs for the specific modeHs) being

used in a particular area.

Environmental analyses will utilize data developed from several of the procedures presented in

this manual. Link-refined 24-hour traffic volumes obtained in Chapters 4 through 7 are primary

input to air quality, energy, and noise studies. Other specific data that are reqUired for most of the

models (see Table A-2) include time-of-day distributions (Chapter 9), vehicle type classifications

(Chapter 11), and various forms of speed, delay, and queuing data (Chapter 12). Each of these

elements must be closely examined in order to produce realistic environmental impact estimates.

Air Quality

The level of air quality impact and lysis in most urban areas is dependent on background

ambient air pollutant concentrations and the scope of the highway iTnprovement project being

studied. Current federal regulations require microscale air quality analyses for most highway

projects. \1e'ioscale analyses are no longer nopnal1y performed for highway project ptanning studies

because they are not sensitive enough to assess the relative Lilpact of project level alternatives.

There are three pollutants typically analyzed in highway planning studies--carbon monoxide

(CO), hydrocarbons (HC), and nitrogen oxides (NO x). Because of the similarity of trdffic data input

require:nents to estirnate each of these polilitants, the following discussion will focus on C:) ..is a

practical example.

A two-step process is used to estimate CO and ottier pollutants (109). First, the emissions, or

actual amount of pollutant, is determined. Second, the concentrations, or relative amount of

pollutant, is calculated. Both estimates are important, although concentrations are more readily

comparable among alternatives that have different roadway and traffic characteristics.

Carbon monoxide emissions are calculated using emission factors contained in the MOBILE

Emission Factor Tables (~) or the EPA Modal Model (21). Other techniques typically used include

the EPA Volume 9 guidelines (~) and the Carbon Monoxide Hot Spot Guidelines (2§., !Lt., .!..!Z), both

of which can be manually applied. Emissions at the intersection level can be simulated using the

Intersection Midblock Model - IMM (.!..!Z). The effects from various indirect sources, such as

shopping centers, sports stadiums, and parking lots, can be modeled using the Indirect Source Model

for Air Pollution - ISMAP (.!..!Z), while applications to a network of links can be handled with the

APRAC -IA or APRAC - 2 computer models (22).

Concentrations are calculated using a dispersion model, in most cases either the HIWAY-2 (Z!)

or CALlNE-J (g, 100) model. The CO Hot Spot Guidelines and the APRAC, IS MAP, and IMM

mode Is can also compute concentratians.

Maximum i-hour and consecutive 8-hour carbon monoxide concentrations are estimated at a

number of "sensitive receptors" in the immediate vicinity of the highway project (e.g., residences,

businesses, schools, parks, etc.). Concentrations will normally be estimated for both the expected

year of opening and for the design year for the facility. Although traffic volumes usually are

forecasted to be higher in the design year, emission ra tes per vehicle are expected to gradually

decrease over time as a higher percentage of vehicles on the road are equipped with emission

controls. Therefore, it is not always clear whether the highest CO concentrations will occur during

the year of opening, the design year, or some year in between (§).

The primary inputs to CO and other pollutant emissions and concentration calculations are

meteorological and traffic data, as given in Table A-2. Design hour or peak hour directional traffic

volumes by vehicle class are usually used as traffic input to estimate I-hour concentrations. These

data are combined with estimates of vehicular average running or operating speeds and distribution

of engine operating mode (i.e., percent of vehicles in the cold start, hot start, and hot stabilized

modes). Although some agencies use the peak hour traffic volumes as input rather than the design

hourly volume, in most cases this provides for a more conservative analysis than is necessary, since

maximum CO concentrations in urban areas normally occur on cold winter days when peak hour

volumes do not exceed design hour volumes. The principal exception to this si tuation will be in the

vicinity of shopping centers where peak hourly volumes prior to the Christmas holidays may exceed

design hour volumes (2..!.). These hourly relationships are described further in Chapter Nine.

The peak 8-hour calculations should be for a consecutive time period which would produce the

highest 8-hour CO emissions. Normally this period corresponds with the highest volume 8-hours

(e.g., II AM to 7 PM). However, because CO emissions are greater at cooler temperatures, an 8

hour period during the morning may produce more CO emissions than a higher volume 8-hour period

in the afternoon.

Vehicle classification input data consist of the percentages of vehicles that are autos (i.e.,

light duty vehicles) and light, medium, and heavy duty trucks. 'he heavy duty truck percentages are

further subdivided into gasoline or diesel powered vehicles. This last breakdown is important to CO

analyses in particular because diesel engines emit very little carbon monoxide.

Speed is a particularly important input variable, especially lower speeds. Below operating

speeds of about 30-35 miles per hour, air poHution emissions increase significantly as operating

speeds become lower. In the vicinity of intersections, more complex analyses are required to

to.>
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Table A-2. Input data requirements for environmental models.

AIR QUALITY.!.! ENERGY NOISE

Co Hot
Modal EPA Spot FHWA

MOBILE Model VOL 9 Guide- APRAC ISMAP IMM CALINE HIWAY (Manual
Input Data (E) (E) (E) lines (E,D) (E,D) (E,D) (E,D) (D) (D) FHWA STAMINA SNAP Method)

• Volume
- 24 hr X X X X X From From X

Peak hr/design hr X X X X X emissions emissions X X (at X (at X (at
models models LOS=C) LOS=C) LOS=C)

- 8 hr X X X Interzonal
- Other VMT Trips

Capacity X X X X X X
(for each (for each
approach) approach)

vic Ratio X X X
(Density) (Density)

Speed
- Average running X X X X (by X From From X X

Speed facility emissions emissions
type) models models

- Operating Also X X X X X X
Speed design

speed

Idle Time X X X X X

Stops X X X X X

Queue Length X X X

Traffic Signals
- Phasing X X X X
- Cycle Length X X X
- G/C Ratio X X X
- Gap Acceptance X

Diurnal Distributions X X X
(Includes

weekends)



Table A-2. Continued

AIR QUALITyl/ ENERGY NOISE

Co Hot
Modal EPA Spot FHWA

MOBILE Model VOL 9 Guide- APRAC ISMAP IMM CALINE HIWAY (Manual
Input Data (E) (E) (E) lines (E,D) (E,D) (E,D) (E,D) (D) (D) FHWA STAMINA SNAP Method)

Vehicle-Age X X X X X X X X
Distribution

Vehicle Type
Classification
- Auto X X X X X X X From From X X X X

Light Trucks 2 types 2 types X X 2 types 2 types 2 types emissions emissions
- Medium Trucks X model model X X X X
- Heavy Trucks X X X X

- Gas X X X X X X X
- Diesel X X X X X X X

- Motorcycles X X X X X X
- Other Buses; Bus New

Age mix vehicles

Percent Hot/Cold X X X X X X
Starts

Roadway
- Number of lanes X X X X X X X X X

(Plus (Width) (Width) (Width) (Width)
ROW)

- Segment Length X X X X X X X X
- Surface Condition X X
- Grades X X X

Receptors
- Distance to Road X X X X X X X X
- Height X X
- Angle of Observation X X X X
- Other Barriers Barriers Barriers

11 Air Quality Models
(E) Emissions Model
(D) = Dispersion (Concentrations) Model W

In



account for variations in emissions due to deceleration, acceleration, and idling at traffic signals or

stop signs. Additional traffic data required in the vicinity of intersections include estimates of

phasing, cycle lengths, and green time to cycle time (g!c) ratios. Queue lengths are required to

determine if the receptors are affected by the queued vehicles. In order to calculate 8-hour CO

concentrations~estimates are required of directional traffic volumes, speeds, and vehicle classifica

tion stratified for each of the peak consecutive 8-hours on an average weekday (2.!.).
For both 1- and 8-hour concentration calculations, estirnates must be made of the percentage

of vehicles in the cold start, hot start, and hot stabilized modes. If a vehicle has not been used for

some time it produces more CO during its initial phase of operation than if the engine is warm" The

vehicle is considered to be in a cold start mode during the first 505 seconds of its operation if it has

not been used during the previous 3 hours. It is difficult to estimate with any degree certainty what

proportion of vehicles on a roadway will be in the cold start mode during a given time period, so

most analysts use default values provided by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (g, ~).

However, these default values are generalized lor traffic on all facility types; as a result, the

percentage of cold start vehicles on freeways and principal arterials are often conservatively

overestimated~

The final set of traffic data required for air quality analyses are vehicle age distribution data.

These data are necessary because newer cars have lower pollutant emissions. Although data are

normally available regarding the number of vehicles registered from each model year, these data do

not accurately reflect the vehicle age mix for vehicles on the road since newer cars and trucks tend

to be driven more than oJder vehicles. As a result, in many urban areas national average age

distribution data are used, even though considerable variation in these data can be found from one

urban area to anotheL

Energy Consumption

The second category of environmental analysis requmng traffic data for input is energy

consumption. The most widely used procedures for calculating highway energy consumption impacts

are those prepared by the California Department of Transportation and contained in the "Energy

Factor Handbook," which is published as an appendix to the notes for the Federal Highway

Administration's workshop Energy Requirements for Transportation Systems (~). Several states

have developed computerized versions of the procedures contained in the handbook (~, .!Q!).

Energy consumption calculations are made for each vehicle type traveling over a segment of

roadway during each year of the design life of a facility. The calculations are made using data that

relate per-vehicle fuel consumption to operating speed, roadway grades and curvature, and

pavement conditions. For each year during the design life of the facility, traffic data are required

in the following categories:

• Volumes.

• Traffic density.

• Speed.

• Vehicle type classifications.

• Vehicle stops.

These data are specified further in Table A-2.

It adequate data are available~ adjustments can also be made to account for the percentage of

vehicles in the cold start mode, variances in vehicle age distribution from the national average 7 and

variances in the percentage of gasoline versus diesel trucks from the national average. Where buses

constitute a significant percentage of the traffic flow, separate calculations for buses can be made

(.!Q!).

Noise

Noise models also require relatively specific input traffic data. As with air quality analyses,

noise analyses are performed at a number of "sensitive receptors;' which may be affected by noise

from the proposed highway improvement. However, in contrast to most air quality pollutants,

maximum noise levels do not necessarily occur at times of peak traffic volumes a

Two relationships must be considered. First, noise levels increase with speed on a per-vehicle

basis. Second, noise levels increase with traffic volume. The result of this interplay is that total

noise levels can actually be lower during congested conditions than during periods of lower trallic

volumesa The point at which maximum noise levels occur, all other conditions being equal, is under

level-of-service "C" traffic flow. Noise levels are also dependent on the number of trucks in the

traffic flow passing by a sensitive receptor.

The standard model used to predict noise impacts is the FHW A Highway Traffic Noise

Prediction Method (.!Q, 105, !.!.Q), which was developed partly as a result of previous NCHRP

research studies (~, ~,2.!.). Most agencies use the computerized versions 01 this model, either

SNAP t.t (?implified ~oise ~nalysis ~rogram) (~, lit) or STAMINA 1.0 (STAndard ~ethod !n ~oise

~naJysis) (~). Other procedures in use in several agencies are generally similar in structure to the

foregoing models and require the same input traffic data (.!2, ~).
In order to estimate noise levels, the several basic traffic data are required as input to the

models. Table A-2 itemizes these data, which are summarized below.

Automobile Volumes

These volumes equal the lesser of the design hourly volume (reduced for truck traffic) or the

maximum volume that can be handled under level-of-service C conditions. For automobiles, ievel

of-service C is considered to be the combination of speed and volume which creates the worst noise

conditions. Alternatively, the average hourly volume for the highest 3 hours on an average day for

the design year may be used lor those highway sections where the above conditions are not

anticipated to occur on a regular basis during the design year.

Truck Volumes

The design hourly truck volumes (for medium and heavy duty trucks) are used for those cases

in which ei ther the design hourly volume or level of service C volume was used for the automobile

volume (see above). If the average hourly volume for the highest 3 hours on an average day was used

for forecasting automobile traffic, comparable truck volumes should be used.

Operating Speeds

The operating speed should correspond to the traffic volumes chosen above.

In certain cases the above combination of traffic characteristics will not result in the most

adverse noise conditions; if so, alternative traffic data should be developed. For example t on some

roads truck volumes may be higher during off-peak hours than during peak hours, so using design



hourly truck volumes may result in lower forecasted noise levels than would actually occur. In

terms of impacts on noise levels, trucks contribute 20 to 30 times as much noise as automobiles, so

it becomes essential that the input data accurately reflect the auto/truck traffic mix on the

roadway during maximum noise periods. For new facilities, these periods can be estimated from

noise readings taken near roadways that have traffic characteristics similar to those forecasted for

the facility being studied.

The manual method of the FHWA noise model (!Q) includes some adjustments to account for

noise occurring in interrupted flow (i.e., stop-and-go) conditions. To apply these adjustments, a

value of average speed should be substituted for operating speed. The average speed value assumes

the influence of traffic signal operations or other factors contributing to the interrupted flow. The

truck noise factors are also increased to better replicate accelerating conditions.

HIGHWAY DESIGN

One of the most critical uses of traffic data is to perform preliminary and detailed

engineering. Examples exist throughout the United States where the use of poor traffic forecast

data has resulted in highway designs that were not appropriate for the level of traffic which

ultimately used a facility after an improvement was made. Highway design in urban areas is also

complicated by the fact that it is not always possible to design facilities that can provide adequate

capacity to meet minimal design standards, because of fiscal or environmental impact considera

tions.

The two primary uses for traffic data in highway design are for capacity analyses and

pavement design. To a lesser extent traffic data may also be used to determine lighting, shoulder,

and lane width requirements, as weI! as distance requirements for offsets to trees, poles, guardrails~

and other obstructions.

Capacity Analyses

In order to design highway facilities that will operate at an acceptable level of service,

detailed capacity analyses are usually performed. These analyses are divided into three major types:

(I) roadway segments, (2) interchanges, and (3) intersections.

Analyses are normally performed for forecasted traffic volumes during a design hour.

AASHTO standards (§.) call for the design hour to be the thirtieth highest hourly traffic volume

expected during the design year, which in most cases is 20 years after the date of expected

completion of the facility. In many urban areas traffic volumes during the thirtieth highest hour are

approximated through the use of an average weekday peak hour volume. This topic is discussed

further in Chapter 9.

AASHTO design standards require level of service C conditions on freeways and level-of"

service D conditions on arterials in urban areas during the design hour. However, because of

limitations in available fiscal resources, most states currently design for level-of-service D

conditions in both freeways and arterials in urban areas. Even this level of service cannot be

attained in certain cases.

Capacity analyses are performed using various. methods available in such documents as the

1965 Highway Capacity Manual (~) and the TRB Circular 212, "Interim Materials on Highway

Capacity" (!t.2.). In most cases the following design hour traffic data are required to perform

capacity analyses:

• Directional traffic volumes.

• Merging, diverging, and weaving volumes in interchange and weaving areas on freeways.

• Intersection turning movements.

• Percent trucks and buses.

• Peak-hour factors.

In addition, information on roadway geometries and intersection signal phasing is required.

The capacity analysis calculations require specific traffic data to be forecasted for a design

hour which is normally 25 to 30 years in the future. As difficult as it is to forecast traffic volumes

that far into the future, it is important that these data be reasonably accurate. The traffic data are

used to determine the number of lanes required on the main line of both freeways and arterials, the

type and number of lanes on ramps in interchange areas, the lengths of weaving sections on

freeways, the number of approach lanes at intersections, the number and length of turning lanes at

intersections, and the signalization requirements at intersections. Variations in deSign-hour traffic

volumes of as little as 10 to 20 percent can result in substantial changes in design requirements,

particularly at interchanges and intersections. Therefore, it is important that high quality traffic

data be forecasted.

The refinement and detailing procedures presented in Chapters 4 through 7, combined with the

time-of-day and directional distribution procedures in Chapters 9 and 10, enable the analyst to

reduce the expected link traffic variations to reasonable ranges. The procedures can also be used to

adjust interchange ramp and weaving volumes. The procedures in Chapter &will assist the analyst in

producing realistic turning movements for use in conducting intersection capacity analyses. The

vehicle classification procedures (Chapter I I) will provide the needed truck percentage factors.

Pavement Design

The second major use of traffic data for engineering is in pavement design. In designing

pavements, the key input traffic parameter is the number of "equivalent" I&,OOO-pound single-axle

loads that are expected during the design life of the pavement. The AASHTO Interim Guide for

Design of Pavement Structures (2.) has developed a series of "eqUivalence factors" for converting

axle weight group traffic volumes to I&-kip equivalent loads. In many agencies these conversions

are made through the use of computer programs that requi're as traffic inputs the average annual

daily traffic (AADTl, the percentage of trucks, and truck axle loading characteristics (obtained from

loadometer stations) during each year of the design life of the pavement (usually 20 years).

Experience in a number of agencies has shown that pavements have often been underdesigned

because of the under-forecasting of truck volumes. As a result, the pavements have deteriorated

more rapidly than originally anticipated.

The development of traffic data for pavement design is presented in Chapter 13. The vehicle

classification procedures in Chapter II can be used to help estimate the percentage of trucks,

although truck axle loadings should be determined from local or state loadometer station data.

OTHER USES

Traffic data are also used in establishing lighting,· shoulder, and lane width requirements, as

well as to set offset requirements to roadside obstructions, such as trees, poles, and guardrails.

Design of these features is often dependent on the ADT range within which the traffic falls for the

facility under consideration. Although not described in this manual, procedures for using traffic

data for these purposes may be found in several documents (2., §., ~' ~' !!..!., .!l!).
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TRAFFIC PROJECTION REQUEST FORM
"·S-3D tG-71

Parmenter

From: Date, -
TO: DOT - Planning

Planning M<lhods and Forecast Section District
Reeel".CS: Sd'leGuled,

Hill Farms
Aulvn-d to: o.t. out:

Project Description Forecast V.ar(*

Projeci 10: Estimated Time of Completion: -----
ETC + 10 years:

Location:
ETC + 20 yea,,: ---_.

Route: County:
Other:

Design Data Requested (~clt those items required)

CSSOO)
9RUU

11 ,200

(l:iOO)
-151H)

1700

((,()SU)

-77UO
8800

1850)
-2200

2500

(13.775)
-16.075

18.250

(235)
-270-

(194;')
-2430

2775

Park

(23001
-2S00

2700

(I025 )
-11 ;'0-

(5825 )
-6750

7700

(~O ,13:1)
-23. :lO()
26.500

Supplemental Attachments (eMelt those itrms prO'llilkd)

o County or Municipality map showing projection location. (To accompany all requests).

o A sketch showing existing or anticipated land development affecting this projection.

o Turning Movement Count(s).

o Other pertinent data: _ L!. Considered as "~IT" for Noise :\11;11ysi5

IIc:w}' Out)' Truck Cbssific:1tion ~or ~oisc.

Pavement Design and ,\iT Quality (llflll t~ IIllC)

-----.--- -------,-'u-~~-U-$.-·~r-.c------l

(8SIO)
-10.2(1()

II,GOO

(5<100)
-6250
7100

Type ADT ., Diesel " Casal inc

1935 2005 1985 20115

2D !..l. 2.4 10 75 90 25
3Ax 1.5 75 95 25
2-51 0.1 75 98 25
2-52 0.2 92 99 3
3-52+ 3.4 99 100 I

Total 7.7

K ( % AOT in OHV); 0 (% DHV in predominaie direction of travel); T (DHV) (% trucks in DHVl

K 8 (% ADT occurring in the average of the 8 highest consecutive hours of traffic on an average day)

Truck Classification for Pavement Design and Noise Analysis

Mainline Volumes

Turning Movements (Provide sketch indicating locations desired)

P (% ADT in Peak Hour); T (PHV) (% Trucks in Peak Hour)

Truck Classification adjusted for Air Quality Analysis.

o
o
o
o
o
o
o

-I J-___-~~_ *1< is the highest hour percentage in the average
weekda;' traffic.

Special Counts
TYPE DATE LOCAT.O"'" VOLUME

K·
1'{,\IlTj
T(tlIlV)
T(PHV)
n(DHV)

K
8

T(ASHV)

10.0',
12.0':'...

5.4'.
4.5%

55-45
6.2%

7.7',

----------------------------------
Remarks;

----------_._---

Figure A-I. Example of traffic request form. Figure A-2. Example of data produced in response to traffic
request form,



OATAFORMAT

Data for highway project planning and design should be requested using a standard format to

reduce misunderstandings between the producers and users of the data. In turn, the developed data

should be presented in a consistent, straightforward manner.

A typical example of a form used in Wisconsin is shown in Figure A-I. This form clearly

requests the following information:

• Specific location of highway segment including a map (location, route, county).

• The forecast year(s).

• The traffic data requested (e.g., link volumes, vehicle classifications separate for design,

noise, and air quality studies, hourly and directional distributions, turning movements including a

sketch).

• Anticipated land-use development (shown on a sketch).

• Turning movement counts.

• Special counts specified by date and location.

An example of data received using this form is shown in Figure A-2. Similar forms can be developed

to match local needs.

CHAPTER THREE

PRELIMINARY CHECKS OF COMPUTERIZED TRAFFIC VOLUME FORECASTS

GENERAL

In most urban areas in the United States some form of computerized. travel demand

forecasting process has been developed which serves as the basis for producing system-level traffic

forecasts. The manner in which these forecasts are used for deriving project planning and design

traffic data varies considerably among urban areas. In some cases computerized traffic forecasts

are directly used with little or no refinement. In a few cases formalized step-by-step procedures

have been developed for refining computer forecasts. Usually, however, link-level traffic volume

forecasts are adjusted using considerable professional judgment to account for limitations in the

traffic assignment modeling process. As a result, the "procedures" that are used to refine computer

forecast data are being "documented" only in the minds of the analysts who perform the

refinements.

Despite the wide variance in refinement processes, it is important to recognize that the

refinement of system-level traffic forecasts is one of the most critical tasks in performing highway

project planning and design studies. The development of accurate traffic forecasts often can

determine the ultimate c9st-effectiveness of project planning and design decisions. Refinement of

system-level traffic forecasts requires a review and modification of computer model results and

considerable knowledge of the limitations of the computerized modeling process.

The refinement process can be divided into two major elements: (I) checking the results of a

computer assignment for accuracy and reasonableness, and (2) adjusting computer-generated link

volumes to account for limitations in the assignment process. This chapter describes a number of

preliminary checks of system level forecasts that should be performed to ensure the overall

accuracy and reasonableness of results. Subsequent chapters provide documentation of procedures

that can be used to adjust computer generated volumes to produce refined facility level traffic

volumes for use in highway project planning and design.

The preliminary checks '!re used to identify and correct any errors that may have occurred

during the system modeling process. These errors can occur during several stages of the forecasting

process, including the following:

• Network coding Oink capacities, speeds, length, etc.).

• Trip generation.

• Trip distribution.

• Modal spli t.

• Trip assignment.

There are several straightforward checks that can be used to determine whether or not a traffic

forecast is suitable for further refinement. These checks should be performed as part of any traffic

forecasting process, regardless of the ultimate use of the traffic data. These checks should

routinely be performed as the first step for all system-level planning activities. Therefore, the

analyst may only need to verify that suitable checks had been made during previous planning efforts.

If considerable time has lapsed since the system-level planning activities, it is useful for the analyst

to review all of these checks to ensure that the forecasts are still valid for use in conducting

facility-level analyses. Obviously, the traffic refinement procedures presented in later chapters can

only produce realistic results if the original system-level traffic forecast is reasonably accurate.

An analyst should begin the check of system-level traffic forecasts by examining base year and



future year socioeconomic data on a zone-by-zone basis to gain an overall understanding of probable

changes in travel patterns within the study area. Total trip generation by zone should be compared

with land-use data to ensure that logical relationships exist. The computer highway network should

be examined to check for errors in link definition. Where available, base year traffic assignments

should be compared with actual base year traffic count data to ensure that existing traffic patterns

are being adequateiy simulated. Finally, the forecasted traffic growth between the base year and

future year assignments should be compared with historical trends for reasonablenessa

To the extent possible, these preliminary checks should be performed at a regional or

subregional level to ensure that the models are operating correctly. At a minimum, these checks

should be conducted in the subareas or corridors for which subsequent traffic refinements will be

required. It should be recognized, however, that decisions regarding the accuracy and

reasonableness of the system-level traffic assignment can rarely be made by analyzing only a small

portion of the network.

Prior to performing the preliminary checks the analyst should determine the format in which

the traffic data are reported. Typical formats include the following:

• Directional--Volumes and capacities are specified for each direction of travel on a link and

for each arrival and departure leg of an intersection (i.e., node).

• Nondirectional--Volumes and capacities are combined for both directions of travel on a link

(except for one-way links) and for both the arrival and departure legs of an intersection (i.e., node).

• 2~-Hour--Vo!umes and capacities are presented in terms of 2~-hour values. Volumes

typically relate to average daily traffic (ADT), while capacities represent a multiplier of peak-hour

capacities. Typically, 2~-hour capacities are assumed to be equal to ten times the peak-hour

capacity. For example:

Peak-hour capacity 2, 000 vph
Factor for 2~ hours 10
2~-hour capact ty 20, 000 vph

This factor assumes that 10 percent of the 2~-hour traffic occurs during the peak hour.

• Peak Hour-Volumes and capacities are presented in terms of a single peak-hour of an

average weekday. Peak hour forecasts can be produced for AM and/or PM conditions.

• Peak Period--Volumes and capacities are presented in terms of a series of hours during

either the AM or PM peak period. Typically, a 2- to 3-hour time period bracketing the peak hour is

used to represent the peak period.

These formats must be ascertained in order to adequately conduct the following preliminary

checks and to refine or detail the traffic on specific facilities, as presented in subsequent chapters.

The following preliminary checks are based on the availability of a base year traffic

assignment. The first check involves reviewing the input socioeconomic data for reasonableness for

the base and forecast years. The second, third, and fourth checks are checks only of the base year

assignments and include base year trip end summary simulated VMT and simulated link traffic

volume checks. The fifth check is the check of the forecast year assignment and includes trip end

summary and VMT checks for the forecast year.

CHECK i-EXAMiNE LAND-USE DATA ASSUMPTiONS

Prior to performing any other checks the analyst should become familiar with the amount and

type of existing and forecasted land use in the traffic shed area of the facility for which traffic data

are being produced~ The assumed level of land-use development is the single most critical variable

in forecasting the number of trips generated within a study area. Problems in simulating base year

traffic volumes Can often be traced to problems with zonal-level land-use data. Similarly,

discrepancies between the base year and future year traffic foreCasts can often be attributed to

errors or inconsistencies in expected land-use changes. Thereiore. it is important that these land

use data be closely examined and understood by the analyst. This check is especially important in

situations where considerable time has lapsed since the system-level forecasts were made. In such

cases, the future year land-use assumptions should be carefully reviewed to make sure they are still

valid.

CHECK 2-COMPARE TRIP END SUMMARIES TO LAND-USE

Data contained in the computer-generated trip end summaries should be compared with the

input land-use data for each study year. Trip end summaries provide data on either total

productions and attractions or origins and destinations for each traffic analysis zone. These data

can be displayed as total trips by time period and are frequently subdivided by trip purpose. The

origin is always the starting point of a trip and the destination the ending point of a trip. For home

based trips the home end of the trip is always the production end and the nonhome end the

attraction end. For nonhome-based trips, the origin end is the production end and the destination

end is the attraction end of the trip.

Total trip ends for the zones of interest should first be compared with the corresponding land

use data. Emphasis should be placed on identifying extreme values (e.g., high or low) of either trip

ends or land use. For further specificity, trips stratified by purpose and/or by mode should be

individually examined. In all cases, comparisons between zonal trip ends and land use should be

made for the base year and future year forecasts.

Several situations should flag the analyst's attention. For example, a particUlar zone may

exhibit a very high number of work trip productions despite haVing a relatively low number of

households. Similarly, a zone may show a very low number of nonwork trip attractions despite

having a high level of retail employment. These situations would justify further checking of input

data assumptions. In many situations. separate traffic forecasts are performed using different land

use assumptions during the same forecast year.. In such cases, the trip end summaries can be

compared among alternatives to determine if the difference~ in trip-making are commensurate with

the changes in land use. If they are not, logical explanations should be closely examined (e.g., a

network change may have occurred, or the modal split between alternatives may be different),

Any problems may be the result of computer errors, incorrect trip generation rates applied to

the zones, or characteristics unique to that zone: Assessment of the first two factors can be

accomplished by checking the input parameters or the computer software; however, assessment of

the latter factor requires an intimate knOWledge of travel and land-use characteristics in the zone.

CHECK 3-EXAMiNE HIGHWAY NETWORK

Preliminary checks can help identify network coding errors on specific highway links. Typical

errors occur in defining link distances, link capacities, link impedances (Le., speed or time), and

ioea tions of centroid connections.

Extreme traffic volumes (i.e., high or low) assigned to a link(s) usually point to a coding

problem. In particular, centroid connectors often show extreme values because their impedances

and distances are somewhat arbitrary. This type of visual inspection can isolate many such

problems, especially once the analyst begins to examine links within a specific study.



Several agencies use zonal tree data to trace minimum time paths between selected zones.

The zonal tree procedure, described more fully in Chapter 4, enables the analyst to quickly identify

travel paths that are unreasonable based on the analyst's knowledge of the study area. Using this

information, the links can be modified as needed prior to the final system-level forecast. Additional

highway network coding problems can be identified as part of Chapter ~.

CHECK 4-COMPARE BASE YEAR TRAFFIC DATA

Prior to attempting to perform manual refinements to a computerized traffic assignment the

analyst should make a number of comparisons between simulated and actual base year traffic data.

These comparisons will often indicate where specific network coding changes should be made (see

Check 3) in order that study area link volumes are better simulated. Changes in the location of zone

connectors, changes in link impedances or capacities, or additional links that should be induded in

the network may be identified during this review.

Figure A-3 has been developed to aid in determining the acceptability of the base year

assignment on specific network links. The figure is based on the assumption that the maximum

desirable traffic assignment deviation should not result in a design deviation of more than one

highway travel lane. Therefore, the "acceptable" deviation is higher on low volume roads where a

large percentage deviation will not have major design implications. The converse is true on higher

volume facilities.

For example, data for the following two links are given:

Although the percent deviation is less for Link B than for Link A, it is seen in Figure .1'.-3 that the

assignment for Link A falls within the acceptable range while that for Link B does not. This is

reasonable because the absolute volume deviation of 17,000 ADT on Link B has considerably greater

design implications than the 3,000 ADT difference on Link A.

Figure .1'.-3 uses a scale based on 24-hour volume totals (ADT). Peak hour or peak period

assignments can be examined by factoring the 24-hour scale by the appropriate percentage of daily

traffic occurring during those time periods. For instance, if the peak hour contains II percent of

the 24-hour traffic based on base year counts, the ADT's shown in Figure .1'.-3 can be factored by

0.11 to produce a peak hour scale. Although no specific rules exist as to when an assignment should

be considered acceptable, the vast majority of links should have assigned traffic volumes that fall

within the maximum desirable deviation shown in Figure .1'.-3. Further checks of total base year

screenline volumes are discussed as part of the refinement procedure documentation contained in

Chapter 4.

A related check involves comparing the base year simulated vehicle miles of travel (YMT)

within the study area with the base year VMT obtained from actual traffic count data. Most

computer assignments can provide VMT on a zonal basis, often by facili ty type. User-provided

actual VMT would then be used to compare the values. It is essential that the actual VMT has been

measured on the same roadways as those simulated by the computer model in order to ensure that
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the comparison is valid. If large discrepancies become evident by comparing these results, a review

of VMT by facility type may reveal the source of the error. If no actual VMT figures are available

for the base year, values may be extrapolated from other years using VMT growth trends.

CHECK 5-COMPARE GROWTH TRENDS

This check tests the reasonableness of the forecasted traffic growth compared with historical

growth trends. The following data are required:

• Future year traffic data Oink volumes, trip ends, and/or VMT).

• Base year actual or simulated traffic data Oink volumes, trip ends, and/or VMT).

• Historical record of one or more of the following:

Link Volumes

VMT

Population

Employment

Households

Typically these data are available on either a zonal, district, or regional level. If possible this

check should focus on the data for the seJected study area; however, comparisons of regional data

can often help determine the overall reasonableness of the future year forecast.

To the extent possible, the base year data should reflect actual conditions rather than

simulated conditions. For instance, actual base year VMT counts should be compared to the luture

year VMT forecasts. Such analyses will enable the future year forecasted data to be compared

directly with actual base year data without the biases from the simulated base year assignment. Of

course, through applying preliminary Checks I through 4, the simulated base year assignment should

also accurately reflect actual conditions and there lore may be used with minimal error. The base

year assignment data have the advantage of being compatible in format (e.g., VMT, trip-ends) with

that of the future year data.

For comparison purposes, an average annual traffic growth rate should be computed for the

period between the base year and the future year. The average annual growth rate, described in

more detail with examples in Chapter 7 of this user's manual, can be readily computed tor various

link volumes, zonal trip ends, or VMT values.

This growth rate should then be compared with data from one or more of the following

historical trends:

• Growth rate in VMT.

• Growth rate in popuJation~

• Growth rate in households.

• Growth ra te in employment.

These comparisons of growth rates are not intended to produce exact matches, but should provide a

check of the reasonableness of the future year forecasts.

The analyst must decide at this point whether the forecasted growth rates are acceptable

relative to historical growth trends. If unsatisfactory results are obtained from this check, it may

be necessary to make computer input modifications and rerun the future year forecast.

One option to rerunning the models is to manually factor the future year volumes up or down

on the basis of a more realistic growth rate determined by the analyst. This method may be

reasonable for small area studies where relatively few links and zones are involved; however, this

procedure generally will not produce satisfactory results if applied to a larger corridor or region. In

such cases, the traffic forecasting models shOUld be corrected and rerun. Related procedures for

modifying a traffic foreca<t based on capacity and/or land-use constraints are presented in

Chapters 4 and 1.

Each of these preliminary checks should be used to determine the overall accuracy of the

traffic forecasts prior to applying any project-level refinement or detailing procedure. At the same

time, these checks serve the purpose of fully iamiliarizing the analyst with the highway network and

the trip assignments. This knowledge will aid the analyst in making judgments during the application

of the refinement procedures presented in later chapters.



CHAPTER FOUR

REFINEMENT OF COMPUTERIZED TRAFFIC VOLUME FORECASTS

GENERAL

Nearly all computerized system level traffic assignments require that further refinement take

place prior to their being used for highway project planning and design. This refinement step is one

of the most critical steps in the highway project planning and design traffic forecasting process.

The purpose of this chapter is to document procedures that will allow for this refinement to take

place in a rationa! and consistent manner.

An immediate word of caution must be expressed, however, in order to prevent the procedures

from being misapplied. As with any procedure that attempts to simulate something as complex as

the travel patterns of an entire urban area, not all factors determining traffic volumes can be taken

into account through application of a mathematical procedure. Therefore, although the procedures

attempt to logically refine the results of the computerized traffic simulation process by taking into

account factors that cannot be adequately incorporated in the computer process, it must be realized

by users of this refinement process that considerable professional judgment must be applied both

during and following application of the procedures.

Two types of procedures are presented. The first is a screen line refinement process (~, 71).
This procedure uses relationships between base year traffic counts and future year capacities to

adjust traffic crossing a prespecified screenline. It is most useful for analyzing corridor traffic

movements or traffic assigned to an activity center that has a well-defined network structure.

The second procedure uses computer-generated data for selected network links or zones to

help identify origin-destination trip patterns (104, .!.!.!.' .!l1). These techniques, entitled select link

and zonal tree analyses, provide the analyst with sufficient information to manually reassign traffic

from one link to another in order to produce a refined assignment. This procedure is applicable for

refining traffic movements within a small to medium sized network and along highway corridors.

Detailed studies of freeway ramp movements can also be performed.

Therefore, the procedures presented in this chapter are applicable for refining volumes using

various levels of network detail and types of assignment (e.g., all-or-nothing, capacity restrained.)

Obviously, the refinement requirements for a detailed highway network are more vigorous than for a

sketch planning corridor-level refinement. Similarly, capacity restrained highway assignments

generally require fewer refinements than do all-or-nothing assignments. On the other hand, manual

refinements are more straightforward with an all-or-nothing assignment, because interzonal travel

movements are clearly defined.

The refinement procedures can be used to analyze these and other situations. The difference

in their applications will be largely related to the amount of judgment that must be used.

Therefore, emphasis is placed on the basic refinement techniques, followed by a section on special

considerations. Illustrative examples also provide some insights into how the procedures can be

applied to particular settings. Additional uses for these procedures are documented in Chapters 5

and 6, which address specific traffic refinement topics.

PRELIMINARY DATA BASE DEVELOPMENT

Prior to the actual application of the refinement procedures presented in this chapter a data

base must be established. For the most part, the following data development steps are common to

the screenline and select link/zonal tree procedures:

I. Define study area boundaries.

2. Define base year and future year.

3. Identify link and/or node characteristics.

4. Record base year traffic counts.

5. Record base and future year traffic assignments.

Each task is described below.

Step I-Define Study Area Boundaries

The study area should be defined so that all the facilities under study are included. It is

recommended that additional facilities also be included that could be expected to directly influence

the traffic patterns on the facilities under study. All links from the study area portion of the

network should be copied onto a separate sheet of paper at a large enough scale that the map can be

used for analysis purposes. Centroids, centroid connectors, and nodes should also be detailed on the

sheet. A sample format is shown in Figure A-4.

Step 2-Define the Base Year and Future Year

The specific years for which refinements or detailing are desired should be defined. Usually

these years will correspond with the years for which computerized forecasts are available.

However, in some cases traffic data may be desired for intermediate or extended years. Procedures

for adjusting traffic forecasts to correspond with different future year assumptions are described in

Chapter 7. Generally the computerized forecasts should first be refined for the years for which

they were performed prior to applying the procedures in Chapter 7.

Step 3-ldentify Network Characteristics

Each link in the study area should have the following. characteristics listed for both the base

year and the forecast year:

• Type of facility (e.g., freeway, surface arterial).

• Number of lanes.

• Length.

• Orientation (i.e., one-way; two-way),

• Type of traffic control (e.g" signalized, grade separated).

• Adjacent land-use characteristics.

For cases where turning movements will be required, characteristics of the nodes should

include the following:

• Basic approach lane configuration (e.g., number of lanes, availability of turn lanes).

• Traffic control (e.g., unsignalized, signalized, green time, cycle length).

• Restricted movements if any (e.g., no left turns).

These link and/or node characteristics should be displayed in tabular form (Table A-3) and/or

on the map prepared in Step I (Fig. A-4).



No left turn

Other

No right turn
No left turn

One-way link

Traffic
Approach Configuration~/ Control

N Ramp - 2 lane Stop
S No South Approach - I way S6
E 3T,IL No Stop
W 3T No Stop

N 2T Signal (g/c =0.1l1
s 2T Signal (g/c =0.1l)
E 2T,IL Signal (g/c =0.6)
W 3T Signal (g/c =0.6)

160

150

Node

Table A-3. Typical format for display of network characteristic..!! oIa
oIa

Lanes
Facility Length Traffic

Link Type Orientation Number (mil Control Other

205-206 Freeway One-Way (NB) 3 0.6 Grade Industry
Separated

201-202 Freeway One-Way (SB) 3 0.6 Grade Industry
Separated

Full Highway Network 103-110 Arterial Two-Way Il 0.3 Signals Commercia!

106-107 Arterial Two-Way 6 0.5 Grade Industry
Separated

151-150 Arterial Two-Way Il 0.& Signals Residential

Continued
Enlarge Study Area
Portion of Network

Link /Node

Cehtroid i l~l""""'Node
Connector-, Number

~-centroid
Zone

Number

Continued

Figure A-4. Study arr:'~ ne~·..,)rk forrndt.

!! Refer to Figure A-Il for diagram of network.

?/ T = through lanes, L = left-turn lanes, R = right-turn lanes



Step IJ-Record Base Year Traffic Counts

Using the base map developed in Step I, all available base year traffic data for links within the

study area should be plotted. The data should be gathered from state, county, or local government

agencies responsible for traffic counts, from special studies, or from other sources as required.

Special care must be taken to ensure that these traffic counts cover the same hours as those used in

the computer assignments. This is especially critical if comparisons will be made with peak hour or

peak period computer assignments, because AM and PM peak traffic volumes can often be

significantly different.

Directional traffic counts should be plotted if these are compatible with the format of the

computer assignments. If nondirectional assignments will be used, directional traffic counts must be

summed together along a link. In other cases where counts are available for only part of a day,

expansion factors should be used to convert to the same time period for which the assignment was

made. Care should also be taken to apply appropriate seasonal and day-of-week factors to convert

individual traffic counts to average day values.

If no base year traffic counts are available on a particular Iink(s), it may be necessary to

interpolate values from adjacent links or to expand intersection turning movement counts into link

volumes. As with other steps in this process, local knowledge of the traffic characteristics of the

roadways and adjacent land-uses should be used to "fine tune" any traffic count estimates.

Step ~RecOl"dBase and Future Year Traffic Assignment

Record the volumes and capacities for the base year and future year computer assignments.

These values should be recorded directly from the computer printout onto the map prepared during

Step I.

The link capacities used for the traffic assignment may need to be adjusted at this point. Two

specific situations are possible:

\. A capacity was artificially adjusted during the calibration in order to increase or decrease

the link impedance. In this case, the capacity should be adjusted back to its original value so as to

be compatible with the capacities on the other links.

2. Generalized capacities were used for the assignment. Several computer models employ

capacities that are specific only to facility type. If possible, these simplified capacities should be

adjusted on each link to better reflect actual (base year) or forecasted (future year) conditions. This

adjustment is most likely to be necessary on base year assignments where roadway widths, types of

traffic control, and pavement conditions vary widely.

Once this data base has been prepared, various traffic data refinement or detailing procedures

can be pursued.

SCREENUNE REFINEMENT PROCEDURE

The purpose of the screenline refinement procedure is to improve upon the link-by-link traffic

forecasts produced by computer models. Future year link volumes are adjusted by the procedure

across a screen line based on relationships between base year traffic counts, base year assignments,

and future year link capacities. Generally the base year should be the latest year for which both

traffic count data and computerized traffic link assignments are available. Since most traffic

assignments are made on an all-day basis, the traffic data should ideally be average weekday daily

traffic (A WDT) or average daily traffic (ADT).

After a screenline is selected the base year traffic assignment (if available) is compared with

actual base year traffic counts. The magnitude of deviation between these two values enables the

analyst to decide whether or not to make an initial future year link adjustment. This adjustment is

the average of two methods-one which calculates the ratio between the base year forecast and the

actual base year traffic count, and one which calculates the numerical difference between these

values. A subsequent adjustment is then made which combines the effects of future year capacity

changes with the stabilizing effects of actual base year traffic patterns.

The screenline procedure, therefore, considers several factors that are critical to the

preparation of realistic traffic assignments. The most accurate results are obtained if the inputs

include reasonably good base year traffic counts, a base year assignment, and a future year forecast.

The procedure has less validity if base year data are not available; however, refinement of link

volumes can still be performed using the modifications discussed under "special considerations." The

procedure is valid using all-or-nothing or capacity restrained assignments.

The screenline procedure typically adjusts all volumes crossing the screenline. Therefore, it is

not always suitable for use in situations where only one or two link volumes are in need of

refinement. The procedure is also limited to situations where reasonable screenlines can be

constructed across parallel facilities. Accuracy is lost when nonparallel facili ties (e.g., diagonal

roads) are introduced into the screenline.

Once the input data are assembled and checked, the screenline computations can be performed

quickly. For instance, a medium sized network involving 10 screenlines could be analyzed using the

worksheet in I to 2 person-days. Final checks and adjustments to specific link volumes would

require an additional 'I to 8 person-hours.

Basis for Development

The screenline refinement procedure is the combination of a procedure developed by the New

York State Department of Transportation (?l) and one developed for the Maryland Department of

Transportation (~, !!!.) by JHK &. Associates. The New York State DOT procedure is the basis for

the initial screenline adjustment to account for discrepancies between the base year assignment and

actual traffic counts. The Maryland DOT procedure incorporates the final adjustments for relative

base year traffic counts and future year capacities. These adjustments have been combined into a

comprehensive refinement procedure using a worksheet approach.

Input Data Requirements

The following data are used as input to the screenline refinement procedure:

• Highway network (base and future year) with historical record (i.e., type of facility,

number of lanes, orientation, type of traffic control).

• Base year traffic counts.

• Base year assignment.

• Base year link capacities.

• Future year forecast.

• Future year link capacities~

• Land-use growth trends (optional).

These data should be available from the preliminary data base development and will be used either

directly in the worksheet computations or for making reasonableness checks.



Directions for Use

The screen line refinement procedure includes four sequential steps, as follows:

Step I: Select screenlines.

Step 2: Check base year volumes.

Step 3: Perform computations.

Step 4: Conduct final checks.

These steps and related substeps are diagrammed in Figure A-5. The following sections describe the

procedure steps in detail.

Step I--Select Screenlines

The first step in the procedure is to select one or more screenlines that will be used to adjust

link volumes. It is important that a screenline crosses each of the facilities whose volumes are to be

refined.

Selecting the screenlines for analysis is not always a straightforward process. In areas where

roadways parallel one another for several miles or where geographic boundaries clearly define

alternative routes (e.g., river crossings), screenlines are fairly easy to select. However, there will

be a number of instances where these situations do not occur in any study area. Screenlines should,

therefore, be based on judgment and a familiarity with the roadway network. It is suggested that

the following guidelines be used in developing screenlines.

I. Determine the context with which the screenlines will be used. Generally one or more of

the following situations will apply:

• Small area analysis.

• Wide corridor analysis.

• Regional analysis.

The scale of the analysis will dictate both the length of the screenline and the number of screenlines

to be analyzed.

2. A screenline should intersect roadways that represent likely alternatives for directional

traffic within a corridor. In some areas, the screenlines should be curved to follow a natural barrier

such as a river or hill. However, meandering or diagonal-type roadways should be avoided, as shown

in Figure A-6. In this example, "A," "B," and "C" Streets carry parallel traffic in the east-west

direction. "D" Avenue is a diagonal facility that carries traffic in all directions. Therefore, for

refining assignments in the east-west corridor, "0" Avenue should not be induded in the screenline.

3. In most cases, zone connectors that are crossed by a screenline should not be included in

the analysis. Special cases in which zone connectors are considered are discussed under "Special

Considerations~tI

4. A screenline should cross a minimum of 3 roadways and preferably no more than 7

roadways. For computational simplicity, a practical maximum is 10 roadways.

5. Screenlines should be no longer than necessary. Figure A-7 provides a gUide for selecting

screenline length based on link density. For instance, in densely developed areas with many

roadways, a practical limit of 2 miles is suggested, while in outlying, less dense areas, 4 to 5 miles

would represent a reasonable screenline length. Special considerations are discussed later in this

chapter.

6. Separate screenlines should be constructed midway between major roadway crossings or

every 2 miles--whichever is less. This is important because link traffic volumes along a facility can

change considerably within a short distance, especially on either side of a major Intersection or

interchange. Comparisons of results from parallel screenlines will be a major check of

reasonableness of the refinement procedure.

Examples of screenlines on a corridor network are shown in Figure A-S. Screenlines A, B, and

C are appropriate for balancing traffic assignments along north-south routes in the corridor.

Screenlines 0, E, and F are oriented toward east-west roadways.

Step 2--Check Base Year Volumes

In order to determine if the screenline assignment is a reasonable representation of corridor

traffic, total traffic crossing the screenline should be compared between the base year assignment

and the actual base year traffic counts. The volumes on each link crossed by the screenline should

be added together for this analysis.

The percent deviation of these screenline total volumes should be calculated. An example of

this analysis is given in Table A-4, using the screenlines depicted in Figure A-S. Figure A-9 has been

developed to help estimate the maximum desirable screenline volume deviation. The rationale used

to develop this figure is that the maximum permissible deviation of a screenline traffic estimate

should be such that a highway design would not vary by more than one roadway lane. The dividing

line shown in Figure A-9 should be used as an analysis gUide rather than as an absolute cutoff level.

At lower screenline volumes, the permitted volume deviation is quite large, since such

deviations would not result in significant design differences. Conversely, at higher screenline

volumes, a lower deviation is desired in order to be confident that any design decisions would be

valid. Figure A-9 was developed for use with 24-hour volumes. Peak hour or peak period screenline

volumes could also be used if the horizontal scale of Figure A-9 were proportioned accordingly (e.g.,

if peak hour = 10 percent of daily, divide scale by lO).

The total screenline traffic count and the percent of base year assignment deviations should be

plotted on the graph shown in Figure A-9. Screenlines A, 0, E, and F fall within the acceptable

range, while Screenline C exceeds the maximum desirable deviation for its given volume level.

Because the Screenline B deviation lies immediately adjacent to the dividing line in Figure A-9, the

analyst must judge its acceptability based on the screenline's relative location and importance

wi thin the study area, and. based on the desired degree of refinement accuracy.

If the screenline totals are wi thin the maximum desirable deviation, the subsequent worksheet

computations can proceed. If the base year volumes exceed the maximum desirable deviation,

however, several possible actions are possible, including the following:

I. For large discrepancies, correct deficiencies in the modeling process and rerun appropriate

models. Such situations would indude major errors in trip generation, trip distribution, modal split,

or network coding. If the preliminary checks presented in Chapter 3 are conducted, major

deviations will not normally occur.

2. Extend the screenline length to include additional facilities. This action tends to reduce

the deviation across the screenline. Care must be taken that the added facilities represent realistic

travel alternatives.

3. Manually factor the screenline volumes up or down by the amount which the base year

assignment differs from the actual base year traffic counts. A method to perform this adjustment is

presented in Step 3-2.

The "Special Considerations" section of this chapter describes a modified screenline procedure

to follow when specific base year data are not available.
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Table A-4. Comparison of base year counts and assignments.

(l)

Screenline
Base Year

AssignmentY
Base Year
CountY

(4)

Deviation
(Col. 2-Col. 3)

(5)
Percent

Deviation~/
(Col. 4-Col. 3)*100

(6)
Exceeds

Allowable
Deviationl/

A 124,800 135.400 -10,600 - 7.8
B 107,600 83,100 +24,500 +29.5
C 147,900 117,700 +30,200 +25.6
D 66,900 58,700 + 8,200 +13.9
E 43,800 46,400 - 2,400 - 5.1
F 37,400 50,200 -12,800 -25.5

Y 24-Hour Volumes.

~/ Percent difference is relative to Base Year Count (Col. 3).

'l/ See Figure A-9.
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where:

COUNT = actual base year traffic count (Col. 2);

Ab = base year traffic assignment (Col. ~);

Af = future year traffic forecast (Col. 5);

RATIO = ratio adjusted future year link forecast (Col. 6); and

DIFFERENCE = difference adjusted future year link forecast (Col. 7).

The value for DIFFERENCE can be either positive or negative; the value for RATIO can be greater

or less than one, but always positive.

The adjusted future year traffic forecast, RAf, is then the average of these two results, as

follows:

RAf is placed in column 8 of the calculation form. Sum column 8 to compute TRAf. As an example,

consider the following link data:

COUNT 5,000

Ab 3,500

Af 7,300

Then:

RATIO = (5,000/3,500) * 7,300 = 10,~00

DIFFERENCE = (5,000 - 3,500) + 7,300 8,800

RAf = (lO,~OO + 8,800)/2 = 9,600

Two specific problems may occur with either RATIO or DIFFERENCE when applying this

method. First, RAf could assume an impossible negative value if DIFFERENCE is less than zero and

if the absolute value of DIFFERENCE is greater than the absolute value of RATIO.

For example, given the follOWing data:

COUNT 1,000

Ab 2,000

Af 500

Then:

RATIO = (1,000/2,000) * 500 = 250

DIFFERENCE = (1,000 - 2,000) + 500 -500

RAf = (250 - 500)/2 = -125

In this situation, it is suggested that RATIO only be used. Therefore, RATIO = RAf = 250.

A second problem can occur if COUNT is significantly greater than Ab' In this case, a very

high ratio factor may be compiled, resulting in excessively high values of RATIO and RAf. For

example, given the following data,

COUNT 1,000

Ab 10

Af 200

Step 3--Perform Computation!

The refinement procedure includes two types of adjustments. The first type adjusts the future

year link volumes according to the amount of devIation between the actual base year traffic count

and the base year assignment. The second type of adjustment is based on separate relationships

between base year traffic counts and between future year link capacities.

Both of these adjustments are not necessary for all analyses. Indeed, in cases where base year

data are not available, the second type of adjustment will be the only one possible. However, by

combining these adjustments the link refinements will usually produce the most realistic results.

The calculations make use of a form, as shown in Figure A-IO. For convenience, the column

numbers on the form are referred to in subsequent steps. The columns are also specified in

Figure A-5.

The definitions of the columns are listed in Table A-5. The volumes and capacities used in the

procedure can be expressed in terms of 2~-hour, peak-hour, or peak-period values as long as

consistency is maintained..

Step 3-1--Enter Available Data Onto the Calculation Form. These entries are made on the

calculation form (Figure A-IO) as follows:

I. Enter names of each roadway (link) and node numbers of each link crossed by the

screeniine-(Col. O.

2. Enter the base year traffic counts (COUNT}-(Col. 2). Sum this column to compute

TCOUNT--(Col. 2).

3. Enter the base year assignment (Ab) and capacity (Cbl--(Cols. ~ and 9). Sum these columns

to compute TAb and TCb'

~. Enter the future year forecast (Af) and capacity (Cf)--(Cols. 5 and 10). Sum these columns

to compute TAt and TCf.

It is important that these data are comparable in terms of time period. Peak-hour and 2~-hour

volumes and capacitje~ should not be combined on .this form., It should be noted that entries in

columns 2, ~, and 9 will be left blank for roadway links that do not exist during the base year. If

base year data are not available, refer to the "Special Considerations" section of this chapter.

An example problem is summarized in Figure A-ll and Table A-6. The data for this example

are shown in Figure A-12 as they would be entered onto this form.

Step 3-2--Calculate Adjustments Due to Base Year Assignment Deviations. The purpose of

these computations is to adjust the future year link assignments to account for probable assignment

errors. The underlying assumption used is that errors occurring in a base year assignment will

continue to occur proportionally in any future year forecasts.

This adjustment does not need to be applied in all situations. If the results of Step 2 indicate

that the base year screenline values fall within the desirable range of deviation shown in Figure A-9,

this adjustment can be omitted with negligible loss of accuracy (e.g., screenlines A, 0, E, and F

from Table A-~; Fig. A-9). In cases where the desirable limit is exceeded, however, it is suggested

tha t this adjustment be performed (e.g., screenlines Band C from Table A-~; Fig. A-9).

The adjustment technique is based on a methodology developed by the New York State

Department of Transportation (Z?). A future year link volume is adjusted using two factors--the

ratio of the actual base year traffic count to the base year assignment and the numerical difference

between the actual base year traffic count and the base year assignment. These two factors are

then applied to the future year forecasted Yolumes according to the foHowing equationS!

RATIO Adjustment:

RATIO = (COUNT/Ab) ~ Af (Col. 6)

DIFFERENCE Adjustment:

DIFFERENCE = (COUNT - Ab) + Af (Col. 7l

RAf = (RATIO + DIFFERENCE)/2

(A-I)

(A-2)

(A-3)

VI
o



Study Area _

Screen1ine _

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5 ) ( 6) (7) (8) (9) no) (11) (12) (13) (14 ) (15) (lG) (17)

I
Adjustment

% ~f
Adjustment FA

f COUNT
Facility (Nodes) COUNT Ab A

f .:lIFFER- RA
f

Cb
C

f TC
f Cf

CAPA- BASE FA
f C

f C""bTCOUNT RATIO
.ENCE CITY COUNT

I

......

E
I

" ",'" FCAP
TRAf

CLl .,..f'i TFA
f... '" "'< I

TCOUNT
TOTALS TCOUNT TAb TA f

TRA f TCb
TC

f TC f
TFA

f
TC f "TCb

.. .;). FCOUNT

Figure A-IO. Calculation form.
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Table A-5. Definitions of screenline procedure terms.

Column

(l)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(8)

(9)

(10)

(11)

(12)

(13)

(14)

(15)

(16)

Variable

Facility (Nodes)

COUNT
TCOUNT

%TCOUNT

Ab
TAb

Af
TAf

RATIO
Adjustment

DIFFERENCE
Adjustment

TRAf/TCf

CAPACITY
Adjustment

BASECOUNT
Adjustment

FAf

TFAf

FAf/Cf

TFAf/TCf

COUNT/Cb

TCOUNT/TCb

Definition

The name and/or route number of each facility bisected
by the screenline is listed in sequence along with the
identifying node numbers used in the highway network

Actual base year traffic count
Screenline total of actual base year traffic counts

Proportion (in decimals) of total screenline base year
traffic count occurring on a particular link
(COUNT/TCOUNT)

Base year traffic assignment
Screenline total base year traffic assignment

Future year traffic forecast
Screenline total future year traffic forecast

(COUNT/Ab) * Af :: (Col. Z/Col. 4) * Col. 5

(COUNT - Ab) + Af :: (Col. 2 - Col.4) + Col. 5

Adjusted future year traffic forecast. Equals average of
RATIO and DIFFERENCE adjustments--(Col. 6 + Col. 7)
/2

Screenline total adjusted future year traffic forecast

Base year capacity (at level-of-service E)
Screenline total base year capacity (a t level-of-service E)

Future year capacity (at level-of-service E)
Screenline total future year capacity (at Level of
Service E)

Proportion (in decimals) of total screenline future year
capacity occurring on a particular link (Cf/TCf)

Ratio of the adjusted future year traffic forecast to the
future year capacity--(Col. 8/Col. 10)

Ratio of total screenline adjusted future year traffic
forecast to total future year screenline capacity

Portion of a link's final refined future year traffic
forecast resulting from its proportional future year
capacity

Portion of a link's final refined future year
traffic forecast resulting from its proportional base year
traffic count

Final refined future year traffic forecast

Screenline total final refined future year traffic forecast

Ratio of the final refined future year traffic forecast to
future year capacity--(Col. 15/Col. 10)

Ratio of total screenline refined future year traffic
forecast to total future year screenline capacity

Ratio of actual base year traffic count to base year
capacity--(Col. 2/Col. 9)

Ratio of total screenline actual base year traffic counts
to total screenline base year capacity



tl 0 ~ Table A-6. Example screenline characteristics.
~ ~ ~ ~ It- N

t)
~'" If>

q: ~ ~ ~ tu II. Future YearBase Year

~ (:, ~ (: e:- I::q:

" ~
q: 'l: q: Roadway (Nodes) Traffic Traffic Traffic

~ (l 0 \) \) Count Assignment Capacity Forecast Capacity

~ ~ ~ ': ( ~
(COUNT) Ab Cb Af Cf

I Road A (101-102) 2,500 900 13,500 1,300 13,500--l--- --- ---
I 17CI"iE£rfLirte Road B (115-120) 4,300 12,400 14,900 13,100 14,900

i
I Road C (201-202) 12,350 3,400 12,200 2,000 13,500

I I Road D 013-214) Does not exist in Base Year 107,100 129,600

I Road E 000- 305) 12,400 6,000 9,500 23,300 32,400

~1 ~.
,j

11\ () ~1 Road F (415-262) 11,&00 6,700 13,500 9.00 13,500

"- ~ '- ()

"" lI\ ~ Total 43,350 29,400 63,600 147,700 217,400

Figure A-II. Example screenline.
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c
f
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Cf
CAPA- MS' C

f
c;;-

ElK. CITY COlRn'

Ro"d A (101 - (02) 2,500 I q(XJ 1.300 13,5fX) 13,500

R~~d 5 (1/5-1U» 4,300 12,400 13,/00- 14,'f00 14,'fOO

Ro.d e (20' -202) lZo,3 5 0 3.4(\') Z,CXXJ I ,12,200 13,500
--!---

Ro.d 1> (313- Z(4) - - 107,100 - ,121,(,00

R03J E (3(1')-30'5) 12,400 (,,000 23,300 '1,500 -32,400

Road F (415- 2(,2) 1l,e,00 (,~OO '100 13,500 /3,500
-->----

I
1----

I - f--
I

- I-

- ~
I

43,350 Z'1J4CO /47,700 (,3,(,00 211,400

!~ rro~1I ITe.

TRA, '!'FA,

TOTALS rrOUNT T">, ITA, TRA,
rr,

~
Tf'A

f ~ ..",.
.......... -- -- -=-- "'''''''''

Figure A-l2. Calculation form with input data.
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Thenl

This calculation is performed for each of the links existing during the base year. The % TCOUNT is

entered in column 3.

The % TCf is entered in column 11.

3. The ratio between the adjusted future year traffic forecast assignment (RAf) and future

year capacity (Cf) is calculated and entered in column 12. Note that RAf = Af for those links that

were not adjusted in Step 3-2.

4. Calculate the base year volume (COUNT) to capacity (Cb) ratios and enter this value in

column 17. The total base year screenline volume/capacity ratio is computed by taking the ratio of

TCOUNT (Col. 2) and TCb (Col. 8). These values wi!! be used in making final checks of the forecast.

Figure A-13 shows the form completed to this stage for the given example.
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Therefore,

The following

% TCf

% TCOUNT = COUNT/TCOUNT

2. Calculate

1. Calculate

RATIO = (1,000/10) 4 200 = 20,000

DIFFERENCE. (1,000 - 10) + 200 = 1,190

RAf = (20,000 + 1,190)/2 = 10,600

In this situation, it is suggested that only DIFFERENCE be used.

DIFFERENCE = RAf = 1,190.

These adjustments should be applied only to those links that will not be experiencing a

significant capacity change in the future year. Where major capacity changes will occur on a link

(i.e., greater than 25 percent), there are usually too many extraneous factors (e.g., land-use changes,

major route diversions) implicit in the future year link assignment to reasonably expect that the

base year assignment errors will carryover to the future. The analyst must use considerable

judgment in this decision.

Using the data from Table A-6 and Figure A-lI, the results from Step 2 are reviewed to

determine if this adjustment is necessary. The deviation between the total screenline base year

assignment and base year counts is found to equal 29,400 - 43,350 = -13,950. The percent deviation

equals -13,950/43,350 = -32.2 percent. Using Figure A-9, the analyst determines that the

assignment falls just within the maximum desirable deviation. Because the deviation barely falls

into the "acceptable" range, and because the absolute deviation is over 30 percent, the decision is

now made to use the RAno and DIFFERENCE adjustments to reduce the impact of probable

Step 3-3--Calculate % TCOUNT, % TCf~!LD, and COUNT/Cb'

computations are made~

assignment errors~

Each link is examined for capacity changes. Apart from new road D, the only facility

experiencing a major capacity change is road E, which will have over a threefold increase. Road C

experiences a minor capacity increase of II percent. Based on this analysis, roads D and E are

excluded from this adjustment.

The RATIO and DIFFERENCE adjustments for roads A, B, C, and F are shown in Figure A-13

(Cols. 6 and 7). The adjusted traffic forecast, RAf, for all links is shown in column 8. Note that

RAf = Af for roads D and E, which were not adjusted.

In this example, the adjusted screenline volume total, TRAf (151,300), is greater than the

original total, TAf (147,700). This shift is expected, because the total base year assignment TAb

was less than the total screenline traffic counts, TCOUNT. Therefore, the adjustment seems

reasonable.



Example: Road B (115-120)

TCOUNT = 43,350

% TCOUNT = 4,300/43,350 0.10 (Col. 3)

TCf = 217,400

%TCf = 14,900/217,400 0.07 (Col. II)

RAf/Cf = 4,750/14,900 = 0.32 (Col. 12)

COUNT/Cb = 4,300/14,900 = 0.29 (Col. 17)

,-------------------------------,0.0

Figure .'\-14. CAPACITY and BASECOUNT adjustments.
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Step 3-4--Calculate Future Capacity and Base Year Count Adjustments. These adjustments

are based on the assumption that future year volumes are influenced by actual base year traffic

patterns, by the addition, deletion, or modification of roadway capacity, and by the level of overall

congestion that will occur. All other factors being equal, where negligible capacity changes or

capacity constraints are expected to occur across a screenline, the future year assignment should

closely replicate the actual base year traffic patterns. At the other extreme where significant

roadway capacity changes are anticipated, the future year assignment is expected to be altered

accordingly.

The amount of congestion, or level of service, along the screen line will also affect the future

traffic patterns. Generally, as congestion worsens across a series of facilities (i.e., screenline),

traffic will tend to distribute itself more evenly along all facilities in search of less congested

routes. In such cases, future roadway capacity exerts a greater influence on traffic assignment than

do the base year traffic counts.

Two adjustment factors are used--FCOUNT and FCAP. FCOUNT is the relative weight given

to the base year traflic count distribution, while FCAP represents the weight given to the future

year distribution of roadway capacity. Both factors are expressed in terms of a fraction, the sum of

which equals 1.00 (100 percent).

The following computations are performed:

I. Calculate the total screenline volume/capacity ratio for the future year--

TRAf (Col.8)/TCf (Col. 10)--and place this value at the bottom of column 12. If TRAf/TCf is

greater than 1.0, refer to the "Special Considerations" section of this procedure.

2. Enter the TRAf/TCf ratio onto the horizontal axis of Figure A-14 (point A).

3. Draw a line straight up from this point until it intersects with the turning line (point B).

4. Draw a horizontal line to the left from point B until it intersects with the vertical axis

(point C). This value is FCOUNT.

5. Draw a horizontal line to the right from point B until it intersects with the vertical axis

(point D). This value is FCAP (Note, FCAP can also be calculated directly as FCAP = 100 

FCOUNT)

Example: Using the same data,

vIC - TRAr - 151,300 - 0 69 (Po"nt A)
- TCC- 217,400 -. 1

(A-6)

FCOUNT = 0.52 (point C)

FCAP = 0.48 (point D) or 1.00 - 0.52 = 0.48

Note that only one calculation of FCOUNT and FCAP will be required for the screenline.

Step 3-5--Calculate Final Adjusted Assignment (FAf) for NEW Facilities. On NEW facilities

the final refined assignment is proportioned only to its relative capacity~ Therefore, the following

U1
U1



~tep 3-6--Calculate Final Adjusted Assignment for EXISTING Facilities. On EXISTING

facilities the final adjusted assignment is proportioned based on its relative future year capacity and

base year traffic count. The adjustment factors (FCOUNT and FCAP) from Step 3-1J are used to

perform this tradeoff. The follOWing computations are involved:

and enter this value in column 15.

Note that no adjustment for base year counts is made for new facilities because the facility

did not exist during the base year.

Example: Road D 1313-211J)

CAPACITY Adjustment = 0.60 * 151,300 = 90,800

FAf = 90,800

It is important that FAf be calculated for all new facilities prior to starting Step 3-6.

computation can be performed:

I. Calculate CAPACiTY Adjustment = %TCf *TRAf

and enter this value in column 13.

2. Calculate FAf = CAPACITY Adjustment

(A-7)

(A-8)

Step 3-7--Calculate Refined Future Year Volume/Capacity Ratios. In column 16, compute the

future year refined volume (FAf) to capacity (Cf) ratio for each link. The total future year

screenline refined vIc ratio is computed by taking the ratio of TFAf (Col. 15) and TCf (Col. 10).

These values will be used for checking and verifying the refined assignments.

Example: Road B (115-120)

FAf/Cf = 8,200/11J,900 = 0.55

Figure A-15 shows the screenline calculation form completely filled out for this example.

Step IJ--Perform Final Checks

The refined forecast that has been computed should now be checked for general reasonableness

before being used in further planning or design studies. These reasonableness checks will include a

review of the volume/capacity ratios for each link on the screenline and a check of the link

assignments with those of other screenlines that may have intersected the same linkQ An important

guide to the analyst should be to assess the refined volumes based on engineering judgment and

familiarity with the roadways. Should problems develop, the screenline may have to be redrawn and

the computations redone.

U1
0\

I. Calculate CAPACITY Adjustment = %TCf * (FCAP * TRAf) (A-9l

where FAfnew = sum of final adjusted assignments for all new facilities computed during Step 3-5.

Enter this value in column IIJ.

Therefore, the base year traffic count adjustment factor (FCOUNT) is applied only to the

future screenline traffic which remains after the refined traffic volumes on all new facilities have

been computed.

and enter in column 13.

2. Calculate

3. Calculate

BASECOUNT Adjustment =

%TCOUNT" FCOUNT " (TRAf - E FAfnew)

FAf = CAPACITY Adjustment + BASECOUNT Adjustment

(A-IO)

(A-Ill

Step IJ-I--Check VolumelCapacity Ratios. If the refinement 'Procedure has been successful,

the range of refined vOlumelcapacity ratios for the links on the screenline should have been

narrowed. This check is made by comparing the original vIC ratios (Af/Cf = Col. 5ICol.10) with

FAf/Cf (Col. 16). For the example shown in Figure A-15, the range of FAf/Cf ratios in column 16 is

between 0.1J7 and 0.98, as compared to a range before of 0.07 to 0.88 by dividing Af/Cf.

There may be instances where FAflCf ratios are significantly higher or lower than the original

Af/Cf ratios. In these cases, a check of the base year COUNT/Cb ratio (Col. 17) should be made.

For example, for road C, FAf/Cf = 0.98 and Af/Cf = 0.15 for the refined and original forecasts

respectively. This indicates a substantial shift due to the refinement process. Checking the base

year COUNT/Cb ratio, a value of 12,350/12,200 = l.01 is obtained. Thus, the refined forecast

(FAf) is shown to be reasonable in this case. Overcapacity conditions are discussed in the "Special

Considerations" section of this procedure~

and enter values in columns 15, 13, and IIJ respectively.

and enter value in bottom of column 15.

Example: Road B (J 15-120)

CAPACITY Adjustment = 0.07 * (0.1J8 " 151,300) = 5,100

BASECOUNT Adjustment =0.10 * 0.52 * (151,300 - 90,800) =3,100

FAf = 5,100 + 3,100 = 8,200

TFAf = FAf =151,1J00

and enter value in bottom of column 15.

Compare TFAf with TRAf (Col. 8). These totals should be approximately equal, considering

that all assignments are typically rounded to the nearest 50 or 100 vehicles. Large differences

should be rechecked in Steps 3-1J through 3-6. In this example, TFAf = 151,1J00 and TRAf = 151,300,

an acceptable comparison.

IJ. Calcula te TFAf =1. FAf (A-12)

Step 1J-2--Check Volumes with Other Screenline Results. The refined traffic volumes (FAf)

should be checked with those from adjacent screenline computations wherever possible and

practical. Links common to two or more screenlines should be examined first to make sure that the

volumes are compatible between screenlinesc Where significant differences occur, one or mOfe of

the screenlines may need to be restructured. Generally, however, these differences can be adjusted

using knowledge of expected conditions on the facilities.

Step 1J-3--Check the Relative Importance of Each Link. A comparison of the %TCf (Col. II)

and %TCOUNT (Col. 3) entries on the calculation form can be a useful check, particularly when new

links are part of the screenline. The %TCOUNT for each link can be interpreted as the intensity of

relative use, while %TCf can be roughly interpreted as potential of relative use. A comparison can

be made to understand how new facilities can affect the redistribution of future volumes.

In the example used previously, the introduction of a facility such as road D changes the

relative importance of the existing links. In the base year, roads C and F carry 55 percent of the

volume (%TCOUNT), but in the future year they would have only 12 percent of the screenline



capacity (%TCf). Thus, their relative importance would tend to diminish, as indicated by the fact

that they would carry only 17 percent of the final adjusted screenline volume (derived from Col. 15).

Screenline does not cross

ScreenJine does cross

Volume

1,500

2,000

Link R

Link W

Screenline Length

Zone Connectors and Screenlines

As discussed in Step I, screenlines should be no longer than necessary. As a general rule,

screen lines extending beyond the limits shown in Figure A-7 are of questionable value because

parallel roadways spaced over those distances would not usually serve as alternative route choices.

Even in regional level analyses, the preference has been to construct a series of screenlines across

various corridors rather than attempt to produce one very long screenline for the entire region.

During the course of applying the screen line refinement procedure, professional judgment must

be used to reflect specific local conditions. The following sections present several special

considerations that are likely to occur.

The difference between these volumes is attributable to the volume on zone connector B•

Therefore, by taking the average of these volumes «2,000 + 1,500)/2 = 1,750), the effects of the

zone connector are spread across the two links. Thus, the value of 1,750 would be substituted for

2,000 in the screenline procedure, thereby more accurately representing the average volume along

those sections of roadway.

Zone connectors pose a special problem for establishing screenlines. In most cases, the zone

connectors crossed by a screenline are those that feed traffic onto roadways that are oriented

perpendicular to the screen line links. This situation is shown in Figure A-16. A screenline is

constructed running in the north-south direction crossing links Z, T, W, and zone connector A. Zone

connector A actually represents traffic generated by development located along links X and Y.

which carry traffic volumes perpendicular to the traffic volumes being refined by the screenline.

Therefore, zone connector A should not be included in this screenline.

Generally, the only situation in which zone connector A would logically be included in this

screenline would be if it represented an important facility that had not been coded into the network

(e.g., a major link into an industrial park depicted by zone I). This could occur either by error or in

the case where additional facilities could not be coded due to budgetary or network size constraints.

In such cases, judgment should be used to allocate all or part of zone connector A volume to the

screenlineQ

It is more correct to consider the traffic using zone connectors Band C, which deliver traffic

onto R-W and S-T respectively. In order to accurately reflect the volume along these links which is

due to the zone connector, the assigned volumes on links R-W and on links S-T could be averaged.

This average volume could then be used in all subsequent refinement steps. For example, the

following volumes are given:

Special Considerations
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Figure :\-16. z.onE" connectors and screenline.
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In some situations one or more pieces of base year data may be unavailable. The screen line

procedure must then be modified to accommodate these changes. Table A-7 indicates the

procedural steps that would need modification for lack of base year counts, assignment, or

capacities. Three primary situations are described.

Situation A-Lack of Base Year Traffic Counts (COUNT). Actual base year traffic counts are

the most important base year data for use in the screenline procedure. Without these counts there

can be no adjustment for probable assignment errors (Step 3-2). However, the procedure can still be

used to adjust the future year volumes (RAf =Af) based on relative future year capacities (% TCf)

on each facility. No other screenline adjustments would be made except as needed during final

checks (Step 4). The assumption used is that future traffic will distribute itself according to

available roadway capacity. Note that FCOUNT and FCAP (Step 3-4) do not need to be calculated.

As discussed previously (Step 3-4), this adjustment is most valid for screenJines along which

significant future changes in capacity are expected. Where this is not the case, a screenline

adjustment based on future capacity alone may not result in a more realistic assignment~ However,

because the staff time requirements are small to perform the calculations, this adjustment can

readily be made and compared with the original computer forecast. In most cases, the analyst

should have at least some knowledge of relative base year traffic volumes (ADT or peak hour) such

that a reasonable assessment of the future forecast can be made.

The base year assignment (Ab) and capacities (Cb) are not directly used in the screenline

procedure without the base year counts (COUNT). Because the base year (Ab) and future year (Af)

assignments generally Use similar networks, trip tables, and assumptions, several biases of the future

year forecast are also likely to be evident in the base year assignment as well. Therefore, using Ab

alone in the ~creenline procedure without any actual counts (COUNT) may in some cases perpetuate

the model biases rather than compensate for them. The base year capacity (Cb) can still be used as

a reasonableness check against future capacities (Cf)' However, this check will rarely resolve major

discrepancies between the base year and future year assignments.

The example presented in Figure A-ll and Table A-6 highlights this problem. From Table A-6,

the following data are shown for roads Band C,

Lack of Base Year Data

Where major new facilities are planned for Implementation, the choice of screenline length Is

especially critical. In these cases, the new facility may carry regional or interstate trips that

previously did not exist in the corridor. The new roadway may result in a doubling or tripling of the

capacity across the screenline. As a result, the screenline may have to be extended over a iarger

number of roadways to reduce the impact of the new road on the refinement procedure. This

decision must also be reviewed after the completion of the calculations when checking the

reasonableness of the results.
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Base Year
Traffic Base Year Future Year Base Year Future Year
Count Assignment Forecast Capacity Capacity

(COUNT) Ab At ~ Cf

Road B 4,300 12,400 13,100 11,000 11,000

Road C ~ 3,400 2,000 ~ 10,000

Total 16,650 15,800 15,100 20,000 2i,000



y Columns refer to those used in Figure A-IO.
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Overcapacity Conditions

Situation C-Lack of Base Year Assignment (At>!. This is a common situation arising where

base year assignments are not typically run or where the assignment was not run for the correct

base year (e.g., computer 1978 run but 1982 base year). Without the base year assignment (Ab), the

refinement procedure can be performed in a similar manner as in situation B because base year

counts (COUNT) are available. Therefore, the computations will be identical to those shown in

Figure A-IS. Because the adjustment for probable assignment errors is not performed (Step 3-2),

the unadjusted year assignment (Af = RAf) is used directly in the CAPACITY and COUNT

adjustments Steps 3-5, and 3-6. The availability of base year capacities (Cb) in this situation

permits any necessary checks of base year volume/capacity ratios to be made in Step 4-1.

Applicability of Select Link or Zonal Tree Analysis. Select link and zonal tree analysis,

described later in this chapter, can often be effectively used to refine forecasts when base year data

are lacking. These procedures enable volumes to be manually reassigned from one link to another

based on knowledge of the origin-to-destination movements on a particular link or from a specific

zone. These analyses are not entirely dependent on base year data to the. extent that the future

volumes are adjusted based on reasonable travel paths within the study area. Therefore, select lmk

or zonal tree analysis can be used separately or in conjunction with the scrcenline procedure to help

compensate for the lack of sufficient base year data.

Situation B--Lack of Base Year Assignment (Ab) and Capacities (Cb). In this situation the

adjustment jor probable assignment errors (Step 3-2) must be omitted along with any final check oj

base year volume/capacity ratios. However, the remaining steps can proceed as usual with the

future year assignment (Af =RAf) modified by the CAPACITY and COUNT adjustments (Steps 3-5

and 3-6),

An example of this analysis is shown in Figure A-18. The COUNT adjustment helps retain

some of the variation in ViC ratios which are evident in the base year. The primary difference

between this result (Fig. A-18) and the results of the full refinement procedure (Fig. A-15) is the

total screenline volume (TFAj). Situation B does not permit an initial adjustment for probable

assignment errors, yielding in this case a slightly lower screenline total.

It can be seen that the base year counts (COUNT) indicate actual volumes on the roads that are

almost opposite to those of the base year assignment (Ab). The future year forecast (Af) continues

the same trend as Ab. In this case, if Ab were used in the absence of COUNT to adjust Af, the road

B would continue to show a much higher volume than road C, a situation that is not borne out by

actual base year counts. Further, this discrepancy would not be rectified by adjusting for changes

between the base year capacity (Cb) and forecast year capacity (Cf), which are very close.

Figure A-17 presents an example of this situation using the basic data from Figure 9 and

Table 5. Note that only the CAPACITY adjustment is made (CAPACITY = FAf)' The

volume/capacity ratios (FAtICf), therefore are all very close to each other, a circumstance rarely

tound in real life. Special care must be taken in these cases to compare the FAf with the original

At to establish the reasonableness of the results.
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Overcapacity conditions (at level-of-service E) can occur along the entire screenHne or on

selected links. In ci ther case f the future year aS5ignment may require manual adjustment6



Two primary overcapacity scenarios are presented in Table A-8 along with some possible

actions that could be taken. In all cases, the analyst must make the final decision whether or not to

make these adjustments.

Table A-8. Overcapacity conditions.

Scenario

Scenario A. The most common scenario is when selected links show overcapacity conditions

while there is sufficient capacity elsewhere along the screenline. First, the analyst should verify

that the capacities used are correct. If they are, in most cases a portion of the overcapacity

volumes should be reassigned to parallel facilities that are operating under capacity. If select link

or zonal tree analyses are available, this task is made easier because the origins and destinations for

trips on an overcapacity link are available. The trips most likely to use alternative routes are

identified and can be manually reassigned. Select link and zonal tree analysis is described later in

this chapter.

If one link is severely overcapacity (e.g., V/C is greater than 1.25), chances are that all of the

excess volume cannot be realistically diverted to other links. The analyst should therefore not

reduce the link volume such that a congestion problem would be totally eliminated; rather, the

magnitude of the problem should be reduced to realistic levels. Situations where traffic volumes

regularly exceed computed capacity by as much as 10 to 15 percent are frequently observed in

congested corridors, and therefore it is often not desirable to reduce all volumes to the computed

capacity represented in the network or the screenline. In some cases the excess traffic will "spill

over" onto local streets which are not shown in the network. If these local streets are deemed to be

viable alternative routes, they should be added to the network and some of the excess volume

assigned to those facilities. This adjustment is usually judgmentally made given the analyst's

knowledge of the local area. Some practitioners have assigned capacities to these local streets and

have included them in a revised screenline analysis.

A second factor that should be taken into account is a phenomenon commonly referred to as

"the spreading of the peaks." If attractive alternative routes are notavailable, some travellers who

would, under capacity unrestrained situations, travel during the peak hour, instead will change the

time when they make their trip. This will result in a lowering of the percentage of travel during the

peak hour and will in effect increase the "24-hour capacity" of a link.

Scenario B. The second scenario presented in Table A-8 occurs when the total screenline

volume exceeds total screenline capacity. In the extreme case where all links are overcapacity, the

land-use and/or trip generation factors as well as the percentage of daily travel assumed to occur in

the peak hour should be reviewed carefully. If necessary, these input values shOUld be scaled back

and the computer models rerun. Changes in land-use or trip generation can affect trip distribution

and modal shift, as well as trip assignment. The only way in which these factors can be totally

accounted for is by rerunning the models.

A simplified techniq'"e used by some analysts is to scale down all of the screenline link

volumes by a factor reflecting a roadway capacity or land-use constraint. Other socioeconomic data,

such as population or employment, can occasionally be used as constraints in place of land-use data.

The assumption used is that because the traffic volumes forecasted to cross the screenline are

unrealistically high, only a portion of the projected land-use development and thus projected trip

making would actuaJIy occur. This rationale permits screenline volumes to be reduced using either a

total screenline factor or a factor specific to each link.

A

B

Screenline
Total

Volume

Undercapacity

Overcapacity

Individual
Link

Volumes

Some links
overcapacity

Some or all
links over
capacity

Possib Ie Actions

Check capacities to verify reasonable
ness. If necessary, redo screenline
procedure with revised capacities.

Reassign volumes from overcapacity
links to undercapacity links. Use
select link or zonal tree analysis
if available to divert trips.
Use local streets not in network if
necessary.

Check capacities to verify reasonable
ness. If capacities are too Jow, revise
accordingly and redo screenline
procedure.

Lengthen screenline to take in under
capacity links. Rerun screenline
procedure.

Reassign volumes from overcapacity
links to local streets not shown in
network. Add local streets to screen
line or use select link or zonal tree
analysis to manually divert trips.

Revise screenline and link volumes
to match available capacity.

Rerun computer forecast using
scaled-back land use or trip
generation rates.



This technique can be applied using the following stepsl

o Step I: Determine Constraint Factor

percentage. The capacity constraint is calculated as follows: 1.0· (7,500· 6,100/7,;00) = 0.81.

This yields the following adjusted volumes:

link volume or total screenline volume initially assigned or refined using

screen line procedure;

For a capacity constraint:

Capacity
Contraint = I ...
Factor

where:

Volume Assigned

Volume Assigned -Volume Constrained
Volume Assigned

(A-I3)

Adjusted
Calculations Adjusted Volume ~

Street A 0.81 • 1,000 810 1.01

Street B 0.81 * 1,500 1,215 0.93

Street C 0.81 * 5,000 4,050 1.01

6,075 1.00

o < Capacity Constraint Factor < 1.00

For a land-use constraint:

where:

Land-Use
Constraint = 1 
Factor

The primary limitation of this technique is that it somewhat arbitrarily subtracts vojumes

across a screenline without adding the volume back to the network somewhere else within the

corridor or subarea. It also assumes that trip distribution will not change due to the reduction in

trip making; as a result, relative link volumes may be in error. For these reasons it is suggested

that this technique only be applied for preliminary planning activities.

In less extreme situations, the overcapacity problem may be because one or more key links

were omitted from the screenline~ In such cases, the screenline can be lengthened to inClude

additional links which could possibly provide enough capacity to accommodate the excess volumes.

Similarly, volumes can sometimes be diverted to local streets not shown in the network~ thus

providing additional capacity~ As discussed in the previous scenario~ the analyst must usually

judgmentally decide how many trips to divert to local streets based on local knowledge of traffic

patterns~ Select link or zona! tree analysis can be useful in this exerdse~

(A-14)Input Land-Use - Constrained Land-Use
Input Land-Use

maximum reasonable link or total screenline volume due to capacity

constraints;

zonal land-use input to the model for zones in vicinity of link or

screen line;

Volume
Constrained

Input Land-Use

Constrained Land
Use

maximum reasonable land-use for zones in vicinity of link or screenlineG

Based usually on capacity limitations or available developable land; SELECT LINK ANAL YSIS

o < Land-Use Constraint Factor < 1.0.

For example, the following screenline data are available:

Volume Assigned ~ link volume initially assigned or refined using screenline procedure~

o Step 2: Apply Constraint Factor to Screenline Volumes

The decision is made that the volumes as~igned are unreali'itically high given the available

capacity. A screen line capacity constraint factor is desired because each link is the same

A frequently used computer-ajded traffic refinement procedure is select link anaiysis~ Its

primary use is in providing the analyst with origin-destination patterns of some or all zonal trips

using a specific link or group of links in the network.

The computer is used to print out the desired select link data. The analyst then manually

adjusts the traffic assignment by reviewing the origin-destination patterns. Features of select iink

computer programs include some or all of the following, as diagrammed in Figure A-19.

• A listing of zona! trip interchanges that pass through the selected link(s) (Fig. A-19B).

• An assignment to the network of all origin-destination trips using a specified link(s) (Fig.

A-19B).

.. A listing of trip interchanges between two or more specified links (Fig. A-19C).

Using select link analysis, the analyst can identify which origin-destination trip interchanges

from the trip table pass through a given link. These specific trips can then be assigned to the

network, giving a clear picture of trip movements in the viCinity of the link.. Finally, some select

link programs allow the analyst to determine which origin-destination trips are common to two or

more links. This latter feature, often called point-to-point analysis, is especially useful for

analyzing freeway weaving movements and key trip movements within a subarea~ An example of a

point-to-point data analysis is presented at the end of this section~

The advantages of this procedure include the ability of the computer to provide the analyst

with a clear picture of desired trip movements. Once the program is operational, several links can

be quickly examined with few computer parameter changes and at a modest cost. The programs

print out the desired data either in a tabular or graphical format that can be readily used in the

refinement process~ in addition to helping refine basic computer assignments, select link analysis

(A-15)

link volume reduced due to capaci ty or land-use constraints;

Volume Assigned Capacity
(FAt) ~ vic

Street A 1,000 800 1.25

Street B 1,500 1,300 1.15

Street C 5,000 4,000 1.25

TOTAL 7,500 6,100 1.23

Adjusted Volume

Adjusted Volume = Constraint Factor * Volume Assigned

Constraint Factor = capacity or land-use constraint factor frOfn Step I;

where:

\-1ultiply the capacity or land-use constraint [actor times the link volumes initially assigned or

refined using the screenline procedure.
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Figure .'\-19. Types of select link analysis.
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can be used to modi fy the assignment to account for network changes such as increasing the

capacity of a link, changing the alignment of a facility, and adding or deleting links within the

network. Similarly, it can aid analysts in performing manual reassignments of traffic to a more

detailed highway network. These latter applications of select link analyses are described in

Chapters 5 and 6.

The primary limitation of this procedure is the need to have an available select link computer

program that is compatible with the other planning models that are used by planning agencies in the

urban area (e.g., UTPS, FHWA). Any select link analysis output needs to be compared with base

year traffic counts or origin-destination studies in order to establish its reasonableness and validity.

Therefore, the usefulness of the procedure is diminished if adequate base year data are not

available. In most cases, select link analyses do not explicitly consider link capacities on a network.

Volumes are redistributed based on reasonable travel paths rather than on the basis of available

capacity. This limitation must be realized by the analyst, and special efforts should be taken to

check the resulting volumes against capacity. Finally, because the computer network typically does

not include all roadway links or connectors, the results of the select link analysis must frequently be

judgmentally adjusted to reflect actual vehicle movements. This limitation is most apparent for

analyzing freeway weaving movements where ramps are often coded together within the network.

As a result, the select link analysis will not be able to specifically identify weaving movements on

the actual ramps. Additional network specificity in the vicinity of key freeway interchanges should

therefore be considered prior to running the select link programs.

Basis for Development

Various computer subroutines for conducting select link analysis have been developed by

agencies throughout the country. One of the most widely documented is the selected line plot

program used by the New York State Department of Transportation (~). This program provides the

analyst with traffic flows for a given link along with district-level trip interchanges.

The FHWA PLANPAC (104, .!.!.!.) computer battery includes the program LINK USE, a

multipurpose program that performs select link analysis among other capabilities. The UTPS

program UROAD also includes a select link analysis function. These widely used programs can

produce each of the select link products described previously in a tabular format. Some agencies

have adapted these programs to automatically plot the data onto a network map. The following

select link refinement procedure has been largely synthesized from analysis techiques used by the

Minnesota, Ohio, and Maryland Departments of Transportation~

Input Data Requirements

The required input for select link analysis include the following:

• Historical record network and trip table.

• Specified link(s) for which select link data are to be generated.

• Type of select link analysis desired (e.g., zonal interchange listing; loaded assignment;

point-ta-point movements)w

For most select link computer programs, the data entry parameters are simple and can be quickly

coded.
0'1
tv



In most cases the analysis will

Some potential trouble signs

Directions for Use

The following directions will enable the analyst to obtain a select link computer output and

perform basic manual refinements to the computer assignment.

Step I--Detennine Key Links within the Study Area

The network should be closely analyzed to determine which links are most important to include

in a select link analysis. This decision will vary depending on the type of refinement desired. For

example, if the purpose is to refine major traffic movements ..vithin the study area, a variety of

links should be identified along the entry points to the study area and along primary roadways within

the study area.

The analysis may focus on refinement of traffic movements in the vicinity of a freeway

interchange. In this case, the key Unks would be those in the immediate vicinity of the interchange

with fewer links chosen elsewhere in the network.

Many times the key links cannot be readily identified without a traffic assignment. Most of

the select link programs can be run separately from the full assignment; therefore, the analyst can

have the benefit of the assigned volumes prior to choosing links for further analysis. The traffic

assignment aids the selection of links in the following ways:

• It identifies links that are heavily over- or under-assigned.

• It identifies link pairs that show a large imbalance in traffic.

• It identifies variances in zone connector volumes.

The assignment therefore offers the analyst a clearer view of which traffic movements shouid be

more carefully analyzed using select link data.

Once the links have been determined, they should be marked in color on the network map.

This exercise allows the analyst to see if there are any areas of the study area in which additional or

fewer links should be chosen.

Step 2--Determine the Type of Select Link Analysis to be Performed

The type of select link analysis chosen will depend on the purpose of the refinement and to a

large degree on the capabilities of the computer program. In the case of L1NKUSE, UROAD, and

other versatile programs y the analyst must decide between a full origin-destination listing for each

link, a loaded link assignment, or a point-to-point analysis.

The full origin-destination listing or loaded link assignment is most valuable for refining

traffic on one or more links within a rnedium-to-Iarge study area. The point-ta-point analysis is

useful for conducting more detalJed studies of trip movements in a small study area. In all cases,

the analyst must work within the confines of the available program's capabilities.

Step 3--Prepare Input Data, Run Program, and Check Output

The required link input data and parameters should be prepared in the forrn"t specified by the

program. The prograrn should be run and the output data immediately checked for reasonableness.

An example of LlNKUSE and UROAD deck setups is shown in Figure /\-21.

Step 4--Place Output into Refinement Format

The output from the select link program should be formatted in a manner that will permit the

traffic refinement to proceed in a logical manner. In some cases the select link data may need to be

renumbered because of slight changes in the assumed network. For example, a proposed freeway

design may be altered such that the computer-coded freeway access points do not exactly coincide.

Therefore, certain select link data from the original network may require reformatting prior to

actually performing the traffic refinement. Analysts writing new select link programs in-house

should be very conscious of the output format so that a minimal amount of data transposition will be

requiredQ

Step 5--ldentify Inconsistencies and Errors

The resulting select link data should be carefully analyzed.

focus on identifying inconsistencies and possible network errors.

include the following:

• Extremely large or small trip interchanges or link assignments.

• large variances between directional origin-destination volumes (e.g., trips from A to Bare

significantly different than trips from B to A across the link).

• Discrepancies between volumes using parallel routes.

Although many of these problems will be readily apparent to the analyst by scanning the select

link data, other data sources should also be used for making comparisons. If possible, the select link

data for the future year should be compared with similar data for the base year. The base year data

may include actual traffic counts, base year computer assignments or base year origin-destination

survey results. The familiarity of the analyst with actual base year traffic flows will often be

sufficient to identify problems in the future year forecast.

Another technique is to run the same select link analysis for both base year and future year

assignments. The analyst can then compare the results to determine it the differences in origin

destination patterns in the future on a particular link are reasonable given the land-use or roadway

changes that were forecasted to occur in the interimo Zonal tree data (see nSpecial Considerationsu )

can also assist in locating the sources of inconsistencies or errorso

Step 6--Make Refinements to Traffic ,,"ssignment

The traffic assignment should be adjusted as necessary. Errors should be resolved by making

manual adjustments or by rerunning the computer programs using correct data. Inconsistencies

should be resolved using judgment and knowledge of the study area to reassign trips where needed.

The adjustment process does not follow any standard equation or worksheet~ Rather~ by

closely examining the select link data (Step 5), the analyst is provided with sufficient background

with which to logically perform the traffic assignment refinement. Attention will focus on the

problem areas identified during Step 5. The subsequent example will offer some insight into the

logic employed for a particular refinement process.

After progressing into the refinement step, it is probable that the analyst wi!! identify

additional links on which he or she will wish to obtain select link data. Other types of select link

data may also be soughto For instance, if point-to-point data are initially obtained, the analyst may

decide that :nore specific origin-destination or loaded link da.ta were desirable. These subsequent
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Example Using Select Link Data

This example illustrates the use of select link analysis to refine a traffic assignment for a

study area surrounding a proposed freeway facility. The example is adapted from information

provided by the Minnesota Department of Transportation.

Given: Coded network (Fig. A-20).

24-hour trip table (not shown).

Future year traffic assignment (not shown)

Objective: Refine the traffic in the vicinity of the freeway interchange of routes A and B.

Procedure:

Step I-The key links are identified as I through 9 on Figure A-20. These represent all of the

entry points to the freeway system. No other internal links were considered to be critical for this

analysis.

Step 2--The primary select link analysis chosen was the point-to-point capability provided by

LINK USE (104). This permitted trips made between specified network links to be isolated. Loaded

select link volumes were available from a previous computer run.

Step 3--The input computer deck setup for LINK USE is shown in Figure A-21. A partial setup

for the program UROAD is also shown for comparison purposes. The LINK USE program was run and

the point-to-point output was obtained. This output was checked for reasonableness.

Step 4--The originial L1NKUSE output, as shown in Figure A-21, displayed the data in a

format that did not allow for quick comparisons to be made. Therefore, a square matrix was

manually constructed (Figure A-22) which enabled various trip interchanges to be readily compared.

Step 5--Various problems were evident by observing the select link data. These include the

follOWing, indicated by circled cells in Figure A-22:

• Large imbalances occurred between trip movements 1-2 and 2-1 and between 1-3 and 3-1.

These were determined to be caused by the decision to code a cloverleaf interchange into the

network with the result that fewer trips were assigned to the longer and slower cloverleafs than to

the outer ramps.

• The movements between 6 and 7 were too high since there was actually no roadway

connecting link 6 wi th zone 4 on the north.

If a select link program is operational, the procedure can be performed expeditiously. The

entire procedure could generally be applied to a small-to-moderate sized network in I to 3 person

days. If software development is required, this time could easily double or triple for the initial

application. Most in-house select link subroutines have been on the order of 100 lines of computer

code.

Time Requirements

computer runs could then be performed with the capabilities of the program. In this manner, data

specific to the analysis at hand will be generated without superfluous data.

The final refined assignment should be compared with the link capacities. If certain links are

shown to be over capacity because of the adjustments made, additional reallocation of trips may be

warranted. In such cases, the analyst should return to the select link data to identify trip

movements that could logically be shifted onto links with adequate capacity. If an entire corridor or

subarea is over capacity, the analyst should review the land-use and trip generation data, and if

necessary rerun the models using revised data.•--8e
6227
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LINKUSE d3ck set-up for point-to-point
analysis among 9 links

" CA~I) ~tlR A tiLl
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VFIELD = a & End '
& SELECT REPORT = 4, ALNK9 = 1739, 6227, 6222, 1596, 6216, 5915,
5950, 1579, 5949, 1573, 5943, 6231, 5944, 576, 5940, 1578,
5939, 1561 & END
& DATA •

LINKUSE partial printout for point-to-point analysis
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Figure A-2l. Select link computer setup and da ta output.



(RAf) to insert in column 8 of Figure A-IO. Columns 5, 6, and 7 of Figure A-IO would be left blank

because the select link procedure substitutes for the initial screenline adjustment. All subsequent

screenline refinement steps would be performed, with the resulting volumes (FAf) serving as the

final refined values.

Combining these two procedures has the advantage thdt the select link analysis provides a

better adjustment of specific link inconsistencies, while the screenline procedure explicitly

considers the relative base year counts and future year capacities.

Use of Zonal Tree Analysis

Select link computer programs are not currently available in every agency or for every type of

forecasting model (e.g., UTPS). However, virtually all traffic assignment models include subroutines

to produce a record showing the shortest route from a given zone centroid to all nodes in the

highway network. This record is call a zonal tree. A tree trace is a printout showing the sequence

of nodes which defines the minimum time paths between zone centroids. Travel times to each node

are generally obtained as an option. A loaded~ is the minimum time path from a given zone to

all other zones with the trips originating in that zone assigned to it. The loaded tree is identical to

performing a load select link analysis on the Iink(s) connecting the given zone to the highway

network (i.e., the zone connector). An example of a tree trace and a loaded tree is depicted in

Figures A-25 and A-26, respectively.

Zonal tree analyses produce a logical assessment of trip patterns and can aid the analyst in

identifying traffic flows as well as network coding problems (e.g., improper impedances). Such

problems are more likely to be significant in all-or-nothing assignments where certain links can

become oversaturated if one impedance is set slightly high or low.

On large networks, zonal tree analysis can become time consuming and require trees to be

produced for several zones. The analyst must be experienced in manually tracing trees and in

selecting additional paths to investigate.

Zonal tree data can be used in much the same manner as select link data. The big advantage

of select link analysis is that all of the trips using a link can be produced simultaneously, rather than

running separate tree traces. A select link analysis would identify not only the trips from one zone

to aU other zones using a link but also the origins and destinations of aU other trips using the link.

Zonal tree analyses should be used to assist in the refinement processe However, where

possible, the trees should be combined with select link analyses and/or the screenline procedure in

order to produce realistic results in a reasonable time framee

Example Using Zonal Tree Data

Given the zonal tree data for the network example depicted in Figures A-25 and A-26, the

analyst can study traffic patterns from zone 1 to all other points in the network~ Assume that the

total assigned volume on link 26-25 (bottom right corner of network) is considered by the analyst to

be too high based on previous comparisons with base year counts, land-uses, or with volumes on

paraUel facilities. The task at hand, therefore, is to reduce the volume on link 26-25 in a logical

mannere

From the tree trace (Fig. A-25) the minimum time path from zone 1 to zone 10 is found to

follow the sequence of nodes 1-18-19-29-30-31-27-26-25-10 with a total impedance of 60 minutes.

Therefore, the link trace has identified that zone 1 traffic utilizes link 26-25e The loaded tree data

from Figure A-26 identifies the magni tude of the zone I traffic on each link (e.g., on link 26-25 Zone

I volume = 100). In this example the 100 trips could also be identified by reviewing the trip table

for trips between zones I and 10. However, using the trip table without loaded trees is manually

feasible only if the paths between each zone can be clearly identified.

Given this tree and impedance information, the analyst hopes to divert at least some of the

100 trips away from link 26-25 in order to reduce the total link volume. Upon reviewing the

impedances on alternative routes, it is determined that route 1-18-19-29-30-33-23-24-25-10 has an

identical impedance of 60 minutes, while route 1-18-19-20-21-22-23-24-25-10 has an impedance of

65 minutes. Because the first two routes have identical impedances, the decision is made to split

the 100 trips equaUy between the two routes, as shown in Figure A-27.

It is also evident from the shape of the network and from the tree traces from zone I that the

trips between zone 10 and zones 5 and 6 also pass through link 26-25. At this point, additional trees

from Zones 5 and 6 could be produced, or the analyst could obtain the magnitude of the trip

interchanges (i.e., 5 to 10; 6 to 10) from the trip table. In the latter case, the analyst must use

judgment and an analysis of link impedances to manuaUy trace the interzonal trips. For instance,

the trips from zone 5 to zone 10 could use either path 5-28-27-26-25-10 or 5-31-27-26-25-10,

depending on impedances. Since links 27-26-25-10 are the same for both paths, only the impedances

for 5-28-27 and 5-31-27 must be compared to determine the shortest path. (e.g., path 5-28-27,

impedance =15; path 5-31-27, impedance =20).

Once the pattern of trips using link 26-25 is estimated using the tree traces, trips can be

manuaUy reassigned to other links. In this example, trips from zone 6 to zone 10 were able to be

reasonably diverted to an alternate route (Fig. A-27), while trips from zone 5 to zone 10 did not

have a good alternative to link 26-25.

As a result of using zonal tree data, the analyst was able to identify the magnitude and origin

destination of trips using link 26-25. By calculating the link impedances for alternative paths, a

logical redistribution of trips between zones 1-10 and 6-10 was possible.
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CHAPTER FIVE

TRAFFIC DATA FOR ALTERNATIVE NETWORK ASSUMPTIONS

GENERAL

One of the major uses of traffic data analysis is to enable alternative highway projects to be

effectively evaluated. The alternatives being studied may include major changes to the highway

network, such as the construction of a parallel freeway, or may involve more modest actions, such

as the upgrading of an existing facility or changing a roadway alignment.

In conducting alternatives analyses, the traffic forecaster must produce adequate traffic

assignments for each assumed highway network. Often all of these alternatives have not been

reflected in the computer assignments, and in many cases neither time nor funds are available to

produce separate computer traffic forecasts for each alternative. Therefore, the analyst must rely

on reasonable manual techniques with which to modify available computer forecasts.

The future year highway network assumes various roadway configurations and capacities.

However, the timing and magnitude of new construction often cannot be accurately specified.

Therefore, the traffic analyst is typically requested to provide traffic forecasts for various levels of

roadway improvements over time. These improvements are usually represented by changes in

capacity or alignment applied to various network links.

The high relative computer costs of conducting separate traffic forecasts for small network

changes may place the analyst in the position of making manual traffic adjustments to one or more

basic forecasts. This can occur most frequently if a period of time has lapsed since the original

computer forecast was made.

The basic tools available for refining and detailing traffic data are described in Chapters" and

5 of this manual. The purpose of this chapter is to describe procedures for adapting these tools to

the analysis of alternative networks.

The procedures are applicable to the following situations:

• Change in Roadway Capacity--An existing or planned roadway is upgraded by adding lanes

or by improving roadway geometries. Decreases in roadway capacity (e.g., reduce number of lanes;

lower facility classification) can also be examined.

• Construction of Parallel Roadways--A new facility is constructed in a corridor or subarea.

Includes addition of minor arterials or short sections of major facilities (e.g., bypass of activity

centers). Procedures are not generally applicable for construction of extended facilities passing

through study area (e.g., interurban expressway).

• Change in Roadway Alignment--Alternative roadway alignments can be considered.

Procedures are not generally applicable for major realignments of roadway within the study area

(e.g., shift of proposed roadway from one side of an activity center to another).

• Addition or Deletion of Roadway Links--Short segments of roadway are added to or deleted

from the network. Typical applications include the extension of a roadway being constructed in

stages or the completion or termination of a minor arterial passing through a residential or

commercial area.

The procedures are presented in such a manner that one or more of these situations could be

analyzed for any given alternative. Because each highway alternative has unique characteristics, it

was impossible to develop procedures that could be rigidly applied in all circumstances. The

selected procedures address the key issues to be considered and therefore can be widely applied. In

all cases, there is a heavy reliance on a mixture of numerical computations and judgment.
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The follOWing sections present methodologies for modifying the screenline and select

link/zonal tree procedures developed in Chapter 4. Emphasis will be placed on providing illustrative

examples for each type of network change situation.

increase in capacity on a facility (e.g., change from 4 to 6 lanes) will likely create only a traffic

diversion. However, large increases in capacity or a functional roadway change (e.g. upgrading a 4

lane arterial to a 6-lane freeway) will create enough of a time incentive to divert traffic even if

congestion is not a problem. The same trend in reverse is apparent for cases where roadway

capacity is decreased.

Table A-9. Traffic response to network changes.

lJ Congestion level in original (prechange) network.

Small shift
expected

Large shift
expected

Moderate shift
expected

Probable Traffic
Response

Small ot Moderate
shift exected

Low

Low

High

High

Level of Network
Congestion 1/

Minor

Moderate
Major

Minor

Moderate
Major

Extent of
Network Change

FEATURES AND LIMfTATIONS

BASIS FOR DEVELOPMENT

The procedures recommended to analyze alternative highway networks are largely based on

the following techniques:

I. Screenline Refinement Procedure--This procedure, described in Chapter 4, was adapted

from techniques used by the Maryland Department of Transportation (.':I!) and the New York State

Department of Transportation (?l). This is most useful for analyzing changes in roadway capacity or

construction of paralJel facilities.

2. Select Link/Zonal Tree Analysis--These analyses, described in Chapter 4, use various

supplemental traffic assignment data generated by the computer to identify travel patterns within

the network. These travel patterns then form the background for adjusting traffic volumes on

specific links. Zonal tree data are available with most transportation modeling packages (~' !.!l,
.!..!2) (e.g., UTPS, FHWA). Select link computer programs were largely the outgrowth of the FHW A

program LINKUSE (104), although various adapt ions are in use.

For detailed network analyses using select link/zonal tree data, a tabular accounting procedure

is recommended. This procedure, entitled "Manual Traffic-Assignment Methodology for Small

Networks," was developed as part of NCHRP Report 187 (~). The select Iink/zonal tree procedures

can be used to analyze most of the network changes described previously. They have particular

applicability for analyzing impacts due to construction of parallel roadways, change in roadway

alignments, and addition or deletion of links.

Each of the procedures permits manual applications, although the accessibility to specific

computer output greatly enhances the resulting accuracy.

The advantage of the screenline procedure is that the effects of network changes can be

spread over several parallel facilities. The select link/zona! tree analysis is most useful for

adjusting traffic in the immediate vicinity of the anticipated change(s). The manual traffic

assignment methodology permits logical reassignment of traffic through a small network which has

experienced several changes in the network configuration.

Al! of these procedures have the limitation that they do not assume any change in trip

generation, trip distribution. or total corridor traffic as the result of the network change.. This

limitation is not a significant problem for analyzing minor to moderate changes, such as the addition

of a lane to a roadway or the realignment of a facility; however, a major change, such as the

construction of a new facility or the upgrading of an arterial to a freeway, could result in travel

pattern shifts which cannot readily be handled using manual techniques. 11 a major network change

is envisioned, serious consideration should be given to making adjustments to land-use projections or

trip generation rates and rerunning the entke model sequence.

In applying the procedures to the above situations~ the analyst must use judgment to determine

whether the proposed network change is significant enough or whether the network is congested

enough to justify a reassignment of traffic volumes. In general, the greater the level of congestion

on the original network, the greater will the anticipated traffic shift due to a network change.

Table .A.-9 depicts four probable scenarios. For example, increases in roadway capacity generally

result in traffic being divert"d fro", parallel facilities to the facility that i5 being upgraded. Traffic

will react to capaCity changes most dramatically if the corridor or subarea is already experiencing

congestion. Where the traffic congestion is low (e.g., level-of-service A, B, or C), a moderate

MODIFIED SCREENLINE PROCEDURE

The screentine procedure can be easily modified to permit the analyst to examine selected

changes in the assumed highway network. It is most applicable for examining changes in roadway

capacity and construction of parallel facilities.

Directions for Use

Reference is made to the worksheet (Figure A-to) from Chapter 4 in the following directions.

Step I-Apply Screen line Procedure for Original Future Year Network

The traffic assignment should first be refined using the same highway network assumed for the

original traffic forecast. The worksheet should be fully completed, assuming no change in the

network. This step provides a refined assignment from which the impacts of the network change can

be measured~ In many cases~ this step may have been completed during previous studies~ Figure A

15 from Chapter 4 presents an example of a completed worksheet.

Step 2--Repeat Procedure Using Revised Network Data

The worksheet is compJeted in the same manner as in Step 1, substituting the revised network



Step 3--Compare Assignments

Example-Change in Roadway Capacity

Step 4--Perform Reasonableness Checks

Step 5--Make Final Adjustments

Original Modified
~ (Step I-Fig. A-D) FAf (Step 2-Fig. A-28) Change

Road A 6,300 8,100 +1,800 (+29%)

Road B 8,200 7,900 -300 (-4%)

Road C 13,200 14,800 +1,600 (+12%)

Road D 90,800 80,200 -10,600 (-12%)

Road E 20,000 25,800 +5,80" (+29%)

Road F 12,900 14,400 +1,500 (+12%)

151,400 151,200 -200 (Rounding
Difference)

Figure A-28 depicts the changes in the worksheet that would occur (Step 2). As a result of the

increases in capacity on roads A and E, the relative percentage of traffiC increases on those

facilities, as shown in the final assignment FAf (Col. 15).

Next, the two worksheet results must be compared (Step 3). In this example, the FAf appear

as follows:

Roads A and E show the largest increase in traffic. The volumes on roads C and F, which

carried significant portions of base year traffic (see Col. 3-% TCOUNTl, also increased. New road

D (freeway) shows a sizeable decrease.

Using this information, reasonableness checks were made (Step 4). In this example, both of the

capacity increases (roads A and E) were small to moderate in magnitude, and neither facility was

upgraded to freeway standards. However, road E runs adjacent to new road D, which is a freeway.

Therefore, it was reasonable to expect a moderate improvement in road E to cause a diversion of

traffic from the freeway, although perhaps not as a much as indicated by the procedure (-12%). The

absolute change in road A volume (+1,800) was modest, even though the percentage change was quite

high (+29%).

The next reasonableness check was aimed at the volume/capacity (V/C) ratios. The original

screenline VIC ratio (TFAf/TCf) was 0.70 (from Figure A-15, Col. 16), indicating a moderate level

of congestion. On a link basis, there were certain facilities (i.e., links C and F) showing near

capacity conditions in the original network. Therefore, it was reasonable to expect that capacity

improvements on roads A and E could cause some change in travel patterns.

The net effect of the capacity adjustment was a spreading-out of volumes across the

screenline. Overall, the screenline volume/capacity ratio (FAf/Cf) was decreased (0.61 after vs.

0.70 before). Individual link VIC ratios also changed. In the case of roads C and F, overcapacity

conditions appeared. This situation was not reasonable in light of the overall tendency to spread

traffic across the facilities. Therefore, these volumes were in need of some final adjustments.

Some final adjustments were required (Step 5). In the example, all of the revised volumes

appeared to be reasonable except for the magnitude of the changes on roads C, D, and F. Based on

the foregoing discussion, the decision was made to reduce the volumes on roads C and F to achieve a

VIC ratio of 1.0, and to increase the volume on road D by the same amount. Refer to Chapter 4 for

additional discussions of overcapacity conditions.

Therefore the final adjustments appear as follows:
Reason

Minor upgrading

Moderate upgrading

Modified Cf

20,000

55,000

Original Cf

13,500

32,400

Road A

Road E

This modification of the screen line procedure will provide reasonable adjustments of a traffic

assignment due to network changes. In most cases the effect will be to spread out the impact over

several links rather than to concentrate the shift onto one or two facilities. If the analyst feels that

the impacts of the capacity change will be more isolated, the select link/zonal tree analysis may be

of greater use.

data as appropriate. For a roadway capacity change, the new future capacity (Cf) is placed into

column 10 keeping the information in columns I through 9 the same. If a parallel roadway is

constructed, the new roadway link is added to the bottom of the screenline (Col. 1) along with the

future capacity (Cf) inserted into column 10. Columns 2 through 9 are left blank. Columns II

through 16 are completed based on the revised information. The change in future screenline and link

capacities will modify the relative total capacity (% TCf - Col. 15) applied to each link. This in turn

will change in CAPACITY (Col. 13) and COUNT (Col. 14) adjustments and the final refined

assignment (FAf in Col. 15).

Using the same example, depicted in Figure A-II and Table A-6 of Chapter 4, assume that the

following capacity changes (Ci) would occur:

Once the screenline results have been compared and checked for reasonableness, the analyst

should make final adjustments using judgment. These adjustments will involve manually reassigning

selected traffic among links. In most cases the screenline procedure will provide the analyst with at

least an order-of-magnitude assessment of traffic that would be expected to shift in response to the

network change. If a series of screenline analyses are being performed, the analyst must be careful

to compare the results among screenlines to make sure that the final adjustments are in scale.

The worksheets from Step 1 and Step 2 are compared for differences in roadway link

assignments. These differences constitute the traffic shifts that would occur due to the network

change.

The results of the Step 3 comparisons should be checked for reasonableness. The traffic shilt

due to the network should be in scale with the magnitude and type of the modification and with the

level of traffic congestion experienced in the original network. These checks should be performed

on a link-by-link basis to ensure that the calculated changes on one link are in line with changes

experienced on parallel facilities. It is probable that the reasonableness checks will reveal some

discrepancies that must be further checked.



Adjustments

None

None

(V/C • Cf ' 1.00 • 13,500)
80,200 + (14,800-13,500) + (14,400-13,500)

None

(V/C • Cf' 1.00 • 13,500)

151,200

"Af (Adjusted)

8,100

7,900

13,500

82,400

25,800

13,500

Road A

Road B

Road C

Road D

Road E

Road F

Step 2--Estimate Magnitude of Network Change

Before performing any select link/zonal tree analysis, the analyst should determine the

magnitude of the network change. As described previously, small changes on an uncongested

network are not likely to produce much of a traffic shift. As the magnitude of the network change

increases, traffic would be expected to be diverted to/from an increasing number of facilities in the

network.

The refined traffic forecast determined in Step I should be compared with the forecasted

capacity on key links to determine at least an order-of-magnitude level of congestion. Once this is

done, the analyst can decide if or how much the network change wi!! be expected to impact the

network assignment. If the expected impact is minimal, subsequent detailed analyses may be

necessary. If a moderate major network change is expected, the analyst now has a working

Directions for Use

Step I--Refine Assignment for Original Future Year Network

The total analysis for one SCreen line was performed in approximately I person-hour. Similar

levels of effort would be expected for additional screenlines.

The following directions provide basic guidance for analyzing network changes using select

link/zonal tree procedures.

The traffic assignment should first be refined for the highway network assumed for the

original traffic forecast. This step may be the result of previous refinement efforts using

screenline, select link, or other procedures. However, it is important that the resulting network:

volumes are compatib Ie with those that will be part of the select Iink/zonal tree analysis.

MODIFIED SELECT LINK/ZONAL TREE ANALYSIS

Select link or zonal tree analyses can be used to adjust assignments based on network changes•

in general, the objective is to use the computer-generated origin-destination data for selected links

or zones to divert trips to/from links that are being changed.

The select link/zonal tree procedures are most applicable for analyzing different roadway

alignments, construction of parallel facilities, or the addition/subtraction of roadway links. Because

the procedures as presented in Chapter 4 do not explicitly consider roadway capacity, special

assumptions and modifications are necessary to adequately handle capacity changes.
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knowledge of which links in the network should be examined more closely using the select link/zonal

tree analyses.

Step 3--Determine Links or Zones for Analyzing Network Change

Figure .'\-29. Selection of links and zones for analyzing network changes.
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The locations of proposed network changes should be identified on the network map, an

example of which is shown in Figure A-29. These links are prime candidates for select link analysis,

along with links leading into the study area. If zonal trees are being used in the analysis, zones

should be selected that are situated in the vicinity of the modified links (Figure A-29).

Many of these links or zones may have been previously used as part of the refinement of the

original network assignment (see Step I) and therefore have data already available. In such cases,

this step will only require the analyst to select any additional links or Zones for analysis purposes.

Step 4--Perform Appropriate Computer Runs

Step 5--1dentify Competing Paths and Compute New Travel Times

The select link or zonal tree data should be used to help identify competing paths from/to

which traffic may be diverted. The results of Step i will enable the analyst to identify the probable

breadth of the network change impact.

A network change will generally result in a change in travel time (impedance) for various

travel paths. Zonal tree data can be used to identify link impedances for several competing paths.

The analyst can then estimate revised impedances for traffic which would possibly take advantage

of the network change.

This computation can be performed as follows:

• For added links (e.g., parallel or extended roadway) the link impedance is computed

manually in the same manner as done by the computer assignment model. For all-or-nothing

assignments, the impedance equals distance divided by assumed speed. For capacity restrained

assignments, an equation relating volume to capacity is used. Typically, the impedance used for

zonal tree analysis is calculated assuming an unconstrained network, yielding a result similar to that

of an all-or-nothing assignment. The individual link(s) impedances can then be manually added along

selected paths to determine whether the added link will have a time advantage compared to existing

paths.

• For deleted links, no new link computations are reql!ired. The traffic previously using that

path will be forced to choose between competing paths, for which impedances are available from the

computer zonal tree data.

• For different alignments, the previous link impedance for that facility is proportioned

up/down by the amount that the modified facility is longer/shorter. The assumption usually made is

that the impedance per unit of distance (e.g. minutes/mile) stays the same for the modified

The type of select link/zonal tree analysis selected for use will largely be determined by the

type of available programs (see Chapter 4). If possible, both point-to-point and link origin

destination data are valuable from select link analysis, while link impedances and loaded zonal trees

are also very useful. Keep in mind that the primary purpose of this exercise is to logically reassign

traffic among facilities based upon changes in capacity. Therefore, a full knowledge of traffic

patterns is desirable.



alignment. Once this new link impedance Is calculated, various path impedances can be manually

computed.

• For different capacities, the previous link impedance is generally proportioned up/down by

some fraction of the amount which the capacity has decreased/increased. Judgment must be used to

determine an appropriate change. One source of information is the rationale used to assign speeds

to the original network links. Many coders use prespecified speeds for various functional

classifications and roadway widths. Given these data, the analyst could assign a new speed to the

revised link and calculate a change of impedance by subtracting travel times, as follows:

The actual traffic adjustment will involve considerable judgment on the part the analyst. For

smali network changes, the adjustment will usually be confined to one or two competing paths, While

larger changes may involve reallocation of trips across several facilities. In the latter case, the

analyst will find the accounting methods used as part of the NCHRP Report 187 manual assignment

procedure (~) to be of assistance in keeping track of various trip interchanges.

Step 7--Make Final Check of Volume/Capacity Ratios

5/40 - 5/30 = -0.04 hours = -2.5 minutes

Step 6--Perlorm Volume Adjustments

Assuming a 5-mile link with a change of speed due to a capacity increase from 30 mph (before) to 40

mph (after), the lollowing computations would occur:

In this step, the traffic assigned to the original network (Step I) is diverted to/lrom links

depending on the network change. The magnitude of this diversion is related to the following

factors: (I) magnitude 01 the network change (see Step 2), and (2) number and type 01 competing

paths (see Step 5).

The analyst should determine a reasonable proportion of the candidate trips to reassign. The

select link or zonal tree analysis will be particularly uselul in locating the magnitude and paths of

trips that are candidates lor diversion. Keep in mind, however, that these adjustments will be made

to the relined traffic volumes lrom Step 10 The refined volumes on a particular link, there lore, will

not always match the link volumes indicated by the select link/zonal tree data, which are based on

the unrefined computer assignment. As a result, the magnitude of trips shown on a certain path by,

say, a load select link printout should be considered as approximate for the purposes of adjusting for

the network change.

This example uses select link analysis to shift traffic to a newly constructed parallel arteriaL

The parallel facility, not included in the computer forecast, represents a bypass of a small activity

center through which the existing facilities pass. A diagram of the study area network is shown in

Figure A-30. The new facility consists of links 4-5 and 4-6.

The refined assignment for the original network is also shown on Figure A-30. These volumes

were refined using a combination 01 screenline and select link procedures (see Step I). The proposed

network change is significant (Step 2). A review of VIC ratios for the links on the original network

indicates severe congestion problems.

Link 1-2 was chosen as the key segment for which to perform select link analysis (Step 3).

This link accommodates the highest volume of traffic and would experience the worst congestion.

After reviewing the data for this link, a decision will be made whether to perform additional select

link runs.

An origin-destination select link analysis was performed on link 1-2 (Step 4). Point-to-point

and loaded link data were not available to the analysto After some manual reformatting, the select

link data were displayed as shown in Figure A-31.

The analyst identified origin-destination movements that could reasonably be expected to use

the new facility (Step 5). Link travel times were reviewed to help identify the competing paths. As

seen below, several origin-destination movements would exhibit faster travel times using the new

lacility, while some would be faster remaining on the original network paths.

Once the traffic has been reassigned based on the network change, the new link volumes should

be compared with the link capacities. If a volume/capacity ratio occurs greater than 1.0,

alternative paths should be investigated. As with the screenline procedure, the select link/zonal

tree analysis of network changes should attempt to balance any diverted traffic along reasonable

travel paths. Therefore, overcapacity conditions are generally undersirable on the final assignment.

Should overcapacity conditions prevail, serious consideration should be given to making land-use or

other assignment modifications as discussed in Chapter 4.

Example-Construetion of Parallel Facility

(A-16)Change in Travel
Time (Impedance)

Link distance Link distance
Speed After - Speed Before =

The negative sign indicates a decrease in impedance. The advantage 01 this techniq,!e is that the

resulting impedance will be comparable with the unloaded impedances known on the other links.

This technique does not, however, consider the volume/capacity ratio. Therefore, the use of

unloaded impedances may understate the travel time change that would occur in a congested facility

due to a capacity increase. In such cases, the analyst should compute speed changes lrom the curves

(Figs. A-82 and A-83) in Chapter 12. Volume/capacity ratios can be computed lor the before-and

alter case using the volumes assigned to the link in the original refined assignment (Step I). Given

the VIC ratios, before-and-after speeds can be estimated from the appropriate curves. Equation A

16 would then be used to compute a change in travel time. Care must be taken to ensure that the

"before" speed taken lrom the appropriate curve is in scale with the unloaded speed assumed for

that link in the original network. If a lunctional change has occurred (e.g., upgrade from arterial to

expressway), two different curves may need to be used for the belore-and-after case, since the

functional change will involve a change 01 design speed and speed limit.

The magnitude 01 the impedance changes calculated in this step will establish the relative

attractiveness of various travel paths within the network. By knowing these relationships, the

analyst can manually reassign traffic among various competing paths.
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Figure A-30. Example network for construction of a parallel facility.
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Path A Path B
Origin- Original Revised Impedance

Destination Network Network Difference
Movement (B-A)

Links Ompedance) Link. Ompedance)

7-10 7-6-1-2-3-10 (44) 7-6-5-3-10 (4lJ (-3)

7-11 7-6-1-2-3-4-11 (61) 7-6-5-4-11 (56) (-5)

7-12 7-6-1-2-3-5-12 (51) 7-6-5-12 (36) (-15)

8-11 8-1-2-3-4-11 (52) 8-1-6-5-4-11 (63) (+11)

8-12 8-1-2-3-5-12 (43) 8-1-6-5-12 (43) (0)

9-11 9-1-2-3-4-11 (52) 9-1-6-5-4-11 (63) (+11)

9-12 9-1-2-3-5-12 (43) 9-1-6-5-12 (43) (0)

10-14 10-3-2-1-6-14 (43) 10-3-5-6-14 (40) (-3)

11-14 11-4-3-2-1-6-14 (60) 10-4-5-6-14 (55) (-5)

12-14 12-5-3-2-1-6-14 (52) 12-5-6-14 (35) (-17)

Using visual inspection, movements 7-13, 8-10, 8-13, 9-10, 9-13, and 13-14 were not considered

candidates for using the new facility. Therefore, 0-0 travel times were not computed for these

movements. For larger networks the analyst need only compute changes in travel time expected

between the competing paths, in order to save duplicative computation time. If one were comparing

the Zone 11 to zone 14 movements, for example, the true competing travel times are for paths 4-5-6

versus 4-3-2-1-6. The travel times for links 6-14 and 4-11 are common to both competing paths and

therefore Can usually be omitted.

Using the select link and impedance data, several trip movements are identified that are likely

to shift to the parallel facility (Step 6). Movements 7-10, 7-11, 7-12,10-14,11-14, and 12-14 are all

expected to benefit from the new facility, while movements 8-12 and 9-12 have equivalent travel

times on either path. The analyst decides to reassign the following traffic to the new facility

(path B).

0-0 Total Traffic
Movement % Traffic X Traffic Shifted

7-10 100% 500 500

7-ll 100% 1000 1000

7-12 100% 600 600

10-14 100% 1500 1500

11-14 100% 1000 1000

12-14 100% 200 200

8-12 50% 800 400

9-12 50% 600 300

TOTAL 5,500

These changes are diagrammed in Figure A-32, along with the revised assignment. The analyst also

identified from the link impedance data that zona] movement 11-12 would likely shift from path 11

4-3-5-12 to 11-4-5-12 using the new facility. From the trip table, it was found that movement 11-12

contains 200 trips. These trips were also reassigned and included in the value-sharing in

Figure A-32. Similar data could have been obtained by running a select link analysis on link 3-4;

however, for this smal1 network these patterns could be visually observed.

The adjusted link traffiC was compared with the available capacity as a final check (Step 7).

The volumes on the new facility (links 6-5-4) are well within capacity limits, while the volumes on

link. 1-2-3 were reduced to an acceptable level. Link 1-6, which was operating near capacity, also

showed a decrease in volume. The net addition of 300 vehicles onto link 3-5 was not significant

enough to cause a problem (i.e., V{C = 5300{7000 , 0.76). Therefore, the volume adjustment appears

to be reasonable given the available capacity. The relative balance of traffic using the new facility

Oinks 4-5-6) and the original parallel path (links 1-2-3-4) is also realistic. The reduction in traffic on

links 1-2-3-4 will likely create a slight decrease in travel time impedance along that path, resulting

in a form of equilibrium with the new facility (links 4-5-6). This type of order-ot-magnitude

comparison can be conducted even if travel time changes due to traffic demand shifts are not

explicitly calculated.

Example-Change in Roadway Alignment

This example assumes that a computer forecast has been conducted for the highway network

shown in Figure A-B. Included in this figure are the originai refined assignment (Step I) and link

capacities. A change in the roadway alignment has been proposed for links 12-13-8. The revised

alignment is depicted in Figure A-33 as links 12-I3A-8A. The analyst must manually adjust traffic

volumes as necessary~

In order to determine the magnitude of the network change (Step 2), the analyst first looks at

the overall level of congestion on the original network. The V{C's calculated range from 0.40 to

1.00, indicating that several links are operating near or over capacity. In particular, links 9-10 and

9-13 are problem areas. Given these conditions, the changed alignment is likely to significantly

affect travel times for several paths.

The analyst decides to use zonal tree analysis to perform the traffic adjustment because select

link data are not available. Zones I and 2 are chosen for analysis given their proximity and

orientation to the revised alignment (Step 2).

A tree trace is run on the computer for zones I and 2 (Step 4). The results are shown in Figure

A-34 along with the original link impedances. Revised link impedances due to the changed

alignment are also shown in Figure A-34 (Step 5). The computations for the new roadway alignment

are shown below:

• Link 12-13A is· 15% longer than Link 12-13. Therefore, Impedance (12 to 13A) = 1.15 X

12 = 14, rounded up to nearest integer.

• Link J3A-8A is 45% shorter than Link 13-8. Therefore, Impedance (l3A to

8A) (l - 0.45) X 12 = 7, rounded up to nearest integer.

The impedances for divided links 13-13A, I3A - 9, 9 - 8A, and 8A - A are proportioned according to

their relative lengths. The total impedance for each original link (e.g., 13-9) remains the same as

before.

Several competing paths are identified (Step 5) from the tree traces and revised impedances.

Traces for zone ] indicate that the trips from zone 5 originally follow path 5-11-10-9-8-1 in

preference to path 5-11-12-13-8-1, which has a slightly higher impedance. The revised roadway

alignment, however, results in equal impedances for these paths (i.e., 5-1I-1O-9-8A-1 vs. 5-11-12

I3A-8A-ll. This indicates that some shift in trips might occur, especially since trips using link 10-9

experiences congestion problems and would be likely candidates to seek alternate paths. No other

tree traces from Zone I are observed to be affected by the new alignment.

The zone 2 tree traces reveal a preference of trips from zone 6 to use path 6-12-11-10-9-2

rather than 6-12-13-9-2. The changed alignment significantly reduces the impedance for path
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6-12-I3A-9-2 such that it becomes the lowest time path for those trips. No other paths are

affected.

These two tree traces provide a good visual picture of trip patterns in the vicinity of the

revised alignment; therefore, no additional traces are required. In more complex networks t the

analyst may request additional tree traces to be performed once some basic travel trends have been

estab lished.

Using this information, the volumes on the revised network can be adjusted (Step 6). From the

trip table, the following volumes for zonal movements 5-1 and 6-2 are obtained:

Interzonal Movement Volume

Since movement 5-1 now has two equal time options, the volume is proportioned between the

competing paths. Since link 10-9 is operating at capacity, it is logical to assume a greater

proportion of the traffic will use the new realigned facility that bypasses this congested link.

Therefore, the analyst assumes 60% (120 trips) will use path 5-11-12-I3A-8A-I and 40% (80 trips)

will remain on path 5-11-10-9-8A-l. This change is depicted in Figure A-35.

Based upon the impedances alone, all of the 100 trips for movement 6-2 would logically be

diverted onto the realigned roadway path 6-12-I3A-9-2. However, since link 9-13 (and hence

9-13A) is originally operating near capacity, it is unrealistic to expect a total shift to this path.

The reduction of 120 trips on link 9-10 from movement 5-1 (see previous discussion) makes the

original path 6-12-11-1O-9-2 somewhat more attractive again. Therefore, the decision is made to

equally split the 100 trips for movement 6-2 between the two competing paths, as shown in

Figure A-35.

As a final check, new volume/capacity ratios are computed for the revised link assignments.

It is found that no link exceeds capacity and that the relative magnitude of the link volumes is

reasonable. Comparing Figures A-33 and A-35, it is found that the new facility carries higher

volumes than the previous alignment due to a small decrease in link travel time and orientation.

The zonal tree and impedance data proved very useful in identifying both the type and magnitude of

the change to be expected.

5-1

6-2

200

100

CHAPTER SIX

TRAFFIC DATA FOR MORE DETAILED NETWORKS

GENERAL

Often the analyst is required to produce traffic assignments on highway networks which are

more detailed than those used in the system-level forecast. Several different assignments may be

requested using alternative network assumptions within a small-to-moderate sized study area.

A procedure is presented which enables the analyst to perform these analyses using either a

computer-based or a manual approach. Emphasis in this chapter is placed on the manual application

in order to understand the logic that is required. Reference is made to appropriate computer

programs that can be used where staff time and resources permi t.

The purpose of this procedure is to produce a traffic assignment on a detailed highway network

using data available from a systems-level forecast. Two related methods are presented--subarea

windOWing and subarea focussing. Subarea windowing involves isolating the study area with a cordon

and then detailfng the trips and the network for this area only. Outside of the study area, all vehicle

trips are treated as "external" trips and, therefore, are not subject to change. Because the subarea

window is extracted from the network, subsequent analyses can usually be performed manually,

although computer techniques are most appropriate if several alternatives are being tested, or if the

study area is moderate to large in size. l\ manual traffic assignment methodology is included in the

windowing technique.

Subarea focussing retains the entire regional or subregional highway network and trip table;

however, zonal and network data are detailed or aggregated in varying degrees. Within the study

area, the network and zonal definition is increased to include specific smaller arterials and/or

collector streets and smaller zones specified by the analysis. Away from the study area the highway

links and zones are progressively aggregated as the distance from the study area increases. Since

the basic regional network remains intact, all trip distributions are subject to change with the

introduction of detailed facilities within the study area. As ~ result, subarea focussing generally

requires the use of computerized models.

Subarea windowing and focussing can be applied to subarea or corridor studies where only a

system-level traffic assignment has been made on a regional or subregional network. The procedure

is most valid in cases where base year traffic counts are available for the facilities on which the

more detailed assignment is desired. When base year counts are not available, additional

assumptions regarding travel patterns within the subarea or corridor must be made. The procedure

is useful for conducting alternative analyses on various subarea highway options or for obtaining

detailed assignments for design purposes on collector or small arterial streets.

Detailed networks can be analyzed in a less rigorous manner using the refinement procedures

presen ted in Chapter 5. In particular, network changes due to link addition or subtraction and

roadway realignment are of particular relevance to the construction of a more detailed network.

Select link and zonal tree analysis procedures are used extensively to perform the traffic forecast

refinement for these situations. A modified screen line refinement procedure is also suggested for

possible use. Special considerations involving the use of these procedures to analyze a more detailed

network are presented at the end of this chapter.
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BASIS FOR DEVELOPMENt

The procedures presented in this chapter represent a combination of techniques found in the

li terature and through personal interviews. Two primary analysis methods--focussing and

windowing, are presended to adapt regional network assignment methods to smaHer area analyses.

Basic information regarding these techniques is provided in Federal Highway Administration

literature (~, 106, .!Q?). Subarea focussing was documented more completely by the North Central

Texas Council of Governments (Z1) and the Maricopa Association of Governments (~.!). These

documents were supplemented by discussions with personnel in various agencies that use the

focussing method.

Extensive background for the subarea windowing method was provided by the Minnesota

Department of Transportation (z.!., 72.). The primary use of the Minnesota documentation was to

provide a logical framework from which to construct a subarea window using either manual or

computer techniques. Data specific to available windowing computer programs were obtained from

documentation for FHWA (104) and UTPS (.!..!1) computer batteries. Additional windowing

information was provided by the Ohio Department of Transportation and the Washington State

Department of Highways (.!.!.2).

The manual traffic assignment methodology used in the windowing technique was developed as

part of NCHRP Report 187 (~). The screenline refinement procedure and select link/zonal tree

analysis are documented completely in Chapter 4, while the techniques used to examine highway

network changes are presented in Chapter 5.

SUBAREA FOCUSSING/WINDOWING PROCEDURE

Subarea focussing and subarea windowing are two related methodologies used to produce

traffic forecasts on a more detailed highway network than was used in the system-level forecast.

Special emphasis is given to the windowing method because many, if not all, of the analyses can

often be performed manually.

The decision to use the focussing or windowing method is dependent on severaj factors, as

follows:

I. Subarea focussing is preferred if the detailed network alternatives within the study area

are expected to create the following si tuations:

a. A change in travel demand resulting from changes in trip distribution or modal split.

b. A major shift in route choice which would affect the locations of trips crossing the

study area boundary. Subarea windowing assumes that the external travel demand and route choice

remain fixed for all changes within the study area.

2. For computer applications, focussing generally requires less software development time

because the only major changes are to the network coding and internal trip table. Windowing usually

requires supplemental programs to be run in order to reformat the trip table and network to match

the study area boundaries. The use of available windowing programs (e.g., NAG, DONUT) can help

reduce these software costs.

3. The preference for focussing increases as the size of the study area increases. Larger

networks involve more complex trip patterns and influences which may be cumbersome to perform

with any manual windowing method. Also, the larger network increases the probability that external

trips will be influenced (see item (I».
4. Windowing becomes more cost-effective as the number of alternatives t.o be tested

Increases. Ilecause a small network is being modeled the lower per-run computer costs of windowing

soon offsets the initial fixed software development costs, conversely, focussing computer costs

remain on par with those of the system-level forecasts, yielding much higher costs as the humber of

alternatives increases. For this reason, windowing permits more sensitivity analysis (i.e.,

bracketing) to be performed using various network or land use assumptions.

These factors must be considered very carefully by the analyst prior to applying either the focussing

or windowing method. In many cases, precedence within the agency will indicate a preferred

methodology; however, most computer program batteries are flexible enough to permit the use of

either method.

Input Data Requirements

The required input data for either the focussing or windowing methods are the follOWing,

• System-level historical record:

• Trip table

• Network

• Zonal land use

• Select link or zonal tree data (for manual applications)

• Description of network changes to occur within study area

• Appropriate computer software (for computer applications)

The historical record data should be available from the system-level forecast. The study area

network description is defined by the user based on the alternative to be tested. The computer

software must be independently obtained or developed to match the system-level modeling formats.

Directions For Use

The procedures for subarea Windowing and subarea focussing basically follow the same steps:

I. Define study area.

2. Define new zone system and highway network.

3. Define trip table for revised network.

4. Assign trips to revised network.

5. Refine trip assignment within study area.

Each of these steps is described below.

Step I--Define Study Area

The first step is to specify the study area in which the detailed traffic forecast is desired. For

computational purposes this area should be kept to a minimum; however, it should include that

portion of the network in which any link changes (e.g., addition, deletion, upgrading) will be

proposed. Greater specificity is required in this step for the windowing method since the study area

will be totally extracted from the regional network.

The study area should be defined by reviewing the following sources:

• Area maps

• Aerial photography

• Jurisdictional boundaries

• Natural boundaries (e.g., rivers, mountains)
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Zone changes will be required as part of either windowing or focussing. Within the study area,

the system-level TAZ's are usually so large in size that their use in detailed route analysis will

produce unreasonable results in terms of traffic assignments. For example, one TAZ might

encompass several intersections andlor interchanges on a route under study. Using minimum time

techniques, trips entering the TAZ will be assigned through intersections andlor interchanges based

on their proximity to a particular zone connector. This can result in large trip imbalances at certain

locations. To overcome this problem, the zone should be subzoned in such a way that there will be

more frequent zone connectors, each with fewer trips, thereby more accurately simulating actual

street loadings. Determination of subzone boundaries is based on minimum travel time from each

subzone to available access points. This topic is also addressed in Step 38.

This step involves detailing the characteristics within the study area and aggregating the

characteristics in the remainder of the network. There are two aspects to consider--traffic analysis

zones and highway network.

Step 2--Define New Zone System and Highway Network

• Field inspections

Initial emphasis should be placed on identifying actual streets and land uses to.be included in the

detailed network. The analyst should then overlay these features onto the system-level network

map and compare the actual and simulated roadways (i.e., links) and land uses (i.e., zones) for

consistency. This will permit a close examination of specific network links, nodes, zones, and zone

connectors that should be included within the study area. The final effort is to define the study area

boundaries on the network map as a cordon line outside of which detailed roadway assignments are

not required.

The following guidelines are offered in selecting the study area: (See Fig. A- 36)

I. Choose the study area to cover not only the facilities being analyzed, but also the zones

that might affect the use of those facilities. Special care should be taken to include all zone

connectors and adjacent facilities that could serve as alternate routes to/from the zone.

2. Choose the study area boundary lines to coincide with the system-level transportation

analysis zone (TAZ) boundaries.

3. Plot all directional turning movements and link volumes from the base year or future year

assignments on an enlarged network map showing highway system, node numbers, and centroid

numbers covering the local area. Examine the plotted traffic volumes closely to see which analysis

zones should logically be included in the study area.

4. For windowing, care must be taken to include all internal circulation roadways within the

study area. This means that all trips originating and terminating solely within the study area must

be accommodated by facilities that are situated within the study area. Zonal tree data can be used

to determine minimum-time paths between zones.

The UTPS computer program NAG (.!.!2) offers another means of defining the study area.

Given a focal node, say, in the center of the expected study area, plus a maximum trip length (in

minutes) from that focal node, the program selects all links lying within that time limit. As a

result, the study area thus defined can differ greatly from one that is defined on the basis of

geographic distance or other factors. A study area defined in terms of travel time is especially

useful for analyzing the impacts of concentrated developments such as shopping centers, office or

industrial parks, and high-density residential areas.
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Figure /\-37. Directi"n"l sub zoning.

FigtJre A-3S. \!onrlirectior'lal subloning.
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Network changes will also be required. Within the study area, it is essential that all highways

that affect the routing of the traffic be included in the revised network. Using the system-level

network as a starting point~ additional local, city, countY9 and state routes within the study area are

added to develop a detailed network~ ~ecause the network is established for d specific design year,

it is necessary to include proposed new facilities and any planned improvements on existing

highways. Using the same basic window network "s shown previously in Figure A-39, Figure /\-40

The State of Washington (ill) uses two means of subtonlng, as follows.

1. Directional subzoning--The boundary of the subzone is determined for trips made in a

specific direction. Therefore, different sets of subzones may be needed for different directions.

Figure A-37 shows an example with Route A and Capital Boulevard as arterials, and 1st Street and

5th Avenue as colledors. Traffic volumes on Capital Boulevard and Route A and turning

movements at the intersections of Route A and 1st Street and at Route A and Capital Boulevard are

requested. Directional subzones are shown for north-south trips on Route A and for east-west trips

on Capital Boulevard. For more complicated cases, more than two sets of directional subzoning may

be necessary.

2. Nondirectional subzoning--The boundaries of each subzone are largely determined by the

uniformity and geographical features of the zone. Trips can be apportioned to subzones regardless

of the direction of the trip. Figure A-38 shows the same zone as in Figure A-37, but with

nondirectional subzoning. Note that each subzone has only one zone connector. This construction

simplifies the trip assignment and produces reasonable results if the subzones are made small

enough. Larger 5ubzones may require additional zone connectors.

Nondirectional 5ubzoning can be used in both manual and computer assignments. However, the

number of subzones tends to become so large that the number of movements to be assigned becomes

too large to efficiently assign manually. Directional subzoning can reduce the number of 5ubzones

used, but cannot be used in computer assignments. It can also become confusing to determine the

direction each subzone represents.

Outside of the study area, several zonal changes will also be required. In windowing, the

system-level zones are aggregated into a series of new external zones encircling the study area.

The new zones connect to each roadway that extends past the study area boundary. These external

zones will serve as the origins/destinations of all trips made to/from locations outside of the study

area. This concept is shown in Figure A-39. Zones I through 5 represent the new external zones (or

centroids) that must be added and sequentially numbered around the study area. Internal zones 6

and 7 are also renumbered from the system-level network for ease in analysis. Zones 6 and 7 could

subsequently be subzoned as discussed previously.

In focussing, zones can be aggregated in order to reduce computer costs and to conserve the

number of zones that are in the network. Often the system-level network includes the maximum

permitted number of zones (and nodes); therefore, as subzones are added within the study area,

other zones must be removed outside of the study area.

The zonal structure should probably remain intact in the vicinity immediately adjacent to the

study area. Patterns of trips traveling through or into the study area might otherwise be disrupted

as the zones are aggregated and the zone connectors are changed to match aggregated facilities. In

outlying portions of the network, zonal aggregation with reasonably placed zone connectors usually

has a minimum effect on trip patterns within the study area. Several agencies have developed

special computer software to automatically rebuild zone connectors and approach links for

aggregated zones and highway networks.
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Figure A-H. Windowed network.

presents an example of typical highway network modifications. A link is added between nodes 2174

and 2200, while link 2173-2200 has been deleted. Link 2201-2202 has had its speed increased from

45 to 55 mph. One-way links 2052·2204 and 3001-3002 have also been replaced by the single two

way link, 2052-2204. The replacement of parallel one-way links with an equivalent two-way link has

been used by some agencies to avoid traffic assignment problems that have occurred in some small

windowed networks. Note that the original network node numbers have been retained, although the

zones were renumbered. If desired, windowed networks may use renumbered nodes. If focussing is

used, extreme care must be taken that internally renumbered nodes (or zones) do not duplicate

numbers used elsewhere in the network. For all of the new street systems in the study area, link

distances and impedances are assigned for use in the analysis.

Outside of the study area, the network revisions depend on whether windowing or focussing

will be performed. Windowing requires that all network links external to the study area boundary be

eliminated and replaced by a series of dummy links connected to new external zones. This task is

automatically performed by the FHWA program DONUT (104) and the UTPS program NAG (!!2).

Various levels of network aggregation are typically required for focussing. In the vicinity of

the study area, the original system-level network detail is usually left intact so that trips entering

the study area are correctly assigned. In locations increasingly further from the study area, links

are combined or eliminated. Major arterials and freeways form the primary elements of the

outlying study network. This aggregation of links must be conducted simultaneously with the

aggregation of zones so that new centroids are properly connected to the revised network. In order

to decrease computer costs the number of links deleted outside the study area should exceed the

number of new links added within the study area.

In summary, performance of this step will produce a refined traffic network and zone

structure within the study area. Outside of the study area, the links and zones will either be

condensed into a series of external zones connected to study area links (i.eo, windoWing), or else the

links and zones will be progressively aggregated (i.e., focussing). The resulting network is suitable

for conducting subsequent detailed analyses within the study area.

Step 3--Define Trip Table for Revised Network

This step involves creating a trip table that corresponds to the revised network. Within the

study area, the effort made is usually to apportion the trips generated by a zone into two or more

subzones. Outside of the study area, aggregation of zonal trips is necessary.

Windowing offers the greatest challenge for reconstructing a trip table, and therefore the

following discussions pertain primarily to that method. The focussing method requires many of the

same considerations, although the trip table does not require drastic restructuring as is the case of

windowing.

It should be noted that the UTPS program NAG automatically defines a revised trip table for a

windowed study area using minimum time path trees to determine the proper trip movements to be

allocated to the new external zones. Subzonal trips, however, must be allocated manually or by the

use of other computer software.
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Figure A-40. Windowed network modifications.

Step 3A--Identify Zonal Interchanges. The purpose of this task is to determine the pattern of

trip movements through and within the study area. There are three trip components that must be

considered (Figure A-41h

I. External-external (EE) trips--these are trips passing .through the study area between two

external zones..

00
Ul
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2. Internal-external (IE) trips--these trips have one end within the study area and one end

outside the study area.

J. Internal-internal (Ill trips--these trips originate and terminate solely within the study area

and do not cross the study area boundary.

There are several sources of information that can be used to determine these travel patterns,

as follows: (I) trip table from system level assignment, (2) link impedances, (J) select link analysis

(see Chapter 4), and (4) zonal tree analysis (see Chapter 4).

The original trip table will provide a listing of all trips made among the zones. These trip

interchanges will provide an excellent indication of trip patterns in the vicinity of the study area.

The trip table should be used to establish the overall distribution of trips, rather than trying to

determine specific trip movements. Internal-internal and internal-external trip paths can usually be

closely determined from the trip table interchanges if the study area is relatively small. As the

study area increases in size, however, these paths cannot be so easily inferred from the trip table.

External-external trips can also be identified using the trip table; however, the extent to

which these trips pass through the study area cannot be determined without more detailed analyses.

Zonal tree analysis can be used to locate trip patterns from specific zones. Select link analysis can

also be very useful in identifying the extent to which specific zonal trips load onto a particular link.

Select link analysis can be conducted on several links within the study area in order to determine

how many trips have originated in and are destined to ZOnes both inside and outside of the study

area. These analyses enable estimates to be made of external-external trips passing through the

study area.

Volumes assigned to internal zone connectors can also be analyzed to determine the basic

direction in which trips are distributed from a particular zone. This can be very useful in analyzing

specific generators such as shopping centers, industrial plants, or airports.

Step JB--Allocate Total Trips to Subzones. Once the subzone boundaries and trip patterns

have been determined, the trips must be allocated to the subzones. This allocation will depend on

whether a directional or nondirectional subzoning system has been established (see Step 2).

However, in both cases the basic criteria to be used are land-use intensity and distribution of land

use within the zone.

The existing and proposed land uses within the zone should be investigated. One way to

perform this analysis is to overlay the subzone boundaries onto a land-·use map or aerial photograph

as shown in Figure A-42. A visual inspection of the subzone land uses will provide an initial basis lor

suballocating the trips generated by that zone. Other factors that should be considered are the -'''erial Photograph

following: (1) location of major generators such as shopping centers or office parks, (2) locations of

access points from the zone onto major collectors or arterials, and (J) intensity of land uses in

various portions of the zone. The extent to which these factors are quantified for use in splitting

the trips associated with the zone will depend on the desired level of detail and the type of

subzoning used.

In cases where the land uses are uniformly distributed within the zone, the subzonal trips can

be allocated according to area size.. For example, given the following zone with four subzones~ the

trip allocation could be easily accomplished: Land ",se Map

Figure A-42 \llorati,"I": .... -, trip" to subzone'S through overlay of informati'''no



Proportion of Trips
Allocated

The trip allocation percentages assumed are as follows:

A
B
C
D

Total Area
of Zone I

Subzone
Area

(Sq Ft)

96,000
150,000
45,000

260,000

551,000

96,0001551,000
150,0001551,000
45,0001551,000

260,0001551,000

0.17
0.28
0.08
0.48

1.00(1.00%)

Direction

N-S A
B
C

Percentage of
Directional Trips

20%
30%
50%

100%

Percentage of
Total Trips

70%

Figure A-43. Example of nondirectional subzoning.

Directional subzoning requires that only those trips oriented in a particular direction are

allocated to a subzone. Since different subzones are established for different directions of travel,

the trip allocation percentage will change. Using the same basic example, assume that the

directional subzones were established as in Figure A-44.

In cases where each subzone contains a different intensi ty of land use, similar calculations could be

performed by comparing square footage of land uses, number of dwelling units, number of

employees, or other appropriate units.

Once these proportions are established, the zonal trips can be allocated to the subzones. When

nondirectional subzoning is used, the trips in each subzone are geographically distributed in the same

proportion as were the trips in the original Zone. Using the above example for zone I with four

subzones, the allocations would occur as in Figure A-43.
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Using the total of 500 trips with the distribution as shown above, the directional trips are calculated

for each subzone, shown in Figure A-45.
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Figure A-44. Example of directional subzoning.
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Figure A-45. Directional trip allocation to subzones.

Once the trips are calculated for each subzone, they should be inspected for reasonableness.

One important check is to make sure that access points would exist from each subzone to the

primary facilities that would be carrying the directional volumes. The relative magnitude of

allocated trips in each direction should also be checked for each subzone.

Step 3C--Allocate Total Trips to External Zones. The newly created external zones located

around a windowed study area must also have trips allocated. These external zones represent a

composite of all zones in the remainder of the network. The effort, therefore, is to allocate

appropriate trips from the original network zones to the new external zones. The new external



Zones will include internal-external trips and external-external trips, but will not include other

regional trips that do not pass through the study area.

In most cases, the external zones will be located among major facilities penetrating the study

area. Therefore, the volumes assigned to these facili ties in the system-level forecast will in most

cases become the number of trips allocated to the new external zone. This concept is shown in

Figure A-46. In situations where additional external zones are created around the windowed

network, the trips allocated to these additional zones must be proportioned from adjacent zones. In

doing so, the total number of trips entering and leaving the study area must remain constant. The

process of apportioning trips among external zones should consider such factors as the capacity and

base year volume on the roadways which they represent, as well as the internal zones which they

serve.

For example, in Figure A-47 an external zone C is added between two major facilities, that

are already represented by external zones A and B. E>Cternal zone C represents a minor arterial

leading into the study area with a destination to a major industrial park, represented by subzones 0

and E. This minor arterial had not been included in the system-level forecast. In this example,

external zones A and B would handle most of the IE and EE trips oriented in this direction. The new

external zone C primarily serves internal subzones D and E and is not expected to accommodate a

high volume of EE trips or IE trips between other zones. Therefore, the trips allocated to external

zone C should not greatly exceed those trips generated by the industrial park (i.e., zones D and E)

made in that direction. Since the facility represented by external zone C is a minor arterial, its

capacity would also limit the number of trips which it could handle. The trips finally allocated to

external zone C should be proportionally subtracted from the trips originally allocated to zones A

and B. This will ensure that the total number of trips does not change.

J3efore Windo.... ing

o = Original Network ~odes

100 = Assigned System-Level Forecast

After Windowi::1g

co
CX)

Given these relationships, it is possible to perform several checks during the preparation of the trip

table. Each component will be discussed separately.

Step 3D--Calculate Zonal Trip Interchanges. The next task is to construct new trip tables

consisting of trips allocated to study area subzones and external zones. Separate trip tables should

be produced for internal-internal (II), internal-external (IE), and external-external (EE) trips. These

three trip tables can then be combined together prior to trip assignment.

Some basic mathematical relationships that should be understood prior to constructing the trip

tables are the following,

Total External Zone Trip Totals = (IE + EEl

Total Internal Zone Trip Totals = (IE + II)

Total Highway Assignment = (Il + IE + EE)

(A-Ill

(A-IS)

(A-19)

study A:-ea Bo:mdaq'

Internal - Internal (II) Trips. The total II trip movements among study area zones are obtained

from the system-level trip table. Where subzones have been constructed, the II trip table should be

adjusted on a percentage basis.

o :J New Window External Zones

(l00) ~ Trips A:::'ocated to External Zone

Figure .'\-46. External 7dne d( ~Jmtlon ..



For example, the nondirectional subzoning has occurred for zones I and 2, as shown in

Figure A-48.

Internal Zone 1

o
II Trips can therefore be distributed according to Eq. A-20:

(A-20)

A IB
I

70% I 30%
I
I

60%

B

40%

A

Subzone lA to 2 A 100 * 0.40 * 0.70 28 Trips

Subzone IA to 2B 100 * 0.40 * 0.30 12 Trips

Subzone lB to 2A 100 * 0.60 * 0.70 42 Trips

Subzone lB to 2B 100 * 0.60 * 0.30 J! Trips

Total = 100 Trips

Figure A-48. Exampl.. sub7 0ning for zon<'; I and 2.

If the II movement between zones I and 2 were 100 trips, the following III subzonal movements

could be estimated:

Internal Subzones
(Indust~ial Park)

Facility not Shown
in System-Level
Network

(J New External Zone

__ Facilities Used in
System-Level Network where:

:-igure A-47. Addition of external l.une t. ",indowed network.

total trips between subzones A and B.

trip percentage for subzones A and B, respecti vely; and

total II trips in the original trip table.

The percentages of each subzone for the II trips may be different from those used for IE trips

if local land-use developments warrant the change. For example, a subzone that contains a local

shopping center is likely to attract a larger percentage of II trips than a subzone consisting of a

major industry or office park. Knowledge of the land uses in each subzone will enable these

percentages to be judgmentally adjusted. Should such an adjustment be made, it is important to

adjust the IE trip total for that subzone such that the total internal zone trips (i.e., II + IE) for that

subzone remain constant. An example of an adjustment is depicted in Figure ;\-49.

Internal-External (IE) Trips. The total IE trips for each zone or subzone can be obtained by

subtracting the II trips from the total internal zonal or subzonal trips derived from the system-level

trip table. However t these trips must next be distributed to the new external zoneS.

Each trip interchange between the internal zones (or subzones) and the original system-level

regional zones must be allocated to one or more of the new extemal zones. This amounts to a

traffic assignment, in that each IE trip will follow a minimum time path. The travel patterns

identified in Step 3A should be reviewed to help determine the distribution of IE trips. To aid in

manually constructing the new trip interchanges between the internal zones and the new external

zones, the following method can be used:
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Trips

300

~

900Total

External
Zone

6

7

Internal External
Zone Zone Trips

6 8 100

6 9 150

6 10 ~

Total 300

7 8 200

7 9 250

7 10 150

Total 600

Internal
Zone

Using the sphere of influence technique, the analyst would construct a new trip table aggregating

zones 8, 9, and 10 into new external zone I, yielding the follOWing:

I. Overlay the windowed study area onto the regional network map (see Fig. A-42).

2. Draw "spheres of influence" for each new external ·zone. An external zone effectively

"captures" a portion of the IE trips associated wi th the original regional zones outside of the study

area. As exemplified in Figure A-50, new external zone I captures the iE trips between the internal

study area zoneS and regional zones 8, 12, 13 and 20.

in constructing spheres of influence, consideration must be given to the type of highway

network outside the study area as well as to the linkages between the new external zones and the

internal zones. For instance, external zones representing freeways or arterials penetrating the

study area would likely capture the trips from a wider range of regional zones, and thus have a

larger sphere of influence. The trips associated with each external zone (Step 3C) should be

constantly reviewed to ensure that reasonable spheres of influence are constructed. A table should

be prepared listing which regional zones are associated with which new external zone. Regional

zones that fall under the influence of two or more external zones should be specially flagged.

The spheres of influence that are developed. should be treated only as guidelines lor

distributing IE trips to external zones. For small study areas the distribution of trips may be

straightforward; however~ as the study area increases. there exists a. wider variety of locations at

which IE trips will enter the study area. As an extreme example, given the situation in Figure A-51,

assume that the study area (e.g., CBD) is encircled by a freeway. A sphere of influence has been

constructed for external zone I, encompassing regional zones 8, 9, and 10. The following trip

interchanges exist fro,n the system level assignment for internal zones 6 and 7:
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This IE trip table seems reasonable for internal zone 7, given its proxirnity to external zone l~

However, for internal zone 6 it is unrealistic to presume that the entire 300 trips would enter the

study area at external zone 1 and then travel through the study area to reach internal zone 6. In

this case: sOlne of these trips would be expected to use the circumferential freeway to enter the

study area at external zone 2. Therefore, a :nore reasonable trip table might !:>e:



Internal External
Zone Zone Trips

6 1 150

6 2 150

7 I 600

Total 900

External-External (EE) Trips. The trips passing through the study area are assigned to a pair

of external zones. The results of zonal tree or select link analyses during Step 31\ will enable the

analyst to obtain a good estimate of the major external-external trips. Base year traffic.counts and

system-level traffic assignments should also be inspected to identify these patterns. Many of the

remaining "minor" trips can usually be omitted for analysis purposes; however, knOWledge of the

local area will usually enable the analyst to determine the extent and magnitude of many of these

trips. This effort is straightforward in most cases, because a significant number of regional zones

typically will contribute very few or no EE trips passing through the study area. These regional

zones can be omitted from further consideration.

Because the external-external trips will not be readily identified from the trip table as are the

other trip components, it is likely that the resulting EE trips will need to be adjusted so that

external zone trip totals are maintained. As a check, the total EE trips allocated to an external

zone can be estimated by subtracting the total IE trips from the external zone trip total determined

during Step 3C using Eq. A-I7. For example, if external zone "X" is allocated 5,000 total trips, of

which 3,600 are estimated to be IE trips (from the IE trip table), the total E-E trips must equal 5,000

-3,600 = 1,400. These 1,400 EE trips for zone "X" can then be compared to the trips estimated for

zone "X" using the EE trip table developed in Step 3D. If the EE trip totals do not match, further

adjustments are required either to the external zone trip totals (Step 3C) or to the fE or EE trip

tables (Step 3D).

Combined Trip Table. The II, 11O, and EE trip tables should be combined prior to trip

assignment. Because the format of each trip table is identical, the combination becomes a simple

addi tive process.

Once the total trip table is completed, trip end summaries for the internal and external zones

should be compared with those available from the system-level forecast. Discrepancies should be

checked in each of the separate II, IE, or EE trip tables. Reasonableness checks should also be made

against ground counts and facility capacitie'i.

Zonal tree traces run on the system level network will provide an excellent indication of travel

paths that may not be intuitively obvious to the analyst.

Select link analyses can be used in lieu of manually constructing and analyzing the spheres of

influence. If origin-destination select link data are obtained for each system-level network link

penetrating the study area (i.e., new external zone locations), a very accurate picture can be

obtained of IF, as well as lOE trips. Additional point-to-point analyses dmong these links will

identify movements of EE trips through the study area. Therefore, select link analyses can help

produce a valid window trip table in an efficient manner.

IE trip interchanges for new subzones should be allocated according to the proportion of the

total zone which each subzone represents. This proportion must reflect any changes made dUring

the calculation of II trips.
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Step 4--Assign Trips to Revised Network

The basic methodology for assigning traffic to the detailed study area is to determine a logical

path for each trip interchange and then to accumulate the number of trips on each street segment

along the path (.!2., ~). Subarea focussing, because of its large network size, usually requires a

computer to efficiently assign trips to the revised highway network and zonal system. Most

agencies use standard FHWA or UTPS traffic assignment programs for this purpose. Special care

must be taken to ensure that the revised network links are compatible in format with those used for

the system-level forecasts. The trip table used must also have been formatted to include the

changes in the zone system due to aggregation (outside the study area) or disaggregation into

subzones (inside the study area).

Traffic assignments for windowed subareas can also be performed using standard computer

programs, provided that the new (smaller) network and trip table is properly defined and formatted.

In most cases~ the assignment program will be the same as was used for the system-level forecasts.

If the windowed network size is not excessively large, the traffic assignment can often be

manually performed. The basic principle of a manual assignment is to select the path for each zonal

(or subzonaI) movement manually and then to record the movement in a tabular or graphical format.

The movements are then summed together to produce the total assignment.

The recommended methodology was developed as part of NCHRP Report 187 (~). This

methodology includes nine basic steps. The first six (6) produce link traffic volumes, while the last

three are used to produce intersection turning movements. Although the NCHRP method pertains to

a study area with a single internal zone, the logic used is easily extended to the analysis of more

complex internal networksQ

The nine steps have been modified into seven steps as described below. The analyst is referred

to NCHRP Report 187 (~) for further details and an example. A case study application of this

method to a windowed subarea is presented in Chapter 15.

1. Prepare Map of Study Area--A map is layed out showing the study area and external entry

points. The network prepared as part of the window method will be sufficient for this purpose.

2. Determine Trip Interchanges-Trip interchanges are prepared for all internal and external

trips. The trip table already prepared for the window will provide these data. Steps 2 and 5 from

the NCHRP Report 187 are combined for the window method.

3. Identify Highway Paths--The "most reasonable" highway paths are identified for each zonal

(or subzonaI) interchange. Experienced judgment is primarily used to identify such paths because

the methodology makes no specific provision for minimum time path selection. The results of zonal

tree and/or select link analyses will often provide the analyst with adequate quantitative

information with which to select the "most reasonable" paths without having to perform detailed

impedance calculations.

4. Load Network With Trips--The interzonal trips are assigned to the network along the

identified highway paths using an all-or-nothing logic. Steps 4 and" from the NCHRP Report IS7

are combined for the window method. Two methods are described. Trte graphical method assigns

trips directly onto the network map. Directional arrows and different colored pencils are often used

to distinguish the trip movements. This method is applicable o!11y for small networks with few

zones.

The tabular method fi'st depicts each zone and highway link in matrix form. If directional link

volumes are being derived, each link direction should be entered separately into the matrix (e.g., for

a link between nodes 201 and 202, list separate entries for 201-202 and for 202·201 by direction).

Trips are listed in the correct cells of the matrix corresponding to the links (by direction if desired)

traversed along each interzonal path. The trip totals for each link are subsequently added together

(separately for each direction) to yield the total directional link volume.

The tabular method also becomes cumbersome as the network size increases j because a

separate table must be prepared for each zone and for each direction of travel. For example, a

network with 8 zones (or subzones) would require 32 tables (8 zones times 2 directions of movement)

to describe all directional link movements. If only two-way link volumes are desired using a

nondirectional trip table (e.g., use total trips between zones I and 2 rather than using separate trip

movements from zone I to 2 and from zone 2 to 0, then the number of tables could be reduced to 8.

5. Review Trip Interchanges--The trip interchanges have been previously defined as part of

Step 2. They will subsequently be used for developing turning movements at selected intersections.

6. Number Intersections and Turning Movements--Each intersection to be analyzed is

designated with a unique number. The node number used in the windowed network is sufficient for

this task. Next, all possible intersection turning movements are uniquely numbered. Usually for a

4-legged intersection, for instance, these movements total to 12. Therefore, if three 4-1egged

intersections will be analyzed, say nodes 101, 102 and 103, node 101 would have turning movements

I through 12, node 102 would have 13 through 24, and node 103 would have 25 through 36.

7. Load Turning Movements--The final step is to assign the turning movements. This effort is

similar to that used in Step 4 for the link assignment, except that now the trips are loaded onto the

numbered turning movements. A tabular format is suggested to systematically account for turning

movements associated with each trip interchange. As with the link assignment method, however,

the manual applicability of this turning movement method is limited by the number of zones and the

number of required intersection turns. For instance, the network with 8 zones (or subzones) with 5

required intersection analyses (each with 12 turns) would need 16 tables (8 zones times 2 directions

of interzonal travel) of dimensions 8 X 60 (8 zones by 60 turning movements) to fully describe all

directional movements. Nondirectional turning movements (i.e., total both directions) could be

obtained with half of the number of tables and calculations.

Step 5--Refine Trip Assignment within Study Area

The resulting detailed network assignment should be refined in a similar manner to the system

level assignment. Procedures presented in Chapter 4 should be used to compare the subarea

assignment with base year traffic counts, future land-use development patterns, and

volume/capacity ratios. Subarea screenline checks and comparisons with select link or zonal tree

data should be made where possible to ensure that the subarea trallic assignment is a reasonable

representation of facility volumes and traffic patternso Judgment must be exercised to make any

final adjustments to the link and/or turning movement volumes based on these checks.

SPECIAL CONSIDERAnON-APPLICABILITY OF SCREENLlNE, SELECT LINK, AND ZONAL

TREE PROCEDURES

Several procedures were presented in Chapter 5 to develop traffic data for alternative

network assumptions. In particular, the effects of network changes such as changing alignments,

addition or deletion of links, change in capacitYt and construction of parallel roadways were



examined. These techniques are applicable to the examination of more detailed networks as well.

The analysis procedures in Chapter 5 rely heavily on modifications to the screenline

refinement method and to select link/zonal tree analyses developed in Chapter 4, plus the addition

of the manual traffic assignment methodology described in this chapter. In situations where a

detailed network to be examined is small in scale or contains well-defined parallel links (e.g., a grid

collector street system), these procedures can often be employed without having to perform a

focussing or windowing analysis.

As discussed previously in this chapter, select link and zonal tree analysis can be of asssi tance

in identifying traffic patterns within a study area. Often the analyst can visually inspect the

detailed network and reassign trips to the new links using the knowledge gained from these data.

Similarly, trips can be reassigned to newly formed 5ubzones based on zonal tree data available from

the original undivided zone. As the detailed network becomes more complex, the need increases to

use more structural focussing or windowing methods to supplement these somewhat simplified

analyses.

The modified screenline refinement procedure is most appropriate in this context for analyzing

the traffic impacts of adding a more detailed network of parallel streets, such as collectors. Where

traffic patterns can be easily identified in each direction within the study area, screenlines can be

constructed which cross both the system-level facilities and the newly detailed streets. Trips are

then reallocated across the screen line.

The system-level traffic assignment allocates all system trips to the facilities included in the

original network. As the network is detailed, some of these trips will shift to the newly added

roadways; however, the total screenline volume would remain relatively constant.

Using this assumption, volumes on the detailed network links can be estimated using the

modified screenJine procedure from Chapter 5. Two situations are possible, depending on the data

available for the detailed network:

I. Situation A-Base Year Counts and Future Year Capacities are Available--In this case,

volumes are apportioned across the screenline using both the CAPACITY (Col. 13) and BASECOUNT

(Col. 14) adjustments in the worksheet (Fig. A-IO) from Chapter 4. Base year volumes for the

detailed roadways (which exist in the base year) can sometimes be derived from developer traffic

studies, from turning movement counts at intersections of these roadways with major facilities, or

from interpolation of counts between parallel facilities. The base year counts are important

because many smaller streets (e.g., collectors) included in the detailed network carry significantly

different (higher or lower) base year volumes than would be estimated by looking at relative

capacities only. This is because most small~r streets serve such variable local traffic volumes,

whose magnitudes are not usually related to the street capacity~ These relative base year trends

could be assumed to stay somewhat stable in future years. Future year capacities on the added

facilities are readily estimated by comparing the street widths and/or number of lanes with those of

similar iacilities already in the network for which capacities had previously been determined.

2. Situation B-Future Year Capacities Only are Available--The screenline volume is

apportioned solely on the basis of relative capacity. Therefore, in the screenline worksheet

(Fig. A-IO), the CAPACITY adjustment (Col. 13) would he the only cne perfor;ned. The future year

capacities on the added facdities can be estimated as described in situ.ltion A.. This technique is

most valid if many or all of the facilities added to the detailed network did not exist during the base

year. In such cases, future volumes would tend to be apportioned across a screenline more on the

basis of relative capacity than on the basis of relative base year Counts. This is especially true as

the level of congestion increases wjthin the study area. In general, however, this technique will tend

to overasslgn traffic to the detailed facilities and underassign traffic to the original system-level

facilities. Therefore, the analyst must carefully check the screenline results and make final

adjustments where necessary using judgment.



CHAPTER SEVEN

TRAFFIC DATA FOR D1FFEItENT FORECAST YEAItS

GENERAL

The specification of a traffic forecast for a particular target year Cdn be a difficult task. The

analyst is often confronted with the need to produce traffic data for a target year that is different

from that used in any computer forccasts~ Even in locali ties where forecdsts are frequently

updated, there are often requests for forecasts for other years. In such cases, traffic must be

estimated using availdble data.

APPLICABILITY

The procedures that are presented enable traffic forecasts to be modified based upon several

factors, including the following: availability of land-use projections, pattern' of land-use and traffic

growth, staging of highway and transit facilities, available capacity of the roadway system,

historical trdffic trends, tirnetable of land-use development, and availability of future year

forecasts

These factors determine whether the traffic growth will be linear (uniform) or nonlinear

(nonuniform). They also determine the extent to which full land-use buildout is being realized in the

corridor or subared~

BASIS FOR PROCEDURES

The basis for all of the procedures is that a traffic volume trend can be established by

analyzing land-use patterns and/or historical traffic counts. This trend can occur either in a linear

(i.e., straight-line), or nonlinear (i.e., curved or stepped-line) fashion.

Linear Growth
Time

Linear growth is exemplified by a straight-line function (Figure A-52) m which the growth rate

is constant over time.

Nonlinear Growth

Nonlinear growth can occur in several ways, as shown in Figure A-53. Basically, the growth

rate changes over time~ A Common nonlinear function is the exponentidi curve, shown in Figures

A-53(A) and A-53(B). In Figure A-53(A), the growth rate increases over time, while in Figure A

53(B), the growth rate will decrease. Figure A-53(C) depicts a situation in which growth occurs in a

stepped manner, reflecting discrete rather than continuous growth. Other combinations of these

nonlinear curves can be constructed to reflect local condi tions.

The procedures in this chapter use linear or nonlinear curves to either interpolate growth

between two years or to extrapolate growth from d single time fralne. Figure A-54 depicts the

suitability of each method given a set of available traffic (orecasts. Extrapolation is a necessity for

making forecasts beyond the last available forecast year assignm<iJ1t. Extrapolation can also be used

to make forecasts for a short period of time (e.g., '5 years) past the base year.

Figure A-52. Linear growth.
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'·!,~"re A-54. Suitability of interpolation and extrapolation methods.

Base Year
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Traffic forecasts for intermediate years Cdn be estimated by interpolating between available

computer assignments. The available infortnation may include future year forecasts and/or base

year assignments~

The advantage of the interpolation method is that the target year is situated between 2 years

for which traffic data are available. Assuming that the available computer assignments are

reasonable, then the target year data must fall $o;newhere in between. Therefore, a working range

is established lor the desired data.

Obviously, interpolation is most accurate in cases where the two cOIoputer .J.ssignments are

close together in time~ Care must be exercised in all Col5es to specify the network and land-use

changes that have occurred between the two assignment' so that a realistic growth curve can be

developed.

Interpolation is extremely sensiti'l~ to the shape of the growth curve assumed to exist between

two points in ti,ne. '\s depicted in Figures .'\-52 and A-53, th,'ce is a wide variety of growth curves

that could be aS5wned based on knowledge of the study area. Therefore, the aqalyst ,nust r:...eful!y

select d curve that is ·nost representative of the 'iituationo l\gdin, the lndrgin for error is reduced if

the time span between assign~nents1'> small.

Interpolation requires two sets of known values between which data can be generated.

Therefore, it is a $uitable method for estimating traffic between two future year forecasts or

between the base year and a future year assign'11ent.
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Input Data Requirements

The following d"ta ar·e required lor this ,nethod:

• Two cornptJtcr assign'nents br-icketil1g til"! tar 5t'!t year. The tw~) netwvrks should be '"<.n



compdtible with one another, taking into account specific link modifications, additions, or deletions.

• Data on land-use or demographic characteristic changes thdt are expected h) occur

betweeen the 2 years. Similar data specific to the target year are dho required.

The analyst should also know the level of effort to be applied to this dn"lysis.

Directions for Use

The interpolation cnethod requires four (4) primary steps, as follows.

Step I--Select ,'\ssignments to Bracket the Desired Year

Select two traffic dssignments between which a reasonable interpolation can be made for the

desired year. The following guidelines are offered:

I. Select forecasts that are as close together chronologically as possible to reduce the

estimation error. For example, to estimate 1990 traffic, values could usually be interpolated more

accurately between 19&5 and 1995 forecasts than between 1985 and 2005 forecasts.

2. Select two different sets of computer assignments, if possible, in order to compare results.

For instance, given assignments for 1982 (base year), 1987, 1995, and 2000, a 1990 forecast could be

interpolated between the 1987 and 1995 forecasts. However, the 1982 base year assignment is likely

to be more accurate than the 1987 forecast and could therefore provide a better base (along with

the 1995 forecast) from which to interpolate 1990 values. The results of a 1982/1995 interpolation

could then be compared with the results of interpolating between the 19&7 and 1995 forecasts.

Step 2--Determine the Shape of the Growth Curve

The type of traffic growth expected to occur in the study area should be isolated. Using this

knowledge, a growth curve can be constructed between the forecast years. Depending on the level

of detail requested in the analysis, separate growth curves may be developed for areas around each

roadway facility or for clusters of facilities. Table A-IO offers a listing of suggested factors to

consider for various levels of analysis detail. As the required level of detail increases, so does the

need to account for additional factors such as relationships between local traffic and specific land

use changes~

low Level Analysis. Analyses dealing with sketch planning, or low levels of detail

require1nents, generally work with corridor-wide traffic valuese For interpolation purposes, the

primary factors would be the difference in forecdst traffic volumes for the total corridur and the

timing of any major highway or transit facilities~ 5uch analyses should focus on linear interpolation

of the corridor total traffic volume differences between the two forecast years.

\1edium Level ,-\nalysis. For more detailed studies, ernphasis is placed on establishing highway

needs. The interpola~ion should use a linear or nonline3.r function which considers zona! land-use

growth trends and facility level forecast traffic volume differences for both local and through

traffic. The shape of the nonlinear cur.ve should correspond to the land-use growth trends.

High Level .'\nalysis. .'\ high level of trdffic an3.1ysis would con~ist of cletailed design studies

for future facilities. The preferred procedure !5 d nonlin;:-ar interpolatil):l of volumes taking into

Table A-IO. Factors to consider for growth rate analysis.

Level of Detail Factors to Consider Preferred ProcedureCs)

(a) Low level • Difference in corridor-level • Linear interpolation
(e.g., sketch forecast traffic volumes (I) or extrapolation using
planning) corridor-level totals

• Historical traffic trends (E)

.. Timing of highway/transit
facilities

(b) Medium level • The above (a), plus: • linear or nonlinear
(e.g., facility- interpolation or
level analysis of • Zonal levelland-use growth extrapolation using
highway needs) trends facility level totals

.. Facility level forecast
traffic volume differences (I)

.. Local vs. through traffic

(c) High level .. The above (a,b), plus: .. Nonlinear interpolation
(e.g., design of or extrapolation on
facilities including • Specific tract level land- specific facility
intersec tion/inter- use patterns segments
change needs)

(I Interpolation Only E Extrapolation Only)



Table A-II. Relationships between land use trends and traffic growth.account specific proposals for land-use development in various tracts along the facility.

Land-use changes will form the major basis for selecting the shape of the curve. Table A-II

describes some basic considerations that can aid in developing an appropriate curve. The identified

land-use trends are also related to typical growth curves shown in Figure A-55. Figure A-55 is

described fully in Step 3.

Step 3--Calculate Interpolation Factor

Growth Curve

Linear

Land-Use Trends

Constant land-use growth over time.. More
likely to occur in established, more densely
developed areas. Often used for interpolating
through traffic in slow-to-moderately growing
regions. (n/N = 1.0 in Figure A-55)

Then:

Land-use growth will decelerate over time in
a continuous fashion. Typically used to
analyze facilities in areas where development
has peaked and is expected to decrease
sharply in the short-term followed by a
leveling off in growth. (suggested n/N range
0.2 to 0.5)

Land-use growth will accelerate over time in
a continuous fashion. Used for analyzing
facilities in newly developing areas that
will have a maximum amount of growth
occurr ing in the la tter years. (suggested
n/N range 1.5 to 5.0)

Land-use growth occurs in discrete groupings
of development spaced at intervals throughout
the time period. Typically used to analyze
areas with staged land-use development
occurring in clusters of intense development
rather than in a continuous manner.. Also
used to forecast changes shortly after the
opening of a major new or upgraded facility.
(If there are more than 5 "steps" within
the time period, consideration should be
given to use of a nonlinear continuous curve.)
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(A-22)VB - (VA - VB) * Fi = VT

Compute the target year traffic by interpolating between the computer assigned traffic

volumes forecasted for the years on either side. The computations will vary according to the curve

selected; however, the basic format will be the following:

Given:

VI = volume in target year;

VB = forecasted volume in year before target year;

VA = forecasted volume in year after target year; and

Fi = interpolation factor (see Step 3).

Step 4--Perform Computations

Once the shape of the curve(s) has been selected, an interpolation factor, F, should be

calculated. This lactor may be derived from changes in land-use or socioeconomic data during the

time frame or can be related to forecasted changes in traffic volumes or trip making. Figure A-55

presents several typical linear and nonlinear curves that represent types of continuous growth. The

following symbols are used in Figure A-55:

Fi interpolation factor; (0 < Fi < 0
N time period (years) between computer assignments; and

n time period (years) between target year and early year computer assignment.

To use these curves, the value n/N must first be calculated. For instance, if the target year is

1990 and the two computer assignments used are 1985 and 2000, N = 15 (2000

1985 = 15 years); n = 5 (1990 - 1985 = 5 years); and n/N = 0.333 (5/15). This point is located on

the horizontal axis (n/N) of Figure A-55. A vertical line is drawn up until it intersects with the

desired curve. In this example, if the decreasing nonlinear curve (n/N)0.5 is chosen, a line is drawn

to that point (Fig. A-55). A horizontal line is then drawn to the left until it intersects the vertical

axis. This point is the interpolation factor Fi = 0.57. Typical values of (n/N) for various land-use

trends are given in Table A-II.

A stepped curve is not shown since the magnitude of each "step" will vary in each situation.

However, the analyst can use the same .normalized scales as shown in Figure 55 to construct an

appropriate stepped Curve. As the number of "steps" increases within the ti~ne period, the stepped

curve becomes similar to the continuous curves in Figure A- 55. In all cases, the analyst may choose

to combine these or other curves as desired to match local conditions.



VT must be '" O.

In Eq. 1'.-21 the target year volume (VT) is larger than the earlier volume (vB) by a proportion

of the amount by which the latter year volume (VA) exceeds VB. (n Eq. 1'.-22 VT is smaller than VB.

[The amount of the increase/decrease is totally dependent on the value of the interpolation factor,

IFi, which has been defined by the type of curve selected by the analyst. The value Fi will range

between 0 and 1.0.

The target year volume VT may be determined on a corridor basis for sketch planning purposes

or on a facility-by-facility basis for more detailed analyses. Once the target year volumes are

computed, it is probable that further refinement of these volumes will be required using procedures

described in Chapter 4.

In the previous example (Step 3), an interpolation factor Fi = 0.57 was obtained. Given the

following assigned volumes, a target year volume can be calculated:

Given:

VB 1,000

VA 2,200

in this case:

VA > FB therefore use Eq. 1'.-21.

VT = (2,200 - 1,000) * 0.57 + 1,000 = 1,684 Volume in Target Year

EXTRAPOLAnON METHOD

The extrapolation method uses known or estimated growth trends to forecast traffic for a year

situated either before or after an available computer assignment or base year count. It is most

applicable in the following situations:

I. Traffic estimates for years beyond any available traffic forecast.

2. Traffic estimates for years wi thin a short time frame from the base year.

3. Traffic estimates when only One adequate traffic forecast is available.

Extrapolation has the· advantage that only one usable computer traffic assignment (or actual

traffic counts if the base year is used) is required for analysis. It has the disadvantage that the

analyst has no "bracket," or range of values between which the target year volumes should fall. As a

result, it is feasible to extrapolate traffic volumes into the future which are higher than the highway

system or land-use plan can accommodate. Extreme care must be taken if volumes are to be

extrapolated past a reasonable timeframe, say, 5 years. This problem is minimized if realistic

traffic growth curves are prepared.

Input Data Requirements

The following data are required for this method:

• One traffic assignment on either side of the target year. If the base year is used, actual

traffic counts can be substituted for a traffic assignment.

• Data on land-use or demographic characteristic changes that are expected to occur

between the target year and the year from which the volumes will be extrapolated.

The analyst should determine the level of detail that is expected for the analysis.

Directions for Use

The following lour (4) basic steps are included in the method.

Step I--Select Forecast

Select one traffic assignment (or counts) fro!n which extri:1polations Cdr) be tnade~ When

traffic estimates are desired beyond any available clssignrnents, the latest and/or best available

computer forecast should be selected wherever possible because extrapolations lose accuracy

roughly in proportion to the length of time over which the estimates are to be made. For instance,

given 1990 and 2000 traffic forecasts, an analyst wishing to estimate 2005 traffic would in most

cases select the 2000 forecast as a base. Keep in mind that the later year forecast may not be very

reliable, in which case the analyst rnay select a more reliahle forecast fro!n an earlier year~ In the

example above, one could extrapolate from 1990 to 2105 if the 2000 forecast were deemed to be

unsa tisfactorYe

Extrapolating into the future from the base year is a common practice. This can be

accomplished using either base year counts or a base year computer assignmente In most ca~es,

using actual base year trdffic counts will usually produce the most realistic estimate of travel in the

study area. If Idter year computer forecasts are also available, target year tralfic estimates can be

made either by extrapolating from the base year or by interpolating between 2 years (see Fig. A-54).

Extrapolation is usually most accurate over the short term (i.e., I to 5 years), while interpolation

(see previous section) is suggested for later target years.

Occasionally suitable traffic forecasts are not available except for, say, the base year and/or a

time 20 to 30 years distant. Extrapolation from the earliest suitable forecast will usually produce

the best results in this situation.

The target year is usually later than the year from which the traffic "'ill be extrapolated. In

some cases, however, traffic can be extrapolated "backwards" to an earlier yearc The unavailability

of suitable lorecasts may create a need for this reverse extrapolation rather than interpolation. For

example, given 1990 and 2010 forecasts, traffic estimates for 2005 would most likely be made by

interpolating between the 1990 and 2010 forecasts. However, if the 1990 forecdst were found to be

unsuitable, the analyst may need to extrapolate back from 2010 to 2005.

Step 2--Determine the Shape of the Grmvth Curve

A typical growth curve(s) should be deter,nined (or extrapolation purposes. The procedure to

follow is the same as that described previously for interpolation. The complexity and number of the

curves will vary according to the level of analysis to be performed. Table A-lO describes some o!

the factors and procedures tet be considered.

Step 3- Calculate Extrapolation Factor

An extrapolation factor (Fe) should he calculated from the shape of the growth curve (Step 2)

and from specific knowledge of trends in land-use, socioeconomic characteristics, and tra!lic

counts. Because only one set of cornput~r dssignrnents (or base year counts) is used in the

ca1cu!ations~ the extrapolation factor cannot be derived frorn changes between forecasted traffic

volurnes. The most common data used are historic or projected land-use or socioecollOlnic trends.



land-use or socioeconomic (e.g., population, employment) changes are used as surrogates for

changes in traffic volumes. These trends will have esta!>lished the shape of the growth curve in Step

2 and can be used to calculate the extrapolation factor (Fe).

The extrapolation factor is usually derived by first determining an average annual growth rate.

This growth rate can be approximated by looking at general traffic or land-use trends. However, it

is preferable to calculate a more precise value by comparing data between two different years. For

short term projections from the base year, historical traffic counts or land-use data can be used.

For example, traffic counts for the time period 1975-19&2 can establish a traffic growth trend for

extrapolation of traffic from 19&2 to 19&5.

If land-use or other demographic data are available for the target year t these values can be

compared with similar data from the year for which the computer assignment has been made. For

instance, suppose that land-use projections have been made for the target year 1995, although no

computer assignment is available. It is decided to extrapolate from a 1990 computer assignment for

which compatible land-use data are also available. ,4,n annual growth rate for the 1990-1995 period

can therefore be developed.

The annual traffic growth rate can be derived from either of the follOWing equations.

g = (x/y)l/Z _ 1

[ On(x) - In(y))]
g = e Z -I

where:

g

x

y

Z

e

In

average annual growth rate;

future (or base) year value (volume, land-use, population, etc.);

earlier year value (volume, land-use, population, etc.);

number of years;

exponential function; and

na tural logari thm function.

(,,4,-23)

(,,4,-24)

where.

Fe extrapolation factor;

g annual growth rate; and

n number of years for extrapolatiofl.

Using the same example, if the annual growth ra te of 12.1 percent were assumed to hold into

the future, the following extrapolation factor could be calculated for a 5-year period:

Fe = (0.121 + 1)5 = (1.121)5 = 1.77

indicating a 77 percent growth during the period. Note that Fe will always be greater than zero. If

growth occurs, Fe will be greater than l.0. A value of Fe of less than 1.0 indicates a decrease in

trdffic volume. Reverse extrapolation will generally yield a value of Fe Jess thdn 1.0~

Extrapolations of growth to years later than any available forecast will generally require

knowledge of ultimate "build-out" land-use projections highway capacity. In rnany cases the

extrapolation factor used in this case is an extension of the growth rate deterrnined fro1n

interpolations between earlier forecasts.

For example, the analyst is given 1985 and 2000 forecasts with the task to estimate traffic for

20 IO. First, a growth curve can be established for the 1985-2000 ti'neframe using the interpolation

method. This curve can then be extended or modified as desired to extrapolate from 2000 to 2010.

Modifications would result by co,nparing land-use/socioeconomic estimates lor the 2000-2010 and

1995-2000 time periods.

Step 4--Perform Computations

Compute the target year traffic by extrapolating from the selected computer traffic forecast

(Step I). The equation for extrapolation is as follows:

Given:

0.121 For example, using the preYiously determined extrapolation factor, Fe = 1.77, and given a

computer (orecdsted link trdffic volume ~)f 1,250 vph, the following target year volume is derived:

where VT > O.

Example:

x

y

Z

g

or

g =

Future Year Population = 2,500

Earlier Year Population = 1,000

&years

(2,500/1,000)1/& - I 0.121

[(In 2,500 -gin 1,000) ]

e -1=

VT =

VF =

Fe =

Then:

volume in target year

volume in selected forecdst or base year

extrapolation factor (from Step 3)

VT=Fe*VF (A-26)

Average Annual Population Growth rate 12.1 percent

VT = Fe * VF = 1.77 * 1,250 = 2,213 vph in the target year

If possible, a separate growth rate should be calculated using various data trends (e.g., land

use, population, employment) in order to determine which growth rate should be applied to the

traffic volumes. In some cases, different growth rates can be applied to different groups of traffic

(e.g., work trips, nonwork trips). TI~is topic is discussed further Idter in this section. Once g is

known, the gnHJth rate can be extrapolated for 2iny number of ye3.rs given Eq. A-25:

Vr can be calclliated on a corridor or facility level b,p;is, depending on the level of analysis. It i'i

probable that further n~finernent of these volumes will be required dsing procedures described il1

Chapter 4.

Fe :: (g + l)n (,,4,-25)



SPECIAL CONSIDERATlONS

Growth for Different Traffic Segments

The procedures described in this chdpter permit dillerent trdffic segments to be separately

analyzed. The roost common seg'nentation is between "'throughll and "jocdl" traffic. "Through"

traffic is generated by land-uses exterrldl to the study area, while trlocal" traffic h.:is originated or is

destined to somewhere within the study area. Traditional traffic studies will separate these traffic

strata in order to more accurately depict growth in traffic along a facility or (..:orridor.

Typically the growth curves for through and local traffic are different. Therefore, assuming

that the same growth curve for dll tr.:iffic will likely result in inaccuracies while interpolating or

extrapolating. Through traffic generally exhibits a lnore linear growth function, because the

complexity of traffic origins and destinations tends to mask localized variations. Growth curves for

local traffic, conversely~ Can vary wide;y, depending on the int~n<jity and staging of development~

This variatiol1 will be most evident at the tract or 'iubzonal analysis level, with fewer differences at

the zonal or subregional level. The level of analysis detail required will dictate the extent to which

growth curves should be modified for local traflic.

Other traffic strata that could be separated include trip 'nodes (e.g., single occupant auto,

multi occupant auto, transit, etc.), trip purpose (e.g., work, nonwork (shopping f school, medical)~ and

trip demographics (e.g., income, family size, race, etc.). Generally, these strata will not be

accurately known lor future years or the growth trends may not be separately defined. Therefore,

this level of stratification will generally not produce significantly improved trdffic estimates for

intermediate or extended years.

Consideration of land Use and Roadway Capacity

One of the primary dangers of extrapolating into the future is the possibility that tJlt~ resulting

traffic estimates will exceed the planned roadway capacity or that the traffic vol urnes will not be

consiste:lt with the ultimate land-use plan lor the study area. The growth curve selected should

reflect these constraints duri'1g all study years. This topic is presented by \1etninott and l=)Llffington

(§§.).

In situ~tion'S where the full "build-outli developlnent level is known, thi'i land-use value should

be ch)sely co,npared with both the base year land-use and the projected land-use lor the target year

(if known). In many cases the lat~'jt predicted land-use values will be for the forecast year

aSSignment from which the traffic fur the target year is being extrapolated. For i:1stance, a tdrget

2005 traffic estilnate may be extrapolated frOln a 1995 forecdst which utilil.ed specific assumed

land-uses. The la~d-"se intensity in 1995 should be co'npared with the full build-out develop'nent to

ensure that the growth extrapolated t,) 2005 does not exceed that b'lild-out /i:nit. As a rule 01

thumb, a target year growth t"dt is up to 10 to 15 percent higher than the build-ollt limit has been

considered reasonable by fnany agencie'i, giv~.'l the probable errors in estimation. However, major

dilferences should be examined and the extrapolated growth adjusted if necessary.

Another related factor to consider is the expected c<ipdcity of the highway system in the study

area. To a large extent future trallic growth will be limited by available roadway capacity. This

can occur in the short term (i.e., 5 to 10 years) and in the long term (i.e., 10 to 30 years). Any

interpolation or extrapolation of trdffic to alternate target years tnust specifically acknowledge this

capacity. If roadway capacity is excef"ded, a slowdown in gr0wth can be expected within the study

area. It is unrealistic to expect trdlfic growth to <:ompletely stop; rather, a slowdown will occur.

In order to check the capacity constraint, the lollowing lac tors should be reviewed: total

predicted traffic volume (ADT, peak hour), total available r'Hdway (or corridor) capacity, cal<:lJlated

volume/capacity (V/C) ratios, and expected roadway i'nprovements. II traffic is extrapolated, the

foregOing factors should be reviewed both lor the lorecast (or base) year for which assignments are

available and for the target year assuming no capdcity constraint. If traffic is interpolated9 these

factors should be examined for the assignments on either side of the target year. If capacity has

changed between these two years (e.g., new or improved roadway added), the capacity assumed lor

the target year must be closely examined so that it matches the type of trallic growth that is

expected.

If the anticipated traffic growth exceeds capacity, the growth curve should be adjusted. I\s

shown in Figure 1\-.56, this adjustment would typically involve a leveling 011 of the growth curve to

represent a reasonable fraction of the previously assumed rate. For linear curves (Fig. 1\-56(a)), the

slope of the curve would be reduced until such time that additional roadway capacity were added.

At this point9 the slope may increase dramatically until a stable growth fate is .}('hieved. For the

nonlinear with increasing growth rate Curve (Fig. A-56(b)), the high rate of growth may be

significantly reduced to reflect the capacity constraint. After the constraint is re:noved f growth is

likely to increase at a slightly less reduced rate than originally. The nonlinear Curve with a

decreasing growth rate (Fig. 1\-56(c) reflects what typically happens as capacity is slowly reached.

The rate of growth will slowly decrease. If capacity is reached during an interim year, this curve

too may be altered. The stepped curve (Fig. A-56(d» is ideally suited to accommodate severe

capacity constraints. The growth stops a~ various points until cdpacity is increased g at which point

sudden growth boosts occur. This type of haphazard growth may be found in many newly developing

areas that experience periodic capaCity crises.

Turning Movements

The interpolation or extrapolation of link traffic volumes can occur in a logical fashion using

appropriate growth curves and factors. Turning movements, on the other hand) can change

dramatically between time periods. Turning movements are primarily influenced by local traffic

changes in that they are dependent on the magnitude and location 01 specific develop,nent parcels.

Turning movements are less sensitive to changes in through traffic.

Turning movelnents should not merely be factored up or down in the same manner as are the

link volumes. The analy,t should review the link volume growth in connection with the location and

cause of this growth. For instance, a link volume may increase by 20 percent, yet that growth may

not be equally proportioned to all turning movements. tf th~ growth is primarily due to new

residential units9 the turning movements oriented to those residential aredS should be significantly

increased, while intersection through traffic would incredse at a lower rate.

The turning movement procedures and examples presented in Chdpter 8 take into aCCO\..1I1t

changes in link volumes relative to other link volurnes approaching an intersection. Using these

procedures the turning movements will change t,) reflect the differential traffic growth in the area.

In all cases. the analyst must closely check the re:iLJlting turning movements to determine their

reasonableness relative to base year counts or to turning movelnents forec.:isted for other years.
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Wide Zonal Variations

For detailed 'itudicc; in study areas that will exhibit wide varidtio!1s in zonal growth, simple

interpolation or extrapolation of data may 110t be '),Hi'ifaclorya In such Cdses, the following

technique adapted froll1 those used by the \1ario1pa A.ssociation of Govern.:nents (~) could be of

dS':iis tance:

1. Divide the study area int\) discrete components according to expected growth& For

instance, given the zone structure shown in Figure A-57, it WdS determined that zones 1,2,5 and 6;

3, 7, and 8; and 4, 9 and 10 could be clustered together according to expected growth.

2. Analyze base year and available forecasted traffic volumes dSst)cidted with each zone and

zone chlster to determine trends. The forecdsted volume trends for edch cluster should correspond

with the expected land-use or socioeconomic growth for those zone'). If land-use/socioeconomic

data are available for the target year, these trends should also be analyzed. The average annual

growth rate, described in the extrapolation method and in Chapter 3t is a convenient unit for

comparison of various growth trends. If these trends match, the interpolation/extrapolation of

volumes to the target year can be conducted for edch faei Ii ty in the vicini ty of a particular zonal

cluster. Judgment must be used in many cases where facilities pass through two or more cluster').

3. Conduct "select link" computer dssignments for base and future year dssignments to check

for changes in travel patterns. Select link assignments are described in Chapter 4. Computer zonal

trees can also be examined to detect changes in origin-destination travel patterns for study area

zones.

4. Check historical traffic and land-use/socioeconomic data to ensure that selected growth

rates and travel patterns are reasonable. !\ particular situation in which this analysis would be

useful is in producing traffic data at interirn terrninati.)n ~)oints for freeway construction. A review

of changes that occurred at other freeway termination points along the same or silnilar roadways.

can be very useful in checking the reasonableness of the traffic estimates.

5. Using the appropriate interpolation or extrapolation procedure for each zone or zone

cluster, assign traffic onto the target year network. In Inost cases, local aCId through traffic will be

segmented. The resulting link assignment is refined as needed to ·:lccount for changes at specific

zones. Turning movements are separately analy:;:ed using procedures described in the previolls

section and in Chapter 8.

This technique allows traffic forecasts t,) f)e transferred to other target years with a .nini·nal

loss of precision. It enables slndll study are.:J.s to he analyzed in detail to dccount for differentia!

changes in zonal land-uses or socioeconomic: characteristics. Chapter ') provides additional

information regarding studies of small area detailed highway networks. For less detailed "nalyses,

one or two growth curves should be sufficient to factor the trdffic in the entire study are;i.



CHAPTER EIGHi

TURNING MOVEMENT PROCEDURES

GENERAL

Turning movement data are often required for the planning and design of highway intersections

and interchanges. Computerized traffic assignments rarely provide turning movement forecasts

that can be directly used for these purposes, resulting in a need for significant refinement. Often

the system-level forecasts do not provide any turning movement data. Therefore, procedures are

presented that enable the analyst to develop these data from various sources and for various useso

These procedures can be used independently or to supplement the link refinement and detailing

procedures documented in Chapters 4 through 7.

The appropriate procedure to use is dependent on several factors, including the availability or

suitability of the foliowing:

1. Future year turning volume forecasts.

2. Directional or nondirectional volume forecasts. Directional turning volumes are specific to

each direction of travel. Nondirectional turning volumes represent two-way volumes passing

between adjacent links. Figure A-58 illustrates these differences using a common four-way

intersection.

3. Actual base year turning movement counts.

4. Base year turning movement assignments.

5. Desired time period (e.g., peak hour, 24.hour).

6. Number of intersection approaches.

In some cases the analyst must combine two or more procedures in order to arrive at a reasonable

turning movement estimate.

Three sets of procedures are presented in this chapter. They are the following:

1. Factoring Procedures--includes use of either Ratio Method or Difference Method.

2. Iterative Procedures-includes separate Directional and Nondirectional Volume Methods.

3. tlT1 Intersection Procedures--includes separate Directional and Nondirectional Turning

Movement Methods.

The primary feature of the factoring procedures is their computational simplicity. By the

same token, their simplicity means that several potentially key factors have not been considered.

The procedures also require actual base year turning movement counts as well as a base year turning

movement assignment, thus limiting their applicability.

The iterative procedures are significantly different, depending on whether directional or

nondirectional turning volumes are used as input. The directional volume method adjusts future year

turning movements to match as closely as possible a predetermined estimate of turning percentages.

It can be applied whether or not base year turning movements are known. The method can become

time-ccnsuming if a significant number of iteration calculations are required. The nondirectional

volume method requires considerably more judgment on the part of the analyst. Typically these

turns are derived only from a knowledge of nondirectional approach link volumes and an estimate of

the total turn percentage at the intersection. Therefore, the task is to produce turning movements

that appear to be reasonable based on the given approach volumes and the distribution of adjacent

land uses. The results are not intended to be used for design purposes.

The uTn intersection procedures were developed to address the uniqueness of an intersection

having only three approaches. A unique solution can be obtained for nondirectional turning volumes

~ 1,2,5,6,

® ,.. 7,8,

llit 4 .. 9,lG

Figure A-57. Zones clustered by growth.
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if the approach volumes are known. Directional turning volumes can also be directly computed if

the directional approach volumes and one turning movement are known. Otherwise, reasonable

estimates of directional turning volumes can be made from nondirectional volumes using some basic

relationships characteristic of a "T" intersection.

These procedures are described in the following sections of this chapter.

FACTORING PROCEDURES

Future year turning movement forecasts are frequently based on the relationships between

base year assignments and actual base year counts. The assumption used is that the discrepancy

between a base year count and a base year assignment is likely to be of the same magnitude in the

future year. Given this assumption, the future year turning movements can be modified by

comparing the relative ratios or differences between base year link or turning volumes.. The

procedures are equally valid for producing directional or nondirectional turning movements.

Input Data Requirements

The following directional or nondirectional data are required for both the ratio or difference

procedures:

I. Future year turning movement forecast.

2. Base year turning movement assignment.

3. Base year turning movement counts.

The first two data items are obtained from computer assignments, while the actual base year

data (item 3) must be obtained from existing counting programs or from field studies.

Directions for Use

Similar computations are performed for the ratio and difference methods, as follows.

Ratio Method

./.> -c-
V 5~

w
0

2300 g,~ 0
~ 0

2090 Each turning movement in the future year assignment is factored by the ratio of the base year

actual traffic count to the base year assignment.

where:

Vri

Fi

Bci

Bai

ratio adjusted future year volume turning movement 1;

future year forecasted volume for turning movement i;

base year traffic count for turning movement i; and

base year assigned volume for turning movement !$

(A-27)

Each turning volume is adjusted separately and then surnmed to produce an adjusted total approach

volume.

For example, the numbered intersection as shown in Figure A-59 is provided.
I-'
o
w



Assume the following data for turning movement 31

1"3 = 500

Be) = 200

Ba 3 = 260

Then:

Vr 3 500* (200/260) = 385

Similar calculations would be performed for the other II turning movements.

6 5 4 ~ 1

J!L 2

.-C
7 ---l

A

llr8-

9~ 101112

D

Figure A-59. Example intersection turning movements.

Difference Method

Each turning movement in the future year assignment is factored by the difference between

the base year actual traffic count and the base year assignment.

movement 3 (see Fig. A-59)l

Vd3 = 500 + (200-260) = 440

Similar calculations would be performed for the other 11 turning movements.

Both the ratio and the difference methods must be carefully applied to avoid extreme values.

In the ratio method, if the base year count is significantly higher or lower than the base year

assignment, the adjusted future year volume may be unrealistically high or low. Similarly, in the

difference method, extreme discrepancies during the base year can significantly alter the future

year volume. Negative values can also occur, which is a disadvantage of the difference method.

Combined Method

The two methods can be combined using a procedure similar to that developed for link volumes

by the New York State Department of Transportation (~). The results of the ratio and difference

methods are simply averaged to produce the final future adjusted turning volume.

(A-29)

where:

Vri = ratio adjusted future year volume for turning movement 1;

Vdi = difference adjusted future year volume for turning movement i; and

Vfi = final averaged future year volume for turning movement i.

Using the results from the ratio and difference adjustments, the final averaged future year

volume for turning movement 3 would be:

Vfi = 085 + 440) /2 =413

This averaging method tends to reduce the extremes experienced by the individual methods.

Judgment must still be used, however, to assess whether the resulting turning volumes are realistic.

In particular, this method may produce revised future year approach volumes that are significantly

different from the future year volumes previously forecast. If desired, the turning movements can

be further adjusted using the iterative method described in the next section. The iterative method

is most useful when the analyst wishes to retain a specified future year link volume on each

intersection approach.

Special Consideration-Lack of Base Year Turning Volumes

Each turning volume is adjusted separately and then summed to produce an adjusted total approach

volume~

Using the same example from above, the following calculations would occur for turning

Vdi = Fi + (Bci + Bai)

Where:

Vdi difference adjusted future year volume for turning movement i;

Fi future year forecasted volume for turning movement i;

Bci base year traffic count for turning movement i; and

Bai base year assigned volume fo turning movement L

(A-28)
The base year volumes Bci and Ba! should preferably represent the same turning movement i as

that represented by the future volume Fi. Therefore, Fi would be adjusted based on the relative

ratio between the actual and assigned base year volume for the specific turning movement i. If base

year turning volumes are not available, however, approach link volumes may be substituted for Bci

and Bai in the ratio method only. This substitution wi!! result in each turning movement on an

approach being adjusted by the same ratio. Obviously, this technique will not produce an adjustment

that is as specific as that derived by comparing individual base year turning movements. However,

it will account for major deviations between the actual and assigned volumes.

For example, on approach B to the intersection shown in Figure A-59, assume the following

information:

Base year actual approach volume (link) = 500

Base year assigned approach volume (!ink) = 700



Ttw future year forecasted volumes (Fi) for turning movements 4, 5, and 6 on approach B would then

be adjusted as follows:

Vri 0 Fi * (500/700) 0 Fi * 0.71 for i 0 4, 5, 6

The adjustment would be different for each intersection approach.

Note that the difference method cannot be used with base year link volumes because the total

di fference between actual and assigned link volumes cannot be added (or subtracted) to each

individual turning movement.

ITERATIVE PROCEDURES

This section contains procedures for producing either directional or non-directional turning

volumes using an iterative approach. Iteration involves applying a technique repeatedly until the

results converge to an acceptable result. Both procedures derive future year turning movements

from prespecified link volumes and an initial estimate of turning percentages. Iteration is required

to balance the volume of traffic entering and leaving the intersection. Therefore, the number of

iterations necessary to produce an acceptable set of turning volumes is dependent on the ability of

the analyst to make reasonable a priori estimates of turning percentages. These estimates can be

made by analyzing base year counts at the same intersection, by review.ing turning movements at

similar intersections, or by examining adjacent land use intensity and distribution.

Directional Volume Method

Starting with user-estimated turning percentages, the directional volume method proceeds

through an iterative computational technique to produce a final set of future year turning volumes.

The computations involve alternately balancing the rows (inlJows) and the columns (outflows) of a

turning movement ma trix until an acceptable convergence is obtained. Future year link volumes are

fixed using this method and the turning movements are adjusted to match.

This procedure is most applicable in cases where the future year turning volume "forecasts are

not expected to be radically different from either the base year conditions or from the initial user

supplied estimates of turning percentages. It large differences occur, several iterations may be

required to reach convergence to the prespecilied future year link volumes. Normally, however, six

to ten iterations requiring one or two person-hours should suffice.

Basis for Development

The directional volume method is based on a basic iteration technique deveJoped by Furness

(0) and modi fied for intersection flows by Mekky (~). A similar but more complex formulation

d~eloped by Bacharach (Z) involves input-output changes using a biproportional matrix method ..

Apart from these iterative techniques, there also exists a noni terative method for generating

intersection direction.al turning movements. This method, developed by Norman et al .. (~, 21), may

be substituted for the iterative approach in cases where the analyst has good initial estimates of the

future year turning movements .. However, the mathematical complexity of the formulation, plus the

probability that negative numbers may results indicates that the iterative method described in this

cha ter will roduce the most consistent results in a reasonable time fra:ne.

Input Data Requirements

The following input data are required:

• Future year directional link volumes.

• Either: Base year actual or assigned directional turning movements.

Initial estimate of future year directional turning percentages.

The future year link volumes are obtained directly from the computer forecasts or from the results

of a link refinement or detailing procedure (see Chapters 4 through 7). The base year data would

preferably be actual turning movement counts, but turning data from a base year assignment could

also be used. fn lieu of base year data, the analyst must make an initial estimate of future year

turning percentages based on an examination of adjacent land uses or the turning movements at

similar intersections.

Directions for Use

The directional volume method consists 01 five steps, as diagrammed in Figure A-60. The

following notations are used in the calculations:

n number of links emanating from the intersection;

0ib base year (b) inflow to the intersection on link i (iol R);

Oit future year (f) inflow to the intersection on link i (;:I n);

Djb base year (b) outflow from the intersection on link j (j:l n);

Djf future year (f) outflow from the intersection on link j (j:l n);

Tijb: base year (b) traffic flow entering through link i and leaVing through link j;

Tijf: future year (f) traffic flow entering through link I and leaVing through link j;

Pijf future year (l) estimated percentage (expressed in decimal form) of traffic flow from

link I to link j (use in place of Tijb); and

represents adjusted values in each iteration.

These notations can be illustrated using the example intersection diagrammed in Figure A-61.

In this case, the number of links is 4 (n04). The base year and future year inflows 0ib and 0lf are

shown for each link, as are the corresponding outflows f)jb and Djl. The base year and future year

turning movements Tijb and Tijf are diagrammed for each of the 12 movements.

If the base year turns Tijb were not known, estimated future year turn percentages (Pijf) could

be substituted, as illustrated for link I. The Pijf must total to 1.00 (or 100%) for each approach.

Therefore, Pl2f + Pl3f + Pl4f 0 1.00 and so forth for each approach link.

The computational steps are described below, followed by an example.

Step l--Construct Initial Turning Movement Matrix. The first step involves constructing an

initial matrix of turning movements to be used in the iterations. The construction varies depending

on whether or not base year turning volumes are avai1able~ In these and subsequent matrices, the

diagonal elements (loj) will always be equal to zero unless U-turns are permitted.

Step IA--Base Year Turning Volumes Known. First construct a turning movement matrix of

base year turning volumes (Tijb). Next. insert the row and column totals. The row totals should

represent inflows (Oib) and the column totals should represent outflows (Ojb). This is shown below.
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Figure A-60. Iterative procedure to compute directional turning volumes.

Figure A-61. Intersection notation used for directional iterative procedure.
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Typically, a difference of !; 10 percent is considered to be acceptable. The matrix at this stage i,

shown below.

Djf*
x x x x
x Tijf*

x
Oif x x

Ix x x x

Step lB--Base Year Turning Volumes Not Known. Construct an initial future year turning

movement matrix using estimated turn percentages. The row totals should represent the future year

assigned inflows (Oif). The column totals should represent outflows (OJ f), The individual turning

movements (i.e., cells of the matrix) are calculated as follows:

The sum of the Tijb across each row and down each column should be equal to the 0ib and Ojb

respectively.

Finally, display the future year link volume inflows (Oif) and outflows (OJf) in parentheses

adjacent to the corresponding base year link volumes. Proceed to Step 2.

If base year turning volumes are not known, omit this step and proceed to Step lB.

Tijf* = Oif * Pijf (A-30)

Step lB actually represents the first row iteration of the procedure, although derived in a

slightly different fashion from the case where base year volumes are known. Therefore, if further

iterations are required, the analyst should now skip to Step 3. These relationships are shown in

Figure A-60.

Step 2--Perform the First Row Iteration. Perform this step only after Step lAo In the matrix

replace the base year inflows (Oib) with the future year inflows (Oif)' Then adjust each individual

turning movement according to the follOWing:

Note that the Pijf are applied to the inflows (Oif), not to the outflows (Djf)' This computation is

repeated for each cell of the matrix.

To aid in this computation, it is often helpful to construct a separate matrix of estimated

turning percentages, as shown below. Matrix multiplication can then be performed.

Column Totals
Not Usually
Equal to 1.00

1. 00 x x x x
1. 00 x Pijf x
1. 00 x x
1. 00 x x x x

(A-32)

where Tijf* is the adjusted future volume for this iteration.

Construct a new matrix consisting of the Tijf> and 0if' Now calculate the new Ojf* by

summing the Tijf* in each column j.
N

Ojf* =i~l Tijf* (A-33)

The matrix at this stage is shown below,

Except in rare cases, this value of Ojf* will not equal the desired future year outflow Ojf.

Therefore, iterations will be reqUired to enable the Djf* to converge onto the desired Djf value. If

the difference between these values is acceptable to the analyst, the procedure is completeD

The row totals must equal 1.00. Except by coincidence, the column totals of Pijf will not equal 1.00.

At this point the inflows (Oif) are equal to the desired future year assigned link volumes. The

adjusted outflows (Ojf*)' on the other hand, must be calculated as the sum of all traffic volumes

(Tijf*) for the appropriate column (j). For instance, for link 2, Ojf * would equal the sum of all

traffic turning onto Link 2 (e.g., T 12f * + Tnf * + T42f* =02f* for a four-legged intersection with

no U-turns).

N

Ojf* = I. Tijf*
i==l

(A-31)

Djf*
x x x x
x Tijf" x

ou x x
x x x x

The Ojf> should be compared with the desired Ojf from Step lAo If the difference between

these values is acceptable to the analyst, then the procedure is complete. Typically, a difference of

!; 10 percent is considered to be acceptable. If a larger discrepancy is apparent, then a further

iteration(s) is required.

Step 3--Perform the First Column Iteration. This step is performed on the adjusted turning

move,nent matrix from Steps 2 or lB. Replace the outflows (Ojf» with the original 0jf' Adjust



each individual movement according to the following:

where:

Tijf'OLO =
Tijf*NEW =

Tijf' value in the matrix developed in Steps 2 or IB; and

Adjusted Tijf after column iteration.

(A·34)
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200 =.Base Year Value
(250) =F\lture Year Value

In subsequent iterations, Tijf*NEW becomes Tijf'OLO and so forth.

Construct a new matrix consisting of the Tijf*NEW and 0jf. Calculate the adjusted Oif* by

summing the Tijf'NEW in each row.
N

0if' = L Tijf*NEW (A-35)
j=l

The Oif' should be compared with the original Oif. If the difference between these values is

acceptable to the analyst, the procedure is complete. Typically, a value of .:!:. 10 percent is

considered to be acceptable. [f a larger discrepancy is apparent, continue with a further

iteration(s).

Step 4--Repeat Row Iteratio'!. If needed, repeat the Step 2 procedure for row iterations.

Calculate new values for Tijf*NEW and 0jf*. Compare Ojf* with Ojf'
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Step 5--Repeat Column Iteration. If needed after Step 4, repeat the Step 3 column iteration

procedure. Calculate new values for Tijf*NEW and 0if*. Compare Oif* with Oif'

The row and column iterations should be continued until acceptable values of 0if* and Ojf*

are obtained. The Tiji* values in the final iteration matrix will represent the final adjusted

directional turning and through movements. The Tijf* should be closely revlewed for reasonableness

before using them in subsequent planning and design studies.

Step lA A iour-link intersection has base year turning movements and future year link

volumes as illustrated in Figure A-62 and displayed in matrix form in Figure A-63. For this

example, Step fB is not used, and the analysis moves to Step 2.

Figure '\-62. Example of directional intersection volumes.

Step 2: First Row Iteration (Fig. A-64)

First Column Iteration (Fig. A-65)

In this example~ the differences in row totaJs are within 5 percent after the second iteration~

If this difference is acceptable, select the Tijf*NEW from Step 3 as the final turning movement

matrix, and subsequent iterations will not be required.

For comparison, after six iterations, the results in Figure A-66 could be obtained~ Therefore,

the additional iterations have reduced the differences further still.
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Ittflows

Figure 1\-63. Intersection volumes displayed in matrix format.
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Figure A-65. First column iteration.

Figure A-66. Intersection volumes after 6 iterations.

Nondirectionaf Volume Method

The nondirectional volume method produces two-way turning volumes at an intersection given

two-way link volumes and an estimate of the total vehicle turning percentage. The basic assumption

used is that the volume of traffic on a given approach of an intersection is a surrogate for land-use

attractions and production downstream. Turning movements at an intersection should therefore be

some function of the attractions and productions each direction of travel offers.

The method provides a five-step sequence and may have to be performed iteratively to achieve

a balanced distribution of turns and through movements. The number of iterations required will vary

between intersections, depending on the number of intersection approaches and the volume of turns.

Usually three to four iterations requiring one to three person-hours will be sufficient.

Basis for Development

This nondirectional volume method is adapted from an unpublished technique developed by

Marshment at the Middle Rio Grande Council of Governments (§). It originally evolved through

combining empirical analyses of actual intersection operations with local knowledge of

characteristics specific to the intersection being studied. As such, there is no theoretical basis for

the method, and there is no uniqiue solution. Rather the method produces a reasonable turning

movement scenario using the assumptions described abovp.:c

Because of its sketch-planning nature, the method relies heavily on the judgment of the

analyst to select reasonable total turn percentages and to make manual adjustments to the volumes

after completion of the basic computations. However, its straightforward formulation provides a

logical tool with which to analyze basic intersection turning movements in situations where only link

volumes are knownc



Input Data Requirements

Nondirectional link volumes (j.e., total both directions) on each approach are required input

data for this method. The nondirectional link volumes are obtained directly from the computer

assignment or from the results of link refinement or detailing procedures described in Chapters 4

through 7.

Directions for Use

The five-step methodology is described below, along with an illustrative example.

Step I--Estimate Total Turning Percentage. The first step is to estimate the percentage of

total inflowing traffic which turns (either right or left). The turning percentage value must

normally be estimated based on the unique characteristics of the intersection and comparable

intersections from other parts of the urban area. If the actual signal green time given to individual

turning movements is known at the subject intersection, these values can be used instead of the

estimated percentage for the entire intersection.

This turning movement percentage is estimated relative to the sum of only inflowing (j.e., one

direction) volume. The inflowing volume equals one-half of the total nondirectional volume.

Therefore, a turn percentage relative to the total non-directional volume would need to be doubled.

For example, Figure A-67 depicts a four-way intersection with nondirectionallink volumes.
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Substituting for the turning volume yields:

VThrough: 2,675 - 535 = 2,140 (sum of all approaches)

VThrough can be checked for reasonableness against volumes on similar approaches with known

directional link volumes.

Step 2--Calculate the Relative Weight of Each Intersection Approach. This step is best

accomplished graphically. Draw a generalized schematic of the intersection. Sum all the

nondirectional volumes on all the intersection approaches. Express the volume on a particular

approach as a proportion of total volume. The proportions (or relative weights) on all approaches

must sum to 1.00 (100%).

Using the example in Figure A-67, the relative weights for approaches A through D would be

as follows:

Total Nondirectional Volumes = 5,350 (from Step Jl

Approach A: 1,250/5,350 = 0.23

Approach B: 1,500/5,350 = 0.28

Approach C: 1,150/5,350 =0.22

Approach D: 1,450/5,350 = 0.27

1.00

Step 3--Perform Initial Allocation of Turns. This step involves allocating the volume on each

approach to the other intersection approaches. Multiply the total volume on an approach by the

relative weights, as computed in Step 2 for the remaining approaches which involve turns. Straight

through volumes are not allocated at this time. This calculation should be performed for each

intersection approach to produce turns to the other approaches. For this methodology, U-turns are

assumed to be negligible and are not included. Continuing with the example, the following

calculations would be made:

From To

Approach Approach

A B 1,250 .. 0.28 = 350

0 1,250 .. 0.27 = 338

B A 1,500 .. 0.23 = 345

C 1,500 .. 0.22 = 330

C B 1,150" 0.28 = 310

D 1,150 .. 0.27 = 310

D A 1,450 .. 0.23 = 334

C 1,450" 0.22 = 319

Figure A-67. Example of nondire,:tional
intersection volume'S.

The sum of the nondirectionallink volumes is 1,250 + 1,500 + 1,150 + 1,450: 5,350. Therefore, the

total inflowing (equals outflowing) volume is 5,350/2 : 2,675. It is assumed on the basis of

conditions at similar intersections that the total turn percentage would not exceed 20 percent of the

inflowing traffic, or 0.20 .. 2,675 : 535 turning vehicles. This value of 535 would equal the sum of

all inflowing left turn and right turn volumes (Vturns). Because the 2,675 total represents the total

inflowing volume, Eq. A-36 can be used to calculate total through volume (V through):

VTurns + VThrough : 2,675 (A-36)

At this point there will be two sets of two-way turn volumes for each interchange opportunity

(e.g. A to B; B to Al. To avoid double-counting, each pair of turn volumes for each potential turn

should be averaged to produce one nondirectional turn volume for each potential interchange. These

values will be further refined in subsequent steps. Figure A-68 shows this averaging calculation.

Step 4 Adjust Turning Volumes Based on Total Turning Percentage. The total volume of turns

generated in Step 3 will typically exceed the likely volume of turns at the intersection. To adjust

the Step 3 estimates, a turning percentage adjustment needs to be imposed. The adjustment

invojyes the following computations:

(a) Write down the total inf/owing volume (Step I).



(b) Write down the total turn percentage (Step I).

(c) Compute total expected volume of turns as (a) " (b).

(d) Sum the turning volumes calculated during Step 3.

(e) Adjust the individual turns from Step 3 using either a difference or a ratio method. For the

difference method, subtract (d) from (c) to determine the total turn volume discrepancy. Divide this

difference by the number of turning movements (e.g., for a four approach intersection there are four

turning movements) and add/subtract to/from the turning movements. For the ratio method, divide

(c) by (d) and multiply this value times each of the turning movements. Both of these methods

produce satisfactory results in most cases; however, the difference method may result in negative

numbers if the total estimated intersection turning percentage (Step I) is too low.

At the end of this step, the total volume of turns at the intersection will be equal to the

expected volume total from Step I.

Using the example:

(a) Total inflowing volume = 2,675

(b) Total turn percentage = 20% (0.20)

(c) Total expected volume of turns =2,675 " 0.20 =535

(d) Sum of turns from Step 3 = 3li8 + 320 + 315 + 336 = 1,319

(e) Adjustment:

Difference Method: 535 - 1,319 =-7811 - 84/4 =196 to be subtracted from each turning

volumes

Ratio Method: 35/1,319 = O.lil to be multiplied by each turning volumes

Since no negative numbers would result in this example, the difference method is selected. The

result is shown in Figure A-69.

Step 5--Balance the Approach Volumes and Adjusted Turn Volumes. Typically the preceding

steps will yield a turning movement estimate that conforms to the estimated turning percentage

established in Step I. However, it is possible, even likely, that the method will not yield an

intersection scenario that accounts for all traffic traversing the intersection. To test for this

situation, take each approach of the intersection and do the following:

(a) Write down the total approach volume

(b) Subtract the turns made to/from that approach from cross streets

(c) Add the turns made to/from the approach on the opposi te side of the intersection.

This computation should be performed independently for each intersection approach. If the

intersection clears all traffic, the total volume on the opposing approach of the intersection should

equal the volume estimated from the above test. If these volumes do not correspond, an adjustment

needs to be made to out-of-balance numbers to bring the analysis into equililJrium, and thus to

account for all of the intersection volume. The adjustment technique is not routine, but needs to be

tailored to the specific results of the test.

In this example, the following calculations are performed for approach A:

Approach A: (a) 1,250

(b) 1,250 - 152 - lliO = 958

(c) 958 + 124 + 119 = 1,20t (compared with -\pproach C volume = 1,150)

Similar calculations are performed for the other approaches with the results shown in Figure .-\-70.

It can be seen that the calculations yielded fairly close in agreement in this case. Comparing

opposite approaches, Approaches A and C are under/overestimated by 51 respectively, while Band D

are under/overestirnated by 33 respectively.
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Figure A-68. Averaging of nondirectional turning volumes.
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Figure A-69. Adjusted nondirectional turning volume.,
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r-igure A-70. Results of test for intersection volume clearance.



Two situations are normally encountered in this analysis:

1. The opposi te intersection approaches show a greater difference in adjusted volume (Step 5)

than was evident in the original volumes (Step 2).

2. The two opposing intersection approaches have adjusted volumes (Step 5) that are closer to

each other than was evident in the original volumes (Step 2).

In the first situation~ iterating the entire procedure from Step 2 using the new approach

volumes will narrow the volume differences between two opposing intersection approaches. The

nature of the procedure tends to reduce differences. Thus, when working with intersections with

dramatically different volumes on each approach, the procedure will reduce the differences on

opposing approaches, and if subjected to enough iterations, will ultimately yield the average of the

two volumes on each opposing approach.

The second situation, in which the difference in volume on opposing approaches needs to be

increased, is :nore complicated. The volumes in this example typify this discrepancy, as shown

below:
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Figure A-71. Final nondirectional intersection volumes.

The final nondirectional intersection volumes are shown in Figure A-71.

This difference needs to be apportioned between the two approach volumes, keeping the turning

volumes constant. The following computations will provide an adjustment on the first iteration

which will increase the difference between the opposing volumes.

(a) Sum the volumes on the two opposing approaches using the original volumes input at the

outset of the analysis (Step 2).

(b) Determine the proportion of this volume (a) represented by each of the two opposing

approaches. This must sum to 1.00 (100%).

(c) Determine the approach volume difference between the adjusted (Step 5) and the original

estima tes. This absolute difference should be the same on each side of the intersection, although

the sign will change.

(d) Multiply the proportions (b) by the volume difference (c). Add/subtract this number

to/from the calculated vohjmes as appropriate.

The above adjustments should be applied to each intersection approach in order to ensure that

the approach volumes are in scale relative to the completed turning volumes. Note that unless the

proportions determined from (b) are split 50%-50%, then (d) will result in a change in the sum of the

opposing approach volumes (a) and also of the total intersection volume.

These calculations are shown below for the example:

Approaches A/e

(a) 1,250 + 1,150 =2,400

(b) A: 1,250/2,400 =0.52

C: 1,150/2,400 = 0.48

(c) A: 1,250 - 1,199 = +51

or C: 1,150 - 1,201 = -51

(d) A: 0.52 * 51 = 27 (Add)

C: 0.4& * 51 = 24 (Subtract)

Approaches B/D

1,500 + 1,450 = 2,950

B: 1,500/2,950 = 0.51

D: 1,450/2,950 = 0.49

B: 1,500 - 1,467 = +33

or D: 1,450 - 1,483 =-33

B: 0.51 * 33 = 17 (Add)

D: 0.49 * 33 = 14 (Subtract)

Special Situations

As a check, the total adjusted intersection volume is calculated to be 1,226 + 1,484 + 1,177 +

1,469 = 5,356, which is slightly higher than the original total of 5,350. This difference is not

significant; however, in other examples additional manual link and/or turn adjustments may be

required to ensure that the total intersection volume remains within a range acceptable to the

analyst.

This method is intended for sketch planning purposes to determine the approximate

nondirectional movements at an intersection. The method can also be applied with care to

directional volumes, although the added complexity of this situation often leads to a time-consuming

process. Therefore, directional volumes are better estimated using the preceeding iterative method.

Several applications of the method require special attention. At an intersection with five or

more approaches, the approaches may have to be broken down into two or three partial intersections

and then remerged to manually combine the results. This involves considerable judgment. Another

difficult situation occurs when one of the intersection approaches is a one-way street~ In such a

situation two-way trip interchanges cannot occur. To treat this problem, the intersection must be

broken into a set of one-way streets. One street would carry the flow into the intersection, and all

of the other approaches would carry flow away from the intersection. At this point, the method

proceeds as usual from Step 1 for each "set" of one-way streets. After all movements have been

accounted for, the results should be merged and adjusted to ensure that all traffic can clear the

intersection (Step 5).

A very common difficulty encountered with this method occurs where the intersection

approaches carry radically different volumes. For example, a residential collector carrying a

volume of 6,000 may cross a large principal arterial carrying 35,000 or more. Since the method

tends to reduce the differences between link volumes on adjacent approaches the analyst in this

situation will frequently be confronted with the need to increase the differences in volumes.

The method can be made to work with different turning movement percentages for different

approach directions. An analyst familiar with local conditions can invoke this feature with good

result5~ When signal green times for particular turning movements are available, these should be

used instead of a total percentage for all turns (Step O. In such cases, Step 4 can be modified to

adjust each turning movement independently using the difference or ratio method. These resuits are

then merged to produce a total intersection flow diagram for input to Step 5.

Increase Difference

Increase Difference

Conclusion
Adjusted Volume
Difference (Step 5)

1,201-1,199 = 2

1,483-1,467 = 16

1,250-1,150 = 100

1,500-1,450 = 50

Original Volume
Difference (Step 2)

Approaches A/C

Approaches B/D



For example, given the following link volumes:

A 10,000

B 12,000

C 4,000

"T" INTERSECTION PROCEDURES

The turning movements on a three-legged, or "T" intersection can often be determined using

simpler procedures. A unique solution can be obtained for nondirectional turning movements.

Directional turning volumes can be directly computed from directional link volumes if only one

intersection movement is available. Basic mathematical relationships among the link volumes can

aid in estimating one of the turning movements for input to these computations.

Then:

X

Y

(l0,000 - 12,000 + 4,000)/2

(4,000 - 10,000 + 12,000)/2

1,000

3,000

Nondirectional Turning Movement Method

Nondirectional turn volumes can be easily computed if nondirectional link volumes on the

three approaches are known. Note that directional link volumes must be summed together prior to

application of the procedure.

Basis for Development

The nondirectional method is mathematically based on algebraic relationships. The two

unknown turning volumes can be directly obtained from two independent equations. Therefore the

solution is unique.

Input Data Reguirements

Input data required for this method are nondirectional link volumes for each of the three

approaches. These volumes can be obtained directly from the computer assignment or from the

results of the refinement or detailing procedures presented in Chapters 4 through 7.

Directions for Use

Referring to Figure A-72 for notations, the following equations are used:

As a check, the sum of X+ Y must equal link volume C. Therefore, 1,000 + 3,000 = 4,000 = C

(Check). Care must be taken to denote the movements as shown above. Otherwise, E.qs. A-37

andA-38 would require adjustment.

Directional Turning Movement Method

Directional volumes at "T" intersections cannot be uniquely determined from directional link

volumes alone. However, knowledge of one directional volume will produce a unique solution for all

other directional volumes.

Basis for Development

Because a "Ttf intersection has only six directional movements involved, simple mathematics

can be used to derive equations to aid in the solution. A total of five independent equations are

available to solve for six unknown volumes. Therefo're, one movement must be known or estimated

before the other five movements can be calculated. Some basic mathematical relationships can also

be made among the six directional link volumes. These relationships can assist in estimating one of

the turning volumes, from which the others can be directly computed as discussed above.

Input Data Reguirements

X (A - B + C)/2

Y (C - A + B)/2

Where A, Band C are link volumes and X and Yare the desired turning movements:

C

A v_I_\:__B

Figure A-72. "T" intersection with nondirectio!lal
turning movements.

(A-37)

(A-38)

Six directional link volumes are required for input to this method. In addition, one of the six

turning volumes must be known or estimated.

The link volumes can be obtained from a directional computer assignment or from the results

of a refinement or detailing procedure described in Chapters 4 through 7. The procedures in

Chapter 10 can be used to derive directional link volumes from nondirectionallink volumes. The one

turning volume can be estimated from base year counts, turning volumes at similar intersections~ or

from known relationships among the link volumes. This latter source is described below.

Directions for Use

If one turning volume or one through movement is known or can be estimated, the analyst can

calculate the remaining volumes. Five independent equations can be constructed. Figure A-73

shows a typical situation with unknown volumes A, B, C, D and E, while F is assumed to be known (F

= 100), as are the link volumes I through 6. The following equations are possible:

E = Volume 4 - F where F is known (A-39)

A =Volume 5 - E (.'\-40) I-'
I-'

B =Volume 2 - A (A-41l
w



Substituting for the link volumes and for F, the volumes A through 10 are calculated sequentially as

follows:

10 400 - (I 00) =300

Then:

A 1000 - (300) =700

B sao - (700) = 100

C 300 - (IOO) = 200

D 1200 - (200) = 1000

C = Volume J - B

D =Volume 6 - C

(A-42)

(A-4J)

(4), (6 + C) must be greater than (10 • Fl. Because the link volumes t through 6 are known, the

magnitudes of these inequalities are also known. The converse of these relationships is also true.

Given this knowledge, the analyst can usually estimate at least a range for each of the turning

volumes. Once a single turning voiume is esti'nated within a tolerable range, the remaining

directional volumes can then be computed directly as described preViously.

Some of the above tela tionships can also be developed for four or five-legged intersections

where specified movements (e.g., left turns) are prohibited. However, the added complexity of

multi-leg intersections usually prevents the analyst from constructing meaningful mathematical

relationships within a reasonable tirneframe.

North
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Figure A-73. "Tit intersectiot) with dire-ctional turning
movements.

Other similar computations with different number pairs would produce the same unique results.

In most cases, the analyst will know or be able to estimate one of these directional

movements. Straight-through movements are usually quite apparent from the directional link

volumes. In the exam pie in Figure ."-73, the through volumes A and D would be expected to

represent a high proportion of their respective approach volumes given the continuity of directional

link volumes on both sides of the intersection (e.g., the link volumes on the west and east approaches

are similar)t and given the relatively small link volumes on the north approach. In cases where the

cross street link volumes (e.g., on north approach) are high relative to the main street link volumes

(e.g., on west and east approaches), then lower through volumes (e.g., movements A and D) would be

expected. Once these relationships are established, one of the directional volumes can usually be

estimated.

Another technique is to first compute the nondirectional turning volumes using the method

described previously. Using Figure A-73, the nondirectional turning volumes will equal the sum of

directional volumes (C + E) and (B + F). The task is then to determine each of these directional

volu'nes, plus the through volumes A and D given the nondirectional turning volumes and the

directional link volumes, which are known.

Some basic relationships can be established using the directional link volumes. For instance,

as shown in Figure A-73 1 if link voiu:-ne (1) is greater than (6), turning movement F must be greater

than C. Similarly, if (5) is greater than (2),10 must be greater than B. Finally, if (3) is greater than



FiRuce A-74. Hourly traffic volume variations on typical urban
facilities.
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Hour of Year

CHAPTER NINE

DESIGN HOUR VOLUME AND TIME-OF-DAY PROCEDURES

GENERAL

Two critical types of traffic data needed for highway project planning and design are design

hour volumes and other time-of-day traffic data, including peak hour factors and the distribution of

traffic by hour of day. On most highway facilities in an urban area, traffic during an average

weekday varies substantially. Regular and repetitive peaking of traffic occurs during the morning

and evening peak periods principally as a result of travel to and from work. Moreover, on most

highway facilities substantial peaking of traffic occurs even within an individual peak hour. This

results in the need for urban highway facility design to utilize an hourly volume as the basis for

design and factors to account for further traffic peaking within that hour.

The sections of this chapter will describe procedures for forecasting design hour volumes and

peak hour factors. Procedures for forecasting the distribution of average daily traffic for each hour

of the day will also be described, as such hourly traffic data are necessary for some environmental

impact analyses.

DESIGN HOUR VOLUME (DHV) CONSIDERAnONS
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Figure A-75. Hourly traffic volume variations on a typical urban
facilities with recreational or seasonal peaks.
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The primary objective in forecasting deSign hour volume (DHV) is to select a specific hour of

future traffic volume that will be used as the basis for design. Standard engineering practice

prescribes that the hour of future volume selected as the basis for design should be that hour at

which the ratio of benefits to costs is maximized over the sum of the 8,760 hours occurring

throughout the forecast year (.§).

Therefore, the selection of the proper design hour requires an understanding of the variation in

hourly traffic volumes throughout the forecast year. Fortunately, only two basic patterns of hourly

traffic variation are generally present in urban areas. One of the patterns is typical of most

facilities in most urban areas and is shown in Figure A-74. The peak hours of this pattern are

dominated by the repetitive peaking of traffic during a morning and evening weekday peak hour.

Each of these peak hours .occurs about 250 times each year. As a result there is usually little

difference between the 1st or 10th highest hour of traffic and the 30th highest hour, 100th highest

hour, 250th highest hour, and in some cases even the 500th highest hour.

The other pattern of hourly traffic variation is found only on those facilities, or in those urban

areas, where the greatest traffic peaks are a result of seasonal and/or weekend recreational travel.

It may also be found on those facilities located in ex-urban or rural areas. The pattern of hourly

traffic variation on such facilities as shown on Figure A-75 indicates that the highest hours of

traffic are typically much greater than the 30th highest hour. There are subsequent differences

between the 30th highest hour and the 100th and 200th highest hours of traffic, but they are not

nearly as significant.

For each pattern of hourly traffic volume variation over a year, the design hour volume is the

hour at which the slope of the traffic volume curve in Figures A-74 and A-75 changes most rapidly.

It is at this hour that the ratio of benefits to costs of the facility design is usually maximized over

the sum of all hours of the forecast year. It is particularly important for a facility with peaks

defined by recreational or seasonal travel (Fig. 75) to utilize the proper DHV. In such cases, use of a

much higher volume for design would be wasteful as the facility would have excess capacity which
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would rarely be used. Conversely, use of a much lower volume would result in an inadequate design

for many hours of the year. Because of the steepness of this curve at the highest volume end, a

small increase in the capacity provided would permit the facility to be adequate for many additional

hourso

It has generally been found that the hour which should be used as the basis for design on

seasonal or recreational facilities is the 30th highest hour of volume (~). However, the 30th highest

hour of volume should not be considered as the universal standard for highway design. A more

flexible standard that should be adopted is to select the hour which maximizes the benefit-to-cost

ratioQ

With respect to the more typical urban facilities with peaks defined by weekday work travel

(Fig. A-74), some highway designs continue to be based on the 30th highest hour, while other

highway designs have been based on the average weekday peak hour. The difference between these

two approaches, however, may not be significant (~). The 30th highest hour can be viewed as

approximately representing the average of the highest weekly peak hour of traffic occurring during

the year. This is typically the traffic averaged across all Friday afternoon peak hours for the year.

The average weekday peak hour, on the other hand, can be viewed as approximately representing the

125th highest hour of traffic volume. It typically consists of the average of the 250 highest peak

hours for 52 weeks, or the average traffic found during each afternoon peak hour (Monday through

Friday) for a yearo Thus, the difference between the two approaches is generally the difference

between the 30th and the 125th highest hours of traffic, or the difference between the average

Friday afternoon peak hour traffic volume and the average weekday peak hour traffic volume. The

approach that should be used for designing a particular facility should be based on selecting that

hour for design which has the best potential to maximize the benefit-to-cost ratio of the road

improvement over a one year period.

It is generally accepted that for typical urban facilities with peaks defined by work travel the

DHV comprises between 8 and 12 percent of the average daily traffic (ADT). For atypical facilities

with peaks defined by recreational or seasonal travel, the DHV generally comprises between 12 and

18 percent of the ADT (~). Procedures for forecasting DHV for each of these situations are

described in the following sections.

BASIS FOR DEVELOPMENT

The design hour volume and other time-of-day procedures draw heavily on the products of

re>earch conducted by Peat, Marwick, Mitchell & Co. (~) and adapted in NCHRP Report 187 (.llll).

Specific topic areas as noted in the text were assimilated from studies by the Middle Rio Grande

Council of Governments (ZQ), Harmelink (12) and Shallal (~). Design issues relating to temporal

distribution were obtained primarily from policies prepared by AASHTO (2, ~).

DHV FORECASTING PROCEDURES FOR TYPICAL URBAN FACILITIES

The procedures which have been developed for forecasting DHV on typical urban facilities

assume the use of the average weekday peak hour of traffic (PHT) for design purposes as described

above. There are two basic types of procedures. One can be applied under the situation where it

may be assumed that the ratio between the base year PHT and the average daily traffic (ADT) will

not change over tirne~ It is typically applied only to analysis of base year facilities; as a result, only

the measurement of base year PHTIADT ratios is necessary to make the forecast. The other

procedure assumes that the PHT/ADT ratio will change and uses a range of characteristics on the

facility to forecast the future year traffic peaking. This procedure is applicable to both base year

and new future facili ties.

Procedure for DHV Forecasts Assuming No Change in PHT/ADT Ratio

This procedure forecasts future weekday peak hour traffic by comparing an actual or

estimated base year PHT/ADT ratio with a forecasted ADT on a facility. The procedure requires

the assumption that the base year PHT!ADT ratio will not change over time.

• This procedure is applicable only if it can be assumed that the degree of peaking on the

facility will not changeo Three conditions should be met if this assumption of stability is to be

made. First, the change in ADT on the facility between the base year and future year should not be

substantial. Second, the change in the type of land-uses and trips served should not be substantial.

Third, the degree of congestion on the facility and parallel facilities should not change over time.

The validity of this procedure is based on findings that PHT!ADT ratios can be stable over

time, particularly in those cases where the facility is anticipated to meet the conditions outlined

above. For this reason, the conditions should be carefully analyzed for each facility to ensure that

the procedure remains valid.

Input Data Requirements

The following data are required as input to this procedure:

• Base year average weekday peak hour traffic (PHT-base).

• Base year average daily traffic (ADT-base).

• Future year forecasted average daily traffic (ADT-future).

The base year data should be derived from actual ground counts if possible. If necessary, the data

can be interpolated or extrapolated from traffic data from adjacent years or parallel intersection

facilities .. The future year data can be taken directly from computerized traffic forecasts or from

the results of the refinement and detailing procedures in Chapters 'I through 7.

Directions for Use

The following are step-by-step directions for the prc>cedure:

Step I--Compute the Base Year PHT/ADT. Divide tne known or estimated PHT by the ADT on

the same fadli ty.

Step 2--Multiply the Base Year PHT/ADT by the Future Year ADT. The equation becomes:

(PHT/ ADT)base x ADTfuture = PHTfuture

This procedure does have potentia] to be applied to new facilities where it is necessary to

assume that the base year PHT/ADT ratio will change. A revised PHT/ADT ratio is estimated for

the new facility under analysis using base year data from nearby facilities that are judged to have

characteristics similar to the proposed facility. This new value would be substituted for (PHT/ADT)

base in Step 2 to compute the future PHT for the new facility. The next procedure describes this

situation in greater detail.

I-'
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Procedure for DHV Forecasts on New Facility or Assuming Change in PHT/ADT Ratio

This procedure forecasts future weekday peak hour traffic for a new facility, or for an existing

facility where significant changes in the PHT/ADT ratio are anticipated. The procedure considers

the future facility characteristics known to influence the PHT/ ADT ratio.

The procedure may involve statistical analysis of the influence of each facility characteristic.

The PHT/ADT estimate may be obtained through a cross-classification table of PHT/ADT ratios

stratified by various facility characteristics known to have the greatest influence.. A regression

equation with PHT/ADT ratios as the dependent variables and facility characteristics as the

independent variables may be developed instead. The advantage of a statistical approach is that it

clearly quantifies the degree of influence of each facility characteristic.

The principal disadvantage of the statistical approach is its data requirements. A very large

PHT and ADT counting program may be necessary for its proper development and maintenance. For

example, a cross-classification table with five PHT/ADT ratios stratified by five different facility

characteristics requires sufficient data for the calculation of 25 average DHV/ ADT ratios. Special

counting programs will be necessary to satisfy this data requirement for various roadway

classifications. The other disadvantage of this approach is that it may be applied blindly without

judgment. This is important in this case because the large data requirements of this approach may

dictate that certain other factors which may marginally influence the PHT/ADT ratio should not be

included in a model. Similarly, certain average PHT/ADT ratios established as part of the model

may be based on very limited traffic counting.

The alternative to a statistical approach is what will be called the judgmental approach. It

requires the person responsible for the PHT forecast to be aware of the factors that influence

PHT/ ADT ratios and their degree of influence. This knowledge must be obtained from a review of

base year PHT/ADT ratios on similar facilities. Thus, a PHT and ADT counting program is required

under this approach as well, but it may not need to be as extensive. Special counts would only be

required as necessary. For example, if a forecast PHT/ADT ratio had to be established for a facility

with certain characteristics, and if no base year PHT and ADT count data were available for such

facilities, special counts could be performed on specific facilities with the appropriate

characteristics. The disadvantage then of this approach is that the forecast is totally dependent on

the jUdgment of the analyst.

This procedure can be applied either in a statistical or judgmental approach to any typical

urban facility with traffic peaks dominated by work travel. The procedure is particularly useful for

analyzing new facilities or existing facilities for which it is necessary to assume that the existing

PHT/ADT ratio will change by the forecast year.

The basis of the validity of this procedure is that analyses of traffic count data have

established that selected highway facility design, location, and use characteristics explain much of

the variation in highway facility PHT/ADT ratios. Several of these characteristics are described in

the directions for the procedure. Once these variations are known, accepted statistical or

judgmental methods can be employed to produce reasonable PHT/ADT ratios for use in forecasting

future DHV.

Input Data Requirements

The following data are used as input to this procedure:

• Future year forecasted average daily traffic (ADT future)'

• Base year estimate of PHT/ADT ratio on facility or on similar facilities.

• Estimated future year facility characteristics (e.g., type, location, orientation to CBD,

adjacent land-uses, level of service).

The base year data should be derived if possible from actual ground counts, or estimated if

necessary from data from other years or from other facilities. The future year ADT can be taken

directly from computerized traffic forecasts or from the results of the refinement and detailing

procedures in Chapters 4 through 7. The future year facili ty characteristics should be obtained from

design plans, land-use projections, and estimates derived from base year conditions (e.g., level of

service) in the area.

Directions for Use

The following are step-by-step directions for developing and applying this DHV forecasting

procedure.

Step I--Identify the Highway Facility Characteristics Which Influence the PHT/ADT Ratio and

Quantify the Degree of Influence of Each Characteristic. The first step using either the statistical

or judgmental approach is to identify the key characteristics of the facility that influence the

PHT/ADT ratio. Once this is done, the degree of influence can be quantified. Five factors are

typically considered to influence urban highway traffic peaking: facility type, facility location,

facility orientation, adjacent land-uses, and facility level of service (i.e., congestion).

Facility type has generally been determined to be correlated with the PHT/ADT ratios. The

typical stratifications used for arterial facility type are freeways/expressways, major arterials, and

minor arterials. Particularly in the larger urban areas, it has been found that PHT/ ADT ratios are

lowest for the highest facility types. The higher facility types such as freeways and expressways are

like'y to carry more traffic in the off-peak, particularly with respect to truck and through traffic.

The higher type facilities may also be the only facilities for which the amount of traffic carried in

the peak hour may be restricted due to capacity.

Facility location within the urban area is also correlated with the PHT/ADT ratio. Typical

stratifications used for urban facility location include the central business district (CBD), central

city, and suburban (~' 21). Typically, central city facility PHT/ADT ratios are lower than those in

either the central business district or the suburbs. The relatively low amount of evening traffic in

the typical CBD and the lower level of congestion found in most suburban areas contribute to

somewhat higher ratios in those locations. Conversely, the central city typically handles more

uniform traffic throughout the day and experiences more congestion, leading to a lower PHT/ ADT

ratio.

The third facility characteristic which has been considered as being correlated with the

PHT/ADT ratio is facility orientation with respect to the CBD. The typical stratifications employed

are radial and crosstown. These stratifications only apply to facilities located outside of the CBD.

The fourth facili ty characteristic is adjacent land-use. The typical stratifications include

commercial and noncommercial land-use. Adjacent commercial land-use generally implies either

strip development along the facility or access to a major shopping center. Facilities that are

considered as serving commercial land-uses typically have lower PHT/ADT ratios as they serve

relatively more traffic during nonpeak hours.

The fifth factor which has been considered is level of service or congestion. It is the least

used of all the characteristics. However, on a practical basis, accounting for the potential influence

of congestion makes sense. First, much of the influence attributed to the other four characteristics



Example Problem

The estimated future PHT/ADT ratio is obtained from Steps I and 2, while the future ADT is a data

input. The output will be a forecasted PHT value for the future year.

The following is an example of the DHV forecasting procedure for a typical urban facility

assuming a change in the PHT/ ADT ratio. It follows the three steps described above.

Step 3--Multiply the PHT/ ADT Ratio by the Future ADT. This step involves the use of a

simple equation, as follows:

I-'
I-'
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There are two basic situations or sets of circumstances under which the forecasting of design

hour volume (DHV) for a typical urban facilities is undertaken. One situation aSsumes that the ratio

of the base year design hour volume to the average daily traffic (DHV/ ADT) of the facility in

question will not change. The other situation assumes that the DHV/ADT ratio of the facility in

question will change. Estimates of the forecast year DHY/ADT ratio are made by examining

DHV/ ADT ratios of facilities that are experiencing operations and peaking characteristics similar to

those envisioned in the forecast year on the facility in question.

The assumption of no change in the base year DHV/ ADT ratio is applicable only under a

limited set of conditions (~). Specifically, all three of the following conditions must be met. First,

the base year DHV/ADT ratio on the facility should not exceed the average DHV/ADT ratio on

similar facilities in the area. Second, the forecasted change in ADT should not be substantial.

Third, there should not be any significant change in the type of trips or land-uses served. Because a

base year DHY/ ADT ratio is required, this procedure is applicable only to analysis of facilities

existing in the base year ..

There are two DHV forecasting procedures that will be described in this section. Each

procedure can be used under both of the DHV forecasting assumptions. The simpler of the two

procedures involves identifying one or a small number of permanent count station (PCS) facilities

that have operations and peaking characteristics similar to the future peaking and operations

envisioned for the facility in question. If it is being assumed that there will not be a change in the

DHV/ ADT ratio on the facility under analysis, the PCS facilities selected should have traffic

peaking and operations that are similar to the base year conditions on the facility under analysis. If

it is being assumed that there will be some change in the DHV/ADT ratio or if the facility under

DHV FORECASTING PROCEDURES FOR ATYPICAL URBAN FACILITIES

This volume can be used for subsequent planning and design studies.

Step 3--Multiply the PHT/ ADT Ratio by the Future ADT.

PHTfuture = (PHT/ ADT)estimate * ADTfuture

0.09 x 15,000

1,350 vehicles per hour

Step 2-Select a PHT/ADT Ratio. Table A-12 would indicate the PHT/ADT ratio on this

facility to be 9.8 percent. Addendum Table A-20 yields a PHT/ ADT value of 8.5 percent. These

estimates should be checked in a number of ways. The difference between the facility's base year

and forecasted PHT/ ADT ratios should be reviewed. Also, the existing PHT/ ADT ratios of facilities

with a similar location (suburban), orientation (radiat), adjacent land-use (noncommerciall, and type

(arterial) should be c~mpared to the PHT/ADT ratios for reasonableness. In this example, a value of

around 9 percent, midway between the two estimated ratios (i.e., 8.5 and 9.8 percent) was

considered to be most reasonable to use.

commercial development is expected to be located along or served by the arterial. As a result, the

facility should be considered a noncommercial, suburban arterial. No level-of-service data are

available.

Two approaches for performing this step will be shown. One approach was a statistical base as

shown in Table A-12. It relates the PHT/ADT ratio to adjacent land-uses and location. The other

approach uses the empirical data (~) shown in addendum Tables A-13 through A-24. Given the data

in this example, addendum Table A-20 was selected as being most appropriate.

(A-451(PHT/ ADT)estimate * ADTfuture = PHTfuture

Step I-Identify Highway Facility Characteristics. It will be assumed here that the facility

under analysis is a radial arterial in a suburban portion of a medium sized urban area (500,000

popUlation). The base year facility is assumed to be a two lane arterial radially oriented to the

downtown. Its traffic volume is expected to increase substantially from 5,000 to 15,000 vehicles per

weekday as new residential development is expected to occur along the arterial. No major

is based on their ability to differentiate between facilities that do or do not experience congestion.

And second, it is logical for a facility that is congested only during peak hours to carry less peak

hour traffic as a proportion of total weekday traffic than an uncongested facility. Only on a

congested facility is there a reason for peak hour traffic to be diverted in terms of path, time,

mode, or even area of travel. Moreover, this potential for diversion may be present only during the

peak hour.

Regardless of the desirability of considering congestion, there is a practical problem with its

application. Generally, the computation of peak hour congestion requires previous knowledge of the

PHT/ADT ratio. Therefore, a ratio must be initially assumed and then adjusted through an iterative

process. In addition, the facility design must be known. One way this problem is resolved is to

represent congestion through stratifications of ADT divided by the number of lanes provided.

Step 2-Select a PHT/ADT Ratio, Based on the Anticipated Characteristics of the Facility.

Most current applications of this DHV forecasting procedure use the judgmental approach to

combine the facility characteristics from Step I into an estimate of the PHT/ADT ratio. PHT/ADT

ratios on similar facility types are also examined. One known application of the statistical approach

through cross-classification methods investigated factors of adjacent land-use, location, and

orientation and concluded that adjacent land-use was the key characteristic to consider (ZQ). This

analysis, however, was not solely limited to forecasting the proportion of weekday traffic that

occurred during the peak hour, because it was to be used in forecasting the proportion of weekday

traffic that occurred during each hour of the day. The other known application of the statistical

approach based the PHT/ ADT strictly on level of service (~). A series of regression equations was

developed to predict this ratio and hence the DHV. A different equation expressing the ratio

strictly as a function of ADT was established for a number of points along a range of values of ADT

divided by the number of lanes provided.

An empirical approach can be used, based on data from nine urban areas (~' ~). These

transferable data are intended to be applied for short-cut "sketch planning" estimates in other urban

areas. This application used factors of location and orientation, as well as size of urban area

population. Various tables were developed to relate hourly traffic volume distributions to such

factors as size of urban area, location, and orientation. Tables A-13 through A-24 are reproduced as

an addendum to this chapter.



Table A-12. Hourly traffic volume distribution according to commercial development and
geographic location.

Time 01 Day

AM

12:00 - 1:00
1:00 - 2:00
2:00 - 3:00
3:00 - 4:00

4:00 - 5:00
5:00 - 6:00
6:00 - 7:00
7:00 - 8:00

8:00 - 9:00
9:00 - 10:00

10:00 - II :00
II :00 - 12:00

PM

12:00 - 1:00
1:00 - 2:00
2:00 - 3:00
3:00 - 4:00

4:00 - 5:00
5:00 - 6:00
6:00 - 7:00
7:00 - 8:00

8:00 - 9:00
9:00 - 10:00

10:00 - 11:00
11:00 - 12:00

Central City Arterials Suburban Arterials

Commercial Noncommercial Commercial Noncommercial

.8 1.0 1.0 .7

.5 .4 .6 .3

.3 .2 .3 •1

.2 .2 .2 .2

.2 .2 .2 .2

.5 .4 .4 .5
1.8 2.3 2.1 2.8
5.4 7.4 6.3 8.0

5.4 7.1 5.2 5.7
5.7 5.2 5.0 4.6
6.5 4.9 5.6 4.6
7.3 5.6 6.7 5.5

7.5 6.5 7.4 6.0
7.4 6.0 6.8 5.7
7.3 6.3 7.1 6.5
7.6 7.9 7.3 7.4

8.4* 9.2* 8.3* 8.6
7.8 8.9 8.1 9.8*
5.3 6.0 5.8 7.1
4.1 4.4 4.4 5.1

3.5 3.3 3.7 3.6
3.0 2.9 3.5 3.2
2.1 2.1 2.4 2.2
1.4 1.5 1.6 1.3

100.0 99.9 100.0 99.7

analysis is new, the PCS facilities selected should have base year traffic peaking and operations that

are similar to the envisioned future conditions on the facility under analysis. The DHV/ADT ratios

of the selected pes station(s) are then transferred to the facility under analysis, usually as an

average. The transferred DHV/ ADT ratio is multiplied by the forecasted ADT of the facility to

establish the future DHV.

The second procedure requires dividing all PCS facilities into groups of similar base year

DHV/ ADT ratios. The appropriate group to which the facility under analysis belongs must then be

determined, based on its envisioned future peaking and operations. The DHV/ADT ratio of the

selected group is then multiplied by the forecasted future ADT of the facility in question to

establish its future design hour volume•

There is a third procedure that has been used in Canada (~), but will not be elaborated on in

this chapter. It has input data requirements that are substantially greater than the two above

procedures, therefore potentially delaying project planning. In addition, the approach is only valid

under the situation in which the base year DHV/ ADT ratio is assumed not to change. The basic data

requirements include hourly counts for each day of nonholiday weekends during the months of July

and August. The procedure involves grouping PCS facilities according to similar peaking

characteristics. A relationship for each group is developed between DHV and the traffic volume of

a ranked July-August nonholiday weekend hour. The facility under question is assigned to one of the

PCS groups. Its DHV is then predicted from its ranked July-August nonholiday weekend hourly

traffic and from the selected pes group relationship between DHV and these July-August hourly

traffic volumes.

Input Data Requirements

The required input data for the two procedures described in this section include the following:

• Base year DHV/ ADT ratios.

• Future year ADT forecast.

• PCS program operational in base year.

The base year ADT data should be derived from actual ground counts. Using these data, the base

year DHV can be estimated by examining the slope of the ADT hourly volume distribution (see Figs.

A-74 and A-75). The future year ADT forecast should be obtained from a computer assignment or

from the results of applying the link refinement or detailing procedures described in Chapters 4

through 7.

*PHT/ADT Ratios

Source: Albuquerque, NM Data (ZQ)
Procedure Using Transfer of Selected pes DHVIADT Ratios

This procedure involves the transfer of base year DHV/ ADT ratios obtained from selected

facilities to the future facility under analysis.

Directions for Use

The following are step-by-step directions for this procedure.

Step I--Identify Those pes Facilities Which Have Characteristics Similar to Those Envisioned

in the Forecast Year lor the Facility Under Analysis. The basic consideration in the selection of

pes facilities is that the types of trips and land-uses they serve should be the same as those

envisioned in the future for the facility in question, so that their peaking characteristics and



Directions for Use

The following are step-by-step directions for this technique.

The DHV / ADT ratio is obtained from Steps I and 2, while the future facility ADT is a data input.

Procedure Using Transfer of Grouped PCS DHV/ADT Ratios

f-J
N
o

12,000 vehicles/day x 0.16 vehicles/hour
vehicles/day

ADTf x (DHV/ADT)PCS

1,920 vehicles/hour

DHVf

The following Is an example of the application of DHV forecasting procedures for a facility in

a small urban area that attracts summer recreational traffic from a large metropolitan area. The

small urban area is assumed to have a population about 25,000 and is projected to increase to 40,000

within 20 years. It has a number of summer resorts and a state park within, or in close proximity to

its urban area boundaries. It is within 50 miles of one metropolitan area of over 1,000,000 in

population, two metropolitan areas of over 200,000 in population, and one metropolitan area of

several million in population. These aspects are shown in Figure A-76.

The facility under analysis is currently a two-lane highway and has an ADT of 7,000 vpd. This

ADT has been forecast to increase by about 70 percent to 12,000 vpd within 20 years.

It will be assumed in this example problem that no organized PCS program exists for grouping

PCS's according to similar characteristics. As a result, the procedure that is applied uses the

transfer of selected PCS DHV/ADT ratios. The procedure uses the same three steps.

Step I--Identify Similar PCS Facilities. The peaking and operation of the example facility is

expected to change somewhat in the future. Specifically, it is expected to serve a greater amount

of recreational traffic. This is anticipated because recreational traffic to and within the small

urban area is expected to increase and the level of congestion on other facilities in the traffic

corridor is expected to increase significantly.

As shown in Figure A-76, it is assumed that there are four permanent count stations in the

vicinity of the example facility. The patterns of hourly variation of traffic for the PCS's are shown

in Figure A-77.

PCS III is the station selected for use in forecasting DHV for the facility segment under

analysis. Its present operation is most likely to be similar to the future operation of the desired

facility. PCS Itl is in the same traffic corridor and currently carries most of the recreational

traffic. In addition, of the four potential PCS's, it is the most similar faclity type (arterial) to the

facility under analysis.

Example Problem

Step 2--ldentify and Select the Appropriate DHV/ADT Ratio. The DHV/ADT ratio should be

selected in order that it leads to the design of a facility that will maximize facility benefits

compared to costs over the sum of all hours in the design year. In other words, the hour selected

should not result in a facility design that will be greatly underutilized for most hours of the year,

nor should it result in a facility design that will be inadequate for many hours of the year as a result

of a small amount of capacity not provided.

The DHV/ADT ratio of 0.[6 is selected for this example. This is close to the 30th highest hour

of volume at pes Ill.

Step 3--Multiply the Selected DHV/ ADT Ratio by the Future ADT.

The appropriate DHV/ADT ratio is obtained from Step 3, while the future facility ADT is a data

input.

(A-46)(DHV/ ADT)PCS x ADTfuture " DHVfuture

Step 2--Establish the Relationship Between ADT and DHV for Each Group. This step can be

done by calculating the average DHV/ ADT ratio for each group or by developing a regression

equation between DHV and ADT if a sufficient number of PCS facilities are in each group.

Step 3--Assign the Facility Under Analysis to the \lost Appropriate PCS GrouD. Consideration

must be given in choosing the group that has existing peaking characteristics most like those

envisioned for the future for the facility under analysis. Consideration of the similarity of trips

(e.g., recreational) and land-use served is important. Proximity of the facility to pes locations may

also be examined. If it is to be assumed that the DHV/ADT ratio of the facility will not change, and

if seasonal counts are available for the facility, the variation between the seasonal average daHy

traffic and the total ADT for the facility should be compared to that of each pes group.

DHV/ADT ratio, will be the same. If it is being assumed that the DHV/ADT ratio of the facility

under analysis will not change, to an extent, the proximity of the pes facilities to that facility

should be reviewed, because this may indicate a similarity of land-uses and trips served. Checks of

consistency for seasonal and daily variation between the facUity and the selected pes stations may

be conducted if data are available. Under all circumstances, specific data should be examined for

the selected pes facilities in order to confirm that their peaking characteristics will reasonably be

the same as those envisioned in the future for the facility under analysis. These data may include

variation of ADT by month, variation of ADT by day of week, and the pattern of hourly variation

throughout the year.

Step 2--Identify and Select the Appropriate DHV/ADT Ratios of the Selected PCS Facilities.

The base year DHV/ ADT ratios will be established by reviewing the patterns of hourly variation

throughout the year at each selected PCS. Typically, the 30th highest hour of volume should be the

DHV in this case.

Step 4--Establish the Future DHV by Applyl~propriate DHV/ADT Ratio to the Future

ADT on the Facility. The following equation is used:

Step 3--Multiply the Selected DHV/ ADT Ratio From the PCS by the Future ADT on the

Facility. The following equation is used:

This procedure uses a more structured approach to compare DHV/ADT ratios within groups of

facilities. An appropriate group with its average DHV/ADT is then selected for use in computing

future year DHV on a specific facility.

Step I--Divide PCS Facilities Into Groups Having Similar Characteristics. This grouping

should be made with considerations given to each PCS's monthly traffic variation, daily traffic

variation, hourly traffic variation throughout the year, and DHV/ADT ratio.

(DHV/ ADT)PCS x ADTfuture OHV future (A-47) This volume can be used for subsequent planning or design studiesc
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SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS

The topic of OHV and other time-of-day traffic forecasting procedures includes several special

considerations. Three primary considerations are treated in this section--the use of peak hour

traffic assignments, the forecasting of hourly traffic data, and the forecasting of peak hour factors.

Each of these subjects is relevant to the thorough application of these procedures to planning,

environmental, and design analyses.

Peak Hour Traffic Assignment

It is important to understand that the need for peak hour traffic volume forecasting

procedures results from the use of system assignments that forecast all day (24-hourl travel. All

day traffic assignments are performed largely because it is much more difficult to predict the trip

generation occurring during a single hour than trip generation occurring over an entire day.

One approach to developing peak hour traffic volumes, and for that matter, peak hour

directional distributions (see Chapter 10) would be to use a peak hour traffic assignment. Four

methods of performing such an assignment have been identified in NCHRP Report 58 (12.). Two of

the methods would develop peak hour assignments by factoring 24-hour trip data; one of these would

factor trip-ends, and the other would factor trip interchanges. A third method would factor 24-hour

work trip interchanges to produce peak hour trip totals. A fourth method would directly develop

peak hour. trip generation equations. However, very few practical applications of any of these

methods can be identified and evaluated.

Hourly Traffic Data

As noted earlier, system level traffic assignments for average daily traffic often do not

provide the detailed level of traffic data essential to conduct some necessary environmental

analyses. Such analyses require traffic volumes to be forecasted for each of several hours of a

typical weekday.

The procedures presented in this chapter can be modified to accommodate these

environmental analysis requirements. Specifically, if it is reasonable to assume that the hourly

distribution of trips will not change over time, an estimate of the base year hourly distribution on a

facility may be used for forecasting purposes. Of course, the same caveats with respect to this

assumption for DHV forecasting apply here, including stability of land-uses and trips served, no

significant change in AOT, and no change in the degree of congestion.

Similarly, if the facility under analysis is a new facility or if it is necessary to assume that the

hourly distribution of traffic may change, the future year hourly distribution should be based on

hourly distributions fro", area facilities with similar characteristics. The only difference between

the application of these procedures is that a statistical approach is probably necessary, with the

cross-classification method being the most appropriate. This is because a volume forecast must be

developed for several hours of a day. There are two known applications of this procedure for

forecasting the hourly distribution of traffic, one displayed in Table A-12 for the Albuquerque region

(ZQ), and one developed for severa! urban areas, as displayed in Tables A- 13 through 23 in the

addendum to this chapter (~).

Peak Hour Factor

The peak hour factor (PHF) is another element of traffic data necessary for project planning

that is often not provided by system level traffic assignments. The PHF is included in project

planning considerations in order that the adequacy of preliminary highway designs can be evaluated

throughout the entire design hour of volume. The PHF for freeways and expressways is the ratio of

the traffic carried during the peak 5 minutes of the peak hour to the total traffic carried during the

peak hour. The peak hour factor for all other arterials is the ratio of traffic carried dUring the peak

15 minutes of the peak hour to the total traffic carried during the peak hour. Thus, the PHF is a

value always equal to or less than one. If the PHF is close to one, flow is fairly uniform throughout

the peak hour. As the PHF decreases, the traffic volume peaks become steeper within the peak

hour.

Typically, it is assumed that the forecasted PHF is the same as a base year PHF. The base

year PHF is estimated in one of three ways. One method is to measure the PHF on the facility

under analysis. Another method is the use of measurements of PHF's on similar facili ties. The third

method is to use overall average PHF¥s measured either for an entire urban area or estimated area

based on urban area size from procedures in the Highway Capacity Manual (~).

ADDENDUM-HOURLY DISTRIBUTION OF TRAVEL

The following tables have been reproduced from NCHRP Report 18? (~) for convenient use by

the analyst in applying the procedures d",scribed in this chapter. Additional discussion of these

tables and related material is provided in the source document~



Table A-B. Hourly distribution of total
travel on expressways/freeways: urbanized area
population, 50,000-100,000.

• DISTRIBUTION" ORIENTATION BY SUbREGION H
cso , Central Ci ty Suburb

0 All 0

U Radial X-Town Orientations U

~~~Tb
DIR DIR

R , ACT , ACT SPLT b , ACT SPLT b R

24-1 1.0 26 1.5 .8 1.5 60 2'
1-2 0.5 28 1.D .6 1.0 66 1
2-3 0.5 " 1.0 '6 0.5 52 2
3-' 0.5 38 1.0 .. 0.5 5' 3
'-5 D.5 5' 1.0 .. 0.5 " •5-6 2.5 62 2.0 .8 1.5 24 5
6-7 5.5 60 '.0 52 3.5 26 6
7-8 7.0 56 7.0 62 6.5 .0 7
8-' 5.5 56 5.0 40 5.0 52 8
9-10 5.5 5D 5.0 '6 5.0 58 ,

10-11
~.~ ~~ ~:~

.8 ~.g 62 :.0- .8 2
12-13 5.0 SO 5.5 .8 5.0 56 12
13-14 5.5 54 5.0 'R 6.5 56 13
14-15 6.0 54 5.5 '8 6.5 54 "15-16 6.5 56 7.0 .6 7.0 54 :5
16-11 8.5 .0 7.5 .2 8.0 SO 16
17-18 7.0 .0 7.0 38 8.5 so 17
18-19 6.0 .2 5.5 .. 7.0 36 18
19-20 '.5 .. •• 5 .2 5.0 .0 19
20-21 3.5 .8 •• 0 .. 3.5 .2 20
21-22 3.0 .8 3.5 '6 3.0 '6 21
22-23 2.5 " 3.0 SO 2.5 .. 22
23-24 2.0 " ~ 52 hoH- 54 23

100.0 .0

Table A-14. Hourly distribution of total
travel on arterials: urbanized area population,
50,000- 100,000a.

-- DISTRIBUTIOfl & (I;:'fEfHATIC»l BY SUBfl.EGION• •
0 I Central Cftt Suburb 0

U All 0" ",,<10"' _Or1 nt ,,," U

R " AI)T 5PlT b " AOr SPLT b ,
24~ 1 0.5 J8 1.0 52 2'

1-2 7.' " 1.0 .. 1
2·1 0.0 I' 1.0 " 2
3-' 0.0 .2 D.' 58 I
'·5 0.0 " 1.0 '2 •'-6 D.' " 2.0 "

,
6-7 1.5 78 3.0 60 6
7-8 7.0 7D 6.0 7D 7
8·' 2.' 58 .., 56 a
11·10 1.5 '2 '.0 56 ,

~~.11 l:g ~5 '.0 " 10
-12 '.0 • "12-13 ~.a '0 5.0 so 12

13-14 2.0 '2 6.0 " IJ
14-15 4.' 18 6.' 44 I.
15·16 15.5 I. 7.0 .. 15
16-17 20.0 " '.0 " 16
11·18 13.0 " 8.5 40 \7
18-'9 7.' 48 6.' .. IB
19-23 11.0 4B '.5 44 l'
20-21 4.0 " '.0 42 20
21-22 1.5 52 3.' 42 2\
22·23 '-' 56 2.' " "23-24 0.5 '0 2.0 52 23

'w., 0<).0

a. SOurce; aehrtnce ~) and ntne urblnll~ area stlldles.
b.. I til 4."'. ~!I1t direction.
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Table A-15. Hourly distrIbution of total travel on collectors: urbanized area
population,50,000-lOO,000a,

H DISTRIBUTION & ORIENTATION BY SUBREGION H
CBD Central City Suburb

0 All 0

U
Orienta tions Radial X-Town Radial X-Town

U

~~~T b ~~fTb
DIR

~~~Tb
DIR

R , ADT , ADT , ADT SPLTb , ADT , ADT SPLT·b R

24-1 1.0 50 1.0 SO 1.0 46 1.0 S4 1.0 56 24
1-2 0.5 50 0.5 5.2 0.5 42 0.5 60 0.5 66 1
2-3 0.5 50 0.5 54 0.5 34 0.5 52 0.5 62 2
3-4 0.5 - 0.0 50 0.0 56 0.5 52 0.0 52 3
4-5 0.5 54 0.5 56 0.0 58 0.5 52 0.5 46 4
5-6 1.0 58 1.0 58 1.0 62 1.0 52 1.0 44 5
6-7 2.5 60 3.5 58 3.0 58 3.5 56 3.5 66 6
7-8 6.0 62 7.0 58 6.5 60 6.5 56 8.0 54 7
8-9 6.0 64 4.5 56 4.0 S4 4.5 54 5.0 50 8
9-10 7.0 60 4.5 54 4.0 50 4.5 52 4.5 44 9

~O-ll 6.0
~:

4.5
~~ ~:~

48 5.0 50 5.0 48 10
1- 2 6.0 5.0 46 5.0 50 5.0 2 11

12-13 6.0 56 5.5 50 5.5 48 6.0 52 5.0 50 12
13-14 6.0 52 5.5 50 5.5 50 6.0 52 5.5 44 13
14-15 6.5 52 6.0 50 6.0 48 6.0 50 6'.0 48 14
15-16 6.5 50 6.5 46 7.0 46 6.0 48 7.0 52 15
16-17 6.5 44 8.0 48 8.5 44 8.0 46 9.0 50 16
17-18 6.0 42 7.5 46 7.5 44 7.5 46 7.5 46 17
18-19 5.5 50 7.0 SO 7.0 50 6.5 52 6.5 46 18
19-20 5.5 52 6.0 50 7.5 so 6.0 54 5.5 54 19
20-21 4.5 48 5.0 48 6.0 46 5.0 50 4.5 44 20
21-22 4.5 46 4.5 44 4.5 48 4.0 50 4.0 50 21
22-23 3.5 50 3.5 48 3.0 52 3.5 50 3.0 56 22
23-24

I 10~ :~
50

1 10U 48
~

46 r-roH- 52 -roH-- 58 23

a. Source: Reference (36) and n~ne urbanlzed area studles.
b. , in a. m. peak direction.
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Table A-16. Hourly distribution of total travel on expressways/freeways:
urbanized area population, 100,000-250,000a.

B DISTRIBUTION , ORIENTATION BY SUBREGION H

0 CDO Central Citv Suburb 0

U Iorie~~~ tion Radi41 X-Town Radial X-TO~ U

~;~Tb
DIR

~;~Tb
DIll OrR

R , lIDT , ACT SPLTb , ACT , ACT SPLTb , ACT SPLT b R

24-1 1.5 46 1.0 26 1.5 48 2.0 52 2.0 50 24
1-2 1.0 ·50 0.5 28 1.0 46 1.5 50 1.5 48

I

1
2-3 1.0 50 0.5 34 1.0 46 1.0 44 0.5 44 2
3-4 1.0 54 0.5 38 1.0 44 1.0 48 0.5 48 3
4-5 1.0 56 0.5 54 1.0 44 1.0 50 0.5 52 4
5-6 3.0 66 2.5 62 2.0 48 2.0 54 1.0 64 5
6-7 ~.5 62 5.5 60 4.0 52 3.5 58 5.5 64 6
7-8 ., ~ ') 64 7.0 56 7.0 62 5.5 64 10.0 56 7
8-9 6.0 64 5.5 56 5.0 48 6.0 60 6.0 64 8
9-10 5.0 60 5.5 50 5.0 46 5.5 54 4.5 54 9

10-11 5.0
~: ~.~ :~ ~.~ ~: ~.~ ~~ ~.~ ~~ I ~~11-1' 4.'

12-13 4.5 54 5.0 50 5.5 48 6.0 50 4.0 50 12
13-14 4.5 56 5.5 50 5.0 48 t.O 50 4.0 50 13
14-15 5.5 52 6.0 54 5.5 48 6.0 50 4.5 54 14
15-16 7.0 50 6.5 46 7.0 46 6.0 54 7.5 50 15
16-17 8.5 46 8.5 40 7.5 42

I

7.0 44 10.0 46 16
17-18 7.5 44 7.0 40 7.0 38 7.0 40 9.0 42 17
18-19 5.0 52 6.0 42 5.5 44 6.0 40 5.5 48 18
19-20 4.5 54 4.5 44 4.5 42 4.0 48 4.5 48 19
20-21 3.5 52 3.5 48 4.0 44 3.5 46 3.5 SO 20
21-22 3.0 48 3.0 48 3.5 46 3.0 48 3.0 SO 21
22-23 2.5 50 2.5 46 3.0 50 2.5 52 2.5 50 22
23-24

I 10~:~
48 , n 34 ~.!> 52

I lU~:~
54

'TOH-
50 23

100.0 ~
.ft. S0';1rce: Re£erer.?e (3~) and nine urbanized area studies.
b.• Jon a.m. peak d1.r'!cUon.

Table A-I? Hourly distribution of total travel on arterials:
urbanized area population, 100,000- 250,000.

Table A-18. Hourly distribution of total
travel on collectors: 'urbanized area
population, 100,000- 250,000.

H DISTRIBUHOIC , OIl.lE/ITAtIQft BY SlJBR£&tOM H

r Ctntr.l Cft" 5tiburb 0

U ... "1 n., '"""OM U

R 1 ADT ~~Tb 1 ADT ~~~rb ,
24·1 0.5 38 1.0 50 2<
1-2 0.5 4(J 0.5 50 1
2-3 0.0 3< 0.5 50 2
3-< 0.0 <2 0.0 50 3
"5 0.0 54 0.0 50 4
5-6 0.5 66 1.0 10 ,
6-1 1.5 18 3.5 24 6
1·8 1.0 10 10.5 4() 1
8·' 2.5 58 1.5 66 a
9~lO 1.5 52 4.5 58 ,

r !~:n ~:~ ~ :.~ 50
I :~4

12- 3 2.0
~

6.0 .. 12
13·14 2.0 6.0 • '2 '3
14·15 4.5 38 4.5 .. "1~·16 15.5 34 3.5 zo 15
16·17 10.0 .. '.0 54 16
17-18 13.0 .. 6.5 48 11
18·\9 1.5 48 65 48 18
19·Z'O 11.0 48 6.0 48 19

itn 4.0 .. <.5 50 20
1.5 52 4.0 50 21

22-23 1.5 58 3.0 50 11
. 23-24 0.5 40 2.0 50 '3

lOOT -,roT
.II ......ure"': '.f . .

H

a
U

R

24
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10

It
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

X·Town

1.0 44
0.5 50
0.5 42
0.5 52
0.5 48
1.0 66
2.5 66
7.5 68
6.0 52
4.5 50
4.5 48
5.5 48
5.5 52
5.5 50
5.5 50
6.5 50
7.5 46
9.0 36
6.5 42
5.5 44
5.0 46
4.0 50
3.0 48IToH-- 46

Radial

1.0 50
0.5 50
0.5 50
0,0 50
0.5 50
1.0 62
2.5 66
7.0 74
6.0 66
5.0 56
5.0 54
5.5 50

x-Town

6.0 50
5.5 50
6.5 50
7.5 46
8.0 46
7.5 46
6.0 50
5.0 48
4.0 48
3.5 4'.
2.5 48

f-d4- 48
100.0

1.0 44
0.5 44
0.5 46
0.5 48
0.5 54
1.0 54
3.0 58
7.5 56
5.5 56
5.0 54
5.5 54
5.5 50

1.0 40
0.5 44
0.5 42
0.5 48
0.5 52
1.0 64
3.0 70
7.0 68
5.5 58
5.0 52
5.0 50
5.5 48
•. 0 50
6.0 50
6.5 52
7.5 48
8.5 42
8.0 38
5.5 44
5.0 48
4.0 48
3.5 54

hJi ~
100.0

38
40
34
42
54
66
78
70
58
52
52
50
.~

Sl
38
34
46
46
48
48
46
52
56
40

1.0
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
1.0
4.0
8.0
7.0
6.0
6.0
6.5

All Orientations

..,
6.5
5.5
6.0
8.0
7.5
4.5
4.0
3.5
3.0

klL100.0

f-_~C",B~0__f- ~Centr.~a.!.I...!C:.l1-"t·~__4 -=S:!!!ub~u~r!!;b --I
R.oial '-1

f- ..-_iiISTRIBUTION & ORIENTATION BY SUBREGION

u

H

o

12·13
13-14
14-15
15-16
16·17
17-18
18·19
19·20
20·21
21-22
22-23
23-24

24·1
1-2
2-3
3-4
4·5
5-6
6·7
7-B
8-9
9-10

;O:n



Table A-19. H9urly distribution of total travel on expressways/freeways:
urbanized area population, 250,000·750,000.

H DISTRIBUTION & ORIENTATIOH BY SUBREGION H

0 cao Centra1 Cltv Suoorb O·

U I." R d1" X-T-n Radl" Y_T"", U

R %AOr ~~~Tb %ACT g~~Tb % ACT mT b %ACT ~~~Tb %ACT ~~~Tb R

24-1 1.5 46 2.0 46 1.5 44 2.0 44 2.0 50 24
1-2 1.0 50 1.0 50 1.0 46 1.5 48 1.5 48 1

I2-3 1.0 50 1.0 50 0.5 42 1.5 54 0.5 44 2
3-4 1.0 54 1.0 54 0.5 50 1.5 52 0.5 48 3
4-5 1.0 56 1.0 56 1.0 60 2.0 58 0.5 52 4
5-5 3.0 66 2.0 66 2.0 60 2.5 56 1.0 54 5
6-7 5.5 52 4.5 52 5.0 64 4.5 50 5.5 64 5
7-B 7.5 54 5.0 54 8.0 52 5.5 68 10.0 56 7
8-9 6.0 64 5.0 64 6.5 60 5.0 60 6.0 64 8
9-10 • 5.0 50 5.0 60 5.0 56 5.5 60 4.5 54 9

~tn
5.0 55 5.0 56 4.5 54 5.5 50 4.0 52

1~4 5 54 5.0 54 4.5 52 5.5 52 4.0 50
12-13 4.5 54 5.0 54 5.0

~~ n 52 4.0 lilf 12
13-14 4.5 56 5.5 56 5.0 50 4.0 50 13
14-15 5.S 52 6.5 52 6.0 52 6.0 50 4.5 54 14
15-15 7.0 50 7.5 50 7.0 48 6.5 50 7.5 50 15
16-17 B.5 46 8.5 46 8.5 44 7.0 46 10.0 45 15
17-18 7.5 44 7.5 44 7.5 42 6.5 44 9.0 42 17
1B-19 5.0 52 5.0 52 5.5 48 4.5 42 5.5 43 18
19-20 4.5 54 4.0 54 4.0 50 4.0 52 4.5 48 19
20-21 3.5 52 3.5 52 3.5 46 3.5 52 3.5 50 20
21-22 3.0 48 3.5 48 3.5 44 3.0 50 3.0 50 21
22-23 kM- 50 3.0 50 7.5 46 3.0 48 hJ+- 50 22
23-24 48

~
48
~

42 hoH- 48 2. 50 23
100.0 100.

a. Source: Reference (36) and nine urbanized area studies.
b. % In a.m. peak dtrectTon.

Table A-20. Hourly distribution of total travel on arterials: urbanized
area population, 250,000-750,000.

H DISTRIBUTION & ORIENTATION BY SUBREGION H

a cao Central Cltv Suburb 0

U I,,, Radl" Y_T-n R·Aio' Y_T_ U

R %ACT mT b % ACT I mT b % ACT mTb % AOT gJIRT b % ACT mTb R

24-1 1.0 50 1.5 4D 1.5 4D 1.5 32 1.5 51) 24
1-2 1.0 50 0.5 44 0.5 44 1.~ 34 0.5 56 1
2-3 0.5 50 0.5 42 0.5 48 1.0 34 0.0 50 2
3-4 0.5 52 0.5 48 0.5 42 0.5 44 0.5 52 3
4-5 0.5 54 0.5 56 0.5 54 1.0 52 1.0 64 4
5-6 2.0 58 2.0 54 1.0 64 2.5 70 2.0 72 5
6-7 5.0 50 5.0 58 4.5 68 6.0 72 5.0 82 6
7·B 7.0 64 7.0 70 5.5 74 5.5 68 6.5 58 7
8-9 6.5

I

64 5.5 64 5.5 54 4.5 60 4.5 60 8
9-10 5. J 58 4.5 58 4.5 54 5.0 56 4.0 58 9

~0-11 5.5 54 5.0 52 4.5 54 5.0 54 4.0 54 10
1-12 5.5 52 5.0 52 5.0 48 5.0 50 4.5 54 11

12-13 5.5 52 5.0 50 5.5 50 5.0 50 5.0 48 IZ
13-14 5.5 52 5.0 50 5.5 52 5.5 52 5.0 50 13
14-15 5.0 52 6.0 52 6.0 55 5.0 54 5.0 52 14
15-15 8.0 50 7.5 42 7.0 52 5.5 46 7.0 44

1

15
16-17 9.0 44 8.0 38 8.5 36 tf.P 42 8.0 36 15
17-18 6.5 42 8.0 38 7.5 42 38 8.5 36 17
18-19 4.5 50 6.0 48 6.0 50 6.0 48 6.5 48 18
19-20 4.0 52 5.0 50 5.5 54 4.5 50 5.5 54 19
20-21 3.5 48 4.0 44 4.5 52 4.0 46 4.5 51) 20
21-22 3.0 46 3.5 42 4.0 48 3.5 46 4.0 38 21
22-23 kll- 50 2.5 46 3.0 52 2.5 46 3.0 30 22
23-24 2. 52 ~ 42 ho<H- 46

~
46 hoH-- 32 23

100.0 l00.? 00.

~. Source. Reference (36) and nfne urbanized area stud1es .
. X 1n a.m. pe'k direcTIon.
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Table A-21. Hourly distribution of total travel on collectors: urbanized
area population, 2.50,000-7.50,000.

H DISTRIBUTION & ORIENTATION BY SUBREGION H

0 CBD Central City Suburb 0

U All Orlentatlon~ All Orlentatlons All Orl,nhtlnn. U

R %ADT ~t~Tb %ADT mT b %ADT ~~~Tb R

24-1 1.0 44 1.5 44 1.0 46 24
1-2 0.5 33 0.5 50 O.S 50 1
2-3 0.5 33 0.5 46 0.5 76 2
3-4 ~.5 50 Q.5 sa D•• 70 3
4-5 0.5 62 0.5 74 O.S 06 4
5-6 1.5 72 1.5 80 2.a 89 5
6·7 5.5 68 4.5 76 5.5 84 6
7-e 8.5 66 6.5 66 6.5 74 7
8-9 6.0 53 5.0 64 4.5 56 8
9-10 5.5 54 4.5 66 4.0 60 9

10-11 5.5
~2 t~ t~ ::~ ~~ l~11-12 6.S

g:U 6.0 43 5.5 56 5.5 46 12
6.5 56 5.5 58 5.5 52 13

14-15 7.5 56 6.0 50 6.0 54 14
15-16 8.0 50 7.5 56 7 .• 40 15
16·17 7.5 33 8.5 ~2 B.O 34 16
17·13 5.5 40 7.5 SO 8.0 32 17
18-19 3.5 4a 6.0 .4 6.5 46 18
1~-20 4.0 48 5.5 56 5.5 50 19
20-21 3.5 56 4.5 56 4.5 5~ ~O

21-22 2.a 62 4.0 58 3.5 44 21
22-23

~:~
56

}:~
58 U 46 22

23-24 50 52 48 23
100.0 100.0 100.0

a. ~ource: Reference (~ and nine urbanized area studies.
b. % in a.m. peak direction.

Table A-22. Hourly distribution of total travel on expressways/freeways:
urbanized area population, 750,000-2,000,000.

H DISTRIBUTION & ORIENTATION BY SUBREGION H

0 CSO Central City Suburb 0

U IAI' Rad la' X·Town Radial X-Town U

R % ADT ~~~T b % AOT mTb % AOT mTb % AOT ~~~Tb % AOT mTb R

24-1 1.5 46 1.5 46 1.5 44 1.5 44 2.0 50 2.
1-2 1.0 50 1.0 50 1.0 46 1.0 44 1.5 4a 1
2-3 0.5 52 0.5 52 0.5 42 0.5 46 0.5 44 2
3-4 0.5 54 0.5 54 0.5 50 0.5 46 0.5 48 3
4-5 1.5 56 0.5 56 1.0 60 1.0 50 0.5 52 4
5-6 3.5 58 1.5 58 2.0 60 2.0 60 1.0 64 5
6-7 6.0 54 5.5 54 5.0 64 5.5 72 5.5 64 6
7-8 8.5 58 9.0 58 8.0 62 8.5 76 10.0 56 7
8-9 5.5 54 7.0 54 6.5 60 6.0 68 6.0 54 8
9-10 3.5 50 5.0 50 5.0 56 4.5 54 4.5 54 9

'l~:H 3.5 46 4.5 46 4.5 54 4.5 52 4.0 52
1~4.0 46 4.5 46 4.5 52 4.5 50 4.0 50

12-13 tg :~ ;:~ :~ tg ~~ ::~ ~
~.u 50 12

13-14 4.0 13
14-15 5.5 46 5.5 46 6.0 52 5.0 50 4.5 54 14
15-16 7.5 40 7.' 40 7.0 48 7.0 54 7.5 50 15
16-17 9.5 34 8.5 34 8.5 44 9.0 46 10.0 46 16
17-18 7.0 36 7.5 36 7.5 42 8.0 36 9.0 42 17
J8-19 5.0 44 . 5.5 44 5.5 48 5.5 33 5.5 48 18
19-20 4.5 48 4.0 48 4.0 50 4.5 46 4.5 48 19
20-21 4.0 50 3.0 50 3.5 46 3.5 50 3.5 50 20
21-22 3.5 48 3.0 48 3.5 44 3.0 46 3.0 50 21
22-23 hJL 48 3.0 48 2.5 46 3.0 44 2.5 50 22
23-24 48 110~:~ 48 ~ 42 "..J4- 48 TaH- 50 23100.0 100.0 100.0

a. Source: Reference (36) and nine urbanized area swdles.
b. % In a.Il. peak direction.



Table A-23. Hourly distribution of total travel on arterials: urbanized
area population, 750-000- 2,000,000.

H DISTRIBUTIOlI & ORIENTATION BY SUBREGION H

0 COD Central Cltv Suburb 0

U All Orlentatlnn Radial X-Town Radial X-Town U

R S ADT ~~tTb S ADT mTb S ADT ~~~Tb S ADT ~~~Tb S ADT I ~~hb R

24-1 1.5 46 1.5 46 1.5 40 1.5 44 1.5 44 24
1-2 1.0 46 1.0 4B 1.0 44 1,0 40 1.0 42 1
2-3 0.5 44 0.5 4B 0.5 4B 0.5 44 0.5 44 2
3-4 0.5 42 0.5 50 0.5 42 0.5 50 0.5 50 3
4-5 1.0 54 0.5 56 0.5 54 0.5 5B 0.5 54 4
5-6 2.0 50 1.5 62 1.5 64 2.0 66 1.0 60 5
6-7 4.0 60 5.0 63 5.0 68 5.5 72 3.5 64 6
7-8 9.0 64 8.5 6B B.5 74 B.O 70 7.5 60 7
8-9 7.0 66 6.5 66 6.5 54 5.5 62 6.0 56 B
9-10 5.0 60 4.5 58 4.5 54 4.5 56 4.5 52 9

1~:n
5.5 54 5.0 54 4.0 54 :.~ ~~ ~:g ~~ l~6.0 54 5.0 52 4 5 4B

12-13
t~

50 5.0 52 5.0 50 4.5 50 5.0 50 12
13-14 50 5.0 52 5.0 52 5.0 52 5.0 50 13
14-15 6.0 4B 5.5 50 5.5 56 5.5 52 5.5 50 14
15-16 . 6.5 46 6.5 48 7.0 52 6.5 4B 7.0 48 15
16-17 9.5 42 9.0 40 9.0 36 9.5 42 8.5 44 16
17-18 7.0 3B 8.0 36 8.0 42 8.5 36 7.5 42 17
lB-19 4.5 44 5.0 46 5.5 50 6.0 44 6.0 46 18
19-20 3.5 46 4.0 52 4.5 54 4.5 50 5.5 4B 19
20-21 2.5 46 3.5 4B 3.5 52 3.5 4B 4.5 4B 20
21-22 2.5 46 3.0 48 3.5 4B 3.5 4B 4.0 46 21
22-23 2.0 44 3.0 4B 3.0 52 2.5 4B 3.0 50 22
23-24 11~:g 46 -roH- 4B ~ 46 ~

46
~ 50 23

a. Source: Reference (36) and nine urbanized area studies.
b. S In a.m. peak dlrectron.

Tflble A-24. Hourly distribution of total travel on collectors: urbanizf:'rl
area population, 750,000- 2,000,000.

---
H DISTRIBUTIO~ & ORIENTATIOH BY SU8REGION H

0 CBD Centra1 CI tv Suburb 0

U All Orientations All Orlent.tlnns All Ori nt.tlnn. U

R S ADT ~~~T b S ADT ~~~Tb S ADT ~~~Tb R

24-1 1.5 46 2.0 46 1.5 52 24
1-2 1.0 46 1.0 4B 0.5 50 I
2-3 0.5 52 0.5 50 0.5 46 2
3-4 0.5 54 0.5 50 0.0 .50 3
4-5 1.0 60 l.D 54 0.5 68 4
5-6 2.5 64 1.5 58 1.,) 70 5
6-7 .4.5 68 4.0 62 3.5 72 6
7-8 10.5 62 8.5 64 B.O 68 7
3-3 7.5 60 6.0 62 7.0 56 6
9-10 5.5 58 4.5 58 4.5 52 9

1tn U 58 4.5 52 4.5 52 10
54 4.5 50 5.0 54 11

12-13 5.0 54 5.0 ,0 5.0
~~ ;~13-14 5.0 52 4.5 50 5.0

14-15 5.5 54 5.0 46 5.5 54 14
15-16 6.5 50 6.5 44 6.5 4J 15
16-17 9.0 40 10.5 36 9.5 3B 16
17-18 7:5 34 9.5 34 9.0 40 17
lB-l~ 4.5 43 5.0 42 6.0 50 18
19-20 3.0 4B 4.5 50 5.0 43 19
20-21 2.5 46 3.0 44 4.0 50 20
21-22 2.0 46 3.0 44 3.0 50 21
22-23 1.5 46 2.5 46 3.0 52 22
23-24 I - 14 2.5 4C 2.0 50 23

100.1 100.0 100.0

I. Sourct: RefeN!nce (36) and nine urbanhed lrel studies.
b' Percent In '.e. peak.irectlon.
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CHAPTER TEN

DIRECTIONAL DISTRIBUTION PROCEDURES

GENERAL

A type of traffic data that is essential to project planning and design but is not provided by

system-level traffic assignments is the directional distribution of traffic during the peak hour. It is

general1y accepted that in urban areas, future change in directional distribution must be expected

and should be accounted for in project planning. In particular. whether the peak hour traffic volume

by direction is balanced or is unbalanced wil1 have substantial effect on the adequacy of alternative

highway designs.

There are two basic types of procedures that may be applied to forecasting directional

distribution on highway links. One is used by the Maryland State Highway Administration for peak

hour traffic directional distribution forecasts. It involves modifying base year data to reflect future

conditions. The other procedure was developed for short-cut "sketch planning" hourly traffic

directional distribution estimates and is documented in NCHRP Report 187 (~). It is not known to

be used for project planning and design directional distribution forecasts, but may have potential for

use. A procedure to apply directional distribution to the adjustment of intersection link volumes is

described as the final section of this chapter. Final1y, a peak hour traffic assignment may be

utilized as discussed in Chapter 9. This method will not be elaborated on because directional

distributions are obtained directly from the peak hour assignment.

PROCEDURE USING MODIFICATION OF BASE YEAR DATA

A procedure is used to forecast future peak hour traffic directional distribution using

modifications to base year data. Two alternative bases are defined for this modification. The first

requires substantially more input data than the other, but is easier to interpret. This more data

intensive modification is based on the comparison of base year and future year home-based work

trips in a production-attraction format. This enables analysis of the likely change in home-to-work

travel in the AM peak hour and work-to-home travel in the PM peak hour by direction on the facility

under analysis. The second, Jess data-intensive modification is based on the comparison of base year

and forecast year land-uses and/or total work trip productions and attractions in the traffic-shed of

the facility under analysis. This technique is also intended to permit conclusions to be reached

regarding the likely change in home-to-work travel in the AM peak hour by direction and work-to

home travel in the PM peak hour by direction on the facility under analysis.

The procedure is applicable to nearly any urban facility. Use of the procedure on a new

facility is somewhat difficult, however, as the base year directional distribution and work travel

comparisons must be conducted on base year facilities in the travel corridods) from which the new

facility will draw traffic.

The procedure is only appropriate for facilities that are dominated by work travel during the

peak hour. The use of work travel as the basis for peak hour directional distribution modification

results in this limitation~ The more data-intensive approach has quite extensive input data

requirements, including full trip tables, thereby restricting its use to situations where sufficient

data are available. The less-data intensive approach requires fewer traffic volumes and either trip

end summaries or Jand-use estimates~

Basis for Development

This undocumented procedure was developed for use by the Maryland State Highway

Administration in conducting planning and design studies. The practical basis for the procedure

rests on the fact that changes in work travel patterns on most urban facilities wiU define the

changes in peak hour traffic volume directional distributiono

Input Data Requirements

For the data-intensive approach, the following base year and future year data are required:

_ System-level traffic assignments within study area.

_ Highway network with identified minimum time paths.

_ Home-based work trip tables arranged in production-attraction format.

The less data-intensive approach requires the following base year and future year data,

_ Traffic estimates on facility under analysis.

_ Zonal home-based work trip ends arranged in production-attraction format for study area.

or _ Residential and employment-related land-uses stratified by zones in the traffic shed.

Directions for Use

Data Intensive Procedure

The following are step-by-step directions for the procedure using the more data-intensive

approach to directional distribution modification.

Step I-Obtain Estimate of Base Year Directional Distribution of Peak Hour Traffic. For an

existing facility an estimate need only be made for the facility itself. For a new facility, estimates

should be developed for each facility in the corridor(s) from which the new facility will draw trips.

Step 2--Determine the Directional Distribution of Home-to--Work Travel During the Peak

Traffic Hour in the Base and Future Years. This would be accomplished by assigning base and future

year home-based work trip tables in a production-attraction format to the minimum time paths

identified for their respective system-level traffic assignments. The work trips assigned by

direction for the base and future years would represent the relative proportion of work travel by

direction during the AM peak hour. When reversed by dire~tion, it would represent the relative

proportion of work travel by direction during the PM peak hour.

Step 3--Establish the Reasonableness of Base Year Estimated Peak Hour Traffic Directional

Distribution Given the Base Year Work Travel Directional Distribution. This step is used as a

reasonableness check. Generally, if the peak hour traffic directional distribution is within 10

percent of the work travel directional distribution, it can be considered reasonable.

Step 4--Forecast Future Year Directional Distribution By Factoring Base Year Directional

Distribution. This step can be accomplished in two ways. One way is by judgmentally estimating

the difference between the base and future year work trip directional distributions and then

adjusting the base year total peak hour traffic distribution by a proportional amount. The other way

is to factor the base year total traffic directional distribution as follows:
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Step I--Obtain Estimate of Base Year Directional Distribution of Peak Hour Traffic. This step

is the same as described above for the more data-intensive approach.

Step 2--Compare the Base Year and Future Year Distribution of Home-Based Work

Productions (or Residential Land Uses) and Home-Based Work Attractions (or Employment-Related

Land Uses) Within the Study Area. The intent of this step is to establish whether the basic pattern

of home-to-work travel is changing. For example, a concentration of productions at one end of a

corridor and attractions at the other end should indicate an imbalance in directional distribution. If

in the future this pattern would remain essentially the same, the base year traffic directional

distribution could be assumed to be unchanged. Conversely, if attractions were expected to be

interspersed with the productions (i.e., more uniform land-use), there would be a basis for assuming

that the future traffic directional distribution imbalance would be reduced. Select link analysis

(Chapter 4) can often be used to help identify traffic patterns within the study area. It can also be

used to help split trips into through and local travel movements.

Step J--Forecast Future Year Directional Distribution Based on Comparisons Between Base

and Future Year Data. This step is best performed judgmentally by using the results from Step 2 to

estimate changes in trip patterns. The base year directional distribution (Step l) will either be the

same in the future or be manually adjusted to reflect these trip pattern changes. This adjustment

should be performed separately for different trip components (e.g., through trips, local trips) and

then combined into an aggregated directional distributionQ

Example Problem

Less Data-Intensive Procedure

The following is an example using both approaches to directional distribution forecasts. The

example is a four-lane arterial in an urban area of over 2,000,000 in populationG The facility is

within a suburb, but should be considered a central city location given the type and density of its

adjacent development. The arterial as shown in Figure A-7& has commercial development

immediately adjacent to it, including a regional level shopping center. Some ofiice development is

also situated along the arterial, but such development is particularly concentrated at the east end.

A t the east end are two major river crossings to the area's CBf)~

The following are step-by-step directions for the procedure using the less data-intensive

approach to directional distribution modification.

where:

DDF future year traffic directional distribution;

DDB base year traffic directional distribution;

WTF future year work trip directional distribution; and

WTB base year work trip directional distribution.

If possible, consideration should be given to whether future work travel will constitute the

same proportion of total peak hour travels in the base year, and whether the future peak hour

direction split of non-work travel will be the same as in the base year. If not, additional judgmental

manual adjustments should be performed.



The eXIsting office development site is forecasted to increase only slightly, as is office

development in the CBD. However, other office development is forecasted to increase significantly

throughout the remainder of the corridor, as shown in Figure A-79. These new office developments

would each be as large as the existing concentration of office development at the east end of the

corridor. These sites would not, however, be comparable in size to the office development in the

CBD area.
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Arterial B

The following are the same step-by-step directions for the more data-intensive approach

applied to this example:

Step 3--Establish the Reasonableness of Base Year Estimated Peak Hour Traffic Directional

Distribution Given the Base Year Work Travel Directional Distribution. In this step, the base year

work travel directional distribution of 90 percent-IO percent is compared to the AM total traffic

distribution of between 80 percent-20 percent and 85 percent-15 percent and the PM total traffic

distribution of between 70 percent-30 percent and 75 percent-25 percent. It is concluded that the

base year data is reasonable as it is generally within a 10 percent difference.

Step 4--Forecast Future Year Directional Distribution By Factoring Base Year Directional

Distribution. The work traffic directional distribution indicated that the total traffic directional

distribution between Arterials A and B should be factored down by a ratio of about 80 percent!90

percent or 0.90, and between Arterials Band C by a ratio of about 70 percent!90 percent or about

0.80.

Step I--Obtain Estimate of Base Year Directional Distribution. To the west of Arterial C,

base year directional distribution of traffic along the facility in the AM peak hour varies from 80

percent-20 percent to 85 percent-15 percent along its entire length. Within the concentration of

office development to the east of Arterial C the AM peak hour directional distribution is between 65

percent-35 percent and 60 percent-40 percent.

In the PM peak hour the directional distribution varies from 70 percent-30 percent to 75

percent-25 percent to the west of Arterial C and about 50 percent-50 percent within the office

development. These were obtained from base year traffic counts.

Step 2--Determine the Directional Distribution of Home-to-Work Travel in the Base and

Future Years. For the base year, the directional distribution of produced-attracted work trips was

determined to be about 90 percent-IO percent along the entire arterial. For the future year the

directional distribution of produced-attracted work trips along the arterial was determined to be

about 80 percent-20 percent between Arterials A and Band 70 percent-30 percent between

Arterials Band C.

This distribution was established by assigning base and future year home-based work trip tables

in a production-attraction format to the minimum time paths identified for their respective system

level traffic assignments. Zonal tree analyses were performed (see Chapter 4) to identify these

paths.

Thus, the forecasted AM total traffic directional distributions should be projected to be about

70 percent to 80 percent in the AM peak direction between Arterials A and B, and 60 percent to 70

percent between Arterials Band C. The forecasted PM total traffic directional distribution should

be projected to be about 70 percent to 75 percent in the peak direction between Arterials A and B

and 60 percent to 65 percent in the peak direction between Arterials Band Ce



less Data-intensive Approach

This example problem could also be approached through the less data-intensive procedure.

Under this procedure, the following steps would be used:

Step l--Obtain Estimate of Base Year Directional Distribution of Peak Hour Traffic. As

discussed above the directional split in the AM peak direction is about 80 percent to 85 percent and

in the PM peak direction is 70 percent to 75 percent.

PROCEDURE USING ANTICIPATED FUTURE CONDITIONS

Step 3--Forecast Future Year DIrectional Distribution Based on Comparisons Between Base

and Future Year Data. The future year directional distribution of trips must be estimated

separately for through traffic and for internal traffic originating and/or terminating in the study

area.

For the portion of the facility in I\rea B:

Peak Direction Percentage 0.33 x 0.95 + 0.67 x 0.50 =0.65 =65%

Thus, the directional distribution in the peak hours along this arterial using this approach

would be forecasted to be 65 percent to 75 percent in the peak direction. This result is very similar

to the 60 percent to 80 percent range in the AM peak hour and 60 percent to 75 percent range in the

PM peak hour obtained with the more data-intensive procedure.
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(A-49)

.50 x 0.95 + 0.50 x 0.60

0.75 = 75%

For the portion of the facility in Area A:

Peak Direction Percentage % of Through Traffic x Through direction %

+ % of Internal Tra ffic x Internal Direction %

Step 2--Compare the Base Year and Future Year Distribution of Home-based Work Productions

(or Residential land-Uses) and Home-based Work Attractions (or Employment-Related Land-Uses)

Within the Study Area. This comparison is summarized in Figure A-80. The principal change in the

future is employment will be spread throughout the study area. As a result, traffic that has one trip

end wi thin the study area will probably be more evenly distributed by direction during the peak hour.

Traffic passing through the corridor to the CBD, however, can be expected to continue to be

oriented as in the base year. Select link analyses (see Chapter 4) indicate that through traffic on

the example facility can be expected to be about 50 percent of total traffic in subarea A and only

about 33 percent of total traffic in subarea D.

This procedure forecasts the directional distribution of peak hour traffic on a facili ty based on

its anticipated future characteristics that are known to influence peak hour directional distribution~

The procedure may involve the use of statistical analyses such as cross-classification tables and

regression equations. Specifically, it can use a cross-classification table of peak hour directional

distributions stratified by the facility characteristics established to have the greatest influence. A

regression equation with peak-hour peak directional-directional distributions as the dependent

variables and facility characteristics as the independent variables may be developed instead.

The advantage of this statistical approach is that it clearly identifies and quantifies the

facility characteristics that have been assumed to influence the peak hour directional distribution.

The principal disadvantage of this statistical approach, like that used for design hour volume, is its

data requir~!nents. A very large peak hour counting program may be necessary for its proper



Idevelopment and maintenance. For example, a cross-classification table with five directional

distributions stratified by five different characteristics requires sufficient data for the calculation

of 25 average directional distributions. Special counting programs will probably be necessary to

satisfy this data requirement because data will be required for each of the various facility

classifications. Care must be taken that this approach is not applied blindly without jUdgment. This

is important in this case because the large data requirements of this approach may dictate that

certain of the factors which may marginallY influence directional distribution can not be included in

a model. Similarly, certain average directional distributions may end up being based on very limited

actual traffic data.

The alternative to a statistical approach is what will be called the judgmental approach. It

requires the person responsible for the peak hour directional distribution forecast to be aware of the

factors that influence directional distribution and their degree of influence. This knowledge would

be obtained from a review of existing directional distributions. A peak hour counting program by

direction is also required under this approach, but it may not need to be as extensive.. For exampJe j

if a directional distribution forecast is required for facility with certain characteristics, and if no

base year count data were available for such facilities, special counts could be taken on specific

facilities that have the appropriate characteristics. The disadvantage of this approach is that the

forecast is so totally dependent on the judgment of the person responsible.

This procedure applied either in a statistical or judgmental approach is applicable to any

typical urban facility. It is particularly useful for analyzing new facilities or existing facilities for

which it is necessary to assume that the base year, peak hour directional distribution will change by

the future year. The primary assumption used in the procedure is that selected highway facility

design, loca tion, and use characteristics can explain much of the variation in highway facility peak

hour directional distribution.

Basis for Development

This procedure is based on materials developed as part of NCHRP Report 187 (~). It

therefore represents a quick-response sketch-planning tool for use in producing peak hour directional

traffic forecasts. It uses factors such as facility location and orientation and the size of urban area

population to estimate these distributions. The factors and resulting directional distributions are

reproduced in Tables A- f3 through A-24 in the addendum to Chapter 9.

Input Data Requirements

The data required to apply this procedure are the following:

Directions for Use

The folloWing are step-by-step directions for developing and applying this directional

distribution forecasting procedure.

Step I--Identify the Highway Facility Characteristics Which Influence Directional Distribution and

the Degree of Influence of Each Characteristic

The primary empha~is in this step is to determine which highway facility characterictics will

influence the future directional distribution. Once this is accomplished, the next task is to quantify

the degree of influence of each characteristic such that subsequent adjustments can be made.

Facility type has generally been determined to correlate with peak hour directional distribution.

The typical stratifications used for arterial facility type are freeways/expressways, major arterials,

and minor arteriajs.

Facility location within the urban area also influences peak hour directional distribution. The

typical stratifications used for urban facility location include central business district (CBD),

central city, and suburban.

A third influential characteristic is facility orientation with respect to the CBD. The typical

stratifications employed are radial and crosstown. These stratifications only apply to facilities

located outside of the CBD.

A fourth facility characteristic that has been considered as correlating with the peak hour

directional distribution is adjacent land-use. The key considerations with regard to land-use are land

use type (e.g., employment, residentiaI), intensity of use (e.g., number of dwelling units per square

mUe in zone), and location of land-use (e.g., concentrated in one location or spread throughout the

study area).

Step 2--Select a Peak Hour Dkectional Distribution Based on the Anticipated Characteristics of the

Facility

For the statistical approach this step requires the development of regression equations or

cross-classification tables. For the judgmental approach it requires an examination of the peak

directional distri.bution of existing facilities with characteristics similar to those of the facility

under analysis. Special counts may be required.

Step 3--Multiply the Future Estimated Peak Hour Directional Distribution by the Future Year Peak

Hour Total Traffic

where:

DDestimate estimated future year directional distribution
(expressed as percent);

PHTfuture future peak hour tralfic (total both directions); and

DPHTfuture directional future peak hour traffic.

The future PHT value is an input to the procedure, while the directional distribution (DD) is obtained

from Steps I and 2.

• Future year forecasted peak hour traffic (two-way total).

• Estimated future year facility characteristics (e.g., type, location, orientation to CBD,

adjacent land-uses).

• Base year directional distributions on facili ties with similar characteristics to those of

luture lacility.

The base year directional distribution data should be derived if possible from actual ground counts or

estimated, if necessary, lrom data from other years. The future year peak hour traffic should be

taken lrom the results of the refinement and detailing procedures in Chapters 4 through 7 as

modi fied. The time-of-day procedures are documented in Chapter 9. The future year facility

characteristics should be obtained from design plans or land-use projections.

This step involves the use of a simple equation, as follows:

DDestimate * PHTfuture = DPHTfuture (A-50)



PROCEDURI'. TO ADJUST INTERSECTION D1RI'.CTIONAL LINK VOLUMES

The results of directional and hourly distribution of traffic should be given special attention

when applied to turning movement analyses. The results of link analyses may not balance when

considering the volumes into and out of an intersection or node. A procedure is presented here to

balance directional link volumes at each approach to an intersection.

Each intersection approach Oink) has an inbound and outbound movement to be considered

(except for one-way links). For a four-way intersection, shown in Figure A-81, the eight movements

are labeled by compass position (N, E, 5, W) and the directional movements in relation to the

intersection are labeled inbound or outbound 0, 0). The hours of the day are represented by the

subscript i, where i may range from I to 24, depending on the analysis used. Table A-25 depicts this

situation. For example, the outbound traffic volume on the east approach between 7 AM and 8 AM

,is designated by 1'.08, The total volume for all hours is denoted by the subscript T (e.g., NIT, EaT)

and represents the sum of the traffic volumes across all hours (i.e., from I to 24 hours). As an

example, the total inbound traffic for the north approach (NIT) over a 24-hour period would equal

the following:

WO

WI

Nl NO

~ t
SO SI

EI

EO

NIT = NIl + NI2 + NI3 +•••••••••Nln + NI24 (A-51)

A link's inbound and outbound traffic are then combined to determine the link's two-way volume.

For example, the link total on the west approach (WT) is calculated as follows,
Figure A-81. Intersection link volumes.

Basis for Development

With the above basic terminology, the following procedure can be applied to balance the directional

volumes at an intersection.

Each hour's total inbound volume (Ii) is the sum of the inbound volume of the four links during that

hour. Therefore, Ii = N[i + E[i + 5[i + Wli. Finally, one-half of the sum of the totals on the four links

is equal to the total intersection inbound traffic (TI) or outbound traffic (TOJ:

WT = WIT + WOT

The difference between inbound and outbound traffic (IOi) is:

10i = NIi + Eli + Sli + Wli - NOi - EOi - SOi - WOi

TI = TO = (NT + ET + 5T + WT)/2

(A-52)

(A-53)

(A-54)

Table A-25. Intersection hourly direction link volumes.

Time Period Nli NOi Eli EOi 51i SOi WI; WO, [OJ

I Nil NOI Ell 1'.0 1 51 1 SOl WI, WOI 101
2 NI2 N02 1'.12 1'.0 2 512 S02 WI2 W02 102
3 N[3 N03 EI3 1'.°3 513 S03 WI3 W03 1°3

The basis for this procedure is that the total directional link traffic heading inbound to an

intersection must equal the total traffic heading outbound irom that intersection4 A

straightforward computation is used to adjust the inbound and outbound traffic flows, keeping

constant the relative distribution of each directional volume. Assume that the inbound volume on

one approach represents 30 percent of the total inbound for the entire intersection. Then the

percentage 00 percent) would rClJlilill the $..1111(' lnr th~lt ..lppro~lCh throughout the calculation

process, even though the actual "ld~lIjtlld(' 01 th.lt inhlHlIld v\lllll\ll~ might change4

A similar logic is used to ddjll'it til(' Olilbolllld v\lhIlIW.... llId III ~\dlqst volumes across several

hours of data. In the lattcr stpp, tiU' hourly lwn (·I1I.If-t· HUII.lily u:-.c.:d (e.g., peak hour equals 10

percent of 24 hour) would remain Clm... t~tIIL "1'"1I II. lin- ,II In.t! lI\ltlrlv v\ll\1Illt.~ may change, but not its

distribution. In this Illamler, the IlIJ.lrix 01 VOlllllW', dq)1t Icd III L,hlc :\-2'> would be adjusted across

the rows (inbound and outbound) ..Hld ~tlOllg lilt" n)l\ltlll\~ (hour,,) Il\.l sYSll~1Hdtic fashion.

This procedure first adju<;ts the inbound VOltlllll' tot ...ds. These inbound adjustments are

Nlj NO; Eli EO; Sli SOi WI, WOi 10i

Total NIT NOT EIT EOT SIT SOT WIT WOT lOr

2-way
ET 5TTotal NT WT

I-'
w
w



apportioned to each hour, followed by the outbound adjustments. As a result, the outbound volumes

are constrained to match the inbound volumes, rather than vice versa. Identical calculations could

be performed by adjusting the outbound volumes first. The differences in these approaches are

usually negligible for volumes within each hour, and certainly so for the total volumes.

• If lOT equals tero, but the IOj for one or more hours do not equal zero, proceed to Step 5

of the procedure.

• If lOT does not equal zero, proceed to Step 3.

Step 3--Adjust the Total Inbound Trips Among Approaches

Input Data Requirements

Determine the number of trips by which each of the four inbound total trips must be increased

or decreased. This is done proportionally based on the movement's proportion of total inbound trips.

If the lOT is greater than zero, the inbound trips must be reduced by one-half of this difference. Ii

lOr is less than zero, the inbound trips must be increased by one-half of this difference. For

example, the change in the west link's total inbound trips (CWI) would be:

As shown in Figure A-81 and Table A-25, the input data reqUired are: hourly directional link

volumes on each intersection approach (from I to 24 hours). These volumes are obtained from

applying the link directional distribution procedures described previously in this chapter and the

time-of-day procedures presented in Chapter 9. The number of required directional volumes is equal

to twice the number of intersection approaches.
CWI = -(l0T/2) (WIT)/(NIT .. EIT + SIT + WIT) <A-571

Directions for Use The change in the north link's inbound trips (CNI)

CNI = -(l0T/2) (NIT)/(NIT + EIT .. SIT + WIT) (A-58)

A six-step computational procedure is described below for any number of hours. An example

of a 3-hour analysis follows. The results of this procedure applied to a 24-hour scenario is described

in the case study in Chapter 16.

The value of CWI or CNI may be positive or negative, using the opposite sign from lOT'

The adjusted * total volumes then equal the following,

IT* = IT + CI (A-59)

Step I--Check Volume Totals or, lor the north approach:
(A-60)

The purpose of this step is to make sure that mathematical errors were not made in the

calculation or display of the initially assumed hourly directional volumes. in a 24-hour scenario, the

columns (Ii and oil in Table A-25 should be summed to produce the IT and 0T values for each

approach (e.g., north approach: NIT and NOT)' These values should then be compared with the 24

hour volumes initially assumed or forecasted on the link. The IT and 0T values can be summed for

each approach (e.g., north approach: NIT + NOT NT) for comparison with the actual or

forecasted two-way 24-hour volume totals. If these values are close to each other (i.e., plus or

minus 5 percent), the time-of-day (Chapter 9) or directional distribution (Chapter 10) link

calculations should be rechecked for errors.

where CNl may be positive or negative.

These calculations are performed for all approaches to produce EIT*, SIT*, and WIT*'

Step 4-Distribute the Total Inbound Volume Change Among the Hourly Inbound Volumes

Distribute the change in total inbound trips for each approach over each of the hours according

to the same distribution initially applied to develop the hourly volumes. Add or subtract these trips

from each hourly volume according to the results of Step 2 to find the adjusted (*) hourly inbound

volumes. For example, for hour 3, the following computations are performed for the north

approach:

Step 2--Calcula te the Difference Between the Inbound and Outbound Movements
(A-6J)

This step is first performed for the total directional volumes. The following equation is used: or, in more general format~

(A-55) NIT* (Nli/NIT) (A-62)

Next perform the same calculation for each of the hourly volumes. For example, in hour 2:

where lOT equals difference between total inbound and total outbound trips.

• lf lOT equals zero, and if the 10i for each hour equal zero, the distribution is balanced and

the procedure is finished.

The value of 10, (or lOT) will be positive if the inbound trips exceed the outbound trips, and negative

if outbound trips exceed inbound trips.

Several possibilities can occur at this point:

Where:

hour;

NIT* adjusted total inbound volume from Step 3; and

Nli. NIT original (unadjusted) volumes.

The results of this step are a set of adjusted inbound volumes (i.e., Nli*, Eli*, Sir*, Wlr* for ali

hours il on all approaches for all hours.

Step 5--Calculate Adjusted Outbound Movements for Each Hour

First calculate the total inbound volume (Ii) for each hour and for the total as foliows:

(A-56)1°2 = NI2 + EI2 + 512 + WI2 - N02 - E02 - 502 - WOZ

/
/

(A-63)



The 6,150 estimated total compares favorably with the 6,300 forecast (within 2 percent). The other

totals are also within tolerable limits.

where the (*) indicates that the approach inbound volumes may be either the adjusted values

obtained from Step 4 or the original volumes if the analysis has moved directly from Step 2 (i.e., lOT

= a but lOi i 0).

Next, distribute the li(*) totals among the four outbound movements according to each

outbound movement's proportion of the total original outbound traffic. This is calculated by the

following, assuming the north approach is an example,

NIT 1,000 .. 1,200 .. 1,250

NOT 700 .. 900 + 1,100

NT 3,450 + 2,700

Peak Period Forecast

3,450

2,700

6,150

6,300

(A-64)

where NOi* .is the adjusted outbound volume on the north approach, and NOi, EOi, SOi, and WOi are

the original outbound volumes. This calculation is repeated for the other approaches. At this point

the total inbound and outbound volumes are identical within each hour and for the totals. The differences between the inbound and outbound volumes are calculated, as shown in

Table A-26.

Step 6--Make Final Checks

As a final check for reasonableness, the adjusted outbound volumes (NOi*, EOj*, SOi*, and

WOi *) should be summed for all hours. The following equation is used, again assuming the north

approach:

lOT = 3,450 + 4,800 + 4,950 + 2,550 - 2,700 - 3,300 - 3,400 - 6,150 +200

103 = 1,000 .. 1,500 + 1,700 .. 700 - 700 - 1,000 - 900 - 2,000 = +300

104 =1,200 + 1,600 .. 1,650 .. 900 - 900 - 1,200 - 1,200 - 2,050 =0

105 =1,250 + 1,700 + 1,600 + 950 - 1,100 - 1,100 - 1,300 - 2,100 =-100

NOT* = L NOi * for all hours i (A-65) lOT does not equal zero. 103 and 105 also do not equal zero. Therefore, proceed to Step 3.

where NOT* is the adjusted total peak period outbound volume for the north approach.

Th",se volumes should be added to produce a total adjusted outbound volume:

Example Problem

Directional link volume data have been estimated for 3 hours during the PM peak period. A

peak period (3-hr) two-way link forecast is also available. These data are given in Table A-26,

referring to Figure A-81 for nomenclature.. The task is to adjust the link volumes to create a

balanced set of yoJumes to be used in turning mOVement analyses ..

The following steps are used:

The OJ* should equal the Ii" value calculated in Step 5. Otherwise, an error has been made. If

possible, these adjusted totals should then be compared with the actual or forecasted outbound

volumes, as in Step 1. This is most readily performed if the volumes have been computed across

each of 24 hours, such that the totals can be compared with actual or forecasted directional ADT

values.

The outbound volume totals should fall within 5 percent of the actual or forecasted value.

Otherwise, an error has probably occurred and the calculations should be rechecked. It is possible at

this point to factor the adjusted outbound volumes up or down to better match the actual or

forecasted values. However, the analyst would then need to readjust the inbound volumes using a

procedure identical, but reversed, to Steps 3 and 4. Usually this effort does not significantly

improve the results~

Given:

- 22

- 30

- 32

- 16

-100 checks

CNI -(3,450/15,750)(+ 100)

CEI -(4,800/15,750)(+100)

CSI -(4,950/15,750)(+100)

CWI -(2,550/15,750)(+ 100)

Therefore,

NIT* = 3,450 - 22 = 3,428

ETT" = 4,800 - 30 = 4,770

SIT* = 4,950 - 32 =4,918

WIT" = 2,550 - 16 = 2,534

10T/2 =+200/2 =+100

NIT + EIT .. SIT + WIT = 3,450 + 4,800 + 4,950 + 2,550 = 15,750

Then:

Because lOT is greater than zero (i.e., +200), the inbound trips must be reduced by one-half

this amount (200/2 = 100) for each approach:

The adjusted inbound volumes are now apportioned to each hour~ For example, on the north

approach:

(A-66)0T* = NOT* + EOT* + SOT* + WOT*

The approach inbound and outbound volumes are summed for aU hours and compared with the

peak period forecast. For the north approach, the following calculations occur:

NI3*

Similarly, N14'

N15"

NIT" (NI3/NIT) = 3,428 (1,000/3,450)

3,428 (1,200/3,450)

3428 (1,250/3,450)

994

1,192

1,242

3,428 check

f-'
w
Ul

The resuJts of these calculations and those on the other approaches are given in Table A-27~



Next, compute the adjusted outbound volumes. For the 3 PM hour, the following computations are

made:

To calculate the adjusted outbound volumes, first calculate the inbound totals for each hour

across all approaches.

Given:

N03 + E03 + 503 + W03 =700 + 1,000 + 900 + 2,000 =4,600

13* = 4,&70

Then:

Table A-26. Initial link volumes and forecasU.

Start NI; NOi Eli EOi Sli SOi Wlj WOi 10i
Time

3 PM 1,000 700 1,500 1,000 1,700 900 700 2,000 + 300

4 PM 1,200 900 1,600 1,200 1,650 1,200 900 2,050 0

5 PM 1,250 1,100 1,700 1,100 1,600 1,300 950 2,100 - 100

3HR 3,450 2,700 4,&00 3,300 4,950 3,400 2,550 6,150 + 200
TOTAL

2-way Total 6,150 &,100 &,350 &,700

Peak Period
Forecast 6,300 &,150 &,400 9,000
(2-way)

994 + 1,491.;. 1,6&9 + 696

1,192 + 1,590 + 1,639 + 894

1,242 + 1,6&9 + 1,590 + 944

Total

3,42& + 4,770 + 4,91& + 2,534

4,&70

5,315

5,465

15,650 = IT*

15,650 check

(700/4,600) 4,&70

(1,000/4,600) 4,&70

(900/4,600) 4,&70

(2,000{4,600) 4,&70

N03*

E03*

503*

W03*

741

1,059

953

2,117

4,870 check

Similar computations are performed for hours 4 and 5, with the results given in Table A-27.

As a final check, the total adjusted outbound volumes are computed as follows:

N1T* + NOT* = 3,42& + 2,70& = 6,136

The outbound totals cannot be directly compared with the two-way forecasted values;

however, the sum of the adjusted inbound plus outbound volumes can be compared. For instance,

which still compares favorably with the forecasted value of 6,300. The other approach totals are

also reasonable. Therefore, the intersection volumes are balanced for all hours of study.

Table A-27. Balanced link volumes.

Start Nli* NOi* El;* EOi* 51;* SOi* WI;* WO;* li*
Time

3 PM ':194 741 1,491 1,059 1,6&9 953 696 2,117 4,&70

4 PM 1,192 &94 1,590 1,192 1,639 1,192 &94 2,037 5,315

5 PM 1,242 1,073 1,6&9 1,073 1,590 1,269 944 2,050 5,465

Total 3,42& 2,708 4,770 3,324 4,91& 3,414 2,534 6,204 15,650

-----
2-way Total 6,136 &,094 &,332 &,73&

Peak Period
Forecast 6,300 8,150 8,400 9,000
(2-way)

Comparison OK OK OK OK

NOT*

EOT*

SOT*

WOT* =

741 + &,941 + 1,073

1,059 + 1,192 + 1,073

953 + 1,192 + 1,269

2,117 + 2,037 + 2,050

°T*

2,708

3,324

3,414

6,204

15,650 equals the IT* from Step 5



CHAPTER ELEVEN

VEHICLE CLASSIFICATION PROCEDURES

GENERAL

A critical type of traffic data needed for highway project planning and design is vehicle

classification data. These data typically include various stratifications of light, medium, and heavy

duty vehicles occurring on a facility during specified hours of an average weekday. Vehicle

classification data are necessary to perform capacity analyses, pavement design, and environmental

analyses.

The typical procedure used to forecast vehicle classification on a facility is to assume that the

base year classification of the facility wiH not change. The base year vehicle classification may be

determined through direct measurement, or estimated from data available on facilities that have

similar characteristics to the facility under analysis. If a future facility does not exist in the base

year, measurement of base year vehicle classification on the facility obviously cannot be made.

However, base year measurements can be made on adjacent facilities from which the new facility is

expected to draw traffic.

The major weakness of this procedure is that it neglects future land-use changes in the facility

study area. These changes may affect the future vehicle classification. In an attempt to abate this

possible problem, a revised procedure will be described in this chapter adding one step to the

typically used procedure. This step includes an adjustment factor to account for the effects of

forecasted land-use changes. Emphasis is placed on those land-uses known to influence, or to be

correlated with, truck trip generation. The revised procedure is applicable to any urban facility.

However, special considerations wiH be required if a new, or significantly upgraded, facility is

examined.

Long term vehicle classification trends may also be important. For instance, for several years

there has been a relative increase in the percentage of 5-axle semi-trailers compared with 4-axle

semis. The inclusion of such statewide or localized trends in the forecasting process will improve

the estimates of future year vehicle classifications.

BASIS FOR DEVELOPMENT

The basis of the procedure is that vehicle classification on a facility is only likely to change in

the future if the adjacent land-uses change such that a substantially different number of truck trips

is generated.. The procedure was based on discussions with various public agencies and from

synthesis from various documents (~, ~, !!.' .'!Q, ~, ~, ~).

INPUT DATA REQUIREMENTS

The required data inputs are the following:

• Base year and future year land-uses.

• Base year vehicle classification counts.

The land-use data should concentrate on changes in those uses, such as retail, industrial, or

manufacturing, which are most likely to generate truck traffic. Residential land-use data should be

obtained for comparison purposes.. Future year land-use forecasts will be of assistanceo The base

year classification counts should be obtained if possible on the facility under analysis; otherwise~

counts on similar adjacent facilities may be substituted. If counts in the base year are not

available, counts from other years may be adjusted as necessary to reflect base year considerations.

DIRECTIONS FOR USE

The following are step-by-step directions for the forecasting of vehicle classification of a

facility.

Step I-Select Base Year Vehicle Classification

A suitable base year vehicle classification estimate should be selected from the available input

data, as discussed above.

Step 2-Compare Base Year and Future Land-Uses

The purpose of this step is to determine whether the land-use changes between the base year

and future year are significant enough to produce a change in the vehicle classification. The

relative proportion of land-uses that generate truck traffic (e.g., retail, industrial, and

manufacturing) should be compared to land-uses that generate automobile traffic (e.g., housing

units). If possible, the land-uses should be analyzed separately for different zones along the facility,

such that land-use trends can be established.

For more detailed truck analyses, long term vehicle classification trends available at the state

or local level can be extrapolated to the futue year. The results of this trend analysis should then be

compared for reasonableness with the land-use changes forecasted to occur.

Step 3-Estimate the Future Year Vehicle Classification

This step may be judgmentally performed by manually adjusting the base year vehicle

classification to account for changing land-use trends. For instance, if industrial land-uses are

expected to increase SUbstantially, the analyst may decide to increase the facility truck

percentages. The amount of the change would be based on the analyst's judgment and knowledge of

vehicle classifications in similar heavy industrial areas.

A more systematic approach is to calculate a new vehicle classification using actual or

percentage changes in relative land-use intensities. Typical values used for comparison are number

of employees, square footage of development, and population. The following example uses a

technique that estimates trip generation in the base year and future year for selected trip purposes

and modes. The trips generated are then compared to determine a change in auto and truck

utilizationji resulting in a revision of the base year vehicle classification to represent future year

conditions. Subsequent adjustments to account for long term vehicle classification trends could be

made for more detailed studies.

EXAMPLE PROBLEM

The following is an example of the application of this procedure to estimate an average

weekday truck percentage. The facility under consideration is a two-lane arterial at the fringe of

an urban area. It presently has an AWDT of &,000 vehicles per weekday. It is surrounded principally

by low-to-medium density residential land-uses and is not within the influence of any major travel



These estimates are based on standard trip generation rates by purpose and mode.

c. Split industrial park trips from total AWDT.

In each direction,

b. Estimate distribution of industrial park trips on facility. Since the park is located in the

middle of the facility, it will be assumed that the distribution is 50%-50%, or 0.50 * 3300 = 1650

average industrial park trips on the facility. This includes 0.5 * 600 = 300 truck trips.

d. Estimate revised truck percentage assuming that the base year percentage of truck traffic

will hold for all but the industrial park trips.

Truck Trips on Facility

From Industrial Park = 300 truck trips

For Other Trips = 13,350 * 0.04 = 534" trips

....'
1".1
QCI

(A-67)ARS = OS - (DS/!O (I - VIC)

where:

ARS= average running speed (or average speed if no"stops);

OS operating speed;

DS design speed;

V volume; and

<.. highway capacity (level of service E).

Care must be taken that each speed is expressed in the same units (e.g., mi/hr; km/hr).

Over-capacity conditions involve vehicle demand on a facility exceeding its capacity, resulting

in a build-up of a queue of vehicles. The queue of vehicles will exist and increase as long as demand

exceeds capacity. Thus, if the cause of the demand-capacity imbalance was minor or temporary,

such as the sudden braking and stopping of a vehicle for an animal in the roadway or a merging

platoon of vehicles, the queue may be very small and dissipate quickly. However, if the queue is a

regular occurrence at a bottleneck, such as a lane drop on a freeway, the queue will continue until

the off-peak hours are reached where traffic demands are less than bottleneck capacity. Typically,

speeds in over-capacity conditions will average less than 30 miles per hour on grade separated

facilities and 15 miles per hour on surface arterials.

On grade-separated facilities queues do not develop in under-capacity situations. On surface

arterials, however, some queuing occurs at traffic signals under all conditions. This queuing is

directly related to intersection delay, which is a component of average speed. A queue is typically

defined either in terms of the number of vehicles in a backup or in terms of a standard distance

measure (e.g., feet, meter, mile). Delay is expressed in unit terms (e.g., minutes/vehicle) or in

overall terms (e.g., vehicle-hours). These elements will be examined separately in this chapter.

Traffic data essential to highway project planning and design include speed, delay, and queuing

data. These data are necessary to perform project planning studies, user cost analyses, and

environmental studies.

This chapter presents procedures for estimating speeds, delay, and queuing on grade separated

facilities (i.e., freeways) and on surface arterials. Separate procedures are developed for under

capacity and over-capacity conditions. In each of these situations the traffic flow characteristics

are different.

Speed can be defined in a number of ways: average speed, average running speed, operating

speed, and design speed (2..!.). Average speed is the commonly used speed in project planning and is

defined as the total distance traversed by a vehicle divided by the total time required, including all

traffic delays. Average running speed is the average speed of a vehicle only while it is in motion.

Where there are no delays causing a vehicle to stop, these speeds are identical. Operating speed is

defined as the highest overall speed at which a vehicle Can travel under favorable weather

conditions and under prevailing traffic conditions without exceeding a safe speed as determined by

the design speed. Design speed is defined as the speed upon which the safe operation of vehicles is

dependent and is related to the highway's curvature, superelevation, and sight distance (~).

These speeds are considered to be related in the following way (2..!.l:

GENERAL

CHAPTER TWElveo
SPEED, DELAY, AND QUEUE LENGTH PROCEDURES

0.06

600 trips

3,300 trips

= (13,350* .04 + 300) _ 534 + 300
15,000 -~

15,000

1,650

= 13,350

Therefore:

Revised truck
percentage

Trips

Other Trips

Total AWDT

Industrial Park

Total truck trips

Total Vehicle Trips

a. Estimated industrial park total weekday trip generation.

Auto trips (Auto occupancy - 1.2; no transit)

Home-based work purpose = 1,200 trips

All other purposes 1,500 trips

Total auto trips 2,700 trips

Truck Trips

generator. Traffic is expected to increase to 15,000 vehicles per weekday within 20 years, and as a

result, the facility is being considered for widening to four lanes. The expected increase in AWDT is

a result of anticipated land-use changes in the facility corridor. Largely the change is expected to

be a uniform increase in the residential land-uses throughout the corridor. The only exception is

that a major industrial park having an employment total of 1,000 persons is expected to be located

along the arterial and in about the middle of the facility segment. "The industrial park will be

designed such that access is provided principally to and from the arterial. From current counts on

the facility, the base year truck percentage of total weekday traffic is measured to be 4 percent.

The recom mended procedure for vehicle classification would be applied as follows:

I. Compare base year and future year land-uses to establish whether the vehicle classification

will change. These comparisons were discussed above in the introduction to this example. The

addition of the industrial park js expected to increase the percentage of truck trips on the facility.

The magnitude of this increase will be computed in Step 2.

2. Estimate the future truck percentage based on land-use change. The analyst determines

that this task is best performed by splitting the new trips associated with the industrial park from

the forecast AWDT of 15,000.

= 6 percent trucks



Step 1: Apply design speed and volume-to-capacity ratio relationships to estimate average

running speed. Typical relationships between speed and volume-to-capacity ratio can be described

conveniently and accurately by a series of curves or with tabulated data. These relationships are

summarized in Figure A-82 and Table A-28 (~).

Equations may also be used to forecast speed based on the volume-to-capacity ratio. Three

different forms of such equations have been used in the traffic assignment step of system-level

travel forecasting procedures (124). The three equations are as follows:

UNDER-CAPACITY CONDITIONS

Under-capacity conditions are typified by uninterrupted traffic flow on grade-separated

faci Ii ties and along mid-block sections of surface arterials. There are various degrees of

uninterrupted, or continuous, flow (~). Different roadways provide different types of marginal, or

side, frictions~ For instance, a well-designed freeway provides minimal friction, whereas a surface

arterial may have many side streets and driveways that can disrupt traffic flow. As a result,

different speed relationships are developed for various highway configurations.

On surface arterials traffic flow in under-capacity conditions is affected by such factors as

speed limits, mid-block frictions and the operation of traffic signals. These factors contribute to a

situation that is more complex to analyze than under-capacity conditions on grade separated

facilities. Therefore, separate procedures are described.

BPR Equation S = So/(I + a(V/Cp)4)

Smock Equation S = So/e(V/Cp - J)

Schneider Equation S = So/2(V/Cp - 1)

where:

(A-68)

(A-69)

(A-70)

Example Problem

V Volume

C p = Practical capacity

e Exponential function

Step 2: Convert average running speed to operating speed, if necessary. Once the average

running speed is determined (Step Il, the operating speed can be calculated using Eq. A-67. The

average running speed, design speed, and VIC ratio are inputs to compute the operating speed.

These equations should not be used for forecasting average running speed for under-capacity

conditions for project planning, because their forecasting accuracy is limited. Given that the fitting

of any equation to the curves in Figure A-82 will involve some inaccuracy in predicting speed from

the volume-to-capacity ratio, and because the speed is only affected by the volume-to-capacity

ratio over a very narrow range, it is recommended that equations not be developed and used for

speed forecasting in project planning. Rather, the curves shown in Figure A-82 and tabulated in

Table A-28 should be used in a "look-up" format if necessary.

Forecasted speed

Speed at practical capacity (Level of Service C)

Constant

S

So

a

The basis of this approach is that the volume-to-capacity ratio on a grade separated facility is

theoreticaHy known to influence average running speed. Also, observations of freeway operations

have indicated that the volume-to-capacity ratio explains nearly all of the variation in average

running speed on most freeways and expressways.

The relationships used in this procedure are based on revised highway capacity procedures

presented in TRB Circular No. 212 (~). Similar relationships using operating speed rather than

average running speed are presented in the 1965 Highway Capacity Manual (~).

Basis for Development

The forecast of speed on a grade-separated facility is based on the design speed and forecasted

volume-to-capacity ratio on the facility. Typical relationships between average running speed,

design speed, and volume-to-capacity ratio have been established for use in this analysis. These

relationships can be used to forecast average running speed under any situation except for over

capacity or bottleneck conditions. Procedures to be applied under such conditions will be described

later in this chapter.

Speed Procedure for Grade-Separated Facilities

Input Data Requirements

The only input data requirement necessary to estimate grade-separated facility average

running speed is the design speed of the facility and its volume-to-capacity ratio. The design speed

is available from functional design plans. The volume-to-capacity ratio should be calculated using

forecasted traffic volumes that have been refined or detailed using procedures developed in

Chapters 4 through 7. The capacity should be the one used in the computer forecast or modified in

subsequent analyses. Both the volume and capacity values should be for a one-hour duration during

the peak or off-peak period as reqUired by the environmental or planning analysis.

Directions for Use

The following is an example of speed determination for an under-capacity freeway. A new six

lane roadway is proposed to be built with geometrics designed for 60 mph. During the peak hour the

highway is anticipated to operate at a 0.6 volume-to-capacity ratio.

To determine the anticipated operating speed, Figure A-82 is first used to determine the

average running speed. Enter the graph on the horizontal scale at the anticipated VIC ratio of 0.6

and move vertically to the family of curves for the 60-mph design speed (Step I). Continue to move

vertically to the middle curve which represents a six-lane facility. From the point where the

vertical line meets this curve, move horizontally to the left to read the average running speed of 47

mph. As an alternative method, Table A-28 could be used by entering the column labeled for

60-mph Design Speed Six-Lane and moving down to the row for a vIC Ratio of 0.6, yielding the

47-mph average running speed. In Step 2, Eq. A-67 is modified to solve for operating speed, as

follows:

The following is a two-step procedure to forecast average running speed on a grade separated

facility:

OS =

OS =

OS =

ARS + (DS/I0(l - vIc))
47 + (60/10(1 - 0.6))

49.4 mph



Table A-2S. Average running speeds on freeways/expressways. Speed and Delay Procedure for Surface ArterIals

.35 54 54 53 51 50 50

.40 54 54 53 51 50 50

.45 54 54 53 50 50 49

.50 54 54 53 49 49 48

.55 54 54 53 48 48 47

.60 54 54 52 47 47 46

.65 53 53 51 46 46 45

.70 53 53 51 45 45 45

.75 52 52 50 44 44 44

.80 51 51 49 42 42 42

.85 49 49 48 40 40 40

.90 47 47 46 38 38 38

.95 43 43 43 35 35 35

.95 43 43 43 35 35 35

1.00 32 32 32 30 30 30

Source: Ref. 45

70-mph Design Speed 60-mph Design Speed

AVERAGE RUNNING SPEED (mph)

vic
Ratio

8 Lane 6 Lane 4 Lane 8 Lane 6 Lane 4 Lane

50-mph Design Speed

All Lanes

46

46

45

45

44

43

42

40

38

36

34

32

30

30

27

The calculation of speed on surface arterials must include the delay at traffic signals. As a

result, there are two components of the arterial speed forecasting procedure. One component

provides a forecast of "mid-block" speed, or the average running speeds between traffic signals. The

other component provides a forecast of delay at traffic Signals. The average speed is computed by

combining the mid-block speed forecast and the intersection delay forecast.

This procedure may be applied for any under-capacity conditions. Over-capacity conditions

require different techniques for forecasting intersection delay. These procedures are discussed later

in this chapter.

Basis for Development

The procedure uses material recommended in A Manual on User Benefit Analysis of Highway

and Bus-Transit Improvements published by AASHTO (2Q), and based on procedures developed in

NCHRP Report 133 (2.!). The technique for mid-block speed forecasts assumes speed to be related

to the volume-to-capacity ratios of the intersections along the arterial. Figure A-83 permits

computation of average running speed (2Q), and Figure A-84 allows average speed, which includes

intersection delay time, to be estimated (~).

Intersection delay forecasts are based on Webster's delay estimates for signalized intersections

at fixed time traffic signals (120). These forecasts must be altered to reflect actuated or

coordinated traffic signal operation. The forecast of intersection delay is provided in two

components: delay due to stopping delay due to idling. Figures A-85 and A-86 enable calculation of

stopping delay and idling delay, respectively (2Q). Total intersection delay is the sum of these

values.

Input Data Reauirements

The following data are reqUired to apply this procedure:

• Signal cycle length (e): The time period required for one complete sequence of signal

phases.

• Approach volume (V): The approach volume expressed in vehicles per hour.

• Approach flow rate (qJ: The approach volume expressed in vehicles per second.

• Green time (gJ: The amount of effective green time for an approach.

• Green-to-cycle time ratio (g/cJ: The ratio of effective green time of the signal to the

cycle length of the signal.

• Saturation flow (s): Saturation flow is the approach volume in vehicles per hour of green at

maximum capacity (i.e., level-of-service E). This is equivalent to the mid-block link capacity for

uninterrupted flow conditions. In the absence of detailed capacity calculations the saturation flow

may be assumed to be t,700 to 1,800 vehicles per hour per approach lane.

• Capacity (cl: Capacity is maximum approach capacity (i.e., at level of service E) and is

equal to the saturation flow mUltiplied by the green-to-cycle time ratio = sg/c.

• Degree of saturation (xl: The ratio of the volume of traffic approaching the intersection to

the capacity of the intersection. The degree of saturation represents the vOlume-to-capacity ratio

of the intersection approach. However, since the approach capacity is constrained by the available

green timejl the degree of saturation will be less than the volume-ta-capacity ratio in the mid-block,

or uninterrupted flow segment~ The degree of saturation can be calculated as x 0;; Vc/gS~
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Directions For Use

A six-step set of directions is used in this procedure, as follows.

Step 1: Determi"" the mid-block average running speed. Use Figure A-83 to estimate average

running speed relative to the forecasted volume-ta-capacity ratio of the facility. This analysis

should be performed for each section of the facility between signalized intersections. Special

considerations must be applied when signal spacing is such that traffic at a signal may be affected

by operations at an upstream or downstream signal.

If specific knowledge of intersection traffic operations is not available, Figure A-84 can be

used to estimate average speed. In such cases, the procedure would now be complete.

Step 2: Calculate intersection delay on each of the facility aperoaches. Two techniques can

be used, ei ther.

a. Use Figures A-85 and A-86 to calculate stopping delay per 1,000 vehicles and idling delay

per 1,000 vehicles; or

b. Use Webster's equation (Eq. A-71l to determine average delay per vehicle.

Figure A-85 is used as follows to calculate stopping delay at an intersection approach.

I. Begin with left-hand figure.

2. Enter the bottom of the figure at the appropriate degree of saturation.

3. Move verticalfy up to the appropriate green..to-cycle time ratio curve.

4. Move horizontally to the right across the left-hand figure to the appropriate approach

speed line in the right-hand figure.

5. Move vertically down to the calculated stopping delay in hours per 1,000 vehicles.

Figure A-86 is used as follows to calculate idling delay at an intersection approach.

I. Begin with lower figure.

2. Enter the left side of the lower figure with the approach capacity.

3. Move horizontally to the right to the appropriate degree of saturation curve.

4. Move vertically up through the lower figure to the appropriate green-to-cycle time ratio

curve in the upper figure.

5. Move horizontally to the right to the first scale on the right-hand side of the figure--the

average delay per vehicle scale-to obtain an uncorrected estimate of average delay.

6. Obtain correction for this average delay estimate (the cycle length correction factor) from

the small figure in the upper left hand corner of the upper figure.

a. Enter bottom of small figure with appropriate cycle length.

b. Move vertically up to the appropriate green-to-cycle time ratio line.

c. Move horizontally to the right to the scale giving the average delay correction.

7. Add the average delay correction to the uncorrected average delay estimated in step 5 to

obtain forecast average idling delay.

8. Move horizontally to the right to the right-most scale to convert the corrected average

delay per vehicle forecast to idling delay hours per 1,000 vehicles.

Using technique (b), average delay per vehicle may be estimated based on Webster's equation

(120):

(A-71)

where:

dj average intersection delay per vehicle on approach j (seconds);

E c (I - g}c)2/2{I - (g}c)x);

F x2/2 q (t - xl; and

G 0.65(c/q2)0.33 (x(2 + 5 g/c». Component G usually equals approximately 10 percent of
component F.

This equation is composed of three additive components, E, F ~ and G. Component "E" represents the

delay that would result if traffic arrived in a uniform manner, with each vehicle being equally

spaced over time. Component "F" represents delay that results from traffic arriving randomly.

Component "G" is a correction factor to permit a£curate total delay estimates. Webster's equation

is only valid for under-capacity conditions, such that VIC or x is less than 0.975.

To reflect the use of traffic actuated signals or coordinated traffic signals, the total delay

equation may be adjusted. The adjustment reflects the objectives of each of these traffic

signalization strategies. The traffic actuated signal strategy is based on an adjustable traffic signal

cycle length, that can be changed as a result of monitored volumes at each intersection approach.

The traffic actuated signal cycle consists of an initial interval of minimum cycle length and green

phase for each approach, and a maximum extension interval that may be added in whole or in part to

an approach's green phase and the total cycle length as necessary to clear a queue. The traffic

actuated control strategy thus reduces delay by distributing total available green time according to

the magnitude of approach volumes, and by terminating each green phase as soon as vehicle queues

at approaches are dissipated. As a result, traffic signal actuation reduces delay because vehicles

will likely wait a shorter time for a green phase, and will probably not have to wait through more

than one red phase.

This potential can be accounted for by permitting two cycle lengths in the Webster delay

estimation equation (.!.!.?). One cycle length is the average or minimum length and is used in

computations for the first com,xment of the delay equation. This component accounts for uniform

or average vehicle arrivals or volumes. The second cycle length used represents the extended or

maximum cycle length and is used in the computations for the second component of the delay

equation. This component accounts for more random and possibly large approach volumes. The

cycle length that would be used in the delay equation for fixed time traffic signais would lie

between the minimum and maximum cycle lengths used for actuated traffic signals. It is estimated

that modification of the delay equation to account for traffic actuation of signals would result in

delay reductions of about 25 to 40 percent over a range of volume-ta-capacity ratios at the

intersection from 0.50 to 0.85 (.!.!.?).

The objective of coordinated operation of traffic signals is to increase the proportion of

vehicles arriving during the green phases and to decrease the proportion of vehicles arriving during

the red phases. Delay is accordingly reduced under this coordination strategy as a smaller

proportion of vehicles needs to stop and wait through a red phase.

To account for coordinated traffic signal operation, the first component of the delay Eq. A-71

is modified. For fixed time signals this component assumes that vehicle arrival over the entire

signal cycle is uniform for both green and red phases. The modification to the delay equation

component is based on a forecast of the potential for the coordination of traffic signals to result in

higher vehicle arrival rates under the green phase of the cycle compared to the red phase (.!.!.?). The

first component "E" of the Webster delay Eq. A-7 I should be modified as follows under the

coordinated opera tion of traffic signals (~l:

Component "E" =Vr (c)(j - g/cJ2/2q [I + [Vr/(s - Vg)]] (A-72l



The other components "F" and ItGtI remain the same.

Step 3: Calculate total intersection delay on each of the facility approaches. For technique

(a), total intersection delay (0) on an approach j is determined by:

where:

E, c, q, and s are as previo"sly defined and

Vr = vehicle arrival rate under red phase (veh/sed

Vg = vehicle arrival rate under green phase (veh/sed

where:

OJ total delay on approach j (hours);

dji = total idling delay on approach j per 1,000 vehicles (hours) (Fig. A-86);

djs = total stopping delay on approach j per 1,000 vehicles (hours) (Fig. 85);

Ps = proportion of stops (from Fig. A-85 or calculated from Eqs. A-80 or A-81); and

Vj = approach volume (vph).

For technique (b) using Webster's formulation, total intersection delay for all vehicles equals

the following:

Basis for Development

The procedure is described in A Manual on User Benefit Analysis of Highway and Bus-Transit

Improvements, published by AASHTO (2Q) and in Signal Operations Analysis Package (SOAP),

published by USOOT/FHWA (.!..!1). The procedure assumes that the average queue will consist of

those vehicles that arrive at the signal during the red phase of the signal cycle plus those vehicles

that arrive at the beginning of the green phase and must stop and join the queue until it discharges.

Surface arterials will experience queues at their signalized intersections during under-capacity

conditions. Procedures to calculate the average length 01 these queues are derived from the same

basis as the intersection delay estimation procedures previously discussed for arterials. The queue

length procedure involves estimation of the average percentage of vehicles which must stop during a

typical signal cycle.

This procedure is applicable to arterials that have traffic volumes operating at less than the

arterial capacity. The basic procedure is designed for use with pre-timed, uncoordinated traffic

signals. It therefore assumes that cycle length and phases ·are fixed and that vehicle arrival rates do

not differ between red and green phases.

Queue Length Calculation Procedures for Surface Arterials

(A-71;)

(A-73)

dj Vj/3600

OJ = (dji + djs) Ps Vj/l,OOO

Step 1;: Obtain vehicle-miles and vehicle-hours of travel for each section of the facility.

Multiply the section length (Lj) by the volume (Vj) to calculate vehicle-miles of travel (VHT).

Obtain vehicle-hours of travel (VHT) by dividing the vehicle-miles of travel (VMTj) by the average

running speed (ARSj)' Therefore:

This VHTj value does not yet include intersection delay.

Step 5: Calculate total facility vehicle-miles and vehicle-hours of travel. Sum the vehicle

miles of travel (VMT) over each roadway section j. Calculate total vehicle-hours of travel (VHT) by

summing the vehicle-hours of travel on each segment (Step 1;) plus the total intersection delay

(Step 3).

where:

OJ total delay on approach j (hours);

dj total delay per vehicle on approach j (seconds); and

Vj approach volume (vehicles per hour).

For either technique (a) or (b), sum the delay values (Dj) for each approach to obtain total

intersection delay.

VMTj = Vj Lj

VHTj = VMTj/ARSj

(A-75)

(A-76)

Input Data Requirements

The required input data are the following,

• Approach flow rate (q): The approach volume expressed in vehicles per second.

• Degree of saturation (x) for each approach (see previous procedure for description).

• Cycle length (c).

• Green-to-cycle time ratio (g/c): The ratio of effective green time to total cycle time at

the intersection approach.

The volume and capacity data are obtained directly from the computer forecasts or from the

results of the refinement and detailing procedures presented in Chapters" through 7. The green-to

cycle time ratio is estimated from base year signal operations or from conditions at intersections

with similar characteristics. For coordinated signal systems, the analyst must also have knowledge

of the specific phasing involved, such that for each approach the vehicle arrival rate can be

estimated during the red and green phases.

Directions for Use

A two-step set of directions is used in this procedure, as follows:

(A-80)Ps = 0 - g/cl/O - gx/c)

where g/c and x are the input data and Ps ~ proportion of vehicle stopping during signal cycle.

For coordinated traffic signals a different equation is applied to establish E. The differences

between coordinated and fixed time signals are based on the quality of the coordination achieved.

As a result, these differences are measured between the vehicle arrival rate during the red phase~

Step l: Estimate the average proportion of vehicles stopping during a signal cycle. For fixed

time signals, use the following equation:

total

(A-77)

(A-78)

(A-79)

VMTj

(VHTj + OJ)

AS = VMT!VHT

VMT

VHT

An example of this procedure is presented later in this chapter ..

~
J
I:
j

Step 6: Calculate average speed on entire facility. This is easily obtained by diViding

vehicle-miles of travel by total vehicle-hours of travel (Step 5).
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The average stops per vehicle can also be estimated from Figure A-85, given the degree of

saturation (x) and the g/c ratio.

Step 2: Calculate the average queue length. Use the following equa tion:

Vr, and the vehicle arrival rate during the green phase, Vg. Traffic signal coordination seeks to

maximize Vg and minimize Yr. Under the fixed time, uncoordinated signal arrival rates are

considered to be equal. The equation for proportion stopping at coordinated traffic Signals is as

follows (l!.?):

There is no known procedure to account for differences between forecasted queue lengths for

fixed time, uncoordinated or traffic actuated signals. It is generally accepted, however, that the

proportion of vehicles required to stop at traffic actuated signals will be higher (.!.!.?). Such signals

terminate green phases after queue discharge and do not have any further green phase during which

subsequent vehicles arriving at the approach can proceed through without stopping. This situation,

however, should not be interpreted as resulting in longer queues because, as noted earlier, average

traffic actuated signal cycle lengths are shorter than for fixed time signals and the timing of phases

is keyed to minimizing queue lengths.

Calculate the green-to-cycle time ratiol 1-'
01>."',

(A-71)

1.44

b. Or, use Webster's Eq. A-71 to calculate average delay per vehicle:

where:

E 90 (J - 0.5)2/2 (I - (0.5)(0.66» = 16.79

F (0.66)2/2 (600/3600) (I - 0.66) = 3.&4

G 0.65 (90/{600/3600)2)0.33(O.66P + 5 (0.5»

dj = E + F - G

Then dj = 16.79 + 3.84 - 1.44 =19.2 seconds per vehicle.

Step 3.

C = (g/ds = 0.5(1,&00) = 900 vph

g/c = 45/90 = 0.50

Enter the vertical axis of the lower graph in Figure A-86 with the 900-vph capacity (point A).

Move horizontally to the right to the 0.66 degree of saturation curve (point B). Then move

vertically into the upper graph to the green-to-cycle ratio of 0.5 curve (point C) and finally move

horizontally to the left or right to determine an unadjusted average idling delay per vehicle of 14

seconds (Point E). Determine the correction from the inset graph. Enter with the 90-second cycle

on the horizontal axis (point E) and move vertically to the 0.5 green-te-cycle ratio curve (Point F).

Move horizontally to the right to obtain a correction of 4-seconds (point G). Add the 4-second

correction to the unadjusted average idling delay per vehicle to yield an 18-second total average

idling delay per vehicle (point H). Finally, move horizontally from H to the right to find the total

idling time (point J) equal to 5 hours per 1,000 vehicles.

For stopping delay, enter the horizontal axis of the left graph In Figure A-85 with the 0.66

degree of saturation (point A). Move vertically to the green-to-cycle curve of 0.5 (point B), then

move horizontally to the right into the second graph to the point approximating a 31-mph line

(point C). Finally, moVe vertically down to determine an added stopping delay of 2.7 hOUrs per 1,000

vehicles per signal (point D).

For idling delay, first calculate the approach capacity,

(A-81l

(A-82l

where,

ps, c, and x are previously defined;

Vr vehicle arrival rate during red phase (vehicles per second);

R length of rcd phase (seconds); and

Vs vehicle arrival rate during signal cycle (vehicles per second).

Ps = (Rvr/cvsll [I - x [1_- (RVr/CVs)]]

where:

Q average queue length per cycle (number of vehicles);

q approach flow rate (vehicles per second);

Ps proportion of vehicles stopping (Step I); and

c cycle length in seconds.

Q = Ps " q " c

Example Problem

The following example illustrates the method for estimating speed and queue length for an

under-capacity arterial. An arterial segment with a 35-mph speed limit has a mid-block vIC ratio

of 0.33. The signal downstream has a cycle length of 90 seconds with an effective green time of 45

seconds. The saturation flow(s) is estimated to be 1,800 vphg. Determine the total average running

speed, the average speed and the average queue length for a demand of 600 vph.

Step I. Since the V/C ratio and speed limit are known, determine the mid-block average

running speed from Figure A-g3. Entering the horizontal axis with the V/C ratio of 0.33 (point A)

moving vertically to the 35-mph speed limit curve (point B) and horizontally to the right, the

average mid-block running speed (ARS) is determined to be 31 mph (point C).

a. Calculate total delay using Figures A-85 and A-86 and Eq. A-73,

Dj =(dji + djs) Ps V/!,OOO

Dj =(5 + 2.ll x 0.75 x 60011,000

Dj =3.28 vehicle hours.

b. Calculate total delay using Webster's Eq. A-74,

Dj = Dj (v/3,600)

Dj = 19.2 x 600/3,600

Dj =3.20 vehicle-hours

Use 3.20 veh-hrs for the remainder of the example.

a. Calculate vehicle-miles of travel for the section:

a. Use Figures A-85 and A-86. Determine stopped delay per 1,000 vehicles. First determine

the degree of saturation (x) at the intersection.

VMT = L x V = 0.75 mi x 600 veh = 450 veh-mi

b. Calculate the vehicle hours of travel for the section:

x = Vc/gs = 600(90)/45(1800) = 0.66 VHT = VMT/ARS = 450/31 = 14.5 veh-hr



a. Calculate total vehicle miles of travel. Because there is only one section, the total vehicle

miles (vMT) is equal to the vehicle-miles of travel in the section:

VMT = VMTj = 450 veh-mi

b. Calculate total vehicle hours of travel. Since there is only one section,

VHT = OJ + VHTj = 3.2 + 14.5

VHT = 17.7 veh-hrs

a. Calculate average speed (AS) by dividing total VMT by total VHT:

AS =VMT/VHT =450/17.7 =25.4 mph

Notice that the average speed (AS) is less than the average running speed (ARS) because of the

addition of the intersection delay.

b. Determine the average queue length using the queuing procedure:

Step 1. Estimate the proportion of vehicles stopping at least once. Since the signal is not in a

progression system use Eq. A-80:

Ps = 0 - 0.5)/0 - 0.5(0.66)) = 0.75

Similarly, from Figure A-85 (point E), Ps = 0.75. This serves as a check.

Calculate average queue length (QJ:

Q = 0.75 • 600/3,600 • 90

Q = 11.25 vehicles

OVER-CAPACITY CONDITIONS

Over-capacity conditions and the queuing caused by such conditions may result in increased

delay and travel costs to the facility user compared to the worst under-capacity conditions. As a

result, it is unlikely that over-capacity conditions should be anticipated to occur regularly in the

future even under a "no-build" alternative. It is more likely that potential facility users will divert

to other facilities, will change their time periods of travel, or will even change their modes of

travel.

Before procedures for calculating the effects of facility over-capacity conditions are applied,

facility traffic projections should first be reviewed, as discussed in Chapter 3 (21.). This review

should include a very basic check of the reasonableness of the overall traffic demand forecast. It

should also check whether the demand is consistent with the forecasted changes in land-uses in the

facility corridor, and whether the forecasted land-use changes themselves are reasonable. Also, the

projected traffic demand should be checked against programmed capacity changes.

Following this basic review of reasonableness, a review of vehicle diversion potential should be

considered. First, route diversion to alternate facilities should be considered. Second, the potential

for temporal demand shifts, such as extension of the peak period on the facility should be

considered. And third, the potential for diversion to other modes, especially public transit, should

be reviewed in light of the inadequate traffic conditions forecasted in the corridor.. After this

review is complete, if it is still anticipated that over-capacity conditions will occur, the following

procedures should be applied to estimate speeds, delay, and queuing.

Procedure for Grade-Separated Facilities

The determination of speed, delay, and queuing data on grade-separated facilities for over

capacity conditions can be accomplished using a straightforward worksheet procedure. It can be

applied to any freeway segment. The procedure provides a somewhat simplified view of the

freeway operations, as it does not specifically account for the effects of on- and off-ramps along

the freeway.

Basis for Development

The procedure is based on the shock-wave method of queuing analysis as described in NCHRP

Report 133 (21.). This approach assumes that the queuing effects of a bottleneck will move upstream

similar to "shock waves" in compressible fluids. If necessary, the peak traffic hour is extended by

the duration of time required to dissipate the queue. Additional theory is provided in the original

document (21.).

Input Data Requirements

The following data are required:

• Identification of bottleneck location.

• Directional volumes (peak hour and immedimately following off-peak hour).

• Time duration of peak volume.

• Capacity (bottleneck and upstream facility segments).

• Design speed of facility.

The hourly volume data can be derived from computer traffic forecasts before or after

applying the refinement or detailing procedures in Chapters 4 through 7. The techniques in Chapters

9 and 10 will provide a basis for developing diurnal and directional volume distributions. Base year

conditions on similar facilities should be examined to estimate the duration of the peak demand.

The bottleneck and upstream facility capaci ties and design speed should be calculated directly from

functional design plans, because these values must be carefully determined.

Directions for Use

To apply the procedure the worksheet in Figure A-87 may be used along with the following

step-by-step directions (21.):

Step I: Identify bottleneck freeway section and immediate upstream section.

Step 2: Fill out heading of worksheet.

Step 3: Enter input bottleneck demand volume. This is conducted for peak and off-peak

periods (item 0.
Step 4: Enter duration of peak demand (Item 2). Note that it is assumed there is no limit to

the duration of off-peak demand.

Step 5: Enter the capacity values. The upstream section capacity is placed in Item 3 and the

capacity of the bottleneck section in Item 4.

Step 6: Calculate the volume-to-capacity ratios <Item 5J. Item 5.l should be the ratio for the

upstream section that will be unaffected by the queue. it is equal to the upstream volume divided

by the upstream capacity. Item 5.2 will be the ratio for the queue. it is equal to the bottleneck



Project No. Example Upstream section identification --'A..:.B:::.... _

Year 1982 Bottleneck section identification "'B"'C'- _

Time of Day ..:.P-"M.:.....:.P..:.e",a::.k _

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

II.

12.

Demand volume for bottleneck

Time duration of demand volume

Capacity of upstream section

Capacity of bottleneck

ViC ratios

5.1 Unaffected upstream subsection

5.2 Queued upstream subsection

5.3 Bottleneck section

Rate of queueing (a positive value
indicates an increasing queue)

Speed of vehicles through each section

7.1 Upstream unaffected section

7.2 Upstream queue subsection

7.3 Bottleneck section

Density of vehicles using each section

8.1 In upstream unaffected section

8.2 In upstream queue subsection

8.3 In bottleneck section

Change in density in going from the
upstream unaffected section to the
queue section

Average length of queue

Time required during off-peak to
dissipate queue, in hours

Average running speed over entire
freeway segment

Peak

4,100 veh/hr

I hrs

5,700 veh/hr

3,800 veh/hr

0.72

0.66

~

300 veh/hr

~mi/hr

.....!2mi!hr

---B. mi/hr

77.4 veh/mi

153.3 veh/mi

118.8 veh/mi

175.9 veh/mi

0.85 mi

...l!.- mph

Off Peak

3,200 veh/hr

600 veh/hr

~hrs

capacity divided by the upstream section capacity. Item 5.3 is the ratio for the bottleneck and Is

usually equal to 1.0. Values greater than 1.0 are not used.

Step 7: Enter the rate of queuing (Item 6). For the peak time, it is equal to the peak demand

volume for the bottleneck litem I) minus the capacity of the bottleneck litem 4). For the off-peak,

use the off-peak time demand volume litem I) minus the bottleneck section capacity (Item 4).

Step 8: Estimate average running speeds in each free'lllay segment. These are based on the

VIC ratios from Item 5. For the unaffected upstream section (Item 7.1l and the bottleneck litem

7.3), Table A-28 or the solid lines in Figure A-82 of Chapter 10 should be used. For the upstream

queue section, the dashed line at the bottom of Figure A-82 is recommended for use.

Step 9: Estimate density of vehicles in each freeway segment. Enter in Item 8.

Item 8.1 - For upstream section not affected by queue, density equals upstream demand (Item

iJ divided by its speed (Item 7.1l

Item 8.2 - For upstream section in queue, density equais bottleneck capacity litem 4) divided

by upstream queue speed (Item 7.2)

Item 8.3 - For bottleneck section, density equals bottleneck capacity (Item 4) divided by

bottleneck queue speed (Item 7.3)

Step 10: Enter the change in density Roinl!: from the upstream unaffected section to the

upstream queue section (Item 8.2 minus Item 8.l). Enter in Item 9.

Step 11: Calculate the average length of qUeue. The queue is assumed to be at its maximum

length at the end of the peak period. At this time the level of demand decreases. The maximum

length of the queue is equal to the peak rate of queuing (vehicles per hour-Item 6) multiplied by the

time duration of peak volume (hours-Item 2) divided by the change in density at the queue build-up

point (vehicles per mile-Item 9). The average queue length is equal to the maximum queue length

divided by two and is entered in Item 10.

Step 12: Enter the time required to dissipate the queue in the off-peak period (Item 11). This

is equal to peak rate of queuing litem 6) divided by off-peak rate of queuing (Item 6) multiplied by

duration of peak traffic demand (Item 2}'- ------

Step 13: Calculate the average running speeds for the entire freeway segment. Enter this

value'in Item 12 as foliows:

Figure A-87. Queuing and speed calculations for grade-separated facilities in over-capacity
conditions.

where:

ARS

ARSv
ARSq
ARSb

Lv

L q

Lb

L

ARS = -"'L _

+ 1::.9
ASq

average running speed of entire freeway segment (mph);

average running speed of unaffected upstream segment (Item 7.]);

average running speed of queue upstream segment (Item 7.2);

average running speed of bottleneck segment (Item 7.3);

length of total upstream segment (miles);

length of queue upstream segment (miles);

length of bottleneck (miles); and

total length of freeway under analysis (miles) (equal to Lv + Lb).

(A-83)



Example Problem Calculate queuing rates.

The following example illustrates the methodology used to determine freeway speed and

queuing on grade-separated facilities for over-capacity conditions. The situation is depicted in

Figure A-88.

For peak:

queuing rate

For off-peak:

queuing rate

peak demand volume - bottleneck capaci ty

4, 100 - 3,800 = 300 Enter on line 6

off-peak demand volume - bottleneck capacity

3,200 - 3,800 = -600 Enter on line 6

Eastbound

Capacity
Section LeI)gth
Design Speed

5,700 vph
2 mi
70 mph

\
3,800
0.75 mi
70 mph

5,700
1. 3 mi
70 mph

Step 8. Estimate average running speeds.

For the upstream unaffected section use Table A-28. Enter the 70-mph design speed with six

lanes column and move down to vIC ratio of 0.70. By inspection of the table the speed is

determined to be 53 mph.

For the upstream queue subsection use Figure A-82. Enter the horizontal axis with the VIC

ratio of 0.66, move vertically to the dashed line, and move horizontally to the left to determine a

speed of 15 mph.

For the bottleneck section use Table A-28. Enter the 70-mph design speed with four-lanes

column and move down to a vIC ratio of 1.0 to determine the speed as 32 mph.

Step 10. Calculate the change in density.

Change in density = (upstream queue subsection density) - (unaffected upstream density)

= 253.3 - 77.4 = 175.9. Enter on Line 9. (A-84)

Step 9. Calculate densities.

For the upstream unaffected section

density (K) =demand volume/speed =4,100153 =77.4 Enter on line 8.1

For the upstream queue subsection

K =bottleneck capacity/upstream queue speed =3,800/15 =253.3 Enter on line 8.2

For the bottleneck section

K = bottleneck capacity/bottleneck queue speed 3,800/32 = 118.8 Enter on line 8.3

Step II. Calculate average queue length.

Step 12. Calculate queue dissipation time.

(A-85)

=(300 vph x I hr) I (2 x 175.9) =0.85

_ peak queuing rate x demand volume time duration
- 2 x change in density

average
queue
length

Figure A-88. Example problem characteristics.

Prior to the PM peak the eastbound demand on section AD is 2,200 vph. Demand increases to

4,100 vph during the peak hour and decreases to 3,200 vph following it. Determine the average

length of the queue and the average running speed over the entire freeway segment.

Refer to Figure A-87.

Step 1. Identify the bottleneck section BC.

Step 2. Complete the worksheet heading as shown.

Step 3. Enter the peak demand volume of 4,100 vph and the post peak demand volume of

3,200 vph on line I.

Step 4. Enter the peak demand duration of one hour on line 2.

Step 5. Enter the upstream and bottleneck capacities of 5,700 vph and 3,800 vph

respectively on lines 3 and 4.

Step 6. Calculate the VIC ratios.

Unaffected upstream subsection

VIC = 4,10015,700

Queued upstream subsection

0.72 Enter on line 5.1
d~s~~eation : peak queuing rate x den:-and volume time duration
timeP off-peak queumg rate

(A-86)

VIC = 3,80015,700 0.66 Enter on line 5.2 = (300 vph x I hr) I 600 vph = 0.5 hr

Bottleneck section

vIc 1.00 Enter on line 5.3
Step 13. Calculate average peak demand period running speed.

average
running
speed

2.75
2 - 0.85/53 + 0.85/15 + 0.75/32

27.0 mph



Procedure for Surface Arterials Directions for Use ~

In
o

where:

A peak volume (Item I);

B peak volume (Item 0 - capacity (Item 3); and

C number of lanes (Item 2) x approach speed (Item 7) x density (Item 9.0.

Step 10: Enter the duration of interruption of the signal (Item 10). This equals the total cycle

length (Item 5) less the effective green time (Item 6). This value should be expressed in hours,

Step II: Calculate the queue lengths. Four elements to this step are involved, as follows.

Step 11.1, Calculate the maximum queue length in terms of vehicles. The follOWing

equa tion is used:

Step-by-step directions, based on the worksheet in Figure A-89 (~). are as follows!

Step 1: Enter the headings on worksheet.

Step 2: Enter the demand volumes. For peak volumes use Item I (demand should be greater

than capacity). For off-peak volumes use Item 2 (demand should be less than capacity).

Step 3: Ent"'" the approach capacity. Item 3.

Step 4: Ent"'" time duration of peak volumes. Item 4.

Step 5: Enter signal cycle length. Item 5.

Step 6: Enter effective green time for over-capacity intersection approach. Item 6.

Step 7: Enter averaging running speed of vehicles into intersection queue. Estimate average

running speed using VIC ratio of previous upstream intersection and curves in Figures A-83,

Step 8: Enter the number of lanes at theover-capacity intersection approach.

Step 9: Calculate the rate of arrival of vehicles into intersection approach~. This rate

will be slightly greater than the peak demand volume because, as the queue builds, it moves

upstream and accordingly increases the vehicle arrival rate in the queue.

Step 9.1: First estimate the queue density. This valoe can be assumed to be 240

vehfmi/lane or a 22 it spacing in the queue if other data are unavailable. Enter this value into Item

9.1.

where,

D duration of peak demand (Item 4); and

E peak queue arrival rate (Item 9) - capacity (Item 3).

Step 11.2: Calculate maximum queue length in terms of distance. The following

equation is used:

where:

F maximum queue length (vehicles); and

G density (Item 9.Jl x number of lanes (Item 8).

Step 11.3: Calculate the adjusted maximum queue length to reflect the interruption of

the signal. The following equation is used:

The procedure for calculating arterial speeds, delays, and queues for over-capacity conditions

includes a mid-block speed forecast and an intersection delay forecast. The mid-block speed

forecast would use the same mid-block speed forecast procedures described earlier for under

capacity conditions. The vIc ratio for the over-capacity intersection approach would always be

equal to 1.0.

Intersection delay forecasting techniques would be different because they must include the

effect of queuing. The delay calculated in the procedure includes the delay due to insufficient

capacity, plus the delay due to the signal cycling from green to red and back.

This procedure is applicable to all arterials at signalized intersections that operate over their

capacity. The procedure assumes that demand will be over-capacity during a known time period and

then drop to a uniform level that is under-capacity for the next time period. The procedure,

however, could be modified for different assumptions.

Basis for Development

Delay at an over-capacity intersection approach will have two components. One component

will result from the excess vehicles that will build up in a queue as long as the approach traffic

demand exceeds capacity. The queue will decline when demand drops to less than capacity and

delay will decline at a rate defined by how much the demand is less than capacity. The second

delay component will result from the cycling of the traffic signal between red and green phases. In

this method, the duration of the peak and off-peak periods is unchanged.

The procedure for calculating intersection delay under circumstances of queuing consists of

the deterministic queuing model recommended in NCHRP Report 133 (~). The model must be

specified in terms of the time at which over-capacity operations begin, the time at which such

operations end, and the time at which the resulting queue ultimately discharges.

Input Data Reguirements

This procedure requires the following input data for eat:h intersection approach:

• Intersection directional approach volumes (peak hour and immediately following off-peak

hour).

• Approach capaci ty.

• Time duration of peak volume.

• Signal cycle length during peak period.

• Effective green time of signal during peak period.

• Number of approach lanes.

The hourly volume data can be derived from computer traffic forecasts before or after

applying the refinement or detailing procedures in Chapte~s 4 through 7. The techniques in Chapters

7 and 10 will provide a basis for developing diurnal and directional volume distributions. The

duration of peak demand and the traffic signal operations data should be estimated by examining

base year conditions on similar facilities. The approach capacity should be estimated from the

number of lanes, the lane configuration, and the traffic signal operations.

Step 9.2: Calculate the rate of vehicle arrival as follows:

Rate of vehicle arrival = A x (I + BI (C - A»

Maximum queue length (vehicles) = D x E

Maximum queue length (distance) = FIG

Adjusted Maximum Queue Length =K + L

(A-87)

(A-88)

(A-89)

(A-90)



where:

K maximum queue length (vehicles) (Item I1.I); and

L capacity (item 3) x length of signal interruption (item 10).

Step I1.4: Calculate the average adjusted queue length. This value equals orie-half of

the adjusted maximum queue length (item 11.3) and is expressed in terms of vehicles. An

adjustment similar to tha t used in Step I1.2 could be used to express this value on a distance basis.

Step 12, Compute the queue discharge time. This value is determined from the following

equation:

The following is an example of estimating queue length and delay for an intersection that is

over-capacity. The eastbound approach (intersection capacity of 1,800 vph for two lanes) to the

intersection of Street A and Road B is expected to have an hourly demand of 1,850 vph during the

hours of 7 AM to 9 AM in 1985. After this period the demand is expected to drop to 1,200 vph.

Determine the average adjusted length and average vehicle delay if the signal cycle length is 120

seconds and the effective green time is 60 seconds. Assume a mid-block V/C ratio of 0.5 I upstream

of the intersection and speed limit of 35-mph.

Step I. Enter headings as appropriate. (See Fig. A-99).

Step 2. Enter the demand volume during the peak on line I. Enter the off-peak demand

volume on line 2.

Step 3. Enter the intersection capacity on line 3.

Step 4. Enter the duration of the peak volume on line 4.

Step 5. Enter the signal cycle length on line 5.

Step 6. Enter the effective green time for the approach on line 6.

Step 7. Determine the average running speed from Figure A-83 with a VIC of 0.51 and a

speed limit of 35 mph. Enter on line 7.

Step 8. Enter the number of lanes on line 8.

Step 9. Calculate the rate of vehicle arrival with a density assumption of 240 veh/mi/lane

(line 9.1).

1850 (I + ({1850 - 1800)/({2 x 30 x 24) -1850))) = Rate of Vehicle Arrival = 1,857 veh/hr

Step 10. Calculate the duration of interruption of the signal.

Duration of interruption cycle length - effective green time

120 sec - 60 sec = 60 sec

60/3600 = 0.017 hr Enter on line 10.

Project No. Example Intersection Identification Street A and Road A

Year 1985 Time 7-9 AM Approach Identification EB

I. Demand volume for peak 1,850 . veh/hr.

2. Demand volume for off-peak 1,200 veh/hr.

3. Capacity of intersection approach 1,800 veh/hr.

4. Time duration of peak 2 hrs.

5. Cycle length of signal 120 sec.

6. Effective green time 60 sec.

7. Speed of vehicles on the approach to the
intersection during the peak 30 mi/hr.

8. Number of lanes of the approach 2 lanes

9. Rate of arrival of vehicles into the
intersection queue

9.1 Density of vehicles per mile per
lane when queued (240 veh/mi/lane
assumes 22 ft/veh spacing in the
queue) 240 veh/mi/lane.

9.2 Arrival Rate 1,857 veh/hr

10. Duration of interruption by signal 0.017 hrs.

II. Queue length

11.1 Maximum queue length (vehicles) 114 vehicles

11.2 Maximum queue length (distance) 0.23 mi

11.3 Adjusted maximum queue length 145 vehicles

11.4 Average adjusted queue length 73 vehicles

12. Queue discharge time 0.167 hr.

13. Average delay per vehicle 146 sec/veh

Figure A-89. Queuing and delay calculations for surface arterials in over-capacity conditions.

Queue Discharge Time = (H x Il/ J

where:

H length of peak demand (Item 4);

I peak volume (Item I) - capacity (Item 3); and

J capacity (Item 3) - off-peak volume (Item 2).

Step 13: Calculate the average delay per vehicle. This value is determined as follows:

Delay per vehicle = average adjusted queue length/capacity

= (item Il.4)/(item 3)

This value should be expressed in seconds per vehicle.

Example Problem

(A-9I)

(A-92)



Percent of Traffic
in Design Lane

Step 11. Calculate the queue lengths.

First calculate the maximum queue length:

11.1 Maximum queue length (vehicles)" 2 (1,857 - 1,800)" 114 vehicles.

11.2 Maximum queue length (distance) " 114/240 x 2 " 0.23 mi.

1!.3 Adjusted maximum queue length" 114 + (1800" 0.017)" 145 vehicles.

11.4 Average adjusted queue length" 145/2" 73 vehicles

Converted to distance, this equates to: 73/240 x 2 " 0.15 mi.

Step 12. Calculate queue discharge time.

Queue Discharge Time" 2(1850 - 1800)/(1800 - 1200)" 0.167 hr

Step 13. Calculate average delay per vehicle.

Delay per vehicle" 73/1800 " 0.041 hr " 146 sec/veh

Since 146 seconds is greater than the signal cycle length of 120 seconds, enter 146 on line 13.

CHAPTER THIRTEEN

DESIGN OF HIGHWAY PAVEMENTS

GENERAL

The recommended procedure to develop the data necessary for highway pavement design is

described in the AASHTO Interim Guide for Design of Pavement Structures (2:). The AASHTO

procedure converts traffic data (ADT and vehicle classification) to 18-Kip equivalent single-axle

loadings (ESAL). The ESAL data is the one essential traffic data input used to determine the

structure depths for subbase, base, and surface layers for flexible pavement and slab depth and slab

connections for rigid pavements.

The procedure to determine ESAL may be applied to a new, upgraded, or existing facility. The

procedure is applicable in any terrain or under any environmental conditions.

INPUT DATA REQUIREMENTS

The procedure to determine 18-kip equivalent single-axle loadings requires selected traffic

data items and several assumptions. Some of these assumptions are not related to traffic data.

First, a structural number (SN) must be assumed for flexible pavement design and a depth (D) must

be assumed for rigid pavement design. These assumptions are used as "initial" values for the

structural number or depth to be estimated by the pavement design procedures. AASHTO suggests

that a value of 3.0 be assumed for flexible pavements and a value of 8.0 be assumed for rigid

pavements. If the discrepancy between these initial values and final values determined by the

procedure is too large, the process must be repeated assuming a new structural number or depth.

A second required assumption is the terminal Pavement Serviceability Index (Pt). This index

reflects the ability of a pavement to serve high-speed, high-volume automobile and truck traffic.

The terminal pavement serviceability index thus represents the lowest index that will be tolerated

at the end of the design period (usually 20 years). An index of 2.5 is suggested by AASHTO as a

guide for design of major highways, while a value of 2.0 is suggested for highways with lesser traffic

volumes.

Other assumptions necessary for pavement design include a soil support value and regional

factor for flexible pavements, a concrete working stress factor, a modulus of elasticity, and a

subgrade reaction factor for rigid pavements. The regional factor accounts for regional

environmental and climatic conditions. The soil support value and subgrade reaction factor account

for soil conditions. The working stress and modulus of elasticity factors account for characteristics

of the concrete used in the rigid pavement.

The procedure for determining ESAL and pavement design also requires the following traffic

data:

• Directional average daily traffic volumes (ADTs) and lane-use distributions for the base

year and the 20-year design period. When lane-use distributions are not available, the AASHTO

Guide suggests the following values:

Number of Lanes
in Both Directions

2
4
6

100
80-100
60- 80



DIRECTIONS FOR USE

The following steps are required to produce the ESAL values for use in highway design:

Step I: Calculate the average annual ADT for a 2a-year design period in both directions.

• 18-kip truck axle loading characteristics for single and tandem axle loadings. These base

year values should be obtained from a loadometer station that represents the anticipated traffic

usage of the design facility.

• Vehicle classification (i.e., percent trucks) of the traffic flow based upon a 2/t-hour traffic

volume. These data should be obtained for the base year and the 20-year design period.

If directional traffic volumes are not available, directional distributions are usually made by

assigning 50 percent of the traffic in each direction. Most states also assign 100 percent of the

directional traffic to the design lane, thereby ignoring lane distribution of traffic. This conservative

approach helps ensure that the pavement structure can withstand the total traffic volume given a

lane closure due to unforeseen circumstances.

150 ADTNumber of single-unit, 2-axle dual-tire trucks
(obtained from vehicle classification count)

design. Figure A-91 provides an example of station-specific ESAL data and rates for tractor semi

trailor combinations. Similar data are available for other truck classifications, such as single-unit

trucks, semi-trailer trailer, and truck and trailer. Figure A-92 provides a summary of these data for

this station. The data shown in these figures are also referred to as FHWA loadometer data.

Rarely would the facility being studied have the same vehicle classification as a loadometer

station. The analyst must therefore extrapolate data from loadometer stations to project sites.

One technique is to begin with station-specific loadometer data, such as that shown in Table A-35,

and then modify the proportion of truck types (e.g., single, tandem) and axle load groups to match

the vehicle classification on the specific facility. In so doing, the quantity of axles in each axle load

group would change, as would the total number of trucks counted. Multiplying the modified number

of axles by the previous equivalence factors and dividing by the number of actual trucks observed on

the facility would provide the analyst with a modified ESAL rate.

Vehicle counts typically classify trucks according to number of axles and truck type (e.g.,

single unit, combination) rather than by axle load groups. As a result, several agencies have

established average equivalency factors for each truck classification. These factors are based upon

typical weight distributions for each type of truck. Once the average eqUivalency factors are

estimated, they can be applied to any vehicle mix to produce an ESAL rate and total ESAL for a

specific facility. For example, the following analysis might be performed for one classification of

truck:

(A-9/t)

(A-93)ADT (avg) = (ADT (base year) + ADT (20-year»/2

Step 2: Calculate the design lane ADT.

ADT (design) = ADT (avg.) x Directional Split (proportion)
x lane use factor (proportion)

Step 3: Calculate the design lane truck volumes.

Step 4: Determine the ESAL rate. This rate is the number of IS-kip equivalent single axle

loadings per truck assumed to be made on the facility under analysis. The ESAL rate is simply

multiplied by the number of trucks on the facility to result in the number of 18-kip equivalent single

axle loads to be used in pavement design (see step 5).

The ESAL rate is a combination of two factors. One factor is the 18-kip axle equivalency

factor, or the number of 18-kip single axle equivalent loads per type and weight classification of

axle load. The equivalence factors from the AASHTO manual are given in Tables /\-29 through

A-3/t. Different factors are used for different types of pavement, and different values of Pt, SN,

and D.

The second factor is the number of truck axle loads by type and weight classification expected

on the facility. This information may be obtained by using statewide data, data from a particular

ioadometer station on a similar facility, or data extrapolated from loadometer sites to project sites.

The FHWA maintains information on a statewide and loadometer station basis.

The computation of ESAL data is accomplished in a straightforward manner. Table i\-35

summarizes the equivalence factors and number of axle loads for each classification of axle load

type and weight fro!11 a typical loadometer station. The data represent a sample of 3,1/t6 trucks

weighed. The equivalence factors were obtained from Table A-31 (flexible pavement, Pt = 2.5,

SN = 3). By obtaining the product of equivalence factors and number of axle loads for each axle load

group, a number of equivalent IS-kip single axle loads (1826.8) is obtained for the 3,1/t6 trucks

weighed (see Table A-35). The ESAL rate for the station equals the number of loads divided by the

number of trucks weighted and multiplied by 1,000, or (l826.8/3,1/t6) • 1,0000580.7.

Figure A-90 provides an example of statewide ESAL data for flexible and rigid pavement

These two values, ESAL (daily) and ESAL (20 yr), are then used in Figure A-93 or Figure A-94

for flexible pavements, or Figure A-95 for rigid pavements to determine the final structural number

(SN) or depth of slab (D) for flexible and rigid pavements respectively. If the calculated final values

of SN or 0 are significantly different (i.e., greater than 10 percent) from the initial assumed value

(see input data), the procedure should be repeated using a new assumed SN or D.

Similar computations could be performed for each truck classification. The individual ESAL values

should then be summed and divided by the total number of trucks to produce the desired ESAL rate.

These techniques can be used effectively to account for expected future changes in vehicle

mix. For instance, if long term trends show an increase in the number of multiple-axle trucks, the

vehicle classification counts can be adjusted (see Chapter 11) such that a more accurate ESAL rate

is obtained for design purposes.

Step 5: Calculate daily ESAL and 2a-year ESAL

t-'
U1
W

(A-98)

(A-97)

150" 2-axle/truck • 1./t9 = 4/t7

1.49

20,000 lb.

Truck (20 yr) x ESAL (rate)

Truck (Daily) x ESAL (rate)ESAL (daily)

ESAL (20 yr)

Equivalent 18-kip single axles (ESAL)
for this truck classification

Average equivalency factor
(assumes flexible pavement, Pt = 2.5 an SN = 3.0;
Table A-31)

Typical weight for this truck type
(obtained from loadometer station data)(A-95)

(A-96)ADT (trucks) x 365 days/yr x 20 yr

ADT (design) x Percent Trucks (base year)Truck (Daily)

Truck (20-yr)
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Table ,\-29. Traffic equivalency factors, flexible Cable A-32. Traffic equivalency factors, flexible
pavement, single axles, Pt =2.0. pavement, tandem axles, Pt =2•.5.

Altle told Structural Number. SN Axle Load Structun.l Number, SN

Kips tN KJp' tN

2 I.' 0.0002 0.0002 0.0002 0.0002 0.0002 0.0002 10 ~.5 0.01 O.ot 0.01 O.ot 0.01 O.ot
4 17.1 0.002 0.003 0.002 0.002 0.002 0.002 12 .53 •• 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.01 O.ot
6 26.7 0.01 0.01 0.01 om O.ot o.ot 14 62.3 0.03 0.04 0.04 0.03 0.03 0.02
I 35.6 0.03 0.04 0.04 0.03 0.03 0.03 16 1t.2 0.04 0.07 0.Q1 0.06 0.05 0.04

10 ~.5 0.01 0.01 0.0' 0.01 0.08 0.08 II 10.1 0.Q1 0.10 0.11 0.09 0.01 0.01
\2 53.4 0.16 0.18 0.1. 0.11 0.17 0.11 20 19.0 0.11 0.14 0.16 0.14 0.12 0.11
\4 62.3 0.32 0.34 0.35 0.35 0.34 0.33 21 .... 0.16 0.20 0.23 0.21 0.11 0.11
16 11.2 0.5' 0.60 0.61 0.61 0.60 0.60 24 106.1 0.23 0.21 0.31 0.2' 0.26 0.24
18 10.1 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 26 115.1 0.33 0.31 0.42 0.40 0.36 0.34
20 1'.1 1.61 t.s. t.56 1.55 1.51 1.60 21 124.6 0.45 0.4' 0.55 0.53 0.50 0.41
22 97.9 2.4' 2.44 2.35 2.31 2.35 2.41 30 133.4 0.61 0.65 0.10 0.10 0.66 0.63
24 \06.8 3.71 3.62 3.'3 3.33 3.40 3.5\ 32 142.) 0.11 0.84 0.19 0.19 0.16 0.83
26 115.1 5.36 5.21 ".88 4.68 4.71 4.'6 34 151.2 1.06 1.01 1.11 1.11 1.09 1.01
28 124.6 1.54 1.31 6.18 6.42 6.52 6.83 36 160.\ 1.31 1.38 1.31 1.31 1.31 1.31
30 133.4 10.38 10.03 '.2' 1.65 1.13 9.17 31 16'.0 1.15 1.13 1.6. 1.61 1.10 1.13
32 \42.3 14.00 13.51 12.37 11.46 11.48 12.07 40 111.9 2.21 2.16 2.06 2.03 2.01 2.14
34 \51.2 11.55 17.87 16.30 14.97 14.87 15.63 42 116.1 2.76 2.61 2.4' 2.43 2.51 2.61
36 160.1 24.20 23.30 21.16 19.21 19.02 19.3 ~ 195.1 3.41 3.21 2." 2.11 3.00 3.16
38 \69.0 3U4 2•.•5 21.12 24.5S 24.03 25.10 46 204.6 4.11 3.91 3.51 3.40 3.55 3.79
40 111.9 3'.57 38.02 34.)4 30.•2 30.04 31.2S 48 213.5 5.01 4.10 4.15 3.91 4.l7 4,49

Table A-3D. Traffic equivalency factors, flexible ("hIe A-33. Traffic equivalency factors, rigid
pavement, tandem axles, Pt = 2.0. pavement, single axles, Pt = 2.5.

Allie Load Structural Number, SN ......... o - Slab Thickneu - inches

Kipt; kN K;p. kN 10 11 12

10 ~.S 0.01 O.ot 0.01 0.01 0.0\ O.ot 2 8.' 0.0002 0,<002 0.001)2 0.0002 0.0002 0.0002 0.0002
12 53." om 0.02 0.02 om 0.01 0.01 4 17.8 0.003 0.002 0.002 0.002 0.002 0.002 0,002
14 62,3 0.02 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.02 0.02 • >1>.7 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01I. 71.2 0.04 0.05 O.OS 0.05 0.04 0.04 I ll.• 0." 0." O.OJ O.OJ O.OJ O.OJ 0.03
18 80.1 0.07 0.08 0.08 008 0.07 0.07 10 44.S 0.10 0.0'1 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.08
20 89.0 0.10 0.12 0.12 0.12 0.11 0.10 12 53.' 0.20 O.llJ 0.18 0.18 0.18 0.17 0.11
22 97.. 0.16 0.17 0.18 0.17 0.16 0.16 " 62.3 0.'" 0.36 0.35 0.3< 0.3< 0.3< 0.3<
24 106.8 0.23 0.2< 0.26 0.2S 0.24 0.23 I. 11.2 o.<>J 0.62 O.bl 0.60 0,60 0.60 0.60
26 115.7 0.32 0.34 0.36 0.35 0.34 0.33 18 110.1 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
28 124.6 O.4~ 0.46 0,49 0.48 0.47 0.46 20 "",0 1.51 1.51 1.55 1.51 1.58 1.58 1.59
30 133.4 0.61 0.62 0.6~ 0.64 0.63 0.•2 22 97.Q 2.21 2,20 2.28 2.3< 2,'" 2.<0 2.41
32 142.] 0.81 0.82 0.84 0.84 0.83 0.82 2' 106.8 3.16 J.IO J.2.3 J.36 3.45 3.50 J.53
34 151.2 1.06 1.01 1.08 1.08 1.08 1.01 .. 115.1 4.41 o. ..42 4.&7 '.85 •.% 5.01
36 160.1 1.38 1.]8 \.38 1.31 1.38 \.38 28 12-4.6 6.OS 5.16 5.92 .,29 6.61 b.81 b.lJ2
31 169.0 1.76 1.15 1.73 1.72 1.73 1.74 JO 133.-4 8.16 7.67 7.79 8,28 1.79 9.14 '.3<
00 177.9 2.22 2.19 2.15 2.1] 2.16 2.18 32 142.3 10.81 IO.Db 10.10 10.70 11,43 Il.qq 12.35
42 186.8 2.77 2.73 2,64 2.•2 2.6. 270 3< 151.2 '4.12 13.04 12.J4 13.62 14.59 15.-43 16.01« I9S.7 3.42 3.36 3.23 3.18 3.24 3.31 36 160./ 18.20 16.69 16.41 17.12 18.33 19.52 2O.3lJ
46 204. 4.20 4.11 3.92 3.83 3.91 4.02 JIl 169.0 13.15 21.14 20.01 21.31 21.74 24.31 2S,58
48 21].5 ~.IO 4.lJR 4.12 4.58 4.68 4.8] <0 177.lJ 29.11 26.4lj 2S,bS ".29 27.91 29.90 31.M

Tallie A-31. Traffic equivalency factors, flexibie T<lble A-34. Traffic equivalency factors, flexible
pavement, single axles, Pt = 2•.5. pavement, tandem axles, Pt = 2•.5.

Allie Load Structural Number. SN A:dt Load o - Slab Thkkneu - inchc5

KIp' tN Kips kN 10 " .2

2 I .• 0.0004 0.0004 0.0003 0.0002 0,0002 0.0002 10 44.5 0.01 O.(}1 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 O.Ol
4 11.8 0,003 0.004 0.004 0.003 0.003 0.002 12 53.' 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 O,OJ O.OJ O.OJ
6 26.' 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.01 O.ot " 62.3 0.06 OOS O,OS 0.05 O.OS O.OS 0.05
I 35.6 O.Q) O.OS O.OS 0,04 0.03 O.oJ 16 11.2 0.10 0,0'1 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.08

10 44.5 0.08 0.'0 0.12 0.'0 0.09 0.01 18 80.1 0.16 0.14 0.14 0.13 0.13 0.13 0.13
12 53.4 0.17 0.20 0.23 0.21 0.19 0.18 20 89.0 0.2.3 o.n 0.21 0.21 0.20 0,20 0,20

" 62.3 0.33 0.36 0.40 0.]9 0.36 0.]4 n 97.9 0.3< 0.32 0.31 0.31 0.30 0,30 0,30
16 71.2 O.5'~ 0.61 0.65 0.65 0.62 0.61 2' 106.8 0.48 0." 0.45 0.44 0." 0,,, 0."11 80.1 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 2t> 115.7 0,64 0,6< 0,", 0.62 0.62 0.62 0,61
20 89.0 1.61 t.s7 1.49 1.47 Ul l.SS 28 124.6 0.85 0.85 0.85 0.85 0.85 0.85 085
22 97.9 2,48 2.38 2.17 2.09 2.18 2.30 30 IJJ.4 1.11 1.12 1.13 1.14 1.14 1.14 1.14
24 H}6.8 3.69 3.4. 3.0' 2.89 3.03 3.27 32 142.J lAJ 1.44 1.47 1.49 1.50 I.SJ LSI
2. 115.7 5.33 •.99 '.31 3.91 4.09 4.48 3< 151.2 1.82 1.82 ).87 l.lJ2 1.'lS 1.% 1.97
21 124.6 7.49 6.98 5.'0 S.21 5.39 S,'8 36 160.1 2.29 2.27 l,ll 2.43 2.48 2.51 2.52
30 133.• 10.Jl 9.5$ 7.94 •.83 6.97 7.79 38 169.0 2.85 1,80 2.'JI 3." 3.12 3.lb 3.18
32 142.3 13.90 12.82 10.$2 8.85 8.88 9.9S <0 In.lJ 3.52 3.-42 J.SS 3.14 3.87 3." 3.98
34 15\.2 18.41 16.9-4 13.74 11.34 11.18 12~1 '2 186.8 4.32 4.16 '.30 '.55 4.74 '.Il<> ".91
36 160.1 24.02 22.04 17.71 14.)8 13.93 15.50 44 195.7 5.26 5.01 5.16 S.48 5.75 5.92 6.01
38 169.0 30.90 28.30 22.61 18,06 17.20 18.98 .. 20<.6 6,36 6.01 6.14 6.53 6,90 7.14 7.28
40 177.9 39.26 35.89 28.51 22,50 21.08 2304 48 213.5 7.6< 1.16 7.27 7.73 8.21 8.55 8.75
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STi. Tt l, t- IlLL~(jlS f\U""\ [R RATIC f\U"[\EP % CI ST R RATIe lA-K EQ" RATIO OF 18-1< EC" ~ DISTR RATH OF
L.TCkSTAfl .,U[' AL h.j.~C • C L,~ $ S cr (f- eF OF CF PER 1000 18-K EC\I FOR All 18-K EQ\I 18-K ECV
I~Ji'L3EK LJf S II r lUi"" = f; TP. UC K S HUCK S lQ1j( KS TRUCKS TRUCKS TRUCK S PER 1000 TRUCKS All TRKS ALL TRKS

\~[IGHEO wE ZOlFO (c!J'n ED CCUf\TED COUNTED WEIGHED ~EIGHED CClf\lED CCLNTEO CCUNTEe
19ii1 1 G81119 19P1 191\1 1981/79 1 <; 81 1<;8117<; 1':l81 1981 1981/79

S ! j-" GL t 0,'111 fLUCK"
t" t,,'H:l ;>,H, Ili.-"Uf' 1 75 1.07 11,'-'01 26.19 1.20 1.9 0.25 H.l 0.11 0.30
ulnER L {.liL t it r L<.L 77 2.75 (,93 2.16 0.53 54.0 0.21 31.5 0.24 0.14
'. I\XL t i- T I,L 112 0.A3 2,515 7.84 1.06 204.2 1.60 513.6 3.30 1.70L.

3 "Xl t Ul. j·iJi:' t 41 0.132 565 1.76 0.84 300.0 O.p.~ 16<;.5 1.09 0.72
AL ... .) I~-.l\JL ~ U"l T TKKS " i.ll) 1.0'1 12,174 37.96 1.07 60.1 0.80 13/':.1 4.74 0.87

rr~;'CT CR S li'\ I j f.LK J

-' J~XL c 3? 0.74 313 0.q9 0.82 4(;<;.7 1.11 141.0 0.94 1.41
<, rlXL i- 123 0.71 1,319 4.11 0.91 45/':.5 0.87 602.2 3.86 0.82
5 <,ALL Ur. ,·I;.;F"- 1,325 1).1'14 17,532 54.66 1.05 73<;. e 1.00 12,e;70.0 83.24 1.05
.4LL TKf:..C. ~E,: I Tr'Lk.S 1,~,1J1) 0.83 19,1'<'4 59.75 1.04 715.8 1. 00 13,11<;.2 88.04 1.04

ALL COde-; it,,'. f IL ,.:oj 1,556 0.3t; 19,'199 62.1)4 1.0'1 745.6 1.03 14.€45.1 95.26 1.08
Hi TilL T"vCr, j 1,<;(;1 O.R!) 32,073 100.00 1.05 [485.51 1.01 1'5,5e1.€ 100.00 1.07
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LT'llK L. ;'XL E " TIKe 77 2.71) ':·93 2.16 0.53 '51.5 0.27 35.1 0.15 0.14
2 .XLI: " T If'i 112 f).A3 2,515 7.R4 1.0/': 21'5.5 1.16 542.0 2.30 1.87
j \XL £: Uh . iLf L /,1 0.8 7 565 1.76 0.84 3 E1. /': 0.7<; 215.6 o.'n 0.67
All " if, z,L t. vi'! f lr<." S 405 1.tlR 1 Z,lT4 31.96 1.07 M.O 0.82 80S.4 3.44 0.89

TRA(.T ~p~ ':';'[h i II-'Lk :;
5 ,IXL E 3 7 1).74 31? 0.98 I).RZ 44f..5 1.73 13<;.8 0.59 1.43
't f'.XL t: 123 0.71 1,319 4.11 0.9, 4<;7.2 O.EI; ':55.8 2.18 0.81
? AXLe: u'"- 'lUi', r: 1,325 0.84 17,532 54.6f:> 1.0 '5 1,187.f. 1.00 20.820.2 88.28 1.06
:,lL T;<A C. SEll T"L!,S 1,'+80 0.R1 10 ,16/. 59.75 1.04 1,127.8 1.01 21,615.8 91.65 1.05

I,Ll (.<.;r1illi,:, r lLr,:, 1,'>56 0.85 19,819 62.04 1.04 1.1'13. c; 1.02 22,773.S 96.56 1.07
TUI AL TKJU', J 1, 'JCl 0.8 0 31' ".173 10\) .00 1.05 1"/34.81 1.01 23.5€3.3 100.00 1.01

cSRI.. R!'ITE

Figure A-90. Example of statewide ESAL. !-'
.01
U1
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Table A-35. Determination of ESAL from loadometer station data.

Axle Load Representative Equiv. No. of Equiv. 18-kif
Groups, lb Axle Load, Ib Factor.!/ Axlesl:.I Single Axlesj

Single Axles

Under 3,000 2,000 0.0003 512 0.2
3,000- 6,999 5,000 0.012 536 6.4
7,000- 7,999 7,500 0.0425 239 10.2
8,000-11,999 10,000 0.12 1,453 174.4

12,000-15,999 14,000 0.40 279 11 1.6
16,000-18,000 17,000 0.825 106 87.5
18,001-20,000 19,000 1.245 43 53.5
20,001-21,999 21,000 1.83 4 7.3
22,000-23,999 23,000 2.63 3 7.9

24,000 and over ° --------
459,0

Tandem Axles

Under 6,000 4,000 0.01 9
6,000-11,999 9,000 0.008 337 2.7

12,000-17,999 15,000 0.055 396 21.8
18,000-23,999 21,000 0.195 457 89.1
24,000-29,999 27,000 0.485 815 395.3
30,000-32,000 31,000 0.795 342 271.9
32,001- 33,999 33,000 1.00 243 243.0
34,000-35,999 35,000 1.245 173 215.4
36,000- 37 ,999 37,000 1.535 71 109.0
38,000- 39 , 999 39,000 1.875 9 16.9
40,000-41,999 41,000 2.275 0
42,000-43,999 43,000 2.74 1 2.7

44,000 and over 0

1,367.8

Total ESAL

ESAL Rate

459.0 + 1367.8 = 1826.8

(1826.8/13146) * LOOO = 580.7

Y Pt = 2.5 and SN = 3.0 (obtained from Tables A-31 and A-34 with
interpolation).

~/ Total number of trucks represented by this axle load da ta is 3,146 trucks.

1/ As noted earlier in text, ESAL or Equiv. 18-kip Single Axles = Equiv.
Factor x Number of Axles.
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Figure A-9l. Example of station-specific t:.SAL data for tractor semi-trailer combinations.
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Figure A-92. Example summary of station-specific ESAL data.
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EXAMPLE PROBLEM

The following example illustrates these computations when the ESAL rate is derived from a

loadometer station or statewide average.

CHAPTER FOURTEEN

CASE STUDY: USE OF REFINEMENT PROCEDURES FOR UPGRADING OF A LIMITED ACCESS

HIGHWAY

INTRODUCTION

With the current emphasis on Transportation System Management, many studies are being

conducted with the intent to improve the capacity of existing roadways rather than to build a

completely new facility on a new right-of-way. This case study examines a four-lane highway that

is being considered for upgrading to a six-lane limited access facility. The analysis concentrates on

techniques for refining computerized travel demand forecasts, and developing design hour volume

and directional distribution data. Capacity and level-of-service analyses are included as a check of

the results.

Route A, shown in Figure A-96, is a major radial highway located in a metropolitan area with

a population of over 2 million. The highway connects the CBD with outlying suburbs and provides

access to recreational areas. Land use in the corridor is primarily residential, but commercial uses

are expected to develop in the corridor's extreme eastern and western portions over the next 20

years. The link-node network for the corridor is shown in Figure A-96, along with the available base

year ADT counts. Two existing two-lane roadways, Route N to the north and Route S to the south,

prOVide competitive travel facilities to Route A. The only proposed transportation improvement in

the corridor is the upgrading of Route A.

The computer-generated travel assignments for the base year and the future year are shown in

Figures A-97 and A-98 respectively. These data are the raw assignments and must be relined for

design purposes. The remainder of this chapter reviews the process to refine these assignments.

48.5•.5 per 1,000 trucks (see input data)

600 x (48.5•.5/1,000) = 291.3

4,380,000 x (48.5•.5/1,000) = 2,126,490

.5,000 x .60 x 1.00 = 3,000 vehicles per day

3,000 x .20 = 600 trucks per day

600 x 36.5 x 20 = 4,380,000 trucks in 20 yrs

(4,000 + 6,000)/2 = .5,000 vehicles per day

20 percent

60 percent/40 percent

48.5..5 per 1,000 trucks obtained from Figure A-90
an example FHWA loadometer table for rural
interstate highways.

Input Data and Assumptions:

Highway Type main rural road (Non-Interstate)

Pavement Type flexible (p+ =2.5 and SN =.5)

Base Year ADT 4,000 vehicles per day

20 yr ADT 6,000 vehicles per day

Directional
Distribution

18-kip ESAL rate

Base Year
Percent Trucks

Step I. ADT (avg)

Step 2. ADT (design)

Step 3. Truck (Daily)

Truck (20 yr)

Step 4. ESAL (rate)

Step .5. ESAL (daily)

ESAL (20 yr)

If the ESAL rate is extrapolated from loadometer station data to site-specific conditions,

the value used in Step 4 would be different. However, the remainder of the methodology would

remain the same~

SUMMARY OF SCENARIO STEPS

The following steps were performed in the analysis:

The following sections describe in detail the steps performed in analyzing the travel demand

forecasts for the Route A corridor. Examples are given of all pertinent calculations.

L Define study area boundaries8

2. Define base year and future year.

The five steps involved in preparing the data base for application of the traffic forecast

refinement procedure include the following:

SCENARIO DETAILS

Step I: Prepare data base.

Step 2: Select screenlines and check screenline assignments.

Step 3: Perform calculations.

Step 4: Conduct final assignment checks.

Step.5: Determine future year peak hour directional volumes.

Step 6: Perform capacity calculations.

Step I-Prepare Data Base

~I

~I

(_ample

W,,' 5. I~ 18-k,p fSAL APPLICATIONS
I, -500 p5.;

10.. '200 pc;

E • 4. ld' psi

$ol"I,on, o· 6 6 '"thes

Solves, [. (.. 32 1]I09W",.735toq(D.IJ-O.06-~.342I09 ----!- _0_-_"__
i+ ~~:.'f.. - 690 0''''- -;t::~~~'"

Figure A-9.5. Design chart for rigid pavements, Pt = 2. .5.
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3. Identify link and/or node characteristics.

fl. Record base year traffic counts.

5. Record base and future year traffic assignments.

These steps were previously performed; the results are shown in Figures A-96, A-97, and A-98.

Figure A-96 indicates the study area and base year ADT counts, and Figures A-97 and A-98 show the

base year and future year computer traffic assignments respectively. The preparation of this data

base was contingent on the base year traffic assignment passing the five reasonableness checks

outlined in Chapter 3, Preliminary Checks of Computerized Traffic Volume Forecasts.

Step 2-Select Screenlines and Check Screenline Assignments

The screenlines selected for the refinement process are shown in Figure A-99. Screenlines A

A, B-B, and C-C provided three opportunities to balance east/west traffic assignments on Route A

and its two competitive faciiities Nand S. North-south travel to and from Route A would be

balanced using screenlines D-D, E-E, F-F, and G-G. This selection of screenlines permitted refined

volumes to be determined for each north-south or east-west route in the corridor.

Selecting the locations of screenlines A-A and D-D required the use of judgment. For

instance, screenline A-A would have been more useful if placed east of Node 4387 on Route A

because this would have offered the opportunity to refine the traffic volume on another link of

Route A. However, such a screenline would have had a diagonal roadway crossing, a situation which

should be avoided. Therefore, A-A-s selected location was the most reasonable available.

Conversely, screenline D-D did not avoid a diagonal roadway. In this case there was no alternative

screenline location for D-D, and therefore the need to have a screenline in this portion of the

corridor overrode the desire to avoid a diagonal roadway crossing.

The screenlines were subjected to two checks in order to assess their adequacy and reliabili ty.

Each screenline's length and link density were determined as shown in Table A-36, and then plotted

on Figure A-lOa (Fig. A-7 from Chapter 4) to determine their adequacy. All screenlines proved to

be acceptable, although screenlines E-E and F-F were at the border of the acceptable range.

Therefore, the results of the refinement procedure should be reviewed carefully for those two

screenlines. Each screenline was also checked for the adequacy of the base year traffic assignment

as compared to the base year counts. Table A-37 shows the calculations involved; the data points

were plotted on Figure A-lOl (Fig. A-9 from Chapter 4). Again, all of the screenlines were within

the acceptable range.

Step }-Perform Calculations

The traffic assignment refinement calculations for screenlines A-A through G-G are shown in

Figures A-102 through A-108 respectively. These straightforward calculations follow the procedures

detailed in Chapter 4. There is one item to note regarding screenlines A-A, 6-6, and C-C. Route

A's capacity increased significantly (50%) from the base year. Because of this large capacity

increase, the future year traffic assignment on Route A was not subject to the first adjustment by

the ratio and difference methods (see Chapter 4, Step 3-2). Therefore, these adjustments were left

blank on the calculation sheets for each of the screenlines.
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Figure A-I·lO. '-heck of screenline lengths.

Links Screenline Link
Screenline Crossed Length Density

A-A 3 3.4 0.9
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Table A-37. Comparison of screenline base year counts and assignments~

Base Year Exceed
Percent Allowable

Screen line Assignment Count Deviation Deviation Deviation?

A-A 77,800 85,000 - 7,200 - 8.5 No

B-B 78,500 85,200 - 6,700 - 7.9 No

C-C J76,700 !59,300 17,400 10.9 No

D-D J73,600 147,200 26,400 17.9 No

E-E 28,400 42,400 - 14,000 - 33.0 No

F-F 44,100 .36,000 8,100 22.5 No

G-G 138,400 121,800 16,600 13.6 No

10

Figure A-lOt. Check of base year counts and assignments.
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- 7.9

10.9

17.9

- 33.0

22.5

13.6

150

Percent
Deviation

@c

Legend

@A c Screenlines Depicted
in Figure A.. 9i}

125

- 7,200

- 6,700

17,400

26,400

- 14,000

8,100

16,600

Desirable Deviation 7

/

Deviation

100

Count

85,000

85,200

159,300

147,200

42,400

36,000

121,800

7550

Base Year

77,800

78,500

176,700

173,600

28,400

44,100

138,400

Assignment

25

A-A

B-B
C-C

D-D

E-E
F-F

G-G

Total Screenline 24 Hour Base Year Traffic Count (lOOO's)

o '----+-----4---+----+-----4--_+- >-__--4_
o

Table A-37. Comparison of screen line base year counts and assignments.
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Table A-36. Recommended screenline length.

Figure A-I ')0. r.heck of screen line lengths.

Links Screen line Link
Screenline Crossed Length Density

A-A 3 3.~ 0.9

B-B 3 2.6 1.1

C-C 5 3.4 1.5
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Study Area _--":C~a,,,s~:-.:::SIct=d=,.'J:I- _
screenline _--'6::..-_6::- _

(15)(14)(10) (ll) fl2) (13)(9)(8)(7)(6)(5)() (4)(2)(1) '16; 17)

A.dju8U1ent
'--,--

• ,
~f

Adju,taent
~f,acility (Nod..) coo.. Ab Af DIFFU- RA f

Cb
C

f FAf
coo..

TCOUWT RATIO TC f Cf
CAPAm BASE Cf

e;-
ENCE CITY COlDlT

442~ - 4352 /5,400 • III I N//OO 2/,311 22,OU 2',ell 21,'111> :20,400 :20,400 .143 /.07 12/ 70 8,.70 Zqil{O 1,02. 0.7.

4385 -4381 SI.,400 .~'Z 51>,'12 '11,850 - - '1/,8S0 '5,000 'n, 500 .r.B4 0.'/4 5i,2.30 31,700 g'f,130 0.'12. 0.87

44/1- 441'1 13,400 .157 4,n4 10,510 2~,~80 1'1,2.50 1'1,250 2.4,1000 24/r.oo .113 0.18 11,730 7,520 22,250 0.90 0.55

.

-

8 5,2.00 . 1B,S4r. /23,131 13~J018 110,000 1"I2J 5 OO o.'1~

i~
133,020 0.13 0.77

!-,'" ,

~
I J £~ reAP

TOTALS ITeOU1lT "
TIIA, TFh t TCOt!NT

L T." I TAt ':'AA, TC. ITe, Tc," tUb T~Af Tc," ~- rcOUllT

Figure A-103. Refinement cal~lIlati<,)ns lor scce'mline B-B.

(15) '(6) (17)(14)(10) (ll) (12) (13)(91(8)(1)(6)(5)() (4)(2)(1)

Study Area _----"C'-'a~s~~'___.:::Sh.<=d~y:L_ _
Screenline _'___C"--..=~'- _

Adjuatment
'--

• ,
~f

Adju.a.ent
~f CooNT

Facility (Mod.., CooNT Ab
Af RA

f
C

b
Cf

FA fTCOUWT lATtO OIFFEIt- TC f Cf
CAPA~ BASE Cf

e;-
ENCE CITY COUWT

4U>1- HIIO 410,100 .2,1>'1 52,7'0 13, Ulr '3,"0 ",54 '5;2.50 ",100 r.r.,700 .2.S'I 0.'111 «£,790 22,380 b9,J70 1.0'/. O.,,~

42.13-4385 "',300 .4/" 102.,13,3 '1B,457 - - '18,~0 ,5/0DO '17,500 .311 1·01 (,8,110 32,210 IOO,3UJ /.03 1.0;1.

41~0- 44:H /B,400 . ii' 2.1,/~0 3'f,~2.8 U,'Si: 3O,57! Z8,r.r0 32,1CO 32,100 .121 0.81 ').2,9'10 1l,"180 '31,9:20 0.98 0.5.

41101 - 44 2. 3 (,,'100 .043 e,er.o 1$,(,'11 /2,2.2.0 1~,130 /2,'/75 1'-,400 1',400 .o,-~ 0.74 /1,201l 0 3,3200 "',710 0.10 0.42-

4215 - 44110 tl,'OO ./% 2.5;B3o 54,1ee 5°,000 SS,5{,C 52,790 45,000 45,000 .174 /·/1 31,'f30' 10,530 'It, 160 0.13 0.48

_.

/Sq, 300 ! r14,13- 21l',4'S 2S8,01S" :>':15,'00 25'8,08. 1.00 0,7/
2.1$6 / 300 '.00

i~, ......-. • o'~ P'CAP

TOT"'S : I 'OA, : 'C.l: TFA f TCOvtfT
TCQUNT

" 'l'
TA. ITA, TOA, . Te. Te, Rt 0.:30 TY"t Tet ~._ .....~... ........... rcOUllT

hg',ce A·l04. Refinemenl calcula~i..,ns for scre~~!.ine C-C.
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Study Are. Case S+ud1J
screenline __..;D~-,;D~ _

1G' (17)(15)(14)(10) (11) 112) 113)(9)(8)(7)(6)(5)(31 (4)(2)(1) - ,

I,

Adjualslent
---

r \ ~f
Adjueta.nt

~f
,..ciHty IPfOd") COO.. Ab

Af OtFr£R- RAf
C

b
C

f
FAf

COUNT

rCOOMT ""TlO TC f C f
CA.PA- BASE Cf c;;-

rNC, CITY COUNT

I
41-IO-JlZI/ 113,500 .11/ 13-1,1.0& 150,116 1~~,'5! 121,411 IZ.8,l.{)O /30,2-00 /30,'t«J .1/0 o.qe. 90,g~0 '12,290 1J}'3,I5?; i.o;z. 0.87

.01 351-4'l2.'! 8,'00 .OS! ',350 I~,~~~ 14,055 IA.'I7-1 ''',510 12,000 /,2. , 000 .O~~ IZO 9,'1 50 3,02tl 11,'1'10 0.96 0.48

435~- 4385 15,100 _IO:!. I~,IH 23,A~3 21,'5' 2.2.,43l 2.~,I'Io 2. 2 ,000 21.,000 ./ZO /.01 IS, 360 5,{,,50 21,010 0.96 O.~q

4'354 -4.0121 4,100 .032- 8'" lO,1o!l 5,(,01 ~,H2. 4,020 7,000! 7,000 .03& 0,8' ¥.f{60 /,76C 6,6()0 0'/5 0.47

~:44Z.0 5,'ilOO .03'1
"'~I

Jo,s@.s n,31'5 /1,424 11,'100 r2.,OOO 12.,000 .o~, o.'1q '1,,'150 2,1'10 Iq5fO o.flB o.¥ff
--

-- --- I---

.--l----r-- I
I I i , ,

-~1-- -- I I
1----

147,2.<>0 ,,~,~~4 ZII,oi3 18~,8U> 1~3,ux> 183,2-00 1.00

~
If12,f,/O /,00 0,80

; "t1-~ FCU..
T.::...J TA.

TIl"• .: ~< TF1I. f TCOUNT
'lOT.... TCOU"" ''4'WoW. TIl", TC. 'l'C, f<,' 0.'30 TF"f f<,' ~_.- -.- L- 'COUlIT

Figure A-I05. Refjn~me'ltcalculations for scrcelllin" 0-0.

Study Are. Case Sfudj
Screenline E - €

114J(10) (11) (12) (13)(9J(8)(7)(6)(5)(3) (4)(2)(1) (15 ~ lG I (17

I
Adjl,l..U'ient

\ ~f
Mju.uent

~fhcUHy (Nod.. l COONT
TCOUNT

Ab A f OIrFER· RAt Cb
C t FAt

COUNT

MTIO TC f C f
CAPA- BAS< Cf

c;;-
INCI CITY COUMT

43?>~-4353 3,$00 .0'10 ~,,,O 10,070 /1,01>0 ",SDO /'2.,'2.10 rl,OOO 12.,000 .104 1.01- '1,700 ~'160 8,'fbO 0.71 0.32

.4'333-4'334 4,100 .oQ1 1,100 2,2ZQ 8,~IO 5,~30 4,710 7,~oo 1, '200 .O~~ 0.'14 :2.,goo '1,050 (,,(50 0.95 0. 5 7--
4312- 4313 5,300 ./~5 8,3'10 31,'111 2-0, I~O, 2.$,8l I '24,~'0 2. 7, ZOO Zl,200 .2?>7 O.qo 10,7Z0 5,1.2.0 15, 9'10 0.5'1 0./'1

430'2- 4314 13,52.0 ,311 1,~~O 1i,'QS I'I,S" 1,1,0&0 18,4so /~,SOo I~,"OO .14'\ 1,11.- ',5'10 /3,310 19,8UJ /.2-0 0.&2

4300- 4 3'01 15, 1.15 . 3~1 8,120 14,41.5 l.',1'W ':?1,D~ 2~,170 51-,000 52,000 .453 O.<l& :JL1 'I~o 15, '{OO 35,8!0. 0.69 '0.30

-- -- I--

4~,3'15

~~4Wi :~:~,o
al./'50 11'1,100 114,~OO O.7~

l~
g~,950 0.7l. 0.37rrr ;,.. ! ~~ rc~

""'''''' fCoon Lllili
TRA, TrA t 1'COUHT

TRA, TC. TC, f<,' 0.';8 Tt'''f 'lC! ---",;---
b

- .'.-. L..- rcOUllT ----'--

Figu,e A-I06. l~eIinement calculations for screen line E-E.
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Study Area _~C",,,~s~e=-..:Sh.~d:::j'j _
Screenline __!:.F;.-.!F=--- _

(15) 'lG' (17)(14)(10) (11) (12) (13)(91(81(7)(6)(5)(3) (4)(2)(1) ,
MjuliUunt

-
• \ ~f

A.dju.ta.nt
~f

hc1l1ty (Mod••1 COUNT Ab
A f RAf C

b
Cf FAf

COUNT

1'COllIIT JATIO DIFnlt~ TC f C f
CAPAq BASE Cf --c;-

ENe. CITY COlniT

~_441" 1,,<400 . l1e 4,2.50 5,430 8,100 7,580 7,Il80 /2,000 /2.. ,000 ./t,., 0.(,(, 5,S90 7:500 ItJ,390 0·g7 0.53

I

4402 - '1403 2,'100 .081 1,015 Z,15(, S,ez.o 3,'180 4,'100 7,2-00 7,2.00 .101 Me 3,5:20 2,050 5,570 0,77 0.40

43q2.-4~'l3 Z(,, 100 .141 !.7,4SC (,1,5(,(, 43,610 5O,8l.O 41,31,0 52.,000 52,000 .130 0.'1/ 25', <;bO 18,720 '1'1, 180· (/,85 0.5'

I
\

-

?X.,OOO
,

44,on 1,1,/52 1,0, 140 7/,:J.oo 11,1.00 0.04

~
,o,l'fO o.~+ 0.5/

I'tOT"". rlt TBA, ! ~k KAP TFA t TCOUNT
TCOiJ'" T"b TA, TM, Te. Te, Rf 0.¥'2 TFA f 'Rf -.0;;-

0....- rcOllIIT

FIgure A- '07. Refinement calculations for screenJine F-F.

(l5) 'lG' (17)(I'll(10) (11) (121 (13)(9)(81(7)(6)(5)(3) (4)(2)II)

Study Area C"se 'Slud j
Screenline __...:G:e...:-..::G'- _

,

• Mj".b1ent \ ~f
Adjult.ount

~f COUNT
Fa· llity (Nod.. l COUNT A

b
Af RA f Cb

Cf
FAfTCOUNT lATIO DlPFEIt- TC f Cf

CAPA- BASE Cf --c;-
ENe. CITY COUNT

-I11t,-4111 ",100 .075 7,040 /3,528 17,i8b /S,S8e /(,,5'10 2.1,(,00 21,(,00 ,/1.7 0.17 lo,~OO '1.530 15,'30 0,70 0.42

-1138- 4l1e "",400 .81(, /",;1014 13',13(, /0&,"'" "O,~, lo'l,42<> 1?Jo,oOO '~O/OOO ·7.' 0·84 63,&10 '19,320 112,930 0.87 a.%

44"-4411 t,,"IOO .057 ',~30 '1,312 10,1" '1,'142 10 ,0210 1,000 7 , 000 .041 '.44 3,<;'20 3,'150 h,8 7O 0.'18 O. ~.,

44zo- 441'1 t,,400 .052 4,1'50 5,430 8,117 7,580 1,lleO 12.,000 12.,000 .070 0.~5 5,80/0 3,1'10 g,'feo 0,75 0,53

-

-- .- -

f--

1'21, eoo Ii 136,3<04 11t0,Ow' 143,Q,O /70,'00 110,l.OO 0.84

1~
''13,910 O,g,! O.7f

rot'" TCOlJWT
TlU', J: -r:::A: <'fA, TCOUHT

T"b TA, TBA, Te. Te, T<,' 0.'12- frAt '!'C- -.0;;-,- rcOllIIT - '---

FiglJ e A· 1.08, Refinem,,"t calculations for screenline G-G.



FAf + Excess

15,940 + 3,320= 19,260

Step 6-Perform Capacity Calculations

Step }-Determine Future Yeai:' Peak Hour Directional Values

Excess = FAf -(FAf) revised

19,820 -16,500 = 3,320

19,260!27,200 = 0.71
which is reasonable given
the Af/Cf and COUNT!Cb values

Then: (FAf/Ct) revised =

For Link 4372-4373:

(FAf) revised

This revision is shown on Figure A-109. Similar manual adjustments could be performed as

necessary to other links. For the purpose of this case study, no further refinements were required.

The directional distributions of peak hour traffic on Route A were calculated for the base year

and are shown in Figure A-llO. The less data-intensive approach to directional distribution

modification (see Chapter 10) was applied to determine whether or not to update the directional

splits. The base year and future year households and employment (i.e., proxies for productions and

attractions) within the corridor were tabulated and compared as shown in Table A-39 for each zone

wi thin the study area. After a review of these values it was decided to alter the directional

distribution on Route A by 5 percent because of the significant employment increases forecasted to

occur in the eastern portion of the corridor (i.e., zones 787 and 789).

From reviewing base year traffic counts, Route A was found to have a peak hour volume equal

to 10 percent of the roadway's ADT. Roadways with a large growth in ADT usually experience a

decrease in this percentage, but the 10 percent value was used initially while keeping this thought in

mind.

For Link 4382-4374:

(FAf!Cf) revised x Cf = (FAf) revised

1.00 x 16,500 = 16,500

It is seen that each link carried roughly the same relative percentage of base year (% TCoUNT) and

future year (FAf!TFAf) volumes. Similarly, the future year volumes on link 4380-4381 appeared to

be in scale with the relative future year capacity (% TCf) on that link. Conversely, link 4382-4374

carried a higher relative future volume than it had relative capacity. As a result, it would be

reasonable to try to divert some of the link 4382-4374 traffic to other links.

The most reasonable alternative route was link 4372-4273, which actually has a higher

capacity and which represents a more major through facility than did link 4382-4374. The analyst

decided that link 4382-4374 would likely operate at but not over-capacity. Therefore, its FAf!Cf

ratio was reduced to 1.00 and the excess volume was added to link 4372-4373, as follows:

Step 4-Conduct Final Assignment Checks

The refined future year traffic assignments were checked and then plotted as shown on Figure

A-109. The first check consisted of first calculating the unrefined future year V!C ratios (Af/Cf)

for each screenline link. These ratios were then compared with the range of the final refined VIC

ratios (FAf!Cf) obtained from column 16 of the calculation form. These values are given in Table

A-38. For each screenline. This check indicated that the range of vIc ratios for each screenline

had been narrowed by the refinement process. However, there were a few extreme changes in the

future year VIC ratios created by the refinement process. Therefore, the refined future year VIC

ratios were also compared with the base year VIC ratios from column 17, as depicted in Table A-38.

This analysis shows that in most cases the refined future year V!C ratios were reasonable when

compared to the base year VIC's. In some situations the refined FAf/Cf ratios were approximately

the average of the unrefined Af/Cf and base year COUNT!Cb ratios. These values seemed

reasonable when compared to the V!C's on adjacent links.

Links 4382-4374 and 4380-4381 in sCreenline E-E exhibited unusually high FAf/Cf ratios

relative to At!Cf and COUNT!Cb' . Before making any manual adjustments, however, an additional

check of the relative importance of these links was required. This check is described at the end of

this step.

The second check consisted of examining links that were included in more than one screenline,

to determine whether the refined traffic assignments on the links were consistent between

screen lines. This situation occurred for two links in the network. The first was link 4385-4387 of

Route A, which was Common to screenlines A-A and B-B, with refined assignments of 88,730 and

89,930 respectively. Because these refined assignments were close, the higher value was

conservatively selected as the final value. If the values had shown greater variation, an average

value may have been appropriate. If an extreme variation between values existed, judgment would

have been required to determine which value was most representative with regards to traffic

patterns. After selecting one value as most appropriate, the refinement calculations would have

been repeated for the screenline with the unacceptable assignment. When repeating the refinement

calculations, the link common to both SCreenlines would have its assignment fixed at the acceptable

value and the remainder of the total screenline assignment would be adjusted among the other links.

Judgment must be used to determine in which of the above categories the variation in assignment

would fall.

The other link Common to two screenlines was link 4420-44 I9, which runs north-south in the

central portion of the study area. It was common to screenlines F-F and G-G, with assignments of

10,390 and 8,980 respectively. In this instance the 10,390 assignment was selected as most

appropriate because it was the higher value and it best formed a future year traffic pattern which

was representative of the base year.

A final check was applied to establish the relative importance of each link. In this case study,

the two primary links in question were 4382-4374 and 4380-4381 in screenline E-E, as discussed

above. By examining %COUNT and %TCf, and the ratio of FAf!TFAf in Figure A-I06, the following

relationships were developed:

Link % TCOUNT %TCf FAf!TFAf

4382-4374 0.32 0.14 0.23

4380-4381 0.37 0.45 0.41

Total 0.69 0.59 0.64

Peak hour directional volumes on Route A were calculated based on the peak hour percentage

and change in directional distribution discussed in the preceding section.. These volumes are shown

in Figure 1\-111 for the AM and PM peak hours. A capacity analysis for the six-lane design was

performed using the TRB Circular 212 procedure (~) and the assumptions listed in Figure A-Ill.

Sections 1-2 and 2-3 of Route A were found to operate at level-of-service F and were therefore

unacceptable..
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Table A-38. Check of vOlumelcapacity ratios.

Future Year Base Year

How does
COUNT/Cb~1

How does
Facility Unrefined Refined!! FAflCf FAflCf

Screenline Nodes AflCf FAflCf Compare? Compare?

A-A 4333-4372 0.93 1.06 OK Not Needed
4385-4387 0.94 0.91 OK Not Needed
4403-4398 0.32 0.98 Check Base 0.70 Closer

Year

B-B 4426-4352 1.05 1.02 OK Not Needed
4385-4387 0.94 0.92 OK Not Needed
4417-41+19 0.43 0.92 Check Base 0.55 Closer

Year

C-C 4209-4360 1.10 1.04 OK Not Needed
4213-1+385 1.01 1.03 OK Not Needed
4160-4424 1.20 0.98 OK Not Needed
4161-4423 0.96 0.90 OK Not Needed
4215-4416 1.32 0.93 Check Base 0.48 Average of Base and

Year Future Year

D-D 4210-4211 1.15 1.02 OK Not Needed
4357-4424 1.35 0.96 Check Base 0.68 Average of Base and

Year Future Year
4356-4385 1.07 0.96 OK Not Needed
4356-4421 1.53 0.95 Check Base 0.67 Average of Base and

Year Future Year
4353-4420 0.88 0.88 OK Not Needed

E-E 4336-4353 0.91 0.71 Check Base 0.32 Average of Base and
Year Future Year

4333-4334 0.31 1.95 Check Base 0.57 High, but Low Volume
Year

4372-4373 1.17 0.59 Check Base 0.19 Average of Base and
Year Future Year

4382-4374 0.68 1.20 Check Base 0.82 Still High
Year

4380-4381 0.28 0.69 Check Base 0.30 Still High
Year

F-F 4420-4419 0.45 0.87 Check Base 0.53 High, but Low Volume
Year

4402-4403 0.30 0.77 Check Base 0.1+0 High, but Low Volume
Year

4392-4393 1.18 0.85 Check Base 0.51 Average of Base and
Year Future Year

G-G 4176-1+177 0.63 0.70 OK Not Needed
4138-4178 1.01 0.87 OK Not Needed
4422-4417 1.34 1.98 Check Base 0.99 Closer

Year
4420-4419 0.45 0.75 Check Base 0.53 Closer; Low Volume

1/ FAflCf is found in column 16 of calculation forms.

~I COUNT/Cb found in column 17 of calculation forms.



Table A-39. Socioeconomic data. !-'"'-,
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Base Yr. I=uture Yr. Base Yr. Future Yr. Future Yr. - Base Yr. '11

Zone Households Households Employment Employment Households Employment
00"
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708 1,677 1,677 3,749 4,249 10 500 ~
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Total 6,947 7,982 5,825 9,413 1,035 + 3,588 "
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Step 6: Perform capacity calculations

Total

Step 4: Conduct final assignment checks

Step 5: Determine future year peak hour directional volumes

Step 2: Select screen lines and check screenline assignments

Step J: Perform calculations

Step 1: Prepare data base

The time for Steps 3 and 4 together would increase or decrease by about I hour for each screenline

added or deleted from the analysis. For this case study, the peak hour directional volumes and

capacity calculations (Steps 5 and 6) were only derived for the facility under analysis, Route A.

Therefore, a proportional amount of time would be required to produce similar data for other

facili ties in the network.

Overall, this Case study indicates that the refinement procedures can be applied in a timely

manner for small-to-medium sized networks. Once the analyst has become familiar with the

techniques, the calculation and checking times can be reduced even further.

The performance of this case study required approximately 22 person-hours. This effort was

divided by step as follows:

Person
Hours

Because of the large growth in traffic on Route A it was decided to lower the peak hour

percentage of ADT from 10 percent to 9 percent to represent the probable temporal shift (or

spreading) of traffic over the peak period. It was also decided to increase the width in section 1-2

from 3 to 4 lanes. All other assumptions were maintained. The volumes and level of service for

each section under the new design conditions are shown in Figure A-1I2. For these conditions an

acceptable level of service was attainable in each section. However, it should be noted that

weaving volumes and distances must be considered before finalizing the lane configurations for

these sections. Such analyses would require additional refinement of interchange turning volumes.

TIME REQUIREMENTS
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CHAPTER FIFTEEN

CASE STUDY: USE OF WINDOWING PROCEDURES FOR EVALUATING AN ARTERIAL

IMPROVEMENT
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The following steps were performed in the analysis:

Step 1: Define study area.

Step 2: Define revised network and zone system.

Step 3: Define trip table for revised network.

Step~: Assign trips to revised network.

Step 5: Refine trip assignment.

Step 6: Determine peak hour volumes and turning movement;.

Step 7: Perform capacity analysis.

This case study demonstrates the manual windowing technique (Chapter 6) for analyzing

improvements to an arterial intersection" The systems-level zone and transportation network for

the area under study is shown in Figure A-Il3. This area is a portion of a suburb located outside of

a large metropolitan area (population over 750,000). Freeway M and arterial Q are parallel facilities

that are radially oriented with respect to the CBD. Arterial C provides an important

circumferential connection between arterial Q and freeway M. Arterial Q is a six-lane facility with

turning lanes at all major intersections. Arterial C is presently a four-lane arterial operating at

capacity and it is planned to upgrade it to six lanes. A systems-level future year traffic forecast

was available for the area, from which peak hour volumes for the intersection of Q and C were

derived, as shown in Figure A-ll~. The peak hour percentages and directional distributions were

assumed to closely replicate base year conditions. A subsequent capacity analysis (Fig. A-I15) using

the systems-level assignment indicated that the upgraded intersection, as proposed, would not

operate at an adequate level of service and that a grade-separated interchange would most likely be

required. The capacity analysis was performed using the Transportation Research Circular 212

procedures (.'!1) for illustrative purposes. Similar computations could be made using other accepted

procedures.

The systems-level highway network did not include two alternative travel routes located in the

area of the intersection. The existence of these routes may influence the operation of the

intersection and therefore an analysis needs to be performed to determine the effects.

SCENARIO DETAIL

SUMMARY OF SCENARIO STEPS

The following sections describe the steps performed in analyzing the intersection at arterials

Q and Co

Step I-Define Study Area

The two alternative routes affecting the intersection of Q and C are located in zones 93 and

88" These roadways also affect travel among the zones to the east and west; therefore ll the six
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Future Year A,M. Peak Hour

ADT- 100,320 89,930 74,900
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Assumptions: PHV= lOY. of ADT
5% shift In directional distribution
3-12' traffiC lanes and 10' shoulders both directions
5% trucks and level terroln
60 mph AHS
PHF= 0.95

Capacity AnalySIS from TRB Circular 2/2 (45)

SectIOn Volume SV W Q MSV [aS
1-2 6420 6900 1.0 0.95 7260 F
2-3 5760 6030 1.0 0.95 6350 F

3-4 4720 4970 1.0 0.95 5230 0

Figure A-Ill. Future year peak hour volumes.
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PHVz 9% of ADT CD CD
4-12' Lanes in SectlOn 1-2

Section Volume SV W Q MSV LOS

I- 2 5770 6200 1.0 0.95 6530 0
2-3 5180 5430 1.0 0.95 5720 0

3'" "250 .... 70 1.0 0.95 4700 0
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Figure A-1l2. Revised future year peak hour volumes.



Critical Movement Analysis: PLANNING
Calculation Form 1
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Figure A-1l4. Peak hour intersection volumes at
arterials Q and C using systems-level data.
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Figure A- !I 5. Intersection capacity analysis at arterials Q and C using systems-level data.



Zones outlined In Figure A-113 Were selected to form the study area. It is important to note that

the boundary of the study area coincides with the boundaries of these zones and that there are six

roadways which cross the boundary.

Step 2-Define Revised Network and Zone System
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A production-attraction formatted trip table and select link analyses data were available from

the systems-level assignment for use in identifying zonal interchanges (a). The trip table provided

the total number of productions and attractions for each zone and the system-level trip

interchanges. Similar information could also have been obtained from a trip table constructed in

origin-destination format. The select link analyses provided information as to how internal-external

trips were distributed within the study area.

Using land-use data for zones 3 and 5, percentages were developed to distribute the total

productions and total attractions among the new subzones (b). In the case of zone 3, 20 percent of

the total trip productions were allocated to both zones 3a and 3b while 60 percent were allocated to

zone 3c. The total trip attractions were distributed in different proportions, with zone 3a receiving

35 percent, zone 3b receiving 45 percent, and zone 3c receiving 20 percent. Similarly, zone 5's

productions were allocated 20 percent and 80 percent and its attractions 60 percent and 40 percent

between zones 5a and 5b respectively. Table A-40 indicates the distribution of productions and

a ttractions for zones 3 and 5.

a. Identify zonal interchanges.

b. Allocate total trips to subzones.

c. Allocate total trips to external zones.

d. Calculate zonal trip interchanges.

Within the windowing process, the creation of a revised trip table was accomplished by four

substeps. These substeps were:

By the problem definition, two alternative routes have been identified as possibly having

impacts on the subject intersection. These routes are included in the revised network as shown in

Figure A-116. The inclusion of these routes into the network is expected to significantly impact the

traffic movements at the Q and C intersection. The zones have been renumbered for convenience

and the new numbers as shown in Figure A-1l6 will be used hereafter.

With the new transportation network, several zone changes became apparent to the analyst.

Nondirectional subzoning was selected for the analysis because of the symmetry of the study area

and the wide diversity of trip paths. Zone 5 was divided into two new zones labeled 5a and 5b. Zone

5b now had access to the new route in the highway network. However, zone 5a was determined not

to have access to the new route because of geographical constraints, resulting in all zone 5a traffic

entering the system on arterial C. Zone 3 was subdivided into three new zones, 3a, 3b, and 3c.

Zone 3a was a shopping center accessible only by arterial C. Zones 3b and 3c represented different

accessibility to the transportation system, with zone 3c connecting to the new route and zone 3b

having direct access with the two arterials. New external zone centroids (7 through 12) were

selected in accordance with the six links that cross the study area boundary. The remaining zones

within the study were unchanged because their zone connectors adequately represented traffic

loading onto the new highway network.

Step 3-Define Trip Table for Revised Network



Total trips were allocated to external zones 7 through 12 according to the systems-level

traffic assignments on the highway links that crossed the study area boundary (c). No new boundary

crossings were added. These highway links became the zone connectors for the new external zones.

The resulting external zone trip allocation is shown in Table A-41.

Constructing the new trip table consisted of calculating zonal trip interchanges for internal

internal(nJ trips, internal-external (IE) trips, and external-external (EE) trips (d). Each trip type (II,

IE, EE) had its own trip table, combined at the end into one table for the study area.

The original systems-level trip table of II trips for zones wi thin the study area is shown in

Table /\-42. This trip table was revised according to the distributions defined in Table A-40. For

example, in the original trip table, zone 3 had 174 trip productions oriented to zone I. These 174

productions were distributed to zones 3a, 3b, and 3c according to the proportions in Table A-40 for

productions from zone 3. This distribution of productions is shown by the following equations:

T3a-l : T3-1 * S3a' 174 * 0.2: 35

T3b-1 : T3-1 * S3b: 174 * 0.2: 35

T3c-1 : T3-1 * S3c: 174 * 0.6: 76

where:

T3a-l : the trips between zone 3a and zone 1

S3a_1 : the proportion of trips to be allocated to zone 3a

Table A-40. Distribution of total trip productions and attractions for Zones 3 and ,.

Productions Attractions Productions Attractions
Zone (Distributed) (Distributed) (Number) (Number)

3a 0.2 0.35 1,335 2,371

3b 0.2 0.4' 1,335 3,054

3c 0.6 0.7 4,065 1,356

Total 1.0 1.0 6,775 6,781

5a 0.2 0.6 1,913 5,741

5b 0.8 0.4 7,655 3,826

Total [,0 1.0 9,568 9,567

Table A-41. External zone productions and attractions.Similarly, for the trips between zone 3 and zone 5, the same procedure was used except that the

appropriate subzone proportions were applied for the subzones in zones 3 and 5. As an example,

trips from zone 3c to zone 5b were determined as follows:

T3c-5b: T3-5 * S3c * S5b: 137 * 0.6 * 0.4 : 33

In this case, because of the production-attraction trip table format, the value for S3c was the

proportion of productions assigned to zone 3c, and S5b was the proportion of attractions assigned to

zone 5b. It should be noted that for cases in which production zones and attraction zones were not

subzoned, the value in the trip table cell was not revised. The completed II trip table is shown in

Table A-43.

The 11 trips were now subtracted from total zonal trips to determine the total number of IE

trips. These IE trips was then allocated to the various external zones. Allocation of IE trips to the

external zones was based on data from the select link analysis, patterns identified through the

systems-level trip table, and judgmentally. Zone 5 provides an example of this process. The total

productions from zone 5 total 9,568, of which 1,913 were suballocated to zone 5a and 7,655 to zone

5b. From the 11 trip table (Table A-43) it is seen that 1,325 of zone 5b's total productions were 11

trips. Subtracting the 1,32511 trip productions from the 7,655 total productions leaves 6,330 IE trips

produced from zone 5b. Using the select link analysis, trips from original zone 5 which had been

assigned to links serving external zones were determined. These values are given in Table /\-44.

These trips were subsequently split between zones 5a and 5b according to the same percentages used

for 11 trip productions. The resulting IE trip table is shown in Table A-45.

Because of the availability of select link analysis, construction of the EE trip table was

simplified. Systems-level zones that were located outside of the study area were allocated to one of

the new study area external zones without the need to manually construct "spheres of influence," as

discussed in Chapter 6. From the select link analysis, trips were able to be categorized into the

possible external-external zone pairs and then summed. The resulting EE trip table is shown In

Table /\-46. The three individual trip tables were now combined into a single trip table for the

Zone

Productions

A ttractions

7

37,031

36,'31

8

19,548

19,048

9

5,067

7,067

10

25,1l0

24,610

II

38,524

38,02'

12

2,914

2,914





entire study area and checked for reasonableness by comparing total l!one productions and

attractions against the systems-level trip table.

Step 7-Perform Capacity Analysis

TIME REQUIREMENTS

The windowing and related analyses were accomplished by professional traffic analysts. The

application of the procedures from the user's manual to this case study required approximately 40

person-hours, itemized by step as follows:

Another capacity analysis, using the Transportation Research Circular 212 procedures (!!2) for

illustrative purposes, was performed for the intersection using the volumes derived through the

Windowing technique. Wi th the revised turning movement volumes the proposed upgraded

intersection was found to operate at level-of-service E during the peak hour, as shown in Figure A

123. The analysis using the more detailed windowed volumes therefore indicated that the proposed

intersection design may be able to operate at an acceptable level of service without the need to

construct an expensive interchange. Further, at-grade design modifications should be explored by

the analyst at this point in order to possibly improve the intersection level of service even more.

Step 4--Assign Trips to Revised Network

The tabular method of trip assignment, documented in Chapter 6, was selected for this study

because of its ease in ordering data. A matrix such as the one shown in Figure A-117 was

constructed for each zone (15 totaJ), and trips were assigned to each link along minimum paths as an

all-or-nothing assignment process. The assignment of trips from zone 5b is demonstrated in Figure

A-U7. For example, the trips from zone 5b to zone 7 would follow along links 9, 7, 4, 3, and 2.

Because 1,255 trips travel between 5b and 7, the value 1,255 is entered in the column for each link.

After all trip interchanges have been assigned, the link volumes are totalled at the bottom of each

column. After a matrix has been completed for each zone, the total link assignment was determined

by summing the link assignments from each of the matrices. The link I assignment of trips for zone

I is added to the link assignment of trips for zone 2, and so on until all of the zones have been

summed. This process is repeated for each link in the network to obtain the total assignment. A

similar process can be used to obtain intersection turning movements. The resulting assignment in

the area of the subject intersection is shown in Figure A-liS. Note that this assignment is still

shown in production-attraction format.

Step 5-Refine Trip Assignment

A review was performed to check the reasonableness of the link assignments within the study

area. If necessary, a screenline refinement should be performed, as explained in Chapters 4 and 6.

In this case J the screenline refinement was not considered necessary by the analyst because the

volumes in the vicinity of the subject intersection Q and C were reasonable.

Step I: Define study area

Step 2: Define revised network and zone system

Step 3: Define trip table for revised network

Step 4: Assign trips to revised network

Step 5: Refine trip assignment

Step 6: Determine peak hour volumes and turning movements

Step 7: Perform capacity analysis

Total

Person
Hours

I

2

12

16

2

5

2

40

Step 6-Determine Peak Hour Volumes and Turning Movements

The production-attraction assignment was transformed to an origin-destination assignment for

the development of peak hour volumes and turning movements. First, the directional link

assignments On production-attraction format) were summed to produce 2-way, 24-hour totals. This

resulted in the assignment shown in Figure A-119 for the approaches to the intersection of arterials

C and Q. Second, the peak hour volume percentage of ADT and the directional distribution at the

intersection were expected to remain the same as in the base year. On the basis of these

assumptions, the peak hour directional volumes were derived for the intersection and are shown in

Figure A-120. The intersection directional volumes were then balanced using the procedure

described in Chapter 10, with the results shown in Figure A-l2I.

Turning movements were calculated using the procedure described in Chapter 7. The initial

inputs to the turning movement analysis were estimated turning percentages based on the

production-attraction assignment (Fig. A-US) for the intersection. The turning movement

derivation is shown in Figure A-122.

The greatest effort was involved in developing the trip table (Step 3) and assigning the trips (Step 4)

given the fairly large zone system. On the other hand, the study area was quite readily identified in

this case. Similar studies, with smaller networks, may require additional time for Steps I and 2,

while the computation time for Steps 3 and 4 would be reduced.
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Critical Movement Analysis: PLANNING
Calculation Form 1

CHAPTER SIXTEEN

CASE STUDY: APPLICATION OF PROCEDURES TO HIGHWAY DESIGN

• Determining design hourly volumes for capacity analyses.

• Determining traffic data for environmental analyses.

• Determining traffic data for pavement design.

In many instances, isolated locations have transportation problems to be analyzed in detail

with a limited amount of information available regarding the future. The available data are usually

used to develop a broader amount of detailed information by applying accepted techniques and

pertinent data. The purpose of this scenario is to demonstrate these techniques in a detailed study.

Specifically, the objective is to demonstrate techniques for:

The foHowing steps were performed in the analysis:

SUMMARY OF SCENARIO STEPS

The problem involves the design of an intersection or interchange at the junction of two major

arterials. The arterials are located in a major metropolitan area with a population in excess of 2.5

million people. The junction of the arterials is in a suburb located north of the central city.

Arterial G is a major north-south radial roadway that carries traffic into and out of the CBD.

Arterial R is an important east-west circumferential facility that carries cross-county and iocal

traffic.

Land use surrounding the intersection is predominantly residential. Commercia! property

occupies the northeast quadrant. Because of the school's classification as a IIsensitive receptor,Ii any

studies of transportation improvements must include the generation of traffic data suitable for input

to air and noise forecasting mode Is.

A planned intersection design for the junction is shown in Figure A-124. There is concern over

whether or not the design will be capable of an adequate level of service in the year 2005. Figures

A-125, A-126, and A-127 show the respective base year (1980) ADT, AM peak hour, and PM peak

hour traffic at the intersection. ,., year 2005 computer forecast for the area yielded the

nondirectional volumes shown in Figure A-I2&. A high number of future turns are expected at the

intersection because of traffic destined to a major new employment site north of the intersection.

The large effect of the location of the new employment site on the traffic patterns is indicated by

comparing the difference in volumes between the north and south approaches of the intersection for

the year 2005 (Fig. 128) ADT and for the base year 1980 (Fig. 125).

A distribution of existing vehicle classification by hour of the day is included in Table A-47.

This vehicle mix is not expected to change in the future due to any changes in land use. For

computing the daily and equivalent single axle loadings, an 18-kip ESAL rate of 508.2 per 1,000

trucks was assumed, based on data from similar facilities in the region.
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SCENARIO DETAIl.

The following sections describe in detail the steps performed in analyzing the intersection

design at the junction of arterials G and R.

Step I - Develop Hourly Directional Volumes

The travel pattern on the two arterials is dominated by work trips. This fact is substantiated

by the location of the commuter rail station to the north of the intersection. For this example the

most desirable method of estimating hourly volume (including peak hour traffic) and directional

volumes would be through statistical approaches (Chapters 9 and 10). Because a cross-classification

table based on count data from the local area is not available, the hourly and directional

distributions of traffic from NCHRP Report 187 (~) were used. The application of these tables

demonstrates how similar tables developed from local data would be applied.

Four characteristics which define the distribution to be applied are summarized as follows:

a. Urbanized area population.

b. Facility type.

c. Urban subregion.

d. Facility orientation.

For the characteristics of this example, it was appropriate to use Table A-23 from Chapter 10 to

obtain the directional distributions. Arterial G uses the Suburb/Radial column and arterial Ruses

the Suburb/X-Town column in Table A-23. By applying the percent of ADT and the directional spli t

percentages to the link's ADT, the directional hourly volumes of Table A-48 were obtained.

A check was performed to ensure that the traffic volume entering the intersection equalled

the traffic volume exiting the intersection. The check revealed that the inbound traffic volume had

to be reduced by 337 vehicles and the outbound traffic volume had to be increased by the same

amount. The difference between inbound and outbound traffic during each of the day's 24 hours

indicated that specific hourly volumes also needed balancing. The method described in Chapter 10

was then applied to obtain the volumes in Table A-49.

Step 2 - Determine Turning Movements

Because of the new employment sites the turning movements were expected to change

substantially at the intersection. A high percentage of east-west traffic was anticipated to turn

northerly to 'Yards the employment center. Therefore, a judgmental approach was applied to

estimate initial future year turning percentages rather than use the base year countSe The iterative

directional volume method from Chapter 8 was applied to determine turning movements. The

calculations are shown in Figure A-129 and the results are diagrammed in Figure A-130. The

iterative derivation of turning movements for the PM peak hour required two steps to reach an

acceptable closure, although a third iteration was performed in this Case to provide more accurate

results. Similar calculations could be performed for the AM peak hour.

Step J: Perform Capacity Analyses

After turning volumes were determined, a capacity analysis of the proposed intersection

design was performed using procedures in the TRB Circular 212 critical movement analysis (~).

The analysis indicated that the proposed intersection configuration would operate at level-of-service

F for the proposed design. As a result, design alternatives such as the addition of lanes or the

construction of a grade-separated interchange were identified. Similar capacity analyses could then

be performed for each design alternative. Although these calculations were not conducted for this

example, detailed intersection turning movements can be developed with the user's manual

procedures to provide sufficient information to perform needed capacity analyses.

Step 4 - Determine Traffic Data for Environmental Analysis

The specific traffic data required for environmental analyses vary with the model used, as

shown previously in Table A-2 (Chapter 2). However, several of these data are common to several

models.

Air Quality Traffic Data

In most cases the air quality models require vehicle volumes by class for the peak hour and the

peak consecutive &-hours which produce the highest emissions. In most cases, the highest traffic

volume 8-hour period also produces the maximum level of emissions. Using this assumption, the

peak consecutive 8-hours for this case study were determined by analyzing the hourly total

combined volumes on the four intersection approaches (see Table A-49). The eight hours selected

were II AM to 7 PM. The link volumes for these hours, taken from Table A-49, were then

mUltiplied by the vehicle classification percentages from Table A-47 to determine the hourly

volumes by type of vehicle, as depicted in Table A-50. Subsequent stratifications of heavy trucks

into gasoline and diesel may be required for some models. An estimate of motorcycle classification

may also be necessary. In both cases, base year data can frequently be used to make these more

detailed stratifications.

Volume-to-capacity ratios were determined for each hour and used with Figure A-&3 from

Chapter 12 to estimate average running speed, as shown in Table A-50. Because the location under

analysis is an intersection, the air quality models require estimates of idle delay time, stops, queue

lengths, and traffic signal timing. These data can also be obtained from the procedures presented in

Chapter 12. An example of the calculation for estimating delay and queuing on the westbound

approach of this intersection is shown in Figure A-JJI. These calculations were based on over

capacity conditions prevailing on that approach. Signal timings were estimated from base year

conditions at intersections with characteristics similar to the intersection under analysis.

Energy Consumption Traffic Data

The FHWA "Energy Factor Handbook" (.!.Q.?) describes various traffic data needs for estimating

energy consumption. In most cases, only 24-hour and peak hour traffic volumes are needed,

obtainable from Table A-49. The vehicle classification percentages given in Tables A-47 and A-50

are directly applicable to the energy methodology, inclUding autos, medium and heavy trucks. Some

more detailed analyses in the Handbook require the split between diesel and gasoline heavy trucks;

these data can be derived from counts on similar existing facilities or by using statewide or national

factors. The speed, delay, and queuing data calculated using Figures A-83 and A-J3I can also be

used directly.
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Table A-48. Hourly directional volumes.
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Figure A-129. Turning movement computations for PM peak hour.



Figure A-130. Future year estimated turning improvements
for PM peak hour.

Project No. Example Intersection Identification _-.:G.=...:11:...·,-R~ _
Year 2005 Time '1-5"~"'Approach Identification~Sl _

I. Demand volume for peak 2.0\9 veh/hr. ~ F,,,,.,
2. Demand volume for off-peak 1'3'15 veh/hr. Ta.Ue '/8
3. Capacity of intersection approach /800 veh/hr.

4. Time duration of peak :2- hrs.

5. Cycle length of signal ISO sec.

6. Effective green time 30 sec.

7. Speed of vehicles on the approach to the
/S"intersection during the peak mi/hr.

8. Number of lanes of the approach tf lanes

9. Rate of arrival of vehicles into the
intersection queue

9.\ Density of vehicles per mile per
lane when queued (240 veh/mi/lane
assumes 22 ft/veh spacing in the

::V{O veh/mi/lane.queue)

9.2 Arrival Rate 20.5'0 veh/hr

10. Duration of interruption by signal /-:2.0 sec.
11. Queue length

Il.l Maximum queue length (vehicles) 500 vehicles

11.2 Maximum queue length (distance) 0.52- mi

11.3 Adjusted maximum queue length ~O__ vehicles

11.4 Average adjusted queue length 280 vehicles

12. Queue discharge time - '1.7 hr.. (<f>ueoe. 6=>1\~:nues. :O"\-fo
"e,..+ hour)

13. Average delay per vehicle 0.'(" hr = 5bO sec/veh

RSt.

2019

Lt'l

'"M
M

651---! 1 t r
1163- 000

0"''''
205. M~M

0+1
~tIl
M

l:l

1731

Noise Quality Traffic Data

The noise quality models require three basic inputs--automobile volumes, truck volumes

(medium and heavy), and operating speeds. The automobile volumes are normally the lesser of the

design hour volume or the maximum volume that can be handled under level-af-service C conditions.

Because of its high volumes, this intersection was expected to operate at level-af-service C or

better conditions only during a small portion of each day. Therefore, the reasonable automobile and

truck volumes selected for the analysis should be the average of the three highest volume hours. If

different design alternatives were analyzed, the volume inputs to the noise quality model would be

varied based on the effect of the design on traffic operations and speed.

In order to better replicate the conditions due to the influence of a traffic signal and

interrupted flow, the average running speeds determined from Figure A-83 and shown in Table A-50

should be substituted for operating speeds in the noise models. Consideration may also be given to

increasing the heavy truck noise factors (or increasing truck volumes) to account for frequent

accelerating conditions.

Step 5: Determine Traffic Data for Pavement Design

The key traffic data required for pavement design are 24-hour volumes (ADT) classified by

total and truck traffic. An equivalent single-axle loading rate must also be determined. The desired

product is the total IS-kip equivalent single-axle loads for the 20-year design period (1985 through

2005).

The equivalent single-axle loading calculations for the west intersection approach are shown

here. The base year ADT is 17,800 vehicles that was forecasted to increase to 42,500 over 20 years.

The daily directional distribution was determined from Table A-49 to be approximately 50%/50%

and the daily percentage of trucks was determined to be approximately 10 percent using the hourly

volumes and vehicle classifications from Tables A-47 and A-49 respectively. The assumed ESAL

rate (508.2) was from a loadometer station on a similar major arterial constructed using a flexible

pavement with a P t of 2.5 and a SN of 3. Sixty percent of the traffic is assumed to be in the design

lane. The following calculations show the derivation of the daily and 20 year ESAL

ADT (avg) = i7,800 + 42,500 = 30,150
2

ADT (design) 30,150 * 0.50 • 0.60 9,045

ADT (trucks) 9,045 * 0.10 = 905

Trucks (20 years) = 905 x 365 x 20 = 6,606,500

ESAL rate = 508.2 per 1,000 trucks

ESAL (daily) = 905x 508.2 = 460 kips
1,000

ESAL (20 years) = 6,606,500 x 508.2 3,357.400 =3,357 kips
1,000

These ESAL data could now be used to calculate required pavement thicknesses, as presented in the

AASHTO guide (?).

TIME REQUIREMENTS

Figure ,\-131. Intersection delay and queuing computations. This Case study required approximately 16 person-hours to be performed. These hours do not



Table A-49. Balanced hourly directional volumes.
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Table A-.50. Peak hourly vehicle classifications for each link.
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2-3£' :loS'I g.3 19~ 75 30

3--'1 P 2Z"g 8s' 2/::2- gg '2.Cf

'I-51' 3039 /2.2- 16~ 6S :28

S-t,f' :2'/0' i9 8/ 2.8 :;..9

6-7P 2101 ~5 68 25 30
Outbound

l1 R-/zP IfllI'1 5"0 1/3 ¥5 3/

]2.-/ p 171) 5~ /03 1ft! '3/

J-21' /79¥ 6'1 /38 00 30

Z-3f /939 77 179 70 :30

3-1{!:J 2&/37 9/ 228 tiL! 2.'7
If-SP ¥O57 /63 :2-22- '1/ :25
5-'P 'loBs IJf8 /35 Jl8 :z~

6-71' ~~()8 g/ 73 3/ :z9

SOUTH LINK

Inbound
Time

Auto Light Med Heavy

~=
I/I1-r2-.p 1201 37 S3 33 32

/2.-/f 1:J.f:,9 ¥O 77 33 32-

/-2. p 132.2- 1.17 /01 JI'I 3/

2-3 P I'IZ.{, 57 /32- 52 31

3-'1 f' /'823 ~g /70 70 3D

11-5? .'3/IS' 125 I'll 7t; 26'

5-bP :3/77 117 107 38 :z&
(,-7 P 1983 '2- 55 23 30

Outbound

1If1-r! /320 lIO 91 3b 32-

12--( P /2(,9 4// 7CJ 33 32-

/-2P /'1'/3 5/ 11/ '18' 3/

2.-31' /556 G2- 1'1'1 56 '3/

3-'IP /~6'7 ~;2.. /56 6'1 ..30

If-S? :z/?~ gg //'1 tlB 3D

5-61' /~g3 6:2- 56 :20 3/

6-71' /519 '17 lf2- /F: 31

EAST LINK

Inbound
Time

Auto Light Med Heavy AV~.
~unnnaIDee

1/17-17!' /02.7 3/ 71 2l? 3Z-

/7.-/1' /03'-/ 3'1 ~2- 27 32-

/- 2P 10/0 3~ 7g 30/ 3/

;z.-3P /ogcf tf3 100 39 :3J

3-'If /327 So 1:2..'1 51 97)

If-Sf /5'11 6:2- 85 35 3/

5-6P /3'16 50 ¥5 /6 3/

6-7f 1/93 37 :33 /'-1 3/
Outbound

lI't/l.f /0311 3/ '7/ ~8 3'2-

/2-11' /03Lj 3'1 62- '2-7 32-

,-zP /017 3b 7g 3'1 3/

2.-3P It) 77 If"! 10/ 39 31
3-'11' Jtl2~ 53 131.j 55 30

'I-51' J90S- 7'7 IO¥ '13 29
s-bP /753 6'1 59 2./ '209
(,-7P 13{,{, t/z 38 /~ 90

WEST LINK

Inbound
Time

Light Med Heavy AV~Auto ~~e

II"-rz." 9'10./ '29 6S ..zS 32-

12.-/1' 1'17 3/ S7 21./ 32-

r-zl' 'l'2S 33 7/ 3 I 3/

2-SP CJQ7 '-/0 92 36 3/

3-'1P /3(g 1.-/'1 /2-3 5/ 30

lI-5P /~O? 73 99 1-/0 z.?

5-/'P I 70S ~3 57 2.a '2-9

0-7P /2-'82- ?l0 :36 IS 30
Outbound

/lR·,ll 95"2- 31 58 25 32-

/2. - I I' 9'17 3/ S7 2Lj 32-

/-2- P 931 .33 7/ 3/ 3/

2-3 P /005 J-j0 Cf3 36 3/

3-1/1 /206 J/S 1/3 '17 30

1(-5f' 1970 ss- 75 3/ 30

§-(,p l/b 3 '13 39 1'1 3)

{,-7P /066 ~.3 30 13 3/



include time to format the traffic data for specific environmental modelsl however, this effort

would be min mal.

This time is divided by steps, as follows:

Person-hours

Step I: Develop hourly directional volumes 8

Step 2: Determine turning movements I

Step 3: Perform capacity analysis 2

Step 4: Determine traffic data for environmental analysis 2

Step 5: Determine traffic data for pavement design 3

Total 16

The largest single effort is to develop the hourly directional volumes and to balance the

inbound and outbound intersection movements (Step 1). The remaining steps require minimal time.

However, if additional design alternatives are to be analyzed, the time requirements for Steps 3, 4,

and 5 would increase roughly by a factor equal to the number of alternatives. Therefore, for three

alternatives, the capacity analysis may require 3 x 2 hr = 6 hr.

In summary, these manual procedures can be isolated highway design options in a cost

efficient manner t such that sufficient data are provided for evaluation, environmental analyses, and

for pavement design.
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